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ABSTRACT 

The construct of craving is frequently invoiced as a causal factor in on going 

substance use or in relapse after a period of abstinence. The aim of the present study is to 

develop a general self-report questionnaire of craving that can be used to assess craving at 

any point in addiction and recovery. The study was conducted in two phases. In the first 

phase of the study a sample of 23 addicts were interviewed about theu* subjective 

experience of craving. The purpose of this phase of the study was to develop a theory of 

the subjective experience of craving that could be used to guide the development of the 

self-report questionnaire. Analysis of the text of these interviews revealed nine dimensions 

of the subjertive experience of craving; specificity, strength, positive outcomes, 

behavioral intention, physical symptoms, affect, internal cues, situations, and drug 

availability. The first sbc dimensions were hypothesized to load on a general craving 

factor, and the last three dunensions were hypothesized to load on a cue reactivity factor. 

Questionnaire items were generated to broadly sample each of these dimensions. In the 

second phase the questioimaire was administered to a heterogeneous sample of 205 

addicts. Confirmatory factor analytic procedures were used to assess the present theory of 

craving and the psychometric properties of the instrument. The two &ctor model of 

craving fit the data well based on practical fit indices (Robust CFI=.95) and the 

discriminant validity of the two factors was supported. These analyses supported the 

theory of craving underlying the development of the questionnaire and indicated that the 

questionnaire has acceptable psychometric properties. The theoretical, psychometric, and 

clinical implications of the results are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Aim 

A well constructed self-report measure of craving has the potential to be widely used 

in the study of addictive behaviors. The aim of the present study is to develop a general 

measure of craving that can be used to assess craving across different addictions (e.g. drug 

addiction, alcoholism, gambling) at any point in addiction and recovery. This instrument 

development effort is guided by current theoretical knowledge about the role of craving in 

addictive behaviors. Qualitative methods are employed to develop an understanding of the 

underlying nature of the subjective experience of craving in addicts, and this information is 

used to guide the creation of items for the present self-report measure. Because the 

development of this self-report instrument is theoretically guided, the examination of the 

psychometric properties of this test can potentially enhance substantive knowledge of 

craving. 

Background 

The term craving is frequently used to refer to intense desires for particular things or 

activities (e.g. food, drugs, gambling, and sex). Within the field of addictions, craving is 

typically invoked as a causal factor in both ongoing substance use and in relapse after a 

period of abstinence. It is an integral part of the subjective experience of alcoholics and 

addicts who frequently attribute their relapses to giving in to mtense cravings. (Henceforth, 

alcoholics and addicts will be collectively referred to as addicts.) Craving, however, is not 

a unique feature of addiction; rather, it is a motivational state that leads to a person 
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seeking out the particular thing or activity craved. It typically precedes behaviors such as 

food consumption or drug use. Cravings associated Avith addiction are of such an intensity 

that the motivation to seek out and consume drugs can predominate the behavior of 

addicts. Thus, examination of craving in the context of drug and alcohol addiction 

(henceforth, addiction) can yield insight into the nature of craving. 

The use of the term craving as a valid explanatory construct in theories of addiction is 

controversial. This controversy is long standing and stems primarily from the frequency 

with which the term craving is used in everyday language. Approximately forty years ago 

the WHO expert committees on Alcohol and Mental Health concluded that the term 

craving, with its everyday connotations, should not be used in scientific discourse (Jellinek 

et al., 1955). Despite this warning researchers have continued to employ the term craving 

as an explanatory construct in theories of addiction. Adding to its controversial nature is 

the fact that craving is a latent trait and is neither directly observable nor directly 

measurable. To date, the development of valid and reliable indices of craving has been a 

low priority. Consequently, little research effort has been directed toward the 

development of psychometrically sound measures or indices of craving and toward the 

systematic examination of how these indices relate to addictive behaviors (Pickens & 

Johanson, 1992; Tiffany, 1990). 

The colloquial view of craving has resulted in the use of the term craving in the 

scientific literature on addiction being little more than a restatement of the lay definition of 

craving. Many investigators employ the term without providing an explicit definition of it 

which fiirther limits the utility of the construct because there is no assurance that the 
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concept is used consistently across investigators (cf. Kozlowski & Wilkinson, 1987 and 

the commentaries that follow). Such informal and inconsistent definitions of a construct 

are not sufiBcient for scientific investigation. 

Because of the controversial nature of the construct of craving, some researchers (e.g. 

Hughes, 1987; Marlatt, 1977; Wse, 1988) have argued that the term craving should be 

excluded firom scientific use. That is a rather extreme position, and there are a number of 

reasons why the scientific study of craving is needed. First, addicts consistently label the 

motivational state preceding drug use as craving and often attribute both ongoing use and 

relapse to giving in to intense cravings. Consequently, craving is usefiil diagnostically. 

Moreover, many theories of addiction (e.g. Marlatt, 1985; Robmson & Berridge, 1993; 

Siegel, 1983; Solomon, 1977; Stewart, DeWit, &Eikelboom, 1984; Wilder, 1980; Wise & 

Bozarth, 1987) postulate a causal role of craving in addiction. In fact, many, perhaps 

most, investigators appear to accept the idea that craving precedes drug use or relapse, 

and evidence of drug use is often interpreted as indicating the presence of craving. 

Second, there is increasing evidence of plausible neurological substrates that underlie the 

experience of craving (Robinson & Berridge, 1993; Wise & Bozarth, 1987). 

Finally, other commonly understood constructs such as depression, anxiety, and 

hunger have not been baimed from scientific discourse and research effort has been 

directed towards developing theories and psychometrically sound measures of these 

constructs. Instead of banning craving from scientific discourse on addiction, a more 

fruitful approach may lie in the development and testing of a multivariate theory of 

craving. Part of this effort would involve the development of instruments with known 



psychometric properties to measure craving. The construction of these instruments needs 

to be guided by current theories of craving so that the analysis of the properties of these 

tests can enhance substantive theories of craving (Loevinger, 19S7). 

Theorv of Craving 

Because of the controversial nature of the construct of craving, most of the 

theoretical work on craving has focused on the development of a definition of craving 

suitable for use in scientific discourse on addiction. This effort has been hampered by the 

subjective nature of craving and the diflBculty in measuring it. If craving is so difBcult to 

measure, why has it persisted as an explanatory construct in the scientific examination of 

addiction? In part, this persistence is attributable to the intuitive appeal of the non-

scientific use of the term craving, which equates craving with intense desires or longings. 

Moreover, people fi-equently talk about craving things other than drugs (e.g. certain types 

of food) in everyday life. Although these types of cravings are presumably not as intense 

as the cravings experienced by addicts, people do have an immediate understanding about 

the subjective experience of craving. 

With respect to addiction, craving for cigarettes is one of the most consistent and 

dramatic results of smoking cessation (Hughes & Hatsukami, 1986; Shif&nan & Jarvik, 

1976; West & Schneider, 1987); almost all alcoholics report experiencing craving for 

alcohol (Ludwig & Stark, 1974); and, intense cravings are associated with cocaine abuse 

(Gawin & Kleber, 1986). Furthermore, craving is proposed to be a major factor leading 

to relapse in abstinent addicts (Marlatt & Gordon, 1985). The unlikelihood that the term 

craving will disappear fiom scientific discourse on addiction underscores the need to 
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develop valid and reliable scales for its measurement. 

Some early investigators (e.g. Mello, 1973; Mello & Mendelson, 1972) argued that 

the construct of craving needed to be operationally defined by specifying observable 

criteria (e.g. physiological measures, behavioral indices) that are independent from the 

behavior (drinking, drug use) that craving is supposed to explain. Consequently attempts 

have been made to associate craving with physiological (e.g. Cooney, Baker, Pomerleau & 

Josephy, 1984), and behavioral (e.g. Rankin, Hodgson, & Stockwell, 1979) correlates. A 

scientific definition of craving must not be limited to its physiological and behavioral 

correlates, however, because such definitions fail to capture the subjective experience of 

addicts. 

Craving is a multi-dimensional state, and any usefiil scientific definition of craving 

must include both an assessment of its physiological and behavioral correlates and the 

subjective experience of addicts. Such an approach to measurement is not unprecedented. 

Researchers in the area of fear (e.g. Lang, Levin, Miller & Kozak, 1983) have 

systematically examined the relationships among the physiological, behavioral, and 

cognitive aspects of fear as indexed by self-report measures. Generally, motivational 

states are assumed to be composed of cognitive, behavioral, affective, and physiological 

components. If craving is presumed to be a motivational state associated with a variety of 

addictive behaviors, then a satisfactory scientific definition of craving must include 

reference to its physiological, behavioral, and cognitive correlates. 

The report of the Expert Conunittees on Alcohol and Mental Health of the World 

Health Organization represents one of the earliest attempts to provide a scientific 



definition of the term craving with respect to alcoholism (Jellinek et al., 1955). The 

committees observed that the term craving is typically used to refer to both the symptoms 

of withdrawal fi-om alcohol and their relief by further drinking and the tendency to relapse 

to drinking after a period of abstinence fi'om alcohol. On the basis of this observation, 

they proposed that a distinction should be drawn between 1) craving that occurs during 

acute withdrawal fi-om alcohol (non-symbolic craving or physical dependence), and 2) 

craving that leads to the resumption of drinking after the disappearance of withdrawal 

symptoms (symbolic craving or psychological dependence). Although these definitions 

were developed with reference to alcoholism, they can easily be applied to other drugs 

with observable withdrawal symptomology (e.g. opiates, nicotine). The WHO committees 

argued that symbolic craving was far more important to the overall problem of alcoholism 

than non-symbolic craving. 

This distinction between non-symbolic and symbolic craving is theoretically important 

because it indicates that cravings may arise fi'om different mechanisms. The WHO 

committees, however, failed to consider whether cravings arising fi-om different 

mechanisms are subjectively similar or not. It is plausible that cravings experienced during 

acute withdrawal may be both qualitatively and quantitatively different from cravings 

experienced during a period of prolonged abstinence. Craving is a complex motivational 

state, and a multivariate theory of craving must take into account whether different 

mechanisms underlie the subjective experience of craving during acute withdrawal and 

during periods of prolonged abstinence. Moreover, satisfactory measures of craving 

should assess both the symbolic and non-symbolic aspects of craving to allow for the 



systematic examination of these two aspects of craving. 

Since the WHO committee report, theories of addiction have attempted to provide 

explanations of the role of both symbolic and non-symbolic craving in addiction (e.g. 

Baker, Morse & Sherman, 1987; Jellinek, 1960; Ludwig & Stark, 1974; Mariatt, 1985; 

Siegel 1983; Solomon, 1977; Stewart et al., 1984; Wise & Bozarth, 1987). These 

explanations of the role of craving in addictive behaviors have, however, been strongly 

influenced by the particular theory of addiction adhered to by the investigator. 

Nonetheless, almost all theories of addiction postulate that craving plays a role in the 

addictive process and is a motivational state associated with both ongoing drug use and 

relapse. The exact nature of craving, however, and the mechanisms that give rise to it 

differ depending on the particular theory of addiction. This theoretical fluidity of craving 

only adds to the controversy surrounding the use of the term. 

Theories of Addiction 

The earliest theories of addiction attempted to explain the compulsive use of 

psychoactive drugs in terms of need- or drive- based theories of motivation. The basic 

premise was that the desire to use drugs, like other motivational sates such as hxinger, 

arose from homeostatic mechanisms designed to restore an organism to a state of 

equilibrium. In other words, we eat because we are hungry; we are hungry because we are 

in need of food. Similarly, addicts use drugs because they crave them; they crave drugs 

because they are in need of them. Motivational states such as hunger and craving are 

conceptualized as drive states that motivate an organism to seek out the particular thing 

that will reduce this drive and return the organism to a state of equilibrium. 



Drive-reduction theories of motivation have been employed to explain drug self-

administration in both humans and animals (for reviews see Stewart et al., 1984; Wise & 

Bozarth, 1987). According to drive-reduction theories, drug use is maintained by the 

aversive consequences associated with the termination of chronic drug use. The influence 

of drive-reduction ideas is evident in withdrawal based theories of addiction. These 

theories postulate that the primary motivating factor in ongoing substance use is the 

addict's desire to avoid the experience of aversive withdrawal symptoms. Some 

researchers (e.g. Berridge & Robinson, 1995; Stewart et al., 1984; Wise & Bozarth, 

1987), however, have argued that drug use is maintained by the rewarding effects of 

drugs. That is, it is the addict's desire to experience the euphoric effects of drugs that 

motivates drug use. Thus, there are two competing theoretical viewpoints about the 

mechanisms that maintain drug use. 

Current theories of addiction can be roughly categorized into two groups based on 

the extent to which they endorse either of these two viewpoints. These two theoretical 

orientations also reflect the two types of reinforcement, positive and negative, that have 

been proposed as being fiindamental in the initiation, maintenance, and relapse to 

substance use (Wise, 1988). According to withdrawal based theories of addiction, the 

subjective experience of craving is linked to the experience of aversive withdrawal 

symptoms. According to appetitive motivational theories of addiction the subjective 

experience of craving is linked to the euphoric effects of drug use. In what follows, the 

basic premises of these two theoretical orientations towards the role of craving in 

addiction and the implications for the measurement of craving will be discussed. 
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A^thdrawal Symptom Theories. Withdrawal symptom theories of addiction (e.g. the 

conditioned withdrawal theory. Wilder (1980); the compensatory response theory (Siegel, 

1983); and the opponent process theory, Solomon (1977)) are based on the premise that 

addiction is the result of an underlying physical dependency that leads to the experience of 

withdrawal symptoms when the drug is withdrawn (Jellinek, 1960). Although withdrawal 

symptomology varies across different classes of drugs (Gawin & EUinwood, 1988; Hughes 

& Hatsukami, 1986; Kalant, 1977; ShiflBnan, 1979), the presence of withdrawal symptoms 

is viewed as the hallmark sign of addiction. Since drug use rapidly and efficiently 

alleviates withdrawal, craving reflects the addict's desire to alleviate this aversive state of 

withdrawal. 

This conceptualization of craving is supported by findings demonstrating that craving 

is experienced during withdrawal fi^om drugs. For example, Hodgson, Rankin and 

Stockwell (1977) found that more severely dependent alcoholics experienced more intense 

craving to drink during abstinence than less severely dependent alcoholics and concluded 

that this difference was due to the more aversive withdrawal symptoms experienced by the 

more severely dependent alcoholics. Tobaccos researchers (e.g. Shifl&nan, 1979; West & 

Russell, 1986) have found that higher preabstinence levels of nicotine result in more 

severe withdrawal symptomology and craving during abstinence. Dackis and Gold (1985) 

have proposed that cocaine craving during abstinence is the result of dopamine depletion 

resulting fi'om chronic cocaine use causing a dysphoric mood (hypothesized to be part of 

the cocaine withdrawal syndrome) that triggers cocaine craving. 
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\^thdrawal symptom theories view craving as the desire to consume drugs that 

results from the aversive experience of acute or conditioned withdrawal. In other words, 

craving is the anticipation of relief from withdrawal symptoms, and the use of the term 

craving without reference to withdrawal symptomology is inappropriate. The fiinction of 

craving is to identify the substance that will alleviate the aversive experience of 

withdrawal. Once addiction has developed, drug-seeking behavior is repeatedly reinforced 

by the efficacy of drug use in suppressing withdrawal symptoms (Ludwig & Wikler, 

1974). 

The strong correlation that is observed between craving and the experience of 

withdrawal symptomology has led some researchers to postulate that craving is simply one 

of several withdrawal symptoms (Hughes & Hatsukami, 1986). Other researchers 

(Jellinek, 1960) have argued that, rather than being a component of the withdrawal 

syndrome, craving is a distinct state caused by the physiological symptoms of withdrawal. 

Although withdrawal based theories of craving provide a mechanism of how craving arises 

and the role that craving plays in drug taking behavior in the presence of acute withdrawal, 

they do not account for the occurrence of craving in the absence of acute withdrawal (i.e. 

symbolic craving). Symbolic craving is an important factor in the relapse to drug use after 

a period of abstinence. An adequate theory of craving must provide an explanation of the 

role of craving in addiction both in the presence and absence of acute withdrawal. 

In order to explain symbolic craving, withdrawal symptom theories propose that 

learning processes are involved in the development of addiction. Specifically, the 

experience of withdrawal symptoms becomes classically conditioned to environmental 
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stimuli that are associated with the withdrawal or absence of the drug. The absence or 

withdrawal of the drug constitutes the unconditioned stimulus (UCS). The subsequent 

experience of withdrawal symptoms constitutes the imconditioned response. Through 

repeated pairings of environmental stimuli (the conditioned stimulus) with the UCS, the 

environmental stimuli become capable of eliciting withdrawal symptoms. Similar to the 

experience of unconditioned withdrawal symptoms, the addict seeks to alleviate these 

conditioned withdrawal symptoms through drug use. Thus, in the absence of acute 

withdrawal, environmental stimuli have the capacity to elicit withdrawal symptoms. 

Although withdrawal symptoms can and do play a motivational role in addiction and 

are related to the experience of craving in addicts, they are neither a necessary nor 

sufficient condition for addiction (Heyman, in press). Withdrawal is a negative reinforcer 

in that it rewards behaviors that alleviate its aversive symptoms. However, psychoactive 

drugs including both stimulants (e.g. cocaine, amphetamine) and depressants (e.g. alcohol, 

opiates) appear to have excitatory or euphoric effects. These euphoric effects are the 

most crucial property for the addictiveness of psychoactive drugs (Baker et al., 1987; 

Orford, 1985). These euphoric effects are positive reinforcers in that they reward 

behaviors that induce these effects. Moreover, these euphoric effects appear to be 

rewarding in their own right. In contrast to withdrawal based theories of addiction, 

appetitive motivational theories of addictive behavior focus on the role of the positively 

reinforcing and rewarding effects of drugs in the experience of craving. 

Appetitive Motivational Theories. Appetitive motivational theories (conditioned 

appetitive motivational theory, (Stewart et al., 1984); psychomotor stimulant theory (Wise 
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& Bozaith, 1987); incentive-motivational theory (Robinson & Benidge, 1993); social-

learning theory (Miarlatt & Gordon, 1985)) are based on the premise that the euphoric 

effects of drugs are important in the development of addiction. Moreover, the intensity of 

the euphoric effects of addictive drugs increases with repeated drug use through a process 

of noiral sensitization (Benidge & Robinson, 1995; Robinson & Berridge, 1993). ffthe 

pleasurable aspects of drug use outweigh the aversive ones, then it is possible that the 

addict will experience craving and will engage in drug seeking behavior. Accordingly, 

craving is believed to represent the addict's desire for the euphoria produced by drug use 

(McAuliffe & Gordon, 1974), and may be based, in part, on the addia's memory of the 

rewarding effects of the drug (Stewart et al., 1984; Wise, 1988). Thus, in contrast to 

withdrawal symptom theories, craving represents the desire to experience the euphoric 

effects of drugs, not the desire to alleviate aversive withdrawal symptoms. 

Appetitive motivational theories of addiction are supported by evidence 

demonstrating that the direct, appetitive effects of drugs reinforce drug seeking behavior. 

For example, animals studies have demonstrated that animals will self-administer a variety 

of drugs (e.g. opiates, cocaine, amphetamine) at high rates in the absence of physical 

dependency (Stewart et al., 1984). Additionally, place preference studies have 

demonstrated that rats can be trained to prefer distinctive places in their enviroimient 

associated with the euphoric effects of amphetamine or heroin. Neither prior experience 

with the drug, physical dependency, nor acute withdrawal are necessary for obtaining 

these effects (Stewart et al., 1984). Other researchers have found that the euphoric effects 

of opiates are evident after long-term use indicating that tolerance to this effect does not 



necessarily occur (McAuli£fe & Gordon, 1974). Furthermore, both depressants (e.g. 

opiates, alcohol) and stimulants (e.g. cocaine, amphetamine) act similarly on the 

mesolimbic dopamine pathways which are hypothesized to mediate reward (Stewart et al., 

1984; Wise & Bozarth, 1987). 

^petitive motivational theories of addiction also posit a role of learning processes in 

the development and maintenance of addiction. According to these theories non-symbolic 

craving occurs immediately after drug ingestion when the euphoric efifects of the drug 

directly stimulate a desire for more drugs and, consequently, cause drug seeking behavior. 

Through classical conditioning processes, previously neutral environmental stimuli 

associated with the euphoric effects of drug use are able to elicit a motivational state 

similar to that elicited by the drug itself For example, heroin addicts often report 

euphoric effects of injecting saline under naturalistic settings (Levine, 1974; O'Brien, 

Childress, McLellan, Ehrman & Temes, 1988) indicating that the context of drug 

administration acquires the ability to elicit appetitive drug effects. Thus, symbolic craving 

is elicited by environmental stimuli previously associated with the euphoric effects of 

drugs; while non-symbolic craving occurs after drug administration. 

In sum, there are two major theoretical orientations to understanding the role of 

craving in addiction. Both orientations readily account for the occurrence of both non-

symbolic and symbolic craving. Moreover, both views of craving posit that craving is a 

motivational state that leads to drug seeking behavior. The key difference between these 

two theoretical orientations is in the mechanism underlying the subjective experience of 

craving. According to appetitive motivational theories, craving results from the rewarding 



effects of drugs and represents the addict's desire to experience the «iphoric effects of 

drugs. In contrast, withdrawal symptom theories posit that craving results from the 

aversive nature of withdrawal symptomology and represents the addict's desire to alleviate 

this aversive state. Thus, a multivariate theory of craving needs to provide an explanation 

of the role of withdrawal and appetitive processes and their relative contribution to the 

subjective experience of craving. 

Neurological Substrates of Motivation and Reward 

Neurobiological evidence supports the postulate that the subjective experience of 

craving may arise from different mechanisms associated with the aversive experience of 

withdrawal symptoms and the euphoric effects of drug use. Although it is beyond the 

scope of this paper to provide a comprehensive review of the brain mechanism of reward 

and physical dependence, findings will be discussed that suggest that different brain 

mechanisms are involved in mediating the rewarding effects and the physical dependence 

syndromes associated with addiction. If different neural mechanisms mediate the 

rewarding effects and physical dependence of drugs, then it is possible that the subjective 

experience of craving associated with these two neural mechanisms is different. 

Research into electrical brain stimulation CEBS) (Olds & Milner, 19S4) provided the 

first studies yielding evidence of plausible neural mechanisms underlying the experience of 

reward. These studies found that electrical stimulation of the medial forebrain bundle 

(MFB) was important in mediating reward. For example, rats will self-administer EBS to 

the MFB to the exclusion of everything else. Other studies have demonstrated that 

animals will learn to prefer places and objects that have been associated with the 



^erience of EBS. Moreover, BBS of the MFB enhances the rewarding properties of 

species typical objects of motivation O-e- sexual partner) indicating that this neural 

system may be involved in mediating the rewarding properties of a wide variety of stimuli. 

Studies of humans have demonstrated that EBS of the ME^ produces a type of light 

headedness that banishes negative thoughts (Olds & Olds, 1969). Taken together, these 

human and animal EBS studies suggest that the neurobiological correlates of reward are 

Unked to this neural system. 

The MFB is located in the mid-brain and has a high density of dopaminergic cells. 

Typically, in EBS studies the descending fibers of the MFB are directly activated. The 

dorsal, ventral, lateral, and caudal boundaries of the MFB closely correspond to these 

same boundaries of the dopaminergic cells located in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) 

indicating that the electrical stimulation of MFB fibers directly activate these dopamine 

containing cells (Wise, 1988). The dopaminergic neuronal connections between the VTA 

and the nucleus accumbens (NA) form the mesolimbic dopamine system that is believed to 

mediate the rewarding properties of both natural incentives and EBS. 

Psychoactive drugs activate the mesolimbic dopaminergic system. For example, the 

rewarding effects of drugs like amphetamine and cocaine are thought to be mediated by 

their ability to increase dopamine levels at the synapse through either increased release of 

dopamine into the synapse (amphetamine) or inhibition of dopamine rwptake 

(amphetamine and cocaine) in this system (Wise, 1978). Moreover, the mesolimbic 

dopaminergic system probably mediates cocaine euphoria, and the dopamine 

supersensitivity that follows long term cocaine administration in animals may be related to 



the experience of craving during prolonged periods of abstinence (Gawin & Kleber, 1986). 

Despite the fact that the primary agonistic effect of opiates is sedation, they also have the 

same final effect of elevation of dopamine levels in the VTA (Stewart et al., 1984). Other 

researchers (e.g. Blum, Cull, Braverman, & Comings, 1996; Cloniger, 1983) have 

demonstrated that dependence on alcohol, opiates, and cocaine relies on a common set of 

biochemical mechanisms related to the mesolimbic dopaminergic system. Although each 

of these addictive drugs appears to act on different parts of this circuit, the end result is 

the same-increased dopamine release in the NA and hippocampus ^oob & Bloom, 1988). 

It should not be concluded from this discussion that dopamine is the only 

neurotransmitter involved in mediating reward. Rather, the system of neurotransmitters 

involved in the biology of reward is complex, and a comprehensive discussion is beyond 

the scope of this paper. At least three neurotransmitters other than dopamine are believed 

to be involved at several sites in the brain: serotonin in the hypothalamus, enkephalins 

(opioid peptides) and GABA (an inhibitory neurotransmitter) in the VTA and the NA 

Although these other neurotransmitters play some role in reward, dopamine release alone 

is suf&cient to produce reward (Blum et al., 1996). 

Evidence indicates that the mesolimbic dopaminergic system is critical in mediating 

the positive incentive properties of drugs. In addition to their rewarding effects, positive 

incentive stimuli like drugs, are elicitors of action or approach behavior (Markou et al., 

1993; Stewart et al., 1984). For example. Wise and his colleagues (Hohnes & )^se, 

1985; Wise & Bozarth, 1987) have demonstrated that forward locomotion occurs after 

administration of a wide range of addictive drugs including amphetamine, cocaine, opiates, 



nicotine, caffeine and alcohol. Furthermore, the brain mechanisms mediating the positive 

incentive properties of drugs are hypothesized to correspond to the brain mechanisms of 

reward (Wise & Bozarth, 1987). 

In contrast to traditional reinforcers such as food or sex, drugs act directly on the 

dopaminergic reward system to produce motivational states. Moreover, all addictive 

drugs are believed to alter the fimctioning of the neuronal systems that are involved in 

incentive motivation and reward associated with conventional reinforcing stimuli. 

Specifically, sensitization effects have been found in the mesolimbic dopaminergic system 

after repeated exposure to drugs such as amphetamine, cocaine, or heroin (Robinson & 

Berridge, 1993; Berridge & Robinson, 1995). That is, repeated drug administration 

causes this system to become more sensitive to drug effects. Thus; considerable evidence 

suggests that the rewarding effects of both natural incentive stimuli such as food and water 

and artificial incentive stimuli such as EBS and psychoactive drugs are mediated by a 

single neural system—the mesolimbic dopamine system. 

At the same time, evidence indicates that the negatively reinforcing effects of drugs 

(i.e. aversive withdrawal symptoms) are not mediated through this neural system 

(Edwards, Arif & Hodgson, 1981; Wise & Bozarth, 1987). The particular characteristics 

of the withdrawal or abstinence syndrome vary across different drugs of abuse (Kalant, 

1977), and typically in the opposite direction of the direct effects of the drug. For 

example, the direct effects of amphetamine are associated with the alleviation of fatigue, 

suppression of appetite, and the elevation of mood; amphetamine withdrawal is 

characterized by a lack of energy, increased appetite, and depressed mood. It is likely that 



different brain systems are involved in mediating the withdrawal syndromes of different 

drugs of abuse. Only in the case of opiates, however, is much known about the 

anatomical substrates of negative reinforcement and this substrate, the periaqueductal 

gray, is distinct from the substrates involved in mediating the rewarding effects of opiates 

(Wise, 1988; Wise & Bozarth, 1987). 

Animal research has demonstrated, as discussed above, that the neuroanatomical area 

associated with the rewarding effects of opiates is the mesolimbic dopaminergic system 

and that this areas is not associated with physical dependence. Carefully controlled studies 

have found that animals are willing to work for opiate injections into the VTA in the 

absence of physical dependence. However, the same dosage of opiate injections into 

other areas, in particular, the periaqueductal gray produces physical dependence in the 

absence of activation of the VTA. Moreover, the periaqueductal gray is not associated 

with the rewarding effects of opiates (Bozarth & Wse, 1984). In a review of this 

literature, A^se (1988) concludes that the evidence from animal studies indicates that the 

brain regions associated with opiate physical dependence are mediated in an area distinct 

from the mesolimbic dopaminergic system of positive reinforcement. 

In sum, the current state of knowledge of the brain mechanisms involved in addiction 

indicates that different neural systems are involved in the mediation of the rewarding 

effects and the withdrawal syndromes of psychoactive drugs of abuse. Furthermore, all 

drugs of abuse appear to activate the mesolimbic dopaminergic system, which mediates 

their rewarding effects. Different withdrawal syndromes are associated with different 

classes of drugs indicating that different neural systems are involved in mediating the 



negatively reinforcing ^.e. relief from withdrawal) properties of drugs (Kalant, 1977). 

Since craving is a feature of addiction common to all psychoactive drugs, and the 

mesolimbic dopaminergic system is activated by all drugs of abuse, it is plausible that this 

system, rather than the various mechanisms of negative reinforcement, imderlies the 

subjective experience of craving (Wise, 1988; Wise & Bozarth, 1987). 

Given that craving is used as an explanatory construct in theories of addiction and the 

increasing evidence of neurological mechanisms imderlying the subjective experience of 

craving, it is pertinent that research effort begins to be focused on developing an 

understanding of the nature of craving. Because craving is a latent trait, attention also 

needs to be paid to the development of valid and reliable measures of craving. The next 

section will critically review the current status of the measurement of craving. 

Measurement of Craving 

At present, no standard methodology for measuring craving exists (Pickens & 

Johanson, 1992). Consequently, various definitions and measures of craving have been 

used, and little consensus is found across studies about the role of craving in addictive 

behaviors. Craving has been measured using self-report questionnaires, behavioral indices, 

and physiological assessments. How these three types of measures relate to each other 

and to the subjective experience of craving is unclear (TifiEany, 1990). Adequate 

assessment of the role of craving in alcohol and drug abuse has been hampered by this 

methodological problem. 
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Behavioral and Physiological Measures 

If craving is a motivational state that precedes drug use, then it should be possible to 

find behavioral correlates of craving. At first glance, just as food consumption appears 

naturally linked to hunger, there also l^>pears to be a natural link between drug use and 

craving. It is entirely plausible that the amount of drugs consumed is related to the 

strength of the craving and some investigators have attempted to equate the strength of 

craving with the amount of drug consumed (e.g. Gawin et al., 1989; Nemeth-Coslett & 

Henningfield, 1986). However, similar to consumption measures of hunger, equating the 

intensity of craving with the amount of drug consumed is logically circular. Craving is 

defined by the very behavior that it is used to explain. 

Another difi5culty with consimiption measures of craving is determining the amount 

of drug (typically alcohol) to make available in a study. Hodgson et al. (1977) found that 

when they attempted to validate a consumption measure for alcohol, the most severely 

dependent alcoholics consumed all of the alcohol that was made available to them. For 

these reasons, investigators have turned to other behavioral indices of craving including: 

choice of drug over placebo (Fischman, Foltin, Nestadt, & Pearlson, 1990; Kaplan, Meyer, 

& Stroebel, 1983); speed of consumption (Hodgson et al., 1977; Johnson & Fromme, 

1994; Rankin et al., 1979; Stockwell, Hodgson, Rankin, & Taylor, 1982); and more 

complex measures such as expenditure of effort to obtain drugs (Ludwig, \^^er, & Stark, 

1974; Mello & Mendelson, 1972; Willner, Hardman, & Eaton, 1995). The rationale for 

using behavioral indices to assess craving stems fi'om the fact that behavior is directly 

observable and readily quantifiable. Although the objectivity of this type of measure is 



appealing but the relationship between craving and drug taking behaviors in humans is just 

beginning to be investigated (Pickens & Johanson, 1992). 

Many researchers advocate the measurement of physiological changes as indices of 

craving (e.g. Pickens & Johanson, 1992; Tifbny, 1990). The objectivity of these indices 

gives them an appeal similar to behavioral assessments of craving. Investigators have 

measured physiological responses such as heart rate (Childress, McLellan, & O'Brien, 

1986; Kaplan et al., 1985; Laberg & Ellersten, 1987; McCusker & Brown, 1990), skin 

conductance (Childress et al., 1986; Kaplan et al., 1985; Laberg & Ellersten, 1987), skin 

temperature (Childress et al., 1986; Rikard-Figueroa & Zeichner, 1985), muscle tremor 

(Rankin et al., 1979), and salivation (Cooney et al., 1984). All of these physiological 

measures are non-specific signs of arousal and have been found to be associated with 

other affective states such as anger, elation, and fear. To date, no reliable and specific 

physiological indicators of craving have been identified. This is not surprising since the 

substrates mediating craving are believed to be located in the central nervous system and 

the peripheral nervous system becomes linked to these central states through learning 

processes. Consequently, these physiological indicators may not be sensitive enough to 

detect central nervous system changes associated with the experience of craving. 

Self-Report Measures 

Craving has been measured primarily by self-report questionnaires varying in both 

scope and complexity (West & Schneider, 1987). The vast majority of studies that have 

examined the role of craving in addiction have used unvalidated measures of craving, (e.g. 

Ehrman, Robbins, Childress, & O'Brien, 1992; Gottlieb, Horwitz, Kraus, Segal & Viscoli, 



1994; Kdikas, Kuhn, Crosby, Carlson, & Crea, 1991; Rankin et al., 1979; Ludwig & 

Wkler, 1974; McCusker & Brown, 1990; Powell, Bradley, & Gray, 1992; Tunis, 

Delucchi, & Hall, 1994; Voris, Elder, & Sebastian, 1991). Rarely are these measures used 

in more than one study, ^^y of these researchers are not interested in the undeiiying 

nature of the subjective experience of craving, but rather in the relationship of craving to 

other variables of interest such as relapse prevention (Marlatt, 198S), the effectiveness of 

pharmacological interventions (e.g. Glassman, Jackson, Walsh, Ropse, & Rosenfeld, 

1984), and treatment outcomes ^Cillen, Fortn:iann, Newman, & Varady, 1991). 

Consequently, most of these measures treat craving as a homogenous construct and pay 

scant attention to psychometric properties of the measure. 

Self-report measures of craving can be roughly categorized into two groups: single-

item and multi-item assessments. The type of measure chosen by investigators to assess 

craving and what aspects of craving are assessed tends to be influenced by investigator's 

view of the underlying nature of craving. Single-item assessments are employed by 

investigators who believe that craving is a homogenous construct and that the experience 

of craving differs across people only in its strength or intensity. Multi-item assessments 

are used by investigators who believe that craving is a heterogeneous construct consisting 

of multiple dimensions and that the experience of craving differs across people according 

to these dimensions. 

Single-Item Measures. Single-item measures of craving typically ask addicts to rate 

the intensity, duration and/or frequency of their cravings on a rating scale (Gottlieb et al., 

1994; McCusker & Brown, 1991; Powell et al., 1992; Tunis et al., 1994), or a visual 



analog scale (Flowers et al., 1993; CHassman et al., 1984; Voris et al., 1991). The 

particular questions asked by researchers vary greatly across studies. For example, 

McCusker and Brown (1990) asked subjects to rate how much they wanted another drink 

on a 0 (definitely would not like another drink) to 10 (really craving another drink) scale; 

whereas Gottlieb et al. (1994) asked subjects to rate their desire for alcohol on a 5 point 

scale. In contrast, Voris ^ al. (1991) asked subjects to place an X on a line that was 

anchored by intense craving and no craving; and Powell et al. (1992) asked subjects to 

rate how attracted they were to the idea of using drugs on a 0 (no attraction at all) to 8 

(extreme desire) scale. 

These four studies clearly illustrate the fact that no consistent methodology for asking 

addicts to rate their subjective experience of craving currently exists. The only similarity 

across these studies is the use of one item questionnaires to assess the level of craving. 

Systematic comparisons caimot be made across studies because the investigators used 

diSerent questions to elicit ratings about craving and different scales of measurement. 

Additionally, these single-item assessments of craving do not provide any information 

about what the addict is actually experiencing when in a state of craving. This view of 

craving reflects the prevailing theoretical tendency to view craving as arising m a straight 

forward manner either fi'om the positive reinforcing or rewarding properties of drugs or 

fi'om their negative reinforcing effects related to withdrawal symptoms (Willner et al., 

1995). These studies beg the question of the nature of craving since they simply assume 

that respondents know what craving is and that the experience is more or less the same 

across people, situations, and types of drugs. 



From a psychometric perspective, singie-item scales are not an ideal method for 

assessing latent traits like craving. Single-item scales are notoriously unreliable, and the 

responses of people to single items are not consistent across time. Consequently, it is 

difficult to determine whether changes observed in craving as assessed by single-item 

scales reflect measurement errors or systematic changes in the experience of craving. 

Multiple items improve reUability by allowing random errors of measurement to average 

out. Measurement errors in one direction tend to cancel out measurement errors in the 

opposite direction resulting in a relatively constant total score over time ^Uishton, 

Brainerd & Pressley, 1983; Spector, 1992). Thus, if changes in craving scores are 

observed over time it can be generally assumed that these observed changes are the result 

of changes in the experience of craving and not the result of the unreliability of the 

measure. 

Multi-Item Measures. Some researchers have employed multi-item measures of 

craving (e.g. Gossop, Powell, Grey & Hajek, 1990; Rankin et al., 1979; Shiffinan & 

Jarvik, 1976; Tiffany & Drobes, 1991; Tiffany, Singleton, Haertzen, & Henningfield, 

1993; West, Jarvis, Russell, Carruthers, & Feyerabend, 1984). Typically, addicts are 

asked to rate how intensely they have experienced a variety of thoughts or feelings that are 

presumed to be associated with the subjective experience of craving. These ratings are 

then combined into an overall craving score. Both the type of items and the number of 

items included in these measures of craving vary across studies. Some researchers have 

included relatively few items (Laberg & Ellersten, 1987; Rankin et al., 1979); others (e.g. 

Shif&nan & Jarvik, 1976; West et al., 1984) have designed their questionnaires around the 



behavioral correlates (e.g. how much subjects were missing cigarettes, thinking about 

cigarettes more than usual) of craving; whereas others have used adjectives (e.g. tense, 

anxious, excited) that clinical observations suggested may be associated with craving 

(Gossop et al., 1990). 

The choice of items for inclusion on these multi-item scales tends to be influenced by 

the theoretical orientation of the investigator. That is, if the investigator believes that 

craving is related to the experience of withdrawal symptoms then the items assessing 

craving tend to be related to the experience of withdrawal symptoms. On the other hand, 

if the investigator believes that craving is related to the appetitive motivational effects of 

drugs then the items assessing craving tend to be related to these effects. By not including 

an assessment of all the plausible dimensions of craving, these measures of craving are 

potentially biased. An adequate measure of craving should provide an assessment of the 

relative contribution of withdrawal symptomology and appetitive/euphoric effects in the 

subjective experience of craving. 

Because of these differences in the content of multi-item scales of craving, it is 

difficult, if not impossible, to compare results across studies. The vast tiugority of craving 

self-report instruments Qncluding the multi-item measures) tend to treat craving in a 

homogenous maimer by providing an overall assessment of the intensity of experienced 

craving. Many researchers (e.g. Baker et al., 1987; Pickens & Johanson, 1992; Rankin et 

al., 1979; Tiffany et al., 1993) do believe that there are multiple dimensions in the 

subjective experience of craving. No measures have been developed that systematically 

assess all the plausible dimensions of craving. Furthermore, with one exception (Gossop 



et al., 1990), all the cunent measures of craving have been designed to assess craving for 

one particular drug. Since craving is an important &ctor in addiction to different drugs 

(le. alcohol, opiates, nicotine, stimulants), it is important that researchers be able to 

compare craving for different drugs systematically. Differences in how craving is 

experienced for different drugs could have important theoretical and treatment 

implications. 

Physiological and Self-Report Measures. The relationship between craving as 

measured by self-report questionnaires and as measured by physiological indices is not 

well understood. Tifiany (1990) reviewed thirteen studies that examined the relationship 

between physiological and self-report assessments of craving. In all of these studies 

addicts were exposed to drug-related or neutral stimuli while physiological responses and 

self-reported craving were monitored. Tiffany (1990) found that most of the correlations 

between these two types of assessments were positive, suggesting that self-reports of 

craving tend to be associated with increased physiological activation. However, the 

average reported correlation between the measures across the studies was .38 indicating 

that the relationship between these two assessment methods was not strong. 

A number of factors may have attenuated the strength of this relationship. First, these 

studies tended to employ single-item assessments of craving. Single-item scales are 

notoriously unreliable (Spector, 1992). Furthermore, if craving is a heterogeneous state, 

then a single-item measure will not capture all of the critical dimensions of craving. 

Second, the physiological indices assessed were associated with general arousal. The 

relationship between craving and general arousal has not been systematically studied. 
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Consequently, it is not known if this type of physiological measure is a valid assessment of 

craving. Moreover, the reliability of these physiological indices was not reported in these 

studies. Since the correlation between two measures is limited by unreliability of each of 

the measures, it is plausible that correlations found between self-report and physiological 

assessments of craving are attenuated by less than perfect reliability of these two 

measurement procedures. 

In sum, although attempts have been made to measure craving in a variety of ways, at 

present none of these methods provides a reliable and valid index of craving. It is 

probable that multiple dimensions are associated with the subjective experience of craving. 

Consequently, an adequate measure of craving must provide an assessment of the all of 

the plausible dimensions of craving. To date, however, there has been little psychometric 

work addressing whether items that appear on a craving scale are actually measuring a 

single underlying dimension. Too many researchers appear to have chosen to examine 

easily measurable and convenient indices of craving in lieu of formulating meaningful and 

testable theories of craving that guide the development of measures of craving. Finally, 

self-report measures need to be calibrated against behavioral and physiological 

assessments of craving so that the relationships between these types of assessments can be 

better understood. 

Validated Self-Report Measures of Craving 

TifiFany and his colleagues (Tif&ny & Drobes; 1991; TifiEany et al., 1993) have 

developed two multi-item self-report questionnaires designed to assess craving for 

cigarettes and cocaine. The work of these researchers will be discussed in detail because it 



represents the only attempt at validating self-report measures of craving. The selection of 

items for these scales was guided by the belief that the subjective experience of craving is 

multi-dimensional and is related to both positive and negative reinforcement (Baker et al., 

1987). These researchers have developed two scales for assessing craving for cigarettes 

and cocaine: the Questionnaire of Smoking Urges (QSU) (Tifi&ny & Drobes, 1991) and 

the Cocaine Craving Questiotmaire (CCQ) (Tiffany et al., 1993). 

The QSU is a 32 item scale assessing four dimensions relevant to cigarette craving; 

desire to smoke, anticipation of positive outcomes, relief of withdrawal or negative affect, 

and intention to smoke. Smokers are asked to indicate on a seven point rating scale how 

strongly they agree or disagree with each item on the questionnaire. In contrast, to the 

previously discussed craving measures. Tiffany and Drobes (1991) conducted an initial 

validation of this scale on samples of smokers who had abstained from smoking for 0, 1 or 

6 hours. 

They conducted four exploratory factor analyses (one for each abstinence condition 

and one for the entire sample) in an attempt to identify the underlying factor structure of 

self-reported smoking urges. Across all four analyses they found that a two factor 

extraction represented the most adequate solution. These two factors were strongly 

correlated (f=.66) and loaded on a second order general craving &ctor. Tif&ny and 

Drobes (1991) concluded that these two factors could be interpreted as two subscales of 

their overall craving questionnaire. Both these subscales had high internal consistency; 

Factor 1 (15 items) alpha=.95 and Factor 2 (11 items) alpha=.93. Based on the semantic 

content of the items comprising each subscale, they concluded that Factor 1 represented 



the intention and desire to engage in smoking behavior that is anticipated to be pleasant 

and that Factor 2 was oriented towards an anticipation of relief from negative affect 

through smoking. 

Tifi&ny et al. (1993) used a similar approach in the initial development of the 4S-item 

CCQ. This questionnaire differs from the QSU in two ways. First, items for this 

questionnaire were generated to represent five distinct dimensions of cocaine craving: 

desire to use cocaine, anticipation of positive outcomes from cocaine use, anticipation of 

relief from cocaine withdrawal symptoms/negative mood, intention and planning to use 

cocaine, and lack of control over use. The QSU items were based on only four 

hypothesized dimensions of craving for cigarettes. Second, two versions of the 

questionnaire were constructed. The Now version asked subjects to rate their current 

craving for cocaine, and the General version asked subjects to rate their average level of 

craving over the preceding week. Similar to the QSU, subjects rated their level of 

agreement with each item on a 7 point rating scale. 

Tiffany and his colleagues administered both questionnaires to 225 cocaine abusers 

who were not attempting to remain abstinent from cocaine. The results were analyzed 

using exploratory factor analyses to determine the underlying factor structure of self-

reported cocaine craving for both versions of the CCQ. For the Now version of the 

questionnaire, a four factor solution best represented the responses to the items. The 

range of intercorrelations for these factors was between .12 and .51, and a higher-order 

analysis produced one second order, general craving factor. Tiffany et al. (1993) 

concluded that the items loading on these &ctors could be interpreted as four subscales of 



their overall craving questionnaire. These four subscales had high internal consistency as 

measured by coefi5cient alpha: Factor 1(11 items), alpha==.92; Factor 2(12 items), 

alpha= 87; Factor 3(9 items), alpha=.78; and Factor 4(9 items) alpha=.72. 

For the General version of the questionnaire, a five &ctor solution best represented 

the responses to the questionnaires. The existence of the fifth factor was questionable 

based on eigenvalues and scree plots, and consequently, TifiEany et al. (1993) reported 

subsequent analyses only on the first four Actors. The range of intercorrelations between 

these four factors was between .10 to .48, and a higher order analysis produced a second 

order, general craving factor. These four subscales had high internal consistency as 

measured by coefficient alpha: Factor 1(11 items), alpha=.89; Factor 2(8 items), 

alpha=.84; Factor 3(12 items), alpha=.83; and Factor 4(3 items) alpha=.70. Unlike the 

QSU, for neither the Now nor the General versions of the CCQ was any attempt made to 

provide meaningful labels to the underlying factors because items from each of five a-

priori dimensions loaded on the &ctors making factor interpretation difficult. 

Although Tiffany and his colleagues report reliable multi-dimensional craving scales 

for cigarettes and cocaine, a number of problems limit the usefiilness and the 

generalizability of their results. First, the analyses revealed different fiictor structures with 

different items loading on the factors for the QSU and the CCQ. This difference was due, 

in part, to the inclusion of loss of control items on the CCQ, which added another craving 

dimension to the CCQ. Second, Tifiany and his colleagues employed different criteria for 

determining whether items loaded on a given factor for the QSU and CCQ. The 

difference in factor structure across questionnaires makes it difficult to systematically 
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compare craving for cocaine and cigarettes using these two instruments. To increase our 

understanding of the role craving in addictive behavior it is important that researchers are 

able to compare craving for different drugs. 

Third, Tifiany and his colleagues developed dimensions of the subjective experience 

of craving based on previous research and clinical observations. These dimensions were 

then used to guide the development of items representing each dimension. Despite the use 

of theory to guide the development of questionnaire items, the data analytic procedures 

that they employed were exploratory or a-theoretical in nature. More consistent and 

interpretable results may have been found if theoretically based anjdytic procedures such 

as confirmatory factor analysis had been utilized to directly test the hypothesized 

dimensionality of self-reported craving. Fourth, for both questionnaires there was a factor 

that consisted primarily of negatively worded items indicating that subjects may have had 

difiScuIty understanding these items. In fact, for the QSU this factor accounted for the 

largest proportion of the variance (78%). It is possible that the commonality between 

these items may be the result of the negative wording and not the result of these items 

assessing a similar dimension of craving. 

In an independent study. Olio et al. (1995) modified the 32-item QSU to assess 

craving for crack-cocaine. This was accomplished by substituting the phrase 'Rising 

cocaine" for "smoking". In addition, they added one item to the modified QSU scale 

relating to the effect of crack-cocaine odor on the experience of craving. Olio and her 

colleagues administered the questiotmaire to a sample of 77 crack-cocaine addicts 

receiving treatment. Olio et al. (1995) conducted an exploratory fiictor analysis to 



examine the factor structure of their Questionnaire of Cocaine Urges (QCU). 

Using principal components analysis ^CA), th^ found that an eight &ctor extraction 

represented the most adequate solution and accoimted for 71% of the variance. The first 

&ctor, however, accounted for most of the variance in their data (37%). These &ctors 

were extracted orthogonally to each other and were not allowed to intercorrelate. 

Because items firom each of the a-priori categories (anticipation of positive outcomes, 

anticipation of relief fi'om negative symptoms, desire to use, and intention to use) loaded 

on each of the eight factors, no effort was made to try to provide labels for the extracted 

factors. The split-half reliability of the entire scale was .88. 

A number of methodological problems with the validation study of the QCU limits its 

usefulness. First, in their analysis of the factor structure of the QCU, Olio and her 

colleagues did not allow the factors to intercorrelate. Given that Tiffany and his 

colleagues found significant intercorrelations among the factors on both the QSU and 

CCQ, it seems unlikely that the dimensions of craving for crack-cocaine would be 

independent. Second, the questionnaire contained items developed to relate to four a-

priori dimensions of craving; accordingly, more interpretable results might have been 

obtained if they had used theoretically based analytic procedures to test the imderlying 

structure of self-reported craving as a opposed to exploratory or a-theoretical analyses. 

In simi, both Tiffany and his colleagues and Olio and her colleagues attempted to 

validate self-report questionnaires of craving. Unfortunately, the validation of these 

instruments has been limited to single studies with no attempts being nuule to understand 

how these questionnaires relate to current theories of craving. The major shortcoming of 
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both of these efforts lies in the analytical procedures used to assess the undeilying 

structure of the responses to the questionnaires. Both groups of researchers employed a-

theoretical or exploratory techniques despite the existence of an a-priori theory about the 

plausible dimensions of craving. The use of these procedures resulted in the analyses 

producing different numbers of factors imderlying the self-report of craving and different 

items loading on these Actors. 

This inconsistency in results makes it difScult to develop an understanding of the 

underlying nature of craving. Based on these results, it seems that the dimensionality of 

craving varies based on the type of drug assessed. Although it is plausible that the 

subjective experience of craving does vary across drugs, it is unlikely that the underlying 

nature of craving differs ai:ross drugs of abuse in such a way that there are different 

dimensions of craving depending on the particular drug. To develop an understanding of 

the nature of craving, research effort needs to be directed at developing instruments that 

are capable of assessing craving across different drugs so that systematic comparisons can 

be made. 

Measurement of Craving across Drugs 

With one exception (Gossop et al., 1994), all self-report measures of craving have 

been designed to assess craving for one particular drug, precluding the systematic 

comparison of craving across different types of drug. Gossop et al. (1990) asked a sample 

of heroin addicts attending a methadone treatment clinic and cigarette smokers who had 

recently quit smoking to complete a rating scale containing ten adjectives that clinical 

observation had suggested were associated with the experience of craving. Eight of these 
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adjectives related to dysphoric mood (tense, discouraged, unhappy, angry, anxious, 

desperate, frustrated, restless), and two related to positive mood (excited, curious). 

Participants were asked to rate each item on a four point scale according to a) how often 

they had that feeling during craving (never, sometimes, often, and always) and b) the 

degree to which th^r had that feeling during an episode of strong craving (nil, mild, 

moderate, and severe). 

The results for frequency and intensity were virtually identical, and only the results for 

intensity were discussed by Gossop and his colleagues. Th^ foimd that, overall, heroin 

addicts reported stronger feelings on the dysphoric items than cigarettes smokers. In 

addition, neither group rated the positive items as a frequent or strong component of 

craving. These results suggest that for both heroin addicts and cigarette smokers, craving 

is an unpleasant state. Crossop et al. (1990) concluded that these findings were contrary to 

the view that craving is appetitive or positive in nature (e.g. Wise & Bozarth, 1987; 

Marlatt & Gordon, 1985; Stewart et al. 1984). 

A methodological problem with this study, however, draws into question the validity 

of this conclusion. Although the dysphoric adjectives employed by Gossop and his 

colleagues were representative of the withdrawal symptom view of craving (see Siegel, 

1973; Solomon, 1977; Wikler, 1980), the positive adjectives were not representative of 

the appetitive motivational view of craving. Appetitive motivational theories of craving 

posit that expectations about drug effects (Marlatt, 1985) or the memory of the rewarding 

effects of the drug (Wise & Bozarth, 1987; Stewart et al., 1984) are key dimensions of 

craving. The adjectives "excited" and "curious" do not capture the essence of the 



rewarding efifects of drugs and may not provide a valid assessment of the ^petitive 

motivational aspects of craving. Nonetheless, the Gossop et al. (1990) study is important 

because it represents the first attempt to systematically compare craving across different 

types of drugs. Further studies of this type with improved methodology are needed. 

In sum, because of the differing methodologies used to assess craving, it is difScult, if 

not impossible, to compare results across studies. The vast majority of craving measures 

(including the multi-item measures) tend to treat craving in a global way by providing an 

overall assessment of the intensity of experienced craving. Most researchers (Pickens & 

Johanson 1992; Rankin et al., 1979) do believe, however, that there are multiple 

components involved in the subject experience of craving. No measures have been 

developed that systematically assess the underlying dimensions of craving and test whether 

craving is unidimensional or multi-dimensional in nature. 

Present Studv 

Better measurements procedures will result if they are guided by current theories of 

craving, so that the analysis of the responses to questionnaire items can inform our 

theories of craving. In most of the previous attempts to measure craving, internal 

consistency and criterion validity have been the driving forces in instrument development. 

That is, the adequacy of a self report measure was determined by examining the inter

relationships among the items comprising the measure and correlation of the test score 

with external criteria such as amount of drugs used, years of drug use, etc.. 

Internal consistency and criterion validity are evidence that something systematic is 

being measured. They are not, however, an adequate basis for test construction 
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(Loevinger, 1957). Concerns about the construct validity of a measure of an underlying 

trait should guide instrument development. In contrast to criterion validity, construct 

validity places emphasis on the role of theory in the validation of measures of underlying 

traits (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; Loevinger, 1957). The theory or properties of the 

construct should determine the nature of the instrument and the nature of the studies that 

establish the construct validity of the instrument (Peak, 1953). 

Studies of construct validity are essentially aimed at validating the theory imderlying 

the development of a measure of a latent construct. In &ct, construct validation is 

involved whenever a test is to be interpreted as a measure of some unobservable latent 

trait (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). Ultimately, it is the underlying trait that we aim to 

understand and the corresponding measure represents our current best understanding of it. 

Loevinger (1957) argues that there are 3 elements to construct validity: the measure, the 

trait measured, and the interpretation of the measure. It is the content of the items, the 

nature of the external criteria with varying relationships to the scores on the instnmient 

that are relevant to the proposed interpretations of the instrument that give the instrument 

psychological meaning. We want to know how the construct that the instrument measures 

fits into a comprehensive theory of the trait and its relationship to behavior. 

Consequently, the process of instrument development should be consistent with the 

procedures of construct validation (lessor & Hammond, 1957). 

If substantive theory is to benefit fi'om test construction there must be a reason for the 

inclusion of every item on the scale. Moreover, the items should be chosen to sample all 

possible contents that might comprise the underlying trait according to all known 



alternative theories of the trait. The majority of existing craving scales have been 

developed based on one particular theoretical orientation (e.g. craving is homogenous, 

craving results from the experience of withdrawal symptoms). Since there are alternative 

theories about the nature of craving, the instnmient development ^ort should initially 

sample a broad content that includes items representing all plausible dunensions of craving 

according to these alternative theories. 

Furthermore, since craving is not specific to drugs of abuse, a general scale that can 

assess craving in a wide variety of situations—across different drugs of abuse, other 

addictions (food, sex, gambling)—is needed. The analysis of the properties of this 

instrument should have the potential to inform substantive theories of craving. Previous 

multi-item scales have been limited to specific drugs of abuse (e.g. cocaine, nicotine) with 

specific items differing across scales thereby making systematic comparisons of craving 

across drugs of abuse problematic at best. Although it is plausible that the subjective 

experience of craving varies across different situations and drugs of abuse, this variation 

does not necessitate assessing it with different instruments. 

The purpose of the present study is to develop a valid and reliable self-report measure 

of craving that extends the work of Tiffany and his colleague and corrects some of the 

methodological problems of the QSU and CCQ initial validation studies. The major 

difference between the present study and previous instrument development efforts, lies in 

the fact that this study is guided by concerns for construct validity and not criterion 

validity. Accordingly, the present instrument development effort is seen as a first step in 

the systematic study of the nature of craving and its role in addictive behaviors. It is the 
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underlying trait On this case craving) that we aim to understand, and the corresponding 

measure of the trait should represent our current best understanding of the trait. As 

theories of craving evolve so should measures of craving; an^ likewise, the understanding 

of the psychometric properties of measures of craving has the potential to enhance our 

theoretical knowledge of craving. 

Since there are currently alternative theories about the mechanisms that give rise to 

the experience of craving (withdrawal symptom vs. appetitive motivational) and 

alternative theories about the underlying structure of craving (homogenous vs. 

heterogeneous), the development of measures of craving should not be guided by one 

particular theory but rather by consideration of all of the plausible alternative theories of 

craving. The development of instruments based on a particular theoretical orientation of 

craving have the potential to be biased assessments. Such measures have limited utility in 

advancing our theoretical knowledge of craving. To avoid this problem, the present study 

takes a theory-guided critical multiplies approach in which all plausible theories of craving 

are considered in the development of the present craving questionnaire. Consideration of 

all the plausible alternative theories of craving reduces the possibility that the measure of 

craving is biased and allows for the testing of these alternative theories. 

Moreover, to be able to develop an accurate and valid self-report instrument of a 

subjective experience it is important to gather information systematically from people who 

have experienced the phenomenon. How addicts experience craving may be different from 

how researchers or clinicians believe that they experience craving (cf Kozlowski & 

Wilkinson, 1987; Ludwig & Stark, 1974). Common themes found in the descriptions of 



craving and the situations related to the experience of craving, may provide the basis for 

the formulation and testing new hypotheses about the nature of craving. An adequate 

assessment of craving involves the carefiil description of the state. 

To date this careful, descriptive approach to examining craving has been rare. In fact, 

only one study has examined the subjective experience of craving. Ludwig and Stark 

(1974) asked alcoholics to think about situations in which th^ had experienced craving, 

and to rate the intensity of their craving in each of these situations on a 100 point scale. 

The descriptions given by alcoholics centered aroimd emotional di^ess and situations 

associated with past drinking. Although this study provided usefiil information about the 

situations leading up to the experience of craving, Ludwig and Stark (1974) did not ask 

alcoholics about their actual experience craving beyond rating its intensity related to these 

situations. Consequently, this study does not provide information about the subjective 

experience of craving. To date, no studies have been conducted that have asked addicts to 

describe how they experience craving. 

The present instrument development effort is divided into two phases. The first study 

involved interviewing addicts about how they experience craving. The interviews were 

developed to covered all aspects of craving based on all plausible alternative theories 

about the underlying nature of craving. These interviews ensured that no potentially 

important aspects of the subjective experience of craving were omitted fi'om the present 

self-report instrument. Analysis of the common themes of these interviews was used to 

develop a theory of the subjective experience of craving that was used to guide instrument 

construction. The inclusion ofitems on the scale was theoretically based. The second 



study involved an initial validation of the instrument on a heterogeneous sample of addicts. 

Analyses were conducted that examined the adequacy of the theory of the subjective 

experience of craving underiying the construction of the self-report measure and that 

systematically compared whether craving is homogenous or heterogeneous in nature. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STUDY 1: QUALITATIVE INTERIVEWS 

Study Design 

The purpose of this study was to ask addicts to describe their experience of craving in 

a systematic way, since, in the development of instruments to measure a subjective state, it 

is important to gather information from people who have experienced the state. To date, 

no studies have been conducted that have asked addicts to describe their experience of 

craving. In order to develop an interview that would cover all plausible dimensions of 

craving, the literature was reviewed to determine what dimensions have been discussed by 

researchers of different theoretical orientations as being important in the experience of 

craving. Ideally, if the process of instnmient development is to be able to inform 

substantive theory, the content domain sampled must be broad enough to allow for the 

possible testing of alternative theoretical viewpoints about the nature of craving. 

The review of the literature revealed that at least eight dimensions are considered to 

be important in the experience of craving: specificity, intensity, positive outcomes, 

behavioral intention, physical symptoms, thoughts, affect, and cues. Additionally, a 

number of studies (e.g. Ludwig & Stark, 1974) have found that the term craving tends to 

have different meanings across addicts. The next section will briefly describe each of these 

dimensions and the issue of definitional ambiguity as it relates to the present study. 

Dimensions of Craving 

Specificitv. Specificity refers to the idea that a craving can only be satisfied by the 

particular substance (e.g. specific drug, specific food) or activity (e.g. gambling) craved. 
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This idea is supported by findings from animal research demonstrating that the 

effectiveness of drugs in reinstating drug self-administration decreases as their similarity to 

the training drug decreases. For example, amphetamine (a stimulant) is more effective 

than heroin (an opioid) in reinstating self-administration in an animal initially trained to 

self-administer cocaine (a stimulant) (see Markou et al. 1993 for review of this research). 

Markou and his colleagues argue that this specificity in animal drug self-administration 

parallels the specificity of craving reported by human drug users. Addicts typically report 

intense desires to consume a specific substance, usually the drug oh which they are 

assumed to be dependent. Only when their drug of choice is unavailable do they substitute 

with a different drug. 

Another interpretation of these findings is provided by Wise and his colleagues in the 

context of the psychomotor stimulant theory of addiction (Wise, 1988; Wse & Bozarth, 

1987). They argue that the finding that different drugs will reinstate self-administration to 

some extent indicates that different types of drugs have the potential to satisfy the craving 

for another drug. Moreover, according to the psychomotor stimulant theory of addiction 

all drugs of abuse ultimately active the same neural system. Consequently, one drug 

should have some of the same subjective effects of) and should, therefore, partially satisfy 

the craving for another drug. Because there are different predictions regarding the amount 

of specificity associated with craving, an assessment of the specificity of craving has the 

potential to inform substantive theory about the nature of craving. 

Strength/Frequencv. Cravings can vary both in their strengthAntensity and in theu* 

frequency. Many researchers have foimd that in abstinent addicts or smokers the strength 
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of craving decreases over time-a finding that is predicted by withdrawal symptom theories 

of addiction (e.g. Schuster, Greenwald, Johanson, & Heishman, 199S; Shiffinan & Jarvik, 

1976; Weddington, et al., 1990; Weiss, Griffin, & Kifford, 1995; West, H '̂ek & Belcher, 

1987). \^y self-report measures of craving directly assess the strength or fi'equency of 

craving by asking addicts to indicate the level of intensity or the fi'equency of their craving 

on a rating scale. A single summary score is typically used to indicate the strength of 

craving. Addicts also report experiencing cravings of different strengths (Ludwig & Stark 

1974). Cravings do vary in both strength and fi'equency and measures of craving should 

provide an assessment of the strength and fi'equency of craving. 

Positive Outcome Expectancies. Positive outcome expectancies refers to the 

observation that the experience of craving is associated with wanting to experience the 

euphoric effects of drugs. In this context, the term craving is used to refer to an appetitive 

motivational state associated with an expected positive outcome resulting fi'om drug use. 

This state is characterized as being anticipatory in nature (Marlatt, 1987). A number of 

studies support this contention. For example, Zinser, Sherman, Baker, and Cannon (1992) 

found strong correlations between self-reported craving and positive outcome expectancy 

ratings. In a study of naloxone (an opiate antagonist) precipitated withdrawal in 

methadone patients, Schuster et al. (1995) found that only items related to anticipated 

positive outcomes fi'om their multi-item heroin craving scale showed a significant 

elevation during the precipitated withdrawal. Similarly, Tiffany & Drobes (1991) foimd 

that on the QSU the largest (accounting for the most variance) factor was related to 

positive outcome expectancies related to smoking (intention and desire to smoke. 



anticipation of pleasure from smoking). These findings indicate that the subjective 

^erience of craving is associated with wanting to ^erience the positive or euphoric 

effects of drug use. 

Behavioral Intention. Generally, craving is presumed to precede drug-seeking and 

drug consumption behaviors. (Baker et al., 1987; Kozlowski & \^^lkinson, 1987; Ludwig 

et al., 1974; Maura et al., 1988; Rickard-Figueroa & Zeichner, 1985). Tifi&ny (1990) 

argued that a prominent component of self-reported craving in addicts not attempting 

abstinence is a stated intention to engage in drug-seeking and drug use behavior. In fact, 

analyses of both the QSU (Tiffany & Drobes, 1991) and the CCQ (Tifi&ny et al., 1993) 

indicated that intentions and plans to smoke/to use cocaine were major constituents of 

self-reported craving in addicts not attempting to remain abstinent. Because of this 

hypothesized relationship between behavioral intention and craving some researchers have 

used behavioral measures to assess craving (e.g. Ludwig et al., 1974; Mello & Mendelson, 

1972; Rankin et al., 1977;). The subjective experience of craving should be associated 

with a stated intention to engage in drug-seeking and/or drug use. 

Physical Svmptoms. A general belief among addictions researchers is that the 

subjective experience of craving should be associated with somatovisceral changes such as 

increased heart rate (Baker et al., 1987; Kozlowski & Wilkinson, 1987; Ludwig et al., 

1974; Niaura et al., 1988; Rickard-Figueroa & Zeichner, 1985), increased breathing 

(Ludwig et al., 1974), changes in galvanic skin response (Ludwig et al., 1974), changes in 

blood pressure (Ludwig et al., 1974), changes in body temperature (Rankin et al., 1977), 

and changes in salivation (Coon^ et al., 1984). For example, during treatment 



interventions with alcoholics, Hodgson et al. (1977) observed that slight craving involved 

no measurable physiological components, whereas, strong craving was associated with 

agitation, physical symptoms (e.g. hands shaking), and increased heart rate. Thus, more 

intense physical symptoms may be associated with more intense craving. Because of the 

association between physical symptoms and craving, some researchers have employed 

physiological assessments of craving (e.g. Ludwig et al., 1974). Thus, part of the 

subjective experience of craving involves an awareness of physiological changes in the 

body. 

Thoughts. Thoughts refers to the observation that aaving is often manifested in a 

preoccupation with thinking about the object (e.g. drugs) craved (West, 1987). Modell, 

daser, Cyr, & Moimtz (1992) foimd that scores on a single-item craving scale measuring 

the intensity of craving had statistically significant correlations with the obsessionality 

subscale (r=.53) and compulsivity subscale (r=.59) of the Yale-Brown Obsessive 

Compulsive Scale (Goodman, et al., 1989). Questions on the obsessionality subscale 

assessed characteristics such as time occupied by alcohol-related thoughts, amount of 

resistance mounted against alcohol-related thoughts, and degree of control over alcohol-

related thoughts. Questions on the compulsivity subscale assessed characteristics such as 

quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption, amount of distress if prevented fi'om 

drinking when desired, and perceived degree of control over consumption of alcohol. 

Tunis et al. (1994) found a similar relationship between craving and intrusive thinking in 

cocaine abusers. These studies suggest that one important dimension of the subjective 

experience of craving is characterized by obsessive thoughts about using drugs. 



Affect. Affect refers to the feelings and emotions that are believed to co-occur with 

craving or that elicit craving. Gossop et al. (1990) found that craving was associated with 

dysphoric feelings such as tension, anxiety, and restlessness and not feeling such as 

excitement and curiosity in both heroin addicts and cigarette smokers. Studies focusing 

on the determinants of relapse have foimd that affect and particularly negative affect is 

associated with craving and subsequent relapse (Velicer, DiClemente, Rossi, & Prochaska,. 

1990). Thus, the subjective experience of craving may be associated with specific 

emotional states. 

Cues. Of all aspects of craving, the relationship between craving and cues has 

probably received the most research attention (e.g. Bauer & Kranzler, 1994; Childress, 

McLellan, Ehrman & O'Brien, 1988; Cunningham, Sobell, Gavin, Annis & Sobell, 199S; 

Droungas, Ehrman, Childress, & O'Brien, 1995; Ehrman, Robbins, Childress, & O'Brien, 

1992; Ludwig & Stark, 1974; Ludwig et al, 1974; Ranking et al., 1977; Velicer et al., 

1990; Weiss, GriflBn & Hufford, 1995; Zinser et al., 1992). External (e.g. situations 

associated with past drug use) and internal (e.g. specific emotions) cues are believed to 

acquire the ability to elicit craving through associations acquired during the development 

of addiction and these cues are postulated to play a role in relapse. The following cues 

have been found to elicit craving; negative affect Q e. depressed, worried, sad, bored, 

lonely) (e.g. Cunningham et al., 1995; Ludwig & Stark, 1974; Velicer et al., 1990), 

positive affect (i.e. happy, ) (e.g. Cimningham et al., 1995; Ludwig & Stark, 1974), drug 

availability (e.g. Droungas, et al., 1995; Ludwig & Stark, 1974; Weiss et al., 1995), 

money on hand (e.g. Ludwig & Stark), presentation of drug related stimuli (e.g. Bauer & 



Kranzler, 1994; Droungas et al., 1995; Ehrman et al, 1992; Weiss et al., 1995) under 

stress (e.g. Droungas et aL, 1995; Lud^g & Stark, 1974; Zinser et al., 1992), 

consumption of drugs (i.e. priming dose) (Ludwig et al., 1974), acute drug deprivation 

(Rankin et al., 1977; Zinser et al., 1992), and social situations (e.g. at a party) (Velicer et 

al., 1990). The general consensus among addictions researchers is that these cues can be 

grouped into three general categories: affect (both positive and negative), drug 

availability (includes consumption, deprivation and accessibility) and situations includes 

social situations, presentation of drug related cues, etc.). 

Definitional Ambiguity 

In their study of the situational aspects of craving, Ludwig & Stark (1974) found that 

approximately 57% of alcoholics defined craving in terms of a need or desire preceding 

drinking and 42% defined it in terms of anticipated effects of alcohol. Kozlowski, Mann, 

Wilkinson, & Poulos (1989) found that approximately 50% of survQred addicts indicated 

that a craving was a strong desire for a drug; 35% indicated that craving was any desire 

even a weak one; and 15% indicated that craving was neither. Tiffany et al. (1993) found 

similar results in a sample of cocaine abusers: 47% defined craving as any urge or desire 

to use cocaine—even a weak one; 43% defined craving as only a strong desire; and, 10% 

endorsed neither of these definitions. Taken together the results fi'om these three studies 

indicate that ambiguity exists across addicts in their definitions of craving Disagreement 

also exist among investigators about the meaning of craving (Hughes, 1987; Pickens & 

Johanson, 1992), with different investigators employing different definitions of craving in 

their studies. 
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In sum, previous research suggests that there are different dimensions associated with 

the subjective experience of craving. The dimensions discussed above were used to guide 

the development of a semi-structured interview guide that was designed to elicit 

information from addicts about how they experience craving for their drug of choice. The 

aim of these interviews was to elicit as detailed information as possible from addicts about 

their subjective experience of craving. This information could then be used to develop a 

theory about the subjective experience of craving that could be used to guide the 

development of the present self-report instriunent of craving. 

Method 

Interview Guide 

An interview guide was developed to ensure that the interviews captured a broad 

view of craving and included the dimensions of craving outlined above. Although the 

interview was open ended in nature, the guide ensured consistency in the information 

elicited across participants. Participants were encouraged to elaborate on questions and to 

comment freely throughout the interview. The first section of the interview included basic 

demographic and drug-use history questions. To address the issue of definitional 

ambiguity, participants were asked to provide a definition of craving. Probes were 

developed to elicit information about whether they viewed craving as the same as or 

different from desires, needs, and wants. 

The bulk of the interview centered around eliciting information about the experience 

of craving according to the dimensions (specificity, strength, positive outcomes, 

behavioral intention, physical symptoms, thought, afifect, and external cues) that the 



literature review found to be of some importance to the overall experience of craving. 

General questions and more specific probes were developed to elicit detailed information 

about the experience of craving related to each of these &ctors. For example, for the 

thoughts dimensions, addicts were asked about what thoughts nm through their mind 

when th^ are experiencing a craving. This general question was followed up with specific 

probes about the nature of these thoughts-are they intrusive, are they recurrent? A 

complete copy of the interview guide can be found in ^pendix A. 

Participants 

The participants were recruited fi'om a local treatment agency (Gateway/Larc, Inc.) 

that provides a variety of treatment services for alcohol and drug abuse. All clients 

receiving services fi'om Gateway/Larc, Inc. meet DSM-IV criteria for psychoactive 

substance dependence. Clients were eligible for participation in the study if they were 

enrolled in short-term treatment services (90 days) for substance abuse at Gateway/Larc 

Inc. The study was approved by the University of Arizona Human Subjects Committee, 

and informed consent was obtained fi'om all participants. 

Procedure 

The interviewer attended a general meeting of clients and described the study to 

clients. Thirty clients volunteered to be interviewed, and twenty-three clients were 

subsequently interviewed. All interviews were conducted by the same interviewer. All 

participants were interviewed in person, and the interviews were tape recorded and 

transcribed at a later date. The interviews lasted between 45 and 90 minutes and 

participants were reimbursed $10 for their time. All interviews were conducted in a 



private ofSce at the treatment facility. 

Data Analvsis 

Interview text was analyzed to determine the common themes that emerged across 

participants. The analysis began with coding the responses into categories based on the 

previously described dimensions. Attention was paid to whether dimensions of the 

subjective experience of craving emerged that were not identified from the literature 

review. Categories were revised and additional categories were created based on an 

ongoing analysis of interview text. When appropriate, the number of participants 

providing similar responses was calculated. Common phrases and words used by the 

participants were documented so that th^ could be incorporated into the phrasing of the 

items on the self report measure. The analysis of the interview text was considered a 

theory discovery process about the underlying dimensionality of the subjective experience 

of craving. Accordingly, the main purpose of the analyses was to create a detailed 

description of the dimensions comprising the subjective experience of addicts that could 

guide the construction of a self-report measure of craving. Comments made by 

participants are used for illustrative purposes throughout the discussion of the interviews. 

The 42 illustrative comments in the discussion are taken from interviews with 18 of the 23 

participants. The participant number is indicated in brackets following each comment. 

The complete transcripts of the interviews can be found in Appendix B. 
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Results and Discussion 

Demoizraphics and Drug Use History. 

The 23 participants had an average age of 36 years (SD=7.0). Of the participants, 

61% were White, 13% were African American, 13% were ICspanic and 13% were Native 

American. The vast majority of participants were male (83%). Although the sample was 

predominantly white and male, it was representative of ethnic breakdown of the treatment 

seeking population in Tucson, Arizona. There were no a priori reasons to believe that the 

subjective experience of craving differs systematically by race or gender. 

On average, participants reported using their drug of choice for 20 years (SD=8.8), 

had 2 previous treatment episodes (SI>=1.2), and reported being clean on average for 81 

days (SD=119.8) during the current treatment episode. AH but one participant (N=22) 

reported being polysubstance abusers. When asked to indicate their primary drug of 

choice, 11 reported alcohol, 6 reported cocaine, 3 reported heroin/opiates, 2 reported 

marijuana, and 1 reported methamphetamine. All but two participants reported having a 

criminal record. 

Craving Definitions 

Participants were asked to provide a definition of craving, and 83% (N=19) were able 

to provide a definition of craving. Of these participants, 74% (N=14) incorporated the 

word "want" in their definition. Generally, the wanting associated with craving was 

described as a very powerfiil and intense feeling. For example, one participant stated that 

"craving is wanting something to the excess that you'd do anything to get it (1009)" and 

another indicated that craving was when "you want something more than anything in 
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world (1018)." Many of the definitions captured the obsessional nature of craving; "It 

[craving] is a feeling that's taken over your mind, something you feel you can't do without 

(1021)." Moreover, there was a clear appetitive quality described by participants in their 

definitions of craving: 

A craving would be like when you get hungry and your stomach growls 
and you gotta feed yourself You get a sign, a feeling, in your systems that 
says feed me....It sends a message up to your brain saying I need it. 
Sometimes your brain starts to thinking and sends signals to your stomach-
-yeah this would be good (1019). 

Participants generally equated craving with wanting to go get high or wanting to go use 

drugs. For example, one participant indicated that "it [craving] is the desire to feel 

different (1015)" and another stated: 

I miss the effects from it [alcohol]...The highs. Each time I drink it is a 
different high. It is never the same high. It is not like the first time and 
that is what we go for—to feel the way we felt the first time. I guess you 
could say that's craving. I try to get to the original high and I can never 
get there. That was the best high (1004). 

Participants were probed about whether craving was the same as or different fi'om an 

urge, need, or desire. The majority of participants (78%, N=18) differentiated an urge 

fi'om a craving, and 7 participants indicated that there were physical attributes to a craving 

and it was these attributes that differentiated a craving fi'om an urge. As one participant 

stated: 

A craving to me would be a desire just to want. Desire where I gotta have 
this. There's physical attributes to it also, where you can actually taste it 
and smell it (1002). 

Another participant described a recent craving episode as "my mouth started watering... 

and I could taste it, I could taste it in my mouth (1023)." Generally, the responses to 



these probes indicated that urges were of a lesser intensity than cravings and that urges 

were just "thinking about going and getting it" and cravings were "actually going and 

getting it (1014)." One participant observed that without the urge you would not have the 

craving: 

An urge isjust the start of a craving. An urge is a thought. An urge leads 
to the craving. An urge puts the craving there. If you took the urge out, I 
wouldn't have the craving (1010). 

Overall, the responses to the probe about whether a craving was the same or different 

from a need were more mixed, ^^proximately half of the participants indicated that a 

craving was different from a need. Generally, these participants reported that a need was 

more intense than a craving. For example, one participant commented; "A need I would 

consider to be more intense—you have to have it (1007)." One participant, who 

differentiated craving from survival needs such as hunger, stated; "It [craving] is not the 

same kind of need as food is....It is like if you don't have it, it really irritates you (1006)." 

A few (N=3) participants equated needing drugs with physical withdrawal and that 

physical withdrawal was independent from craving; 

If it's a physical need—like in the morning, when you drink, if you have the 
shakes and stuf^ it's not a craving, it's physically you need it (1021). 

Another participant observed that with a need "the motivation...is more to get physically 

well than it is for the mental buzz (1015)." Some (N=5) participants did equate craving a 

drug with needing it; "When you crave something, you want it so bad that your body 

needs it (1022)." However, even for these participants craving was clearly psychological 

in origin: "Your head is telling you, *you need some, you need some'. But if your body is 



telling you you need it, it's different (1021)." 

Only 9 participants were able to provide an answer to the probe about craving and 

desire, and 67% of these participants equated craving and desire. The difiBculty with this 

question arose because participants generally felt that people only desired things that have 

positive consequences. Since drugs have overwhelmingly negative consequences in the 

long run, nobody should rationally desire to use drugs. For some participants the 

difference between craving and desire was due to the &ct that craving meant wanting 

something; "You desire clothes, a person, but craving is a wanting that you have to have 

(1017)." 

Specificitv 

When asked if any drug would satisfy a craving for their drug of choice, 71% stated 

that only their drug of choice would satisfy their craving. For example, in describing the 

specificity of his craving for alcohol one addict said; 

Each craving that I have had in my life, and nothing is going to satisfy it 
until you get that. There are no ifs, ands or buts about it. Cannot be 
something else to satisfy the craving. Just craving that particular chemical. 
You just like the way it feels and there is nothing that will feel the same....If 
you are craving nighttime, then day is not going to satisfy that (1007). 

It was evident from the interviews that for many addicts the specificity of their craving 

was related to the exact characteristics of the high associated with their drug of choice. 

Since other drugs do not provide the same high, they are not able to satisfy the craving. 

One cocaine addict described the result of tiying to satisfy his crack-cocaine craving with 

crank (methamphetamine): 

Crank is on the same line. I tried it and don't like it. It bums my nose.. .1 
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tired fixing it. I don't get a quick rush. Crank is prolonged and coke is a 
fiister up and you don't come down as hard either...! couldn't find anything 
else to satisfy it (1019). 

Three participants (2 cocaine addicts and 1 heroin addict) indicated that smoking 

marijuana would often take the edge off of their craving making it manageable until they 

were able to acquire their drug of choice. Only 39% of participants indicated that other 

drugs would satisfy their craving. The drugs that participants reported capable of 

satisfying a craving tended to belong to the same class of drugs as their drug of choice. 

For example alcoholics reported that barbiturates would often satisfy their cravings. Four 

participants indicated that engaging in other activities like playing basketball, reading a 

book, or eating sweets would sometimes satisfy their aaving. 

Strenigth 

Participants reported experiencing cravings fi'equently when they are actively using 

drugs with the majority (57%) indicating that th^ craved everyday. Other participants 

reported that they craved the moment they came down (N=4) or any time that they didn't 

have their drug of choice (N=4). Three participants indicated that they remained high all 

the time to avoid craving. Generally, participants reported that the fi'equency of their 

cravings had increased during their years of steady drug use. 

In contrast, participants reported experiencing cravings less fi'equently when they are 

trying to stay sober and that the fi-equency of their cravings decreases over the time they 

remain abstinent. A few (N=6) participants reported that they craved everyday whether 

they were actively using or trying to stay sober. For example, one addict stated: 

I always want to drink. Always. All the time. If I wasn't here I would be 
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drinking. I know myself and I don't want to drink anymore....It is 
constant. I feel like drinking now but I know that I can't (1004). 

Most of the participants (N=17), however, reported craving once a week or less during 

the time that they had been in treatment. In fact, 9 participants reported that they had had 

ahnost no cravings since entering treatment. Generally, these participants attributed this 

dramatic decrease in the frequency of craving to being in a different environment where 

they know they cannot use. 

The majority of participants (57%) reported experiencing cravings of different 

intensities and 48% reported that their cravings were much more intense when they were 

using. One addict attributed the increasing strength of his cravings over his years of active 

use to the company he was keeping; 

The more time you use the worse your company gets, and you are craving 
more. The more you are using, the more your are craving (1002). 

Strong cravings were described as dangerous, angry, demanding something you have to 

act on, and a physical have to have it. Weak cravings were described as just a thought, 

something you don't have to act on, and something you can sleep on. 

Positive Outcomes 

It was clear from many of the participant's definitions of craving that wanting to get 

high was an important component of craving and getting high was viewed as the positive 

outcome associated with drug use. In the words of one participant, "when I start craving, 

I start thinking about doing it and how fun it was out there with my friends and old times 

when I used to do this [use drugs] and party (1006)." Another participant observed: 

I guess that craving means to me that once you try it you like it. Like they 
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say if you don't pick it up and don't taste it, you're fine. You can stay 
away fi'om it. Once I got that taste of cocaine in my throat that.. .is all it 
took (1003). 

To gather information about the positive outcomes associated with craving 

participants were asked about how much th^ liked the high they experienced fi'om using 

drugs and how it related to the overall experience of craving. The majority of participants 

(70%) reported that they liked to get high: "I just love to use. I just love to get high 

(1003)." Participants were asked to rate how much they liked to get high fi-om using their 

drug of choice. The average rating on a scale of 1 (don't like getting high at all) to 10 

(like getting high more than anything else) was 8.8 (SD 2.4) indicating that did like to get 

high a lot. In the words of one addict, who rated his liking of getting high a 10, "I go to 

the ultimate limit. I almost go to the other side (1003)." Many of the polysubstance 

abusers rated the high fi-om their drug of choice a 10 and the high fi'om other drugs that 

they used on a regular basis lower. 

Despite this reported liking to get high, 87% of participants reported that the quality . 

of the high that they experienced fi'om drug use had changed over their years of regular 

use. In fact, many participants indicated that high just doesn't feel as good anymore. 

They attributed their continued regular use of drugs to wanting to experience a high that 

was of the same intensity and quality as their very first high. As one participant observed; 

You never get that—what do they say—that first hit of cocaine if you slam 
[inject] it. It is like a train going through your head. Your ears are ringing 
and you never get that again. But that is what you always go after... 
Anymore now.. .it is all the same—^the first hit I take, I'm out. Because I 
am at a point that I'll put half a gram of cocaine in a spoon and that'll kill 
anybody.. .but my tolerance has built up to where I have to throw a big 
amount to get a buzz.. .The buzz is always a ten depending on the dope of 
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course....If it's good dope, it is always a good high for me (1003). 

Clearly, an important dimension of the subjective experience of craving involves this desire 

to recq)ture the quality and intensity of the first high. 

A number of participants stated that how much they liked to get high had decreased 

over time but despite this lessening they still liked to get high. Some participants reported 

that it was not the high that changed over their years of drug use but the consequences of 

being high had become increasingly negative: 

When I first started drinking and everything I could fimction. And now 
when I drink I can't fimction right. I don't like doing things that I 
shouldn't do. It brings me down. It is still the same high but I don't do 
things that I used to do. I don't take care of my responsibilities like I used 
to do. I would rather drink and keep that high (1004). 

Some participants felt that the high had changed over the years because they had become 

accustomed to being high; 

It's like you're getting high, but you don't feel the same kind of high every 
time....It stays the same. If you get high once, and you get high after that 
and after that, it's the same thing. You're are just chasing that first one 
(1008). 

Behavioral Intention 

It was evident fi'om the interviews that drug cravings were the impetuous for the 

participants going and finding drugs to satisfy these cravings. All of the participants 

reported that strong cravings were di£5cuk to control and inevitably led to drug seeking 

and consumption when they were actively using. For some participants the craving 

inevitably led to drug use, regardless of what they were doing; 

Even at work, I'd leave in an instant, I'd leave my work. No matter where 
I was, what I was doing, if that popped into my mind and I'd get one of 
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those cravings to drink, it's like Fm gone, I'll see you later. Fll be back 
tomorrow. I'd leave whatever I was doing (1018). 

The majority of participants (83%) reported that they would use drugs in response to 

cravings 90% of the time when they are actively using and 70% of the time when thqr are 

trying to remain sober. When asked how frequently he uses in response to craving, one 

addict responded: 

Like 85 to 90% of the time, unless I was really working on staying sober. 
But even then, it's a 50-50 shot. If I was craving now, it's a 50-50 shot I'd 
go out and drink (1015). 

Participants were asked about what th^ willing to do in order to satisfy a craving. Over 

half of the participants stated that they would commit crimes to get drugs; 

I have jonesed [craved] hard enough to do crimes for it. To where I needed 
it that bad or thought I did anyway (1003). 

The types of crimes that participants reported committing related to acquiring money to 

purchase drugs (e.g. shoplifting, boosting, burglaries, armed robbery). Many addicts 

stated that they would not murder anyone in order to get money for drugs; 

I would do whatever it takes. Except murdering someone.. I wouldn't go 
that far. I would go to friends, I would steal it. But if it came down to that 
point and that was the only option—if it came down to that pint, it would 
enter my mind—^I would think about doing it but I would never do it. 
(1010). 

Some participants (N=6) reported that when they are craving they don't care about 

anything else but getting high and that all of their actions focus around getting more drugs. 

One participant reported Aat he would "walk 5 or 6 miles all over town looking in 

different places (1006)." Participants' responses indicated that craving is experienced as a 

motivational state that leads to drug seeking and consumption. 
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Thoughts 

Participants were asked about their thoughts when th^ were experiencing a craving. 

The thoughts reported by participants fell into two general categories: acquisition of 

drugs and the quality of the high. Related to the acquisition of drugs, participants 

reported thinking about the accessibility of drugs, how th^ would get money to buy 

drugs, and when would be the best time to go and buy drugs. One participant observed: 

Accessibility. Do I have any money? Where can I get some money? Who 
do I know who has some? Where can I get some for free? The 
accessibility. Where can I get it? That is the main thing (1002). 

Related to the quality of the high participants reported thinking that they hope the drug is 

good, wonder what it would feel like to be high, wonder how the drug would smell and 

taste. For example one participant stated that when he is experiencing a craving, he thinks 

about: 

What it would be like to hold it in my hand. What it's like to have it in my 
hand. And the smell....And even the burning sensation of it going down my 
throat. And then the pump or rush that you get (1013). 

Most of the participants reported that the thoughts were intrusive and recurrent, 

"once I get it in my brain. It wouldn't go away (1014)." Another participant observed 

that "you can only think about satisfying your craving needs (1009)." Many participants 

reported that these thoughts had become increasingly intrusive over the years of regular 

drug use. The majority of participants indicated that it was difScult to get rid of these 

thoughts and that they would frequently use when they had these thoughts. A number of 

participants reported that engaging in activities unrelated to drug use would sometimes 

help to get rid of these thoughts when the were trying to stay clean. For example, one 
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participant observed; 

Before I would do something to find out if I could acquire the drug. That 
would be my main thing—to get up and go see if this person had this or see 
if I could get any mon^. I would put my plan into actioiL And now, now 
I eat. I clean up, or something, do something physical—those two things 
and...I read something on the subject to take n^ mind off of it (1002). 

Physical Symptoms 

All participants reported that they experienced physiological changes in their body 

during a craving episode. Almost half (N=12) of the participants reported having 

butterflies in their stomach when they were experiencing a craving. Other fi-equently 

reported physiological sensations associated with craving were; heart pounding (N=9), 

tasting the drug (N=8), pahns sweating (N=6), mouth watering (N=6) and faster breathing 

(N=4). One participant provided a vivid description of the physical symptoms associated 

with craving: 

My palms sweat, my breathing speeds up. Sometimes you even get a little 
tingle—^your skin crawls, your flesh crawls. It is not like when your skin 
crawls in a scary crawls. It is not that type, it is an excitement tingle 
(1002). 

Most participants reported that their heart started racing when th^r knew that they would 

be able to acquire drugs. All participants indicated that these sensations were not the 

same as withdrawal symptoms; "When you are withdrawing you need to drink to get your 

body right and when you are jonesing [craving] you want it to mellow you out (1001)." 

One participant thought that it would be good if he did experience withdrawal symptoms 

when he had a craving; 

It would be good reminder of where that drink's going to take you. It's 
easy to forget that stuff when the craving starts, the hideousness of it 



doesn't really take a front seat (1015). 

Affect 

Participants were asked about what emotions they have when they are experiencing a 

craving. Generally, the emotions that they reported experiencing during a craving were 

related to negative affect: tension (N=10), anger (N=6), anxiety (N=5), sadness/ 

depression (N=4). One participant observed that when he was craving his feelings were, 

"not happy. I would say like a somber emotion. When you are kind you almost feel 

sad. You don't feel good about yourself (1002)." 

Overall participants had a difficult time describing the emotions that are associated 

with craving. In contrast, they had little difficulty in describing the physiological changes 

that were associated with craving. Many of the physical symptoms (e.g. butterflies in 

stomach, heart poundmg, palms sweating) that they described experiencing when craving 

are also related to such emotional states as anticipation, excitement, and anxiety. Since 

physical symptoms are concrete, it may have been easier for participants to describe these 

physical changes then to interpret the emotional state associated with them. 

Cues 

The interview focused on two types of triggers of craving; situational and emotional. 

The total number of imique triggers reported across all participants was 32 and most 

participants mentioned multiple triggers. The large number of different triggers suggests 

that depending on an individual's particular experience different situations and emotions 

become associated with the experience of craving. The situations that were most 

commonly reported as triggers were as follows; being in places were used (N=16), being 
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whh people had used drugs with (N=10), certain time of day (N=8), people talking about 

using (K=8), drugs are available (N=S). One participant described the situations that 

triggered his cravings as follows: 

Schedule of my drug use. Like Friday nights are really hard for me now 
because I imagine that I have been getting high every night for the last 3 
years easy. So Friday nights are real tough. Like when you see the dope 
dealer driving down the street and you think "Gosh if I had some mon^." 
That's a type of situation—when you get money in your pocket, that's a 
real big motivator. I mean real big. You can just taste it (1002). 

The most commonly reported emotional triggers were related to negative affective 

states such as feeling depressed (N=13), feeling bad about self (N=8), feeling lonely 

(N=8), and feeling angry (N=6). The only positive emotional state that was reported as 

being a trigger was feeling happy (N=6). 

New Dimensions 

The analyses of the interviews did not indicate that there were other dimensions of the 

experience of craving not previously identified that needed to be considered for a more 

complete understanding of the subjective experience of craving. There were some content 

areas within the present dimensions of craving that appeared important in the subjective 

experience of craving. These areas had not been discussed in detail in the existing craving 

literature. First, a number of participants spontaneously commented that th^ experience 

dreams about their drug of choice and that they often awake fi'om these dreams feeling 

high: 

I can almost taste it [my drug of choice] especially in my dreams....my 
dreams are so vivid and so strong that I can actually feel the high when I'm 
dreaming. I get up and whew that was a big hit but it wasn't nothing it was 
just a dream (1003). 
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Second, many participants reported that using drugs actually increases the strength of their 

craving and that the only way to satisfy their craving was to use until thqr were not able to 

use anymore. This observation suggests that there may be a relationship between craving 

and loss of control over drug use which is frequently considered to be an important 

diagnostic feature of addiction. Third, although participants reported that quality of the 

high that they experience from using drugs has decreased over their years of drug use, 

they still liked to get high. This liking to get high was an essential part of the craving 

experience. Participants reported that they craved drugs because they liked to use drugs. 

General Discussion 

A number of tentative conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the interview 

text about the subjective experience of craving. First, in contrast to previous studies, the 

definitions of craving were quite consistent across participants. Craving is associated with 

intensely wanting something. The responses of participants to the probes about the 

relationship between craving, urge, need and desire indicate that a craving is viewed as 

being distinct from an urge and a desire in the vast majority of addicts. However, whether 

craving is distinct from a need was not clear cut from the perspective of the participants. 

Thus, the tendency of addictions researchers to use the terms craving, desire, need, and 

urge interchangeably may not be warranted. In fact, the consistency of the definitions of 

craving suggests that the meaning of the craving is quite unambiguous to addicts. 

Moreover, substituting other terms such as need or desire for craving may actually 

increase ambiguity since these terms are not viewed as synonyms for craving by addicts. 
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Many addicts spontaneously indicated that they e}q)erience dreams about their drug of 

choice and will wake up feeling high from these dreams. Halikas et al. (1991) found that 

in a sample of cocaine addicts in residential treatment that craving was positively 

associated with cocaine-use dreams. Although part of the clmical lore of addictions, there 

has been no systematic investigation about the relationship between craving and using 

dreams. 

Third, it was evident from the interviews that craving was a distinct state from 

physical withdrawal. Although participants reported that craving could co-occur with 

withdrawal, it was not a component of physical withdrawal. The physiological changes 

associated with the experience of craving were also viewed as being distina from physical 

withdrawal. Some researchers have found evidence supporting this distinction between 

craving and physical withdrawal. For example, West (1987) conducted an exploratory 

factor analysis of five craving related ratings and five ratings of physical withdrawal 

symptoms on a sample of smokers. This analysis revealed three uncorrelated factors-one 

craving factor and two withdrawal factors. West (1987) concluded that these data leave 

little doubt that craving for cigarettes need bear no relation to other withdrawal 

symptoms. 

Additionally, Marlatt (1987) has observed that although withdrawal elicits craving, 

not all craving is based in withdrawal. Since it is possible to experience craving without 

experiencing withdrawal, the two terms cannot be used interchangeably. He argues that 

the finding that craving increases with aversive withdrawal does not mean that withdrawal 

and craving are the same entity. According to Marlatt (1987), it is the anticipation of the 



positive outcomes associated with dnig use that are at the heart of craving. This 

anticipation may be increased by the experience of withdrawal but withdrawal is not a 

necessary condition for craving to occur. The &ct that ex-addicts and smokers often 

relapse after months and even years of abstinence indicates that desire for their drug of 

choice is not necessarily tied to acute withdrawal. 

Fourth, the thoughts dimension was not a distinct dimension. The thoughts that the 

participants reported having during the experience of a craving were generally related to 

two areas; positive outcome expectancies and behavioral intention. Consequently, the 

thoughts associated with a craving are better conceptualized as part of either the positive 

outcome expectancies or behavioral intention dimensions. 

Finally, although there was consistency across participants in their responses to the 

questions and probes to the eight dimensions of craving, there was evidence that the 

subjective experience of craving does vary across individuals. Some participants reported 

experiencing more intense and more frequent cravings that other participants. Some 

participants reported a strong affective dimension of craving and others did not. Some 

participants reported that only their drug of choice would satisfy a craving and others 

reported that any drug would satisfy a craving. Because of these individual differences in 

the experience of craving, it should not be assumed that the experience of craving is the 

same across individuals. Understanding these individual differences in the experience of 

craving while enhance substantive knowledge of craving and may have important 

treatment implications. 



In conclusion, analysis of the interview data supported the hypothesis that craving is 

multi-dimensional. Seven of the eight original dimensions were retained; specificity, 

strength, positive outcome expectancies, behavioral intention, physical symptoms, affect 

and external cues. The thoughts dimensions was found to overlap with the positive 

outcome expectancies and behavioral intention dimensions and the responses to the 

questions and probes related to the thoughts dimensions were recoded into the positive 

outcome expectancies and behavioral intention dimensions. These dimensions were used 

to guide the creation of individual items for a multi-item, multi-dimensional self report 

measures. The construction of this instrument is described in detail in the next section. 



CHAPTERS 

TEST CONSTRUCTION 

The data from the qualitative interviews were used to develop a theory about the 

dimensionality of the subjective experience of craving that was used to guide the 

generation of items for a multiple item, multi-dimensional self-report measure of craving. 

As previously discussed, the analysis of the qualitative interviews revealed that seven of 

the eight initially proposed dimensions of craving should be retained: specificity, strength, 

positive outcomes, behavioral intention, physical symptoms, affect, and external cues. The 

dimensions of craving identified from the literature review and confirmed in the qualitative 

interviews were viewed as potential subscales of the overall self-report questionnaire. 

Multiple items were written for each of the dimensions and the number of items for 

each dimensions ranged from 4 to 10. This difference in the number of items across 

dimensions reflected the fact that participants gave more varied and descriptive responses 

to some of the dimensions than others. Consequently, more items were needed to 

adequately sample the content of some of the dimensions. In attempt to ensure that items 

would be easily understood by addicts, attention was paid to incorporating phrases and 

terminology employed by participants in the qualitative interviews in writing the items. 

Items were written so that participants rated the frequency with which they experienced 

the particular aspect of craving when experiencing craving on a 5 point rating scale. The 

endpoints of the scale were labeled not at all (1) and always (5). 

Items for the specificity dimension were written so that high scores indicated high 

specificity of craving. That is, only the particular drug craved would satisfy the craving. 



The items generally asses^ the frequency with \^ch other things or activities would 

satisfy a craving. Table 1 displays the items generated for the specificity dimension. 

Reversed keyed items are marked with an (R). 

Table 1: Items generated for the specificity dimension 

Items 
1. Sweet things like gum or candy wiU satisfy my craving. (R) 
2. I prefer my drug of choice to anything else. 
3. There is no substitute for my drug of choice. 
4. Nothing else will satisfy my craving. (R) 
5. Other activities will satisfy my craving. (R) 
6. Any drug will satisfy my craving. (R) 
7. I have a one track mind. 

Items for the strength dimension were written so that high scores indicated stronger 

cravings. The items incorporated many of the phrases that addicts used to describe a 

strong craving. Table 2 displays the items created for the strength dimension. Reversed 

keyed items are marked with an (R). 

Table 2: Items generated for the strength dimension-

Items 
1. Once I start using the craving goes away. (R) 
2. I can ignore my craving. (R) 
3. My craving is overwhelming. 
4. I can control my craving with effort. (R) 
5. My craving is intense. 
6. My craving is uncontrollable. 

Items for the positive outcomes dimension were written so that high scores indicated 

greater anticipation of the positive outcomes resulting from drug use. The items 

incorporated both responses to the positive outcomes questions and the response to the 

thoughts questions related to thinking about the positive effects of drug use from the 
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qualitative interviews. A lot of items were generated for this dimension reflecting the 

broad range of responses found in the interview data. Table 3 displays the items created 

for the positive outcomes dimension. 

Table 3: Items generated for the positive outcomes dimension-

Items 
1. I think about how good my drug of choice would taste. 
2. I picture myself using. 
3. I dream about my drug of choice. 
4. The only thing I think about is using. 
5. I want to get high. 
6. I hope the high is good. 
7. I crave the first high. 
8. I miss the high. 
9. I think about how good it feels to use. 
10. I want to feel different. 

Items for the behavioral intention dimension were written so that high scores 

indicated greater intention to engage in drug-seeking and drug consumption. The items 

incorporated both responses to the behavioral intention questions and probes and the 

response to the thoughts questions and probes related to thinking about how to acquire 

drugs. A lot of items were generated for this dimension reflecting the broad range of 

responses found in the interview data. Table 4 displays the items created for the behavioral 

intention dimension. 
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Table 4: Items generated for the behavioral intention dimension. 

Items 
1. My thoughts, are quick. 
2. I make plans to use. 
3. I think of ways to get my drug of choice. 
4. I think of ways to get mon^ for my drug of choice. 
5. I use in response to my craving. 
6. I know I will use soon. 
7. I would do almost anything for my drug of choice. 
8. I have to have my drug of choice 

Items for the physical symptoms dimension were written so that high scores indicated 

more physical symptoms associated with craving. Because of the distinction made by 

participants in the interviews between physical withdrawal and the physical symptoms 

associated with craving, the items for this dimension reflected only those physiological 

symptoms reported by participants to be associated with the experience of craving. A lot 

of items were generated for this dimension reflecting the broad range of responses found 

in the interview data. Table 5 displays the items created for the physical symptoms 

dimension. 

Table 5: Items generated for the physical symptoms dimension. 

Items 
1. My mouth waters. 
2. My craving makes me feel uncomfortable. 
3. My stomach is in knots. 
4. It feels like my body physically needs the drug. 
5. My breathing increases. 
6. I use to feel normal. 
7. My hands sweat. 
8. My heart pounds. 
9. I can taste my drug of choice. 
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Items for the a£fect dimension were written so that high scores indicated more intense 

negative affect associated with craving. Because interview participants did not provide a 

wide range of responses to the afiect questions and probes, few items were generated for 

this dimension. Table 6 displays the items created for the affect dimension. 

Table 6: Items generated for the affect dimension 

Items ; 
1. I feel angry. 
2. I feel tense. 
3. I feel sad. 
4. I feel guilty. 

Items for the cues dimension were written so that high scores indicated more external 

cues that were capable of triggering cravings. A lot of items were generated for this 

dimension reflecting the large nimiber of cues reported by interview participants. The 

items generated represented the three general categories of cues discussed in the literature 

and verified in the interviews; a) affect cues, b) drug availability, and c) situations 

associated with drug use. Table 7 displays the items created for the cues dimension 

grouped by the three categories. 
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Table 7: Items generated for the cues dimension-

Items 
A. AfiTectCues 

1. I am happy. 
2. I am depressed. 
3. I am bored. 
4. I am lonely. 

B. Drug Availability 

1. I know I can't use. 
2. I am still high 
3. As soon as I come down. 
4. I see my drug of choice. 
5. My drug of choice is unavailable. 
6. My drug of choice is offered to me. 

C. Situations 

1. Anything makes me think about using. 
2. I am around people I used with. 
3. I am in places where I have used. 
4. I see advertisements about alcohol or drugs. 
5. People talk about using. 

The items for the first six dimensions (specificity, strength, positive outcomes, 

behavioral intention, physical symptoms, and affect) comprised Part 1 of the General 

Craving Scale (GCS). These items were randomly distributed on the initial version of the 

questionnaire. This section of the GCS asked participants to rate how fi'equently they 

experienced each of the following thoughts or feelings when experiencing a craving. The 

items for the seventh dimension (cues) comprised Part 2 of the GCS. This section of the 

GCS asked participants to rate how fi-equently they experienced cravings in each of the 



following situations. This initial version of the self-report measure of craving was 

developed as a general measure of craving. It was designed to assess craving for any type 

of drug and it asked addicts to respond to the items by thinking about their average 

craving. 

A preliminary version of the questionnaire consisting of 59 items representing the 

seven hypothesized dimensions of craving was administered to five smokers to assess the 

clarity and readability of the items. All of these smokers reported that items were easy to 

read and indicated that they had no difficulty choosing a response to each item. 

Moreover, they indicated that the items on the questionnaire appeared to capture the 

subjective experience of craving well. The smokers were unable to report any aspeas of 

craving that they thought should be added to the questionnaire. Consequently, all the 

items were retained in the version of the scale to be used in this initial validation study. A 

number of the smokers were planning to quit smoking and indicated that they thought that 

many of their responses would change after they had quit smoking. Although anecdotal, 

this observation suggests that the scale may be sensitive to changes in craving during 

abstinence. A complete copy of the GCS that was used in the initial validation study can 

be found in ^pendix C. 



CHAPTER 4 

STUDY 2: INITIAL VALIDATTON 

The primary purpose of this study was to establish the measurement model of the 

GCS by determining how well the proposed multi-dimensional theory of craving fit 

questionnaire data collected firom a heterogeneous sample of addicts. The items 

comprising each of the proposed dimensions of craving represented on the GCS can be 

viewed as subscales of the overall scale. Establishing a measurement model involves 

determining how well the each of these subscales identify a general craving factor and how 

well this multi-dimensional model of craving fits the initial validation data. In this study 

confirmatory factor analytic procedures, which allow for the testing of theoretically 

derived models, were employed in establishing the measurement model of the GCS. 

Additionally, CFA procedures allow for the testing of alternative theoretical models 

against each other to determine which model provides the best fit to the data. 

The two parts of the GCS were designed to assess different aspects of craving. Part 1 

of the GCS was designed to assess the subjective experience of craving—the thoughts and 

feelings comprising the subjective experience of craving. Moreover, six dimensions 

(specificity, strength, positive outcomes, behavioral intention, physical symptoms, and 

aSect) were postulated to underlie the subjective experience of craving. Part 1 of the 

GCS was aimed at measuring the essence of craving. Li contrast. Part 2 of GCS was 

designed to assess the reactivity of addicts to the cues that give rise to the subjective 

experience of craving. These cues were hypothesized to fall into three groups: afifect, 

drug availability, and situations. 
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Most theories of addiction postulate that cues trigger cravings in addicts. In this 

sense, cues cause the experience of craving. This hypothesis is not directly testable in the 

present study because the items on the GCS only asked how frequently participants 

typically experience craving in response to certain cues. Cues were not presented to 

participants to observe their direct effect on the experience of craving. Because of this 

relationship between cues and the experience of craving, it is plausible that addicts who 

report being highly reactive to external cues may experience stronger cravings than less 

addicts who report being less reactive to cues. Thus, these two aspects of craving should 

be positively correlated. 

Method 

Participants 

The 205 participants had an average age of 36 years (SD=8.9). Of the participants, 

70% were White, 10% were African American, 14% were Hspanic, and 5% were Native 

American. The majority of the participants were male (78%). Although the sample was 

predominantly white and male, it was representative of the ethnic and gender breakdown 

of the treatment-seeking population in Tucson, Arizona. There were no a priori reasons 

to believe that the subjective experience of craving differs systematically by race or 

gender. 

On average, participants reported using their drug of choice for 17 years (SI>=8.9), 

had three previous treatment episodes (SD=4.9), and reported being clean, on average, for 

63 days (SD=149.3) during the current treatment episode. The majority of participants 

(77%) reported being polysubstance abusers. When asked to indicate their primary drug 



of choice, 59% reported alcohol, 21% reported cocaine, 9% reported heroin/opiates, 5% 

reported marijuana, and S% reported amphetamines. The majority of participants (66%) 

reported having a criminal record. 

Procedure 

The participants were recruited from a local treatment agency (Gateway/Larc. Inc.) 

that provides a variety of treatment services for alcohol and drug abuse. Clients were 

eligible for participation in the study if they were enrolled in any substance abuse treatment 

services at this agency. All clients receiving services from Gateway/Larc, Inc. meet DSM-

IV criteria for psychoactive substance dependence. The study was approved by the 

University of Arizona Human Subjects Committee, and informed consent was obtained 

from all participants. Participants were administered a packet of questionnaires including 

a demographic and drug use history questionnaire and the GCS. Participants were paid 

$5.00 for their participation. 

Data Analyses 

The responses to the GCS items (with reversed-keyed items inverted) were subjected 

to confirmatory &ctor analyses using EQS 5.1 (Bentler, 1995). Since the data were not 

multivariate normally distributed, the maximum likelihood robust estimation procedure 

was employed. The overall fit of tested models was evaluated using both absolute fit 

criteria (x^) and practical fit of each model (noimormed fit index (NNFI) (Bentler & 

Bonnet, 1980) and the robust comparative fit index (CFI) (Bentler, 1989)). Models with 

nonsignificant and/or practical fit indices of .90 or greater were considered acceptable 

models. The significance of individual model parameters were estimated using critical 



ratios. Nested model comparisons were used to compare alternative models whenever 

possible. 

Results and Discussion 

General Model of Craving 

Subscale Creation. Because the GCS contained 59 items (44 items assessing the six 

hypothesized craving dimensions and 15 items assessing the three hypothesized cue 

reactivity categories) and the sample size in this study was relatively small (N=205), the 

unreliability of the individual items may unduly affect the overall fit of hypothesized 

models to the data. To overcome this potential problem, subscale scores were calculated 

for each of the six hypothesized craving dimensions and each of three cue reactivity 

categories. Scores for the nine subscales (the six hypothesized craving dimensions and the 

three cue reactivity categories) were created by taking the mean score across the items 

comprising each subscale and then standardizing these scores. The subscale scores were 

used as the raw data for the subsequent analyses. 

Using subscales scores in confirmatory factor analyses has two data analytic 

advantages. First, missing data poses a serious problem in confirmatory &ctor analysis. 

Cases with missing data on any item must be excluded fi'om the analysis. In the present 

sample 22 questionnaires had a missing response on at least one item. The creation of 

subscales resolves this problem because the subscale scores are created by taking the mean 

of each participant across items comprising each scale. Consequently, the missing data are 

replaced using mean substitution based on the participant's responses to the other items on 

the scale. It is reasonable to assume that a participant's missing response would have been 
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sinular to their responses to the other items on a particular subscaie. Second, as 

previously discussed, scal^ composed of multiple items are inherently more reliable than 

the individual items and random measurement eirors tend to cancel each other out across 

the items comprising each subscaie. 

Descriptive Analysis of Subscales. As can be seen in Table 8 the correlations among 

the six craving subscales were substantial and statistically significant. 

Table 8: Correlations among the six craving subscales 

Specificity Strength Positive Behavioral Physical Affect 
Outcomes Intention Symptoms 

Specificity 1.0 
Strength .56 1.0 
Positive Outcomes .62 .73 1.0 
Behavioral Intention .62 .74 .80 1.0 
Physical Symptoms .46 .64 .67 .65 1.0 
Affect .30 .41 .44 .34 .58 

As can be seen in Table 9 the correlations among the three cue reactivity subscales 

were substantial and statistically significant. 

Table 9: Correlations among the three cue reactivitv subscales 

Affect Drug 
Availability 

Situations 

Affect 1.0 
Drug Availability .55 1.0 
Situation .61 .63 1.0 

The internal consistency of each of the GCS subscales was calculated using 

coefficient alpha and is displayed in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Internal consistency estimates of the craving and cue reactivitv subscales. 

Dimension Items Litemal Consistency 
Part 1: Craving 

Specificity 7 .53 
Strength 6 .71 
Positive CXitcomes 10 .88 
Behavioral Intention 8 .83 
Physical Symptoms 9 .77 
Affect 4 .61 

Part 2: Cue Reactivity 

Affect Cues 4 .63 
Drug Availability 6 .71 
Situations 7 .12 

There was a range in the estimates of internal consistency across dimensions. This 

range was due in part to the range in the number of items associated with each subscales, 

the number of items that loaded significantly on their respective dimensions, and the 

amount of measurement error associated with the individual items comprising each 

subscale. The adequacy of the items comprising each of the subscales will be presented in 

subsequent analyses. 

Confirmatory Factor Analvses. Three alternative models representing the present 

multi-dimensional theory of craving and cue reactivity were fit to the data and directly 

compared using nested model comparison procedures to test the validity of the 

hypothesized craving and cue reactivity factors. The first model (Model 1) was the most 

inclusive model and represented the present multi-dimensional theory of craving. In this 

model, the six craving subscales (specificity, strength, positive outcomes, behavioral 



intention, physical symptoms, and affect) were hypothesized to be indicators of a general 

craving &ctor, and the three cue reactivity categories (affect cues, accessibility, and 

situations) were hypothesized to be indicators of a general cue reactivity fiurtor. The 

correlation between these two trait &ctors was freely estimated in the model. Models 2 

and 3 were restricted (fewer parameter estimates) versions of Model 1. bi Model 2 the 

correlation between the craving and cue reactivity &ctors was set to zero forcing the 

factors to be orthogonal. Li Model 3 the correlation between the craving and cue 

reactivity was set to 1.0 resulting in a single, general trait factor. 

Model 1 was associated with 26 degrees of freedom (36 observed covariances, 10 

estimated parameters). According to fit criteria, this model fit the data very well, Satorra-

Bentler x^(26,N=205)=75.64, p<.001, NNFI=.93, Robust CFI=.95). The average of the 

absolute values of the standardized residuals was .03 indicated that this model explained 

the observed correlations to within an average error of .03. Model 2 was associated with 

27 degrees of freedom (36 observed covariance, 9 estimated parameters). According to 

overall fit criteria, this model did not fit the data well, Satorra-Bentler x^(27, 

N=205)=193.55, p<.001, NNFI=.77, Robust CFI=.83). The average of the absolute 

values of the standardized residuals was .24 indicating that this model explained the 

observed correlations to within an average error of .24. Model 3 was associated with 27 

degrees of freedom (36 observed covariances and 9 estimated parameters). According to 

overall fit criteria, this model did not fit the data well, Satorra-Bentler (27, 

N=205)=128.28, p<.001, NNFI=.86, Robust CFI=.89). The average of the absolute 



values of the standardized residuals was .05 indicating that this model explained the 

observed correlations to within an average error of .05. 

The first nested model comparison was made between Models 1 and 2. Because 

Model 2 is nested within Model 1, it can be directly compared to Model 1 using the 

difference test. A significant indicates that the more restrictive model On this case 

Models 2) fits the data worse than more inclusive model ^ this ca% Model 1). The more 

inclusive model is a better representation of the data. This comparison tests the validity of 

the hypothesized correlation between the craving and cue reactivity factors. As can be 

seen in Table 11, the difference in fit between the two models was statistically significant. 

Model 1 which fi-eely estimated the correlation between the craving and cue reactivity 

general factors fit the data significantly better than Model 2 which did not include this 

correlation. Thus, these results support the present multi-dimensional theory of craving 

and cue reactivity. 

Table 11: Nested model comparison of Models 1 and 2. 

X^ df NNH cn 
Model 1 75.6 26 .93 .95 

Model 2 193.5 27 .77 .85 

Difference 117.9 1 .16 .10 p<.005 

The discriminant validity of the craving and cue reactivity factors was tested using 

nested model comparisons and the difference x^ test (Gorsuch, 1983; Widaman, 1985). In 

this test. Model 1 that fi'eely estimates the correlations between the hypothesized craving 

and cue reactivity factors was compared with Model 3 that fixes the correlation between 



these two &ctors to 1.0. The difference in fit between these two models demonstrates 

whether the craving and cue reactivity factors form empirically distinguishable &ctors. As 

can be seen in Table 12, the difference between Models I and 3 is statistically significant 

indicating that Model 3 (correlation between the craving and cue reactivity &ctor set to 

1.0) fits the data significantly worse than Model 1 (fireely estimated correlation between 

craving and cue reactivity). Thus, the craving and cue reactivity &ctors are empirically 

distinguishable. 

Table 12: Discriminant validitv of the craving and cue reactivitv factors. 

df cn 
Model 1 75.6 26 .93 .95 

Model 3 128.3 27 .86 .89 

Difference 52.7 1 .07 .06 p<.005 

Thus, the best fitting model of the present data supports the multi-dimensional theory 

of craving. Figure 1 displays the factor analytic model of the GCS responses that best fit 

the data. As can be seen in Figure 1, all of the subscales had substantial and statistically 

significant loadings on their respective factors. The correlation between the craving and 

cue reactivity factors was substantial and statistically significant. The internal consistency 

of the six dimensions identifying the general craving factor and the three dimensions 

identifying the general cue reactivity factor was calculated using coefBcient alpha. The 

internal consistency was .89 (6 items) and .81 (3 items) for the general craving and cue 

reactivity factors respectively. 
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Figure 1: General Model of Craving and Cue-Reactivity 



Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Subscales 

A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to examine how well the subscale items 

identified their respective subscale. For this analysis each of the six craving subscales 

(specificity, strength, positive outcomes, behavioral intention, physical symptoms, and 

affect) and the three cue reactivity subscales (affect, drug availability, situations) were 

treated as factors and the items that were generated for each of these subscales during test 

construction were assigned to the factor representing its respective subscale. The nine 

factors were allowed to fiieely correlate. This model was associated with 1616 degrees of 

fi'eedom (1711 observed covariances, 95 estimated parameters). According to overall fit 

criteria, this model did not fit the data well, Satorra-Bentler Scaled x^(1616, N=192) 

=2608.89, p<.001, NNFI=.69, Robust CFI=.75). The average of the absolute values of 

the standardized residuals was .05 indicating that is model explains the observed 

correlations to within an average error of .05. 

To assess the discriminant validity of the 6 craving and 3 cue reactivity factors a 

second model was fit to the data that fixed the correlations between the 6 craving factors 

to 1., fixed the correlations between the 3 cue-reactivity factors to 1.0, and allowed the 

resulting general craving and cue reactivity factors to fi-eely correlate. This model was 

associated with 1651 degrees of fi'eedom (1711 observed covariances, 60 estimated 

parameters). According to overall fit criteria, this model also did not fit the data well, 

Satorra-Bentler Scaled x^(1651, N=192) =2819.36, p<.001, NNFI=.65, Robust Cn=.71). 

The average of the absolute values of the standardized residuals was .06 indicating that 

this model explained the observed correlations to within an average error of .06. 



The discriininant validity of the six craving and three cue reactivity fiurtors was 

assessed by comparing the two models using a difference test. As can be seen in Table 

13, the difference between the two models is statistically significant indicating that the 

second model which postulated general craving and cue reactivity &ctors fit the data 

significantly worse than the first model which postulated six craving and three cue-

reactivity factors. 

Table 13: Discriminant validity of the craving and cue reactivity subscales. 

df NNn cn 

Model 1 2608.0 1616 .69 • .75 

Model 2 2818.4 1651 .65 .71 

Difference 210.4 35 .04 .04 p<.005 

This finding supports the previous analyses that employed subscale scores for each of 

the six craving dimensions and the three cue reactivity categories as indicators of general 

craving and cue reactivity factors. The present models in which the individual GCS items 

were conceptualized as indicators of their respective dimension fit the data worse (fit 

indices between .72 and .82) than the previous models in which subscale scores for each of 

the dimensions were hypothesized as indicators of a general craving or cue reactivity 

factor (fit indices between .94 and .95). This difference in fit is due, in part, to the high 

covariance residuals in the present models among the reversed keyed items. The reversed 

keyed items had variance in common after their respective common factor variance was 

taken into account. High covariance residuals are influential in the lack of model fit. A 

second reason for this difference in fit, as discussed above, is due to the unreliability of the 



individual items. This iinreliability reduces the &ctor loading of a particular item on their 

respective &ctor and increases the residual variance of the individual items. Creating 

subscales out of the items comprising each of the dimensions overcomes these problem 

resulting in the better fit of the subscale models. 

Despite the problems associated with the individual items, the adequacy of the items 

comprising each of these subscales can be assessed firom examination of the &ctor 

loadings of individual items on their respective dimensions for the craving and cue 

reactivity parts of the GCS. Table 14 displays the factor loadings of the individual items 

on their respective dimensions. As can be seen in Table 14, despite the lack of overall fit 

of the two multidimensional models, all but three of the items had statistically significant 

loadings on their respective factors for the craving part of the GCS and the cue reactivity 

part of the GCS all of the items had statistically significant loadings on their respective 

factors. Additionally, there was a lot of residual variance associated with the individual 

items which influences the lack of fit of these models and the low internal consistency of 

these subscales (see Table 10). 
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Table 14: StanHarrfiy^ loadings and residual variance for the subscale items. 

GCS Kern Dimensioii Factor Residual 
Loading Variance 

1. Multi-ifimensional model of craving 

Sweet things will satisfy craving. Specificity .07 ns .98 
I prefer n  ̂drag of choice to anything else. Spedficily .44 .80 
Tliere is no substitute for n  ̂drag of choice. Spedfidfy .17 .97 
Nothing else will satisfy my craving. Spedfidfy .65 .58 
Other activities will satisfy nqr craving. Specificify .60 .64 
AiQ^drag will satisfy my craving. Specifidfy .24 .94 
I have a one track mind. Specifidfy .53 .72 

I can ignore nqr craving. Strength .59 .66 
My craving is overwhelming. Strength .76 .42 
I can control craving with effort Strength .50 .74 
My craving is intense. Strength .87 .24 
My craving is uncontrollable. Strength .67 .54 
Once I start using the craving goes away. Strength .08 ns .99 

I think about how good my drug of choice Positive Outcomes .60 .64 
would taste. 
I picture UQ'self using. Positive Outcomes .63 .60 
I dream about my drug of choice. Positive Outcomes .58 .66 
The only thing I think about is using. Positive Outcomes .70 .54 
I want to get high. Positive Outcomes .76 .43 
I hope the high is good. Positive Outcomes .61 .63 
I crave the first high. Positive Outcomes .77 .41 
I miss the high. Positive Outcomes .74 .45 
I think about how good it feels to use. Positive Outcomes .72 .48 
I want to feel different Positive Outcomes .33 .89 

My thoughts are quick. Behavioral Intention .10 ns .99 
I malcft plans to USe. Behavioral Intention .76 .43 
I think of ways to get my drag of choice. Behavioral Intention .79 .38 
I think of w  ̂to get money for n^r drag Behavioral Intention .69 .52 
of choice. * 

I use in response to craving. Behavioral ̂ tention .68 .54 
I know I will use soon Behavioral Attention .65 .58 
I would do almost anything for nq  ̂drag Behavioral Intention .57 .67 
of choice. 
I have to have my drag of choice. Behavioral Intention .69 .52 

My mouth waters. Physical Symptoms .35 .88 
My craving makes me feel uncomfortable. Physical Symptoms .45 .80 
My stomach is in knots. Physical Symptoms .54 .71 
It feels Uke my body physically needs the drag. Physical Symptoms .68 .54 
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breathing increases. Physical Synqitoms .63 .59 
I use to feel normal. Ph^cal Synqitoms .27 .93 
My hands sweat Pineal Syn t̂oms .55 - .69 

heait pounds. Pineal Syiiq>tonis .50 .74 
I can taste nqr dnig of choice. Physical Syiiq>tonis .67 .55 

I feel angiy. Affect .46 .79 
I&eltense. Affect .68 .54 
I feel sad. Affect .57 .68 
I feel guilty Affect .30 .91 

2. Multi-dimensional model of cue reactivity 

I am happy. Affect Cue .22 .95 
I am depressed. Affect Cue .70 .51 
I am bored. Affect Cue .68 .54 
I am lonely. Affect Cue .65 .58 

I know I can't use. Drug Availability .23 .95 
I am still high. Drag Availability .55 .70 
As soon as I come down. Drag Availability .63 .60 
I see my dnig of choice. Drag Availability .72 .48 
My dnig of choice is unavailable. Drag Availability .46 .79 
My dnig of choice is offered to me Drag Availability .62 .61 

Anything makes me thinlc about using. Situations .57 .67 
I am around people I used with. Situations .68 .53 
I am in places where I have used. Situations .72 .48 
I see advertisements about alcohol or dnigs. Situations .38 .85 
People talk about using. Situations .51 .77 

General Discussion 

The resuks from the initial validation study support the present multi-dimensional 

theory of craving and cue reactivity. Subscales representing each of the six craving 

dimensions and each of the three cue reactivity dimensions were created and were found 

to load significantly on correlated general craving and cue reactivity factors. This general 

model of craving fit the data well according to practical fit criteria (Robust CFI=.95). 

Moreover, nested model comparisons indicated that, despite the high correlation between 

the craving and cue reactivity factors (.79), they are distinct factors. Thus, this study 
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supported the hypothesis that the subjective ejqpeiience of craving was associated with six 

dimensions (specificity, strength, positive outcomes, behavioral intention, physical 

symptoms and affect) and that cue reactivity was associated with three dimensions (affect, 

drug availability, and situations). 

Although this model of craving was found to fit the data well according to practical fit 

indices, the assessing the absolute fit of the model indicated that there was a significant 

misfit between the model and the observed data. Because this was an initial validation 

study, it was not expected that the proposed model would fit the data perfectly. It was 

anticipated that some of the items would be found to be poor indicators of their 

hypothesized dimensions. Part of the misfit between the present model and the data 

appears to be the result of the large covariance residual between the affect and physical 

symptoms subscales of the craving factor. While this correlated error between these two 

subscales was not predicted based on the present multi-dimensional theory of craving, it is 

not surprising in retrospect. 

As previously discussed, analysis of the interviews indicated that participants had 

difBculty describing the emotions that they experience during a craving, although they 

could easily describe the bodily sensations associated with cravings. Moreover, many of 

these bodily sensations were related to general arousal. It was hypothesized that it was 

easier for the participants to describe concrete physiological sensations than to interpret 

these sensations as more abstract emotional states. Thus, it is plausible that some of the 

physical symptom items that were generated based on the interviews may inadvertently be 

assessing the emotions related to these symptoms. Validation on a new sample is needed 
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to ensure that this is not specific to the present sample of addicts. 

The lack of fit of the model in which the individual GCS items were hypothesized to 

load on their respective dimensions of craving indicates that measurement error is an 

important consideration in the development of self-report measures of craving. The 

unreliability of the individual items in assessing their dimensions was evident in this model. 

The reliability of the present self-report questionnaire was substantially increased when 

the items were treated as subscales of the overall scale assessing each of the hypothesized 

dimensions of craving. The cause of this unreliability is not clear. It may be the result of 

the population. Due to poor reading ability or lack of interest, addicts may make random 

error in responses to questionnaire items. The use of the scales composed of a number of 

items evens out these random errors. On the other hand, this unreliability may be the 

result of the heterogeneous sample of addicts used in this study. Abusers of different 

drugs may be responding differently to the items. The factor analytic procedures 

employed in the present study model only the common variance of the items. Thus, 

systematic differences across drugs of abuse will be modeled as error, thereby, decreasing 

the overall fit of the model. 

In order to understand the nature of this unreliability fiuther validation studies of the 

GCS are needed. Such studies should be conducted on samples of addicts that are 

homogenous with respect to drug of choice. Multi-dimensional models of craving can be 

fit to these samples and thien systematically compared across samples using multi-sample 

analyses to assess the adequacy of these models across different drugs of abuse. The 

results of these studies have the potential to inform our understanding of how the 



subjective experience of craving differs across drugs of abuse. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the present study indicate that the GCS is a reliable self-report craving 

questionnaire. The GCS assesses the subjective experience of craving and the external 

cues that are related to the experience of craving. The analyses of the responses of a 

heterogeneous sample of addicts support the view that craving is multi-dimensional, and 

that the external cues giving rise to cravings fall into three general categories (Velicer et 

al., 1990). The use of nested model comparisons to directly compare models representing 

the unidimensional and multi-dimensional theories of craving provides strong evidence for 

the validity of the multi-dimensional view of craving. Thus, this initial validation study 

through the use of theoretically derived models has been able to inform our substantive 

theory of craving in the process of examining the psychometric properties of the GCS. 

The present findings are consistent with other initial validation studies of self-report 

craving questionnaires (e.g. Olio et al., 1995; Tiffany & Drobes, 1991; Tiffany et al., 

1993). Using exploratory factor analytic techniques, these studies have found that craving 

is bested represented by a small number of dimensions that load on a general craving 

factor. The GCS is an improvement, however, on previous multi-dimensional craving 

questionnaires for a niunber of reasons. 

First, previous studies have utilized exploratory factor analytic techniques to assess 

the underlying dimensionality of craving even when the investigators have generated the 

items for their questionnaires fi'om a priori theoretically based dimensions. This has 

resulted in investigators not being able to directly test the validity of their multi
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dimensional theory craving. Moreover, items from different a-priori dimensions have been 

found to load on the same factor. Although these heterogeneous &ctors have high 

reliability, they are difBcult to interpret substantively. The u% of these exploratory 

techniques has hindered the advancement of theoretical knowledge concerning the 

dimensionality of craving. 

The present study utilized confirmatory factor analytic techniques to directly test a 

multi-dimensional theory of craving. The adequacy of the items associated with each 

dimension can be determined through examination of the factor loadings of these items on 

their respective dimensions. Because items can only load on their respective dimension, 

the factors remain interpretable. By testing both the adequacy of the theory underlying the 

construction of the test and of the individual items of the test, analysis of the properties 

has the potential the enhance substantive theories. The results of this initial validation 

study support the idea that the subjective experience of craving is multi-dimensional in 

nature. 

Second, the majority of existing self-report measures of craving are drug specific, and 

both the number of dimensions and items vary across the measures, making systematic 

comparisons of the subjective experience of craving difBcult. In some cases these 

differences are based on proposed theoretical differences in the experience of craving 

across different drugs. For example, the CCQ (Tiffany et al., 1993) which was developed 

from the QSU (Tiffany & Drobes, 1991) contains a loss of control dimension that was not 

included in the QSU. Tiffany and his colleagues postulated that loss of control over use 

was an important dimension of craving for cocaine and not for cigarettes. Because both 
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questionnaires do not contain this dimension, the validity of this hypothesized difference 

between craving for cocaine and cigarettes cannot be directly tested. Consequently, 

analyses of these instruments cannot enhance our imderstanding of the role of loss of 

control over use in the subjective experience of craving. 

Li contrast, the GCS is designed to examine craving for any type of drug and the 

hypothesized dimensions do not vary across drugs of abuse. The present study provided 

support for the validity of these dimensions in a heterogeneous sample of addicts. It is 

plausible, however, that the importance of these dimensions niay vary across different 

drugs of abuse. This hypothesis can be tested by comparing the factor structure of the 

questionnaires for homogenous groups of addicts (i.e. cocaine abusers vs. alcoholics vs. 

smokers). Understanding how and if the subjective experience of craving varies across 

drugs of abuse has implications for both treatment interventions and for our theories of 

craving. To date only one study (Gossop et al., 1991) has attempted to systematically 

examine the experience of craving across drugs of abuse. Because the structure of the 

GCS does not vary across drugs of abuse, future validation studies of the GCS with 

homogenous samples of addicts can increase our knowledge about differences in the 

hypothesized dimensions of craving across drugs of abuse. 

Third, the craving dimensions included in previous self report measures of craving 

have been generated based on clinical experience and examination of the literature. No 

previous studies have systematically asked addicts to describe their subjective experience 

of craving. How addicts experience craving may be dififerent from how clinicians and 

researchers believe they experience craving. Consequently, the previous self-report 
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measures of craving may have included irrelevant dimensions or excluded relevant 

dimensions leading to biased assessments of the subjective experience of craving. In the 

present study, the literature was carefully reviewed to develop an initial set of plausible 

dimensions of craving. A sample of addicts was then interviewed to establish the 

relevance of these dimensions and to discover any dimensions of craving that may have 

been excluded. This procedure increases the likelihood that the present instrument does 

not exclude any relevant dimensions of craving. As our understanding of both the 

psychometric properties of the GCS and the underlying nature of craving evolves, the 

dimensionality of the GCS may change to better represent the current theoretical 

knowledge of craving. 

Finally, although the relationship between external cues and the subjective experience 

of craving has been extensively studied by addictions researchers, none of the existing self 

report measures of craving assess cue reactivity. It is generally accepted that external cues 

such as drug paraphernalia can give rise to cravings that lead to drug use. This reactivity 

to external cues is believed to be an important factor in relapse. The GCS includes items 

assessing the three hypothesized categories of external cues; afifect, drug availability, and 

situations. The analyses of the GCS revealed that the level of cue reactivity Q.e. the more 

frequently cravings are experienced in response to external cues) was positively correlated 

with the overall level of craving. This finding indicates that addicts who are highly 

reactive to external cues may experience more intense cravings than addicts who are not 

as highly reactive to external cues. Thus, there may be a relationship between external 

cues and craving beyond the simple triggering of craving by external cues. 
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In addition to informing theories about the dimensionality of craving, this initial 

validation study of the GCS provided information about the mechanisms underiying the 

^erience of carving. At present, there are two theoretical orientations about the nature 

of these mechanisms: withdrawal symptom and appetitive motivational theories. 

\^thdrawal symptom theories postulate that the subjective experience of craving is linked 

to the experience of aversive withdrawal symptoms, and appetitive motivational theories 

postulate that the subjective experience of craving is linked to the ^phoric effects of 

drugs. The analysis of the interviews revealed that the experience of craving is most likely 

not the result of the experience of withdrawal symptoms. Participants reported that while 

it is possible to experience craving in the presence of withdrawal symptoms, withdrawal 

symptoms do not cause craving. They reported that craving is associated with feelings of 

wanting to get high and liking to get high, which are different from wanting to use drugs 

to alleviate withdrawal symptoms. This finding indicates that the mechanisms giving rise 

to craving are appetitive in nature. 

Moreover, analysis of the GCS revealed that the two most internally consistent 

dimensions were the positive outcomes and behavioral intention dimensions. These 

dimensions contained items related to wanting to get high, liking to get high and making 

plans to get drugs. The content of these items directly reflects the participants 

observations in the interviews that craving is associated with the feelings of wanting to get 

high, liking to get high. These feeling may form the core of the subjective experience and 

there may be little individual differences in the experience of these core dunensions. The 

other hypothesized dimensions of craving (specificity, physical symptoms, and affect) may 
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be more peripheral to the subjective experience of craving, and may be associated with 

more individual differences. Thus, future research needs to examine how the hypothesized 

dimensions of craving vary across individuals. Understanding individual differences in 

craving may have important treatment implications. 

The GCS does not include a dimension assessing withdrawal symptoms. The reasons 

for the exclusion of this dimension are twofold. First, from analysis of interview data it 

was clear that withdrawal symptoms, although they could co-occur with craving, were not 

the cause of craving. Second, the exact withdrawal symptoihology varies across drugs of 

abuse. Consequently, it is difQcult, if not impossible, to provide a systematic assessment 

of withdrawal symptomology in a general measure of craving. Future validation studies of 

the GCS need to assess the nature of the relationship between the subjective experience of 

craving and withdrawal symptoms. 

The results from the present study are unlikely to reduce the controversy surrounding 

the use of the term craving in theories of addiction. The present study does demonstrate, 

however, that it is possible to develop a reliable self-report measure of craving that is 

applicable across drugs of abuse. In addition, the analysis of the properties of this 

instrument provided insight into the nature of craving and supports the view that craving 

multi-dimensional in nature. Some of the controversy surrounding the use of the term 

craving may be eliminated through careful use of the term. It is clear from the interview 

data, that, for addicts, craving is a state distinct from urges, needs, and desires. 

Consequently, use of the term craving interchangeably with these terms is not a good idea. 

Further development of valid and reliable measures of craving such as the GCS should 
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help to reduce some of the controversy surrounding the use of the term craving in 

addictions research. 

This initial validation of the GCS is viewed as a first step in establishing the construct 

validity of this craving questionnaire. This study has established thiot craving is multi

dimensional in nature and the subjective experience of craving is strongly associated with 

the appetitive effects of drugs. The GCS provides a reliable assessment of the subjective 

experience of craving. The validation of the GCS should not stop here. Further studies 

need to be conducted that examine the GCS in relation to other aspects of addiction that 

are presumed to be related to the experience of craving and on understanding the role that 

craving plays in addictive behaviors. The careful and systematic examination of how 

craving relates to other aspects of addiction will provide support of the construct validity 

of this measure of craving and should advance our theoretical knowledge about craving 

and its role in addictive behaviors. A better understanding of craving can help in the 

development of treatment interventions that reduce or eliminate craving, and that may lead 

to better long term treatment outcomes. 



APPENDIX A 

SEMI-STRUCTURED CRAVING INTERVIEW 

Dcmognyiliics 

• Agc/Gender/Ethnicity/Education 
• Drugs Used/Drug of Choice/Pattern cf Use 
• Length of Use 

DefinitioB of craving 

• Define alcohol/drug cravings in your own terms. 
• Are cravings different fiom urges/needs/desires? 
• Street terms for craving.(i.e.jonesing) 

Liking drugs/alcohol 

• How much to you like the euphoria from drugs/alcohol? 
• Have these feelings of euphoria changed throughout your addiction career? 

Frequency of cravings 

• How frequently do you experience alcohol/drug cravings? 

• Probes:' When using. 
When trying to stay clean. 

• Does the frequency of your alcohol/drug cravings change over time? 
• Do you crave just your drug of choice or do you crave other drugs? 

Intensity of cravings 

• Do you e;q)erience cravings of different intensities? 

• Probes: When using. 
When trying to stay clean. 

• Does the intensî  of your cravings change over time? 

Situational Factors 

• When do you typically experience craving? 
• Do certain people l̂aces/situations trigger your alcohol/drug cravings? 

Physiological Factors 

• Where in your body or parts of your body to you feel your cravings? 
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• Probes: Specific sensations (Le. numbness, tingling) in parts of body. 
Hieait rate incieasc/deciease. Heart palpitations 
Nauseous 
E^qierience of qiecific withdrawal synqKoms (i.e. mouth watoin  ̂runiQr nose). 

8. Thoagliti 

• What thoughts run through your mind when you ejqperience craving? 

• Probes; Are these thoughts intrusive (come to mind evm when doing other 
things)? 
Are these thoughts recurrent? 
Are these thoughts persistent? 
Are these thoughts potentially destructive? 

• Is the content of these thoughts constant across time and place? 
• Do certain situations, people, places elicit these thoughts? 
• Howdoyougetridofthesetlunights? 
• When you try to get rid ofthese thoughts how successful are you at getting rid of them? 

9. Behavioral/Motivational Facton 

• When you experience cravings do you want to go and find alcohol or drugs to satisfy your 
craving? 

• Does any ̂ peofalcohol/dnig satisfy the craving? 
• Ifow often to you use in response to craving? 
• What are you willing to do to satisfy your craving? 

10. Affective Factors 

• Do certain feelings/emotions trigger your cravings? If so,, what are these feelings/emotions? 
• How do you feel when you are experiencing cravings? 
• Probes: Probe for specific emotional states (e.g. sadness, depression, anxiety, tension, 

loneliness, restlessness, anger) 
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APPENDEXB 

TEU^SCRIPTIONS OF INTERVIEWS 

SIJBJECT1001 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 37 
Sex; Male 
Race: White 
Days Clean: 11 
Education: GED 

Dtugs of Choice: 
Alcohol (used since age 13) 
Crank (used intermittently since age 16) 
Coke (used intermittently since 1989) 
Weed (used intermittently since age 13) 
Has also used Valium and Xanax 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

Interviewen Can you give me a definition of craving in your own words? What does craving mean to 
you? 
Participant: Well, when I want to go out and drink and smoke. 
I: And would you say a craving is the same as an urge, like when you want to go out and drink do you 
have an urge to go and drink or would you say a craving is different fiom, say, an urge to do something? 
P: Yes. 
I: Can you say what is different between an urge and an craving? 
P: A difference? 
I: Yes, would you say there's a difference? 
P: An urge is when I see other people doing it, it makes me want to do it, and a craving is when I am 
wanting to do it Is that right? 
I: Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. 

[Client worried about whether he was right or wrong and was reassured by the interviewer that there were 
no right and wrong answers.] 

P: That's the way I see it 
I: Would you say that you need to go out and drink and smoke. 
P: Yes. Sometimes 
I: And why would you need to do it? 

[Silence] 

I: Could you feel something in your body-you really want to do it, you like to do it? 
P: Because I like to do it 
I: I am familiar with one street term for craving—jonesing, when you are really jonesing. Are you 
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findliar with that term? 
P; Yes. 
I: Ok .̂ Are there other street names for craving other than joiiesuig~teniis that you use? 
P: Ineedafibc. 
1: What does it mean when you are jonesing? 
P: ft means, I want to get high. 
I: Okay. 
P: Fm without I am jonesing. 
I: Do you know where that term came fiom? 
P: No. 
K Is pretty it common? 
P: Yes. I learned it in the penitentiaTy. 
I: You learned it in the pen? 
P: Yes. Everyone used to say "Fm jonesing" in the pen when they were waiting on the dope sack. 
I; Pardon? 
P: Dope sack. The dope sack is the dope bag. 
I; Oh, when you pass around a bag. Where were you? 
P: Oklahoma. 
I: How much would you say you like using drugs and alcohol? 
P: A lot 
I: And when you're craving, is it bQ^ond liking them? Is it something you need? Or you want to go out 
and get high and feel the effects? 
P: Go out and get high and feel the effect 
I: How much do you like the euphoria that you feel from drugs or alcohol? How much do you like getting 
high, say on a scale of one to ten. 
P: Ten 
I: And would you say your feelings of liking the high have changed throughout your addiction career? 
P; You mean like? 
I: Like, maybe when you first started usin  ̂you were twelve or thirteen—you really liked ft As you used 
more and more, your feelings of liking may have decreased, or they may have increased. Or has it been 
pretty constant? 
P; I t̂ty constant 
I: Pretty constant 
P: Except weed makes me really paranoid now. I guess it was all crank. But I smoke a little joint and 
Fm paranoid and it never used to make me that w .̂ 
I: Do you still like weed even though it makes you paranoid? 
P: Yes. But I don't like to go nowhere when I am smoking. 
I: When you are using—when you're not ttying to stay clean-how fiequentty would you s  ̂you crave 
alcohol? 
P: Whenl'm-
I: When you're using. When you're not clean, when you're drinking a .lot How often to do you crave-
once a dxf, once a week, once a month, whenever you come down? 
P: Sometimes once a day and sometimes a couple oftimes a week. 
I: And why would you say it varies in how much you experience them? What do you think it depends on-
-how much you are using? 
P: Yes. Sometimes I like to stay straight for a while and then FU do it everyd  ̂for a while. 
I: When you are trying to stay clean or stay straight, straight, how frequently would you say you crave? 
Say you're trying to stJty straight right now-how often would you say you're craving to go use? 
P: Quite a bit About once a week. 
I: Does the frequency of your cravings change over time when you are trying to sta^r clean? Does the 
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fiequenqr increase or decrease over time when yoD are trying to stay dean? 
P: Both. 
I: How long have you been dean—right now? 
P: Since Thanksgiving. 
t Since Thanksgiving? That's almost three weeks. 
P: Yes. 
L And when you ejqierience cravings, do thqr ever differ in intensî  Can you have strong ones, or 
weaker ones? 
P: Yes. 
I: Okay. And what is a strong craving like? 
P: When I am really wanting to use-get drunk or higL I usually go out and do it And then nor weaker 
ones are when I am wanting to st̂  straight and try to be straight 
I: So your cravings are stronger when you are using than when you are trying to stay clean? 
P: Yes. 
I: When do you typically experience cravings? 
P: When friends are wanting to go party, or sometimes I just really wam to go out and drink. 
I: Is there aitything here that will trigger your cravings? 
P: Well I was here before in the primary-for two weeks and I went out, I Idt 
I: Did you go use? 
P: Yes. I used the night before I left Heroin. 
I: You used heroin? Here? 
P: No. I used before I left -
I: What made you want to use? 
P: Well, someone else was using, and I never had tried heroin, and I wanted to see what it was like. 
I: So you were curious? 
P; Yes. 
I: Were you craving it? 
P: No. It was the first time. And then I felt guilty, and I left the next day. 
I: Did you go use after you left? 
P: Yes. 
I: Alcohol, coke, crank? 
P: All of it 
I: Were you craving it when you left? Or did you just go use it because you were used to doing? 
P: I was craving it 
I: What did it feel like? 
P: It felt like I wanted to go out and get messed up. I don't know how to describe it 
I: You're doing a pretty good job. 
P: It's like when I start I can't'stop. 
I: When you start, you can't stop? 
P: Yes. That's with alcohol, crank, coke aity of it Once I start, I dont to stop until I have to. 
I: So it doesnt matter if you're using alcohol or valium, which are downers or depressants, or the coke or 
the crank which bring you up more. It doesn't matter? 
P: No. Crank's the worst though. 
I: Crank's the worst? 
P: Yes. 
I: Is crank-that's meth-amphetamine, right? 
P: Yes. 
L You shoot it right? Or smoke it? 
P: Any way-snort it, shoot it or smoke it But I dont really like to smoke it It doesn't last that long. 
I: It doesnt last that long ifyou shoot it? Orsnottit? Ifyou smoke it? That's like crack-if you smoke it. 
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it doesn't last that long. 
P: Coke dontiealljr last that long dtfaer. Ciankdoes. 
I: Ctank lasts a long time. And it's different with crystal, right? 
F: I dont really know. 
I: (%iQr, you've never used crystal? 
P: No. call it crystal-cnuik. 
I: Do certain people ever trigger cravings? 
P: Yes. 
I: What types of people? 
P: Family. 
I: Do you ever use with your &mily? 
P: Yes. 
I: Like brothers and sisters or parents? 
P: Yes. Sister, cousins. I only have one sister. 
I: Do certain places ever trigger cravings—like if you walk by a liquor store or you walk by a bar— 
P: -or a grocery store. 
I: A grocery store. 
P: Yes. I went shopping before with nqr mom and snuckofffiom her and bought beer. 
I: Why? 
P: I was there 
I: Did you drink it there? 
P: No. I took it home. 
I: Once you're craving, is it h^d to control? 
P: Yes. 
I: So it's like you decide you want to use, and you just go and complete it 
P: Yes. Every time almost 
L Every time you crave, you almost alw  ̂use? 
P: Almost It depends on the situation. 
I: So if you're craving, and there's something available. You have money and you can go to the store. 
You have monQr and you can get hold of your dealer. 
P: Or if I get a ride. 
I: And if you're craving, will you try to get money? Or try to find a ride, or find your dealer? 
I: Yes. m call up some fiiends, or whatever. I've even took money out of my old lady's purse before and 
slipped out the back door. 
I: ^ve you committed crimes to support your habit? 
P: No. But I have committed crimes but it never was to get mon .̂ 
I: So your criminal record's not related to using? 
P: Yes. 
I: It is. Is it drug related, like possession and stuff? 
P: No. DUIs, and manslaughter and domestic violence a couple of times. Arguing, not fighting. 
I: I think domestic violence is pretty common when you use. 
P: You can get into an argument, and you're going to jail regardless if you hit aitybody or not 
L So you never really did crimes to support your drug habit These sound more like a consequence of 
your habit 
P: Yes. All my record is is public drunks, DUIs and one manslaughter in'84. 
L How long did you serve for the manslaughter? 
P: Five years. 
I: Was that when you were in Oklahoma? 
P: Yes. Then I got out and kept getting DUIs, and rd go back. So I havent been out very long in the last 
ten years. 
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I: Do you have your GED, or your high school diploma? 
P: GED. 
I: That'sgood. Do ceitainsituatioiis ever trigger your cravings? Ifyou had an argument with somdxxiy, 
or you're iqMet, or you're in a place you used to use. Are their certain situations that trigger your 
cravings? 
P; Yes. 
I: Can you ten me what those situations are? 
P: Whra things don't go right I get into it with somdxxfy. There's a lot of them-iMopIe using. 
I: Can you think of aiQthing that sticks out for you? Something that will cause you to have a craving. 
P: Yes. A lot 
I: Can you describe a situation when you had a really intense craving? 
P: Whm nqr dad died. When things don't go the way I want them to. 
I: C^cay. Where in your body do you feel your cravings? What does your bocfy feel like when you're 
craving 
P: Feels like I am wanting to go get high. 
I: What does that fixl like? Doyoufeelitinyour head, in your stomach, in your legs, in your aims, in 
yourear? What does your body feel like? Do you feel tensed up, relaxed? 
P: Tensed, probably. I guess everywhere in n^r body. my brain's teUing me. 
I: Does your heart rate increase or decrease? Does your heartbeat change when you're craving? 
P: Like your blood pressure goes up-yes. Like a junkie needing a fix or something. 
I: Do you ever ejqMrience withdrawal-like synq>toms when you're craving? Does your mouth water or 
your nose run? Do you get jittery or get the shakes? Or is it different as opposed to when you're 
withdrawing. 
P; Yes. 
I: How is it different? 
P: Eveiybo  ̂does, I think? 
I: Does? 
P: At times. 
I: Has withdrawal symptoms? 
P: Don't you think? 
I: Yes. I think a hangover is a fonn of withdrawal. 
P: You want another beer when you get up the next day or a drink, or another shot of dope. 
I: How does a craving differ from withdrawing? Do you get the shakes, and that son of stuff? 
P: When you are craving, when you are withdrawing, you need a drink to get your body right, and then 
when you are jonesing you want it to mellow you out I guess. That is the w  ̂it is for me. 
I: W  ̂thoughts run through your mind when you're craving? What are you thinking? 
P: Well it's different Sometimes I am thinking how to get money to do it Sometimes I am thinking how 
I can hide and do it without people who dont want me to do it knowing. Different things. Different 
thoughts. 
I: Are these thoughts intrusive? Do thgr stay in ynnr mind and ynii Icftep thitilring them anri thinking 
them? Say you're watching TV, and you get a craving, do these thoughts become the forefront of what 
you're doing? 
P: Yes. Like ̂ len I am doing a job for somdx)(fy and I can't wait till it's done so I can stop by the store. 
I: And what are you thinking about while you're working? 
P: Hunyiq) and get done and get out Fve done that a lot of times. 
L- How do you get rid of these thoughts? 
P: ffldontreally wanttodoit-
I: So ifyou really want to do it, you dont get rid of them? So how do you get rid ofthem if you don't 
want to use? 
P: I tiy not to think about it and put my mind on something else. St̂ home. 
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I: When you tiy to get lid of these thoughts, how successful are you? 
P: Sometimes successfiJ and sometimes not 
I: Are you more successful than not successfiil~50-S0,60-40? 
P: About 60-40--unsuccessful. 
1: When you eĵ erience cravings, do you want to go find alcohol and drugs to satisfy your cravings? 
P; Yes. 
I: Sqr you're craving alcohol and you can't find aiQT alcohol, are there other drugs that will satisfy that 
craving? 
P: Yes. Like Valium and Xanax. Th^makemefeellikeXdowlienrmdrinldng. 
I: Would cocaine or crank satisfy a craving for alcohol? 
P: Yes. Because ifl am already drinking and I get some crank or ctdce then I wont drink. Imightsipon 
it, but I wont be guzzling it takes me an hour to drink a beer. 
L Do you crave alcohol ifyou're using crank? 
P: No. Not unless I want to crash. Alcohol or valium or Xanax. 
I: Okay. So if you have a really intense alcohol craving, and you use crank, it might make your craving 
goaw .̂ 
P: Sometimes. That's a hard question. Because sometimes I would already be drinking. 
I: S  ̂you are not alrea(fy drinking. You are sitting at home and reallyjonesing for a beer, but you can't 
get a bwr, but somdxxfy comes over. 
P: The drug man down the street has got some crank, or nqr friend comes over. 
L' Your fiiend has some crank? 
P: Yeah. And IH use the crank first 
L Youll use the crank first Will that satisfy your craving for a beer? 
P: Yes. Until Tm ready to sleep. 
I; Until you're ready to sleep So would you say you use alcohol all the time-or Xanax-to come down off 
crank? 
P; Yes. 
I: So if you use crank, you're going to use alcohol or Xanax or some type of downer? 
P: When I run out of crank. 
L Then youll drink to come down? 
P: Yes. 
I: What is the firequency with which you use in response to craving? 
P: To what? 
L If you're craving, are you going to use ninety percent of the time, fiffy percent of the time, ten percent 
of the time? 
P: Ninefy percent of the time. 
I: Hbwhard will you try satisfy your cravings? 
P: Hard enough to get it 
L Do certain feelings or emotions trigger your cravings? 
P: Yes. 
L What feelings would these be? 
P: There's different fypes. Sometimes I get depressed over n^r ex-old latfy. She shot her heart out nine 
years ago. 
I: Tm sorry to hear that 
P: Sometimes I get into arguments with people. 
I: What about ifyou're feeling hjqipy? 
P: I'm feeling happy, sometimes, usually I drink to use because I think I can handle it 
L How do you feel emotionally when you are craving? 
P: Like? 
L Do you feel happy when you're craving? Do you feel angry when you're craving? Do you feel sad? Do 
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you &el lonely? 
P: Fve felt all of them. 
I: You feel all of them? 
P: Not all at once. 
I: That's all I have, b there aiything that I might have missed that is important to anderflanding 
ctaiviiig? 
P: Like when I am around people, like sometimes nQr cousins win come over or fiiends, and they will be 
drinking and doing dope, and m really get a big craving and usualtyjoin tight in with them. Sometimes 
music will get me to jonesing. 
I: What type of music? 
P: Allkî . Rode and toll and country. That's about all I listen to. 
I: What will be the hardest thing to overcome to stay clean? 
P: Old behaviors-and friends. 
I: What types of old behaviors? 
P: Like w  ̂I was doing when I was using—like different things. 
I: How motivated are you to st̂  clean? On a scale of one to five? Five being extremely motivated. 
P: Five. I came in this time on nty own. Last time I was sort of forced. 

SUBJECT 1002 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 34 
Sex: Male 
Race: Afiican American 
Days Clean: 30 
Education: 12"' grade 

Ihterviewen Cocaine is the hardest to st̂  clean from, but alcohol is your biggest problem? 
Participant: Yes. 
I: How long have you used alcohol? 
P: Probably about 20 years. 
I: So since you were 14? 
P; Yes. 
I: And cocaine? 
P: About 14 years, Fd ssy. 
I: you ever used aiqthing else on a regular basis? 
P: Pot A long time ago. 
I: When you're using cocaine, are you using the alcohol to come down? 
P: Yeah. Basically, yes. That's another thing—mostly when I drink, then I would crave cocaine. That 
was one of uty thinjgs, you know, once I got drunk. It wouldn't just be let's go get something, it would be 
like a craving. Now I wanted cocaine. I guess because I would know that the alcohol would bring me 
down. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Can you give me a definition of craving in your own words? What does craving mean to you? 
P: A craving to me would be a desire to just want Desire where I gotta have this. There's physical 
attnbutes to it also where you can actually taste it and smell it 
I: How does craving differ from, saQT, an urge to do something? 
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P: Nothing physical about an uige. No pineal attributes. 
L CMcay, so it's not like you're tasting it or smelling it? 
P: Right 
L How does a craving differ fiom a need? Ordoesitdi£krfiomaneed? 
P: Not î ien you're craving it It actually becomes a need. 
D It becomes a need in the sense of water or fi)od? 
P: Yes, something to sustain life. What you need to survive. Yon need it sustain to your life, although it 
is not food and water. 
L I am ̂ miliar with one street term for craving-jonesing. Doyouusejonesing? 
P: Geddng-
I: Geddng? 
P: There is another one-that's [unintelligible] but I remember a coiq>le more. 
I: How did these terms come about? Where did the term jonesing come firom? At̂  ideas? 
P: That's an old saying, it comes from a long time ago. Tweeking-that's another one. 
L Tweeking. Where did the term gedkdng come from? 
P: That's the w  ̂people look. They look really stupid when they're jonesing. 
I: Ok ,̂ and what about tweeking? 
P: Tweeking—I guess it would be jonesing because in your mind you're looking for it people are on the 
ground picking up little specs of things, you know, looking through their purse or their pockets-
that's tweeking. You just know there's more there but there isnt 
I: How much do like the way you feel when using alcohol or cocaine? 
P: Alcohol-I like the way I feel from alcohol a lot I love to drink. I would actually say that Cocaine-I 
don't like. I don't know why I do it I dont like coming down. I like the first initial hî  but after that 
it's tough. 
I: And knowing that it's tough to come down, why do you crave it? 
P: Because-that's a good one, I dont know if it's physical. I guess it is just in your mind because I have 
done a lot of stupid things to get it I guess it's the drug-it does make you feel eiq)horic at first I guess 
that's it The feeling when you first do it The first hit basically is what you crave. 
I: Does that first hit change over time? 
P: No, it is alw^s the same. That first one is the best one. 
I: So every time you use it? 
P: Yes. lliat fir  ̂ one is it 
I: The first? 
P: The first initial hit—like if you haven't done it for an hour, two hours, three days. 
I: The first hit-the moment you get high. 
P: Yes, the moment it hits your brain. 
I: Did you smoke? 
P: Yes. At first I snorted it for a long time, and then one day I smoked, and that was it [unintelligible] 
I: So you were using primarily crack before you came in here? 
P: Yes. 
I: Have you ever shot it? 
P: No, I  ̂never shot cocaine. 
I: Have you ever shot aiQthing? 
P: I shot heroin once. 
I: Has bow you feel when you're using alcohol or drugs changed over time? . 
P: Yeah, with the cocaine, the guilt built for some reason. I don't know if it was the direction my life had 
went into, or whatever. But as &r as using it, I had more and more guilt Every time I did it it would get 
deeper and deeper. And the alcohol—it would take me a lot more to drink to get high-to get drunk. 
Actually, yeah, I would say the alcohol too. You dont even think about it At first, you say let's do this 
when we are drunk but after a while you are just sitting there to get drunk to be druî  So I guess the 
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mind play is in it after a while. 
t When yon are using, how fiequently do you experience cravings when you're using? 
P: Cocaine-andrve been iq> for seven dadoing cocaine. 
I: Pardon? 
P: rvebeenqifi>rsevend^s-using--sevend înarow. the question again. 
I: How frequently do you crave if you are bingdng? 
P: nntti mrain#; T nmiiM «gy mtf gVMi fivt> miimfijg 

I: So if you're 19, and you come down-
P: Then you want more. 
I; Then you want more. Up come down then you want more. The moment you are down. 
I: So with cocaine you go and down, and as soon as you're down, you crave? 
P: You ciave-the moment you're down. 
I: What about alcohol? 
P: Now, with alcohol, it is more of a pineal thing. Except the first time drinkinfe there's not really a 
cravingthere. When you first start diin^g there is not a craving there, but as you get into your drinking, 
you can physically fed, like with your hangover you crave. Like when you get off work, when it is the 
same time ofthed -̂that is when you crave. Bwm. Certain time of dî  and you crave. Like when you 
are watching certain TV programs-basd)all,football--you crave. Now I say I have those cravings 
watching football games and stuff. 
I: When you are trying to st̂  straight, how frequently would you s  ̂you crave? 
P: When those old images pop mostly-like TV-TVs a go  ̂one. Even looking in the magazines and 
the p^r at alcohol ads. 
I: Say you are going about your normal business, how often would you say you are craving right now. 
Once a day? Twice a day? Once a week? 
P: Numerous times a d^ .̂ Three or four times a day easy. 
I: Has the frequency d your cravings changed over the 30 d  ̂you've been trying to stay clean? 
P: It has decreased. It has decreased, but sometimes it is stronger. One big urge instead of a lot of little 
ones. 
I: What is a big urge like? 
P: Like with the cocaine, you can smell it, you can taste it 
I: So the big stuff is when you can e:q>erience the actual physical attributes of an actual cocaine high. 
P: Yes. Your heart starts pounding your mouth will water, and your stomach rumbles too-on cocaine. 
I: AtQthing like that for alcohol? 
P: For alcohol your mouth waters, that is about it 
I: Do you crave other things you have used? 
P: Every now and then acid. When people start talking about it, you can almost taste it I get that tingle. 
I: Do your cravings ever differ in intensity? You mentioned that you have big urges and little ones, can 
that big urge vary in intensity? 
P: Yeah, it can vary to where it will make you go out and use. That big urge is a dangerous one. Itwill 
make you go out and use. You will just say forget it especialty if you are close to it and you just have that 
urge and something comes along then it's real dangerous. 
I: Are your cravings more intense when you are using or when you are trying to st̂  clean? 
P: That is a reaUy good question because I have never really thought about it Now that Fve been clean-
it's a long time since Fve been clean—I would thqr are more intense when Fm using because it's 
available. 
I: Does the intensity ofyour cravings change over time? 
P: Yeah. Actually, they do. Gosh, youVe got good questions. Yeah, because, over time and in the 
compaiQr you keep are the two frictors in that one. B^use you find out, I guess, the more time you use 
the worse your con:q)any gets, and you are craving more. 
I: The more you are using the more you are craving? 
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P: Basically, yes. 
I: When do you ̂ icaUyoqKiieiice cravings? 
P: Once alcohol is on your mind. Schedule of nqr drug use. Like Fridqr nights are really hard for me 
now because I imagine that I have been getting high eveiyFridiQr night for the last three years ea .̂ So 
Friday nights arejust realty tough. And some situations-like when yoa see the dope dealer driving down 
the street and-that's a good one. Gosh, if I had some monqr. That type of situation~« )̂en you get money 
in your podoet, that is a teal big motivator. Imeanrealbig. You can taste it and everything else. 
L Do yon certain people, other than drug dealers, ever trigger your cravings? 
P: Mostty drug associates. Those ate the main ones. That's about it-yoa know, those friends that you 
use with, and you see them and you crave. 
I: What idwut places? Are there places that trigger cravings? 
P: That's another good one. I got high a lot in parks. So sometimes, just that Like when I first got here, 
I went to a park and all of a sudden I was craving I was thinking this would be a good place to be high. 
The scenery and the surroundings do trigger things. 
I: Do certain situations ever trigger your cravings? 
P: Anger is a real good one because anger has a way to drive you to do things'that you realty don't want 
todo. I have been a drug addict andyouhaveatendenqrtodothat,ido-andyougetangiyyouuse. 
When you are h )̂py and comfortable I have a tendency to use. When Fm tired, I need that pick me up. I 
dont l̂ w if these are excuses. 
I: No, they're not excuses. I just want to find out what's going on in your head and your body when you're 
experiencing cravings. Fmnotjudging you guys. 
P: Okay. (laughs) 
I: You mentioned that when you are craving, your heart speeds up, your stomach rumbles. Are there 
other places in your body that you feel your cravings? 
P: Nfy palms sweat, my breathing speeds up. Sometimes you even get a little tingle—your skin crawls, 
your flesh crawls. It is not like when your skin crawls in a scary crawl; it is not that type, it is an 
excitement tingle. 
I: AiQlhingelse? 
P: No, that is about all. 
I: Do you feel nauseated when you are craving? 
P: I guess that your stomach does turn a little. No not nauseated. No, I have never felt nauseated. 
I: When you are craving do you ever experience any type of withdrawal symptoms? 
P: Yeah. With cocaine, of course. 
I: What would you say the withdrawal symptoms are firom cocaine? 
P: Of course, d^ression. You get really depressed. Mood swings. You get restless, very restless. I can't 
think of aiQ  ̂more. 
I: What thoughts run through your mind when you are experiencing a craving? 
P: Accessibility. Do I have aiQr money? Where can I get some money? Who'do I know who has some? 
Where can I get some for firee? The accessibility. Where can I get it? That is the main thing. Then there 
is alw  ̂that fear because you know you dont want to do it Withme, using cocaine, I always had that 
guilt Those thoughts of guilt 
I: So even though you knew you didnt want to, you had to do it? 
P: Had to do it to for some reason. 
I: Ate these thoughts intnisive-̂ ceep coming into your mind—recurring or persistent? 
P: Yeah, they are. Very persistent Even with alcohol. Alcohol and cocaine are about the same on that 
one. 
I: Do these thoughts ever change over time, in different places? 
P: Of course, when you first start out doing it a lot th  ̂are not as intrusive. You know. Thqr'renotas 
frequent When I fiî  started out the guilt wasnt associated with these thoughts. Then after time that 
guilt found its way in there. liat guilt-those bad feelings. At first it was just a good feeling. Then 
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over time, even though you get that high, those bad fixlings would come in and take over. 
I: Do certain people or situations or places elicit these thoughts? 
P: Yes. R^pedally those people that you drug and drink with. 
£ Are these intrusive thoughts part cf the craving? 
P: They would have to be part of the physical aspects of the drug addiction. They would have to be. 
There is no wî  to separate them. I wooldntha:̂  those thoughts and then not warn to do it 
I: How do you get rid ofthese thoughts ifyou don't want to use? 
P: Now-I-befine I would do something to find out if 1 could acquire the drug. That would be n  ̂main 
thing-to get i4> and go see ifthis person had this or see ifl could get aiqr money. I would have to put my 
plan into action. And now, now I eat I dean iq> or something do something physical-those two things-
and I read—something on the subject to take mind off cf it 
I: You read? 
P: The big bodc-staying sober is a good book, [laughs] 
I: ifyou are craving cocaine, will aiqrQrpeofalcohol or drug satisfy the craving, or does it have to be 
cocaine? 
P: Marijuana. It totalfy does. It totally takes n  ̂mind off it It totally does. Alcohol does at times, but 
once I start drinking, then it reoccurs. 
I: What about ifyou'rejonesing for a beer? 
P: Nothing. Except an ice cold Mller. There is nothing that would replace a nice cold Miller. The only 
thing that satisfies an alcohol craving is alcohol. There is nothing that would replace a nice cold beer. 
I: What is the firequency with which you would use in response to cravings? 
P: I would SJ  ̂70% of the time. 
I: On a scale of one to five how hard would you try to satisfy your cravings? 
P: Five. 
I: you ever committed crimes to get money to use drugs. 
P: Yes. 
I: So you've done burglaries, property crimes? 
P: No burglaries—shoplifting stuff like that Boosting, they call it That is one ofthe easiest way to get 
money for drugs. 
I: Did you deal at all? 
P: For a while I did. 
I: You mentioned before that anger triggers cravings. Do other feelings trigger cravings? 
P: Sadness, when you get sad. That is another feeling that does it-it brings them on. When you get 
confused. That's a really easy way. 
I: What do you mean by confiised? 
P: Like ifyou are in a situation and you just don't know what to do here, what to do there. Let's say the 
electric bill needs to be paid-God, I don't know what to do about it Basically, you are just in a state of 
confusion. That is a go  ̂time. I am more prone to use then. Like ifl-ifl get 30 dollars for the electric 
bill and am confiised about how to get the rest of it, I will alw  ̂just q)end that 30 dollars. Soconfiision 
isagoodone. When your mind's not thinking the right thoughts, it is really easy to give into cravings. 
I: When you are craving, how do you £sel? 
P: Not happy. I would say like a somber emotion. When you are kind of-you almost feel sad. You don't 
feel good ab(Hit yourself 
I: I missed anything that you think is at the essence of how you experience craving? 
P: I cant think of anything. 
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DaysQean: 27 
Education: 12"' grade 

Ihterviewen What would you say is your drag cf choice? 
Paiticipaat: rve  ̂three. 
L Three, okaiy. 
P: Cocauie, heroin, and pot 
1: Is it cocaine, or is it ciadc? Or is it cocaine and-
P: ft'sboth. 
I: It's both. So you're smoking and snorting? 
P: Smddng and shooting. 
I: Aiyqwcdballs? 
P: Oh, yeah. Belushis-th^recalledBelushis. 
I: I've never heard that-oh, after John Belushi. 
P: Yeah, th  ̂named them after him. 
I: Which of these three do you think- it will be hardest to stay clean fiom-cocaine, heroin, or pot? Or the 
Belushis? 
P: To stay clean from? 
I: Yes-what's going to be the hardest for you not to rekq)se to? 
P: Pot 
I: Which do you think is your biggest problem? 
P: Heroin and cocaine. 
I: The speedballs, the Belushis? 
P: Yeah. 
I: When did you first start iising cocaine? 
P: I started using cocaine and heroin in 75. 
I: Pot? 
P: Pot I started using in'69—I was a youngster. 
I: Have you used alcohol on a regular basis? 
P: Yeah. I started drinking in'69, too. 
I: Do you smoke cigarettes? 
P: Yes. 
I: When did you start smoking cigarettes? 
P: About'69. 
I: Do you use anything else on a regular basis? 
P: Just pot I use pot all the time. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Can you give me a definition of craving in your own words? What does craving mean to you? 
P: Idon'tknow. I think that craving means to me that once you try it, you like it Like th  ̂say if you 
don't pidc it iq> and dont taste it, you're fine. YoucanstsQ'awayfiomit Once I got that taste of cocaine 
in my throat as an ether-base-tecause I inject it-that is all it todc. Now I know that taste and sometimes 
Iwantit I can almost taste it, especially in n^r dreams. I will be dreaming and I will wake and ni 

wake iq>--my dreams are so vivid and so strong that I can actually feel the high when I am dreaming. I 
get 19 and, whew, that was a big hit, but it wasnt nothing-it was just a dieam. 
L It was a dream. Do you feel like you're high when you get iq>? 
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P: Yes. 
h Are yoa craving D îen you wake iq>? 
P: Yeadi, exactly. More times tban not ni get iq) and if I go to work, and ni end iq> scoring that day. 
L Are cravings different fiomuges? 
P: Idontknow. I know once I have one beer then it's on. After a beer, I want some cocaine. Thebeer 
gets me down, so I want to get picked iq>, and then after that Fm so damn high that I want to come down 
so I start nsing a little heroin. 
I: So you use heroin a lot to come down? 
P: Mbstfy to come down. 
L Are cravings different firom needs? 
P: I used heroin to the point where I physically needed it That and alcohol. 
I: Are cravings different fiomi desires? 
P: Idontunderstand-yoameantodesiie-
L —Yes, to want something as opposed to craving something. 
P: After Fve used cocaine and heroin, alllcoold say in terms ofdesire is that I desire my wife. 
I: Do you ever desire cocaine? 
P: No. Not really. I don't know if that would fit pattern. I just love to use. I love to get high. I 
alw^have. 
I: I am fimiliar with one street term for craving-like jonesing. 
P: Yeah, jonesing. 
I: Do you have aiqr idea where jonesing came fiom? 
P: Jonesing is cocaine to me because cocaine is-you take a snort and in another little while you want 
another snort and you just keep wanting it more and more. And once it is out and you dont have any, you 
start jonesing for it 
I: I was wondering where the term staited-likespeedballs are now called Belushis. Did jonesing come 
from some sort of folk lore or anything? 
P: I'm not really sure. Ijustlmow that Fvejonesed hard enough to do crimes for it To where I needed it 
that bad or thought I did anyway. 
L Are there aî  other terms that you are aware ofthat people use to refer to craving? I've heard the 
terms geeking and tweeking. 
P: Geeking and tweeking to me is like when you have just done too much. Too much—like with crank. 
Because crank is another drug that's in there for me too. 
I: When did you start using crank? 
P: I started using crank about'a year ago, and that stuff is pret̂  powerful. It's not like coke. I mean, 
coke-I am a back to back kind of person, and crank you can't do it like that I do a hit of crank and I am 
good for at least a few hours. 
I: So what does geeking mean to you. 
P: To me it's like—I don't know because everybocfy is different on coke, or crank, whatever. It depends. I 
guess that everybody eventually ends up the same. As fir as like me, I abused the hell out of it so for me 
geeking would be you don't know what you are doing. You are hallucinating. See, because I hallucinate 
with coke, crank, with everything. 
I: You hallucinate on cocaine as well? 
P: Oh, yeah. Big time. 
I: On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate how much you like the eiq>horiafix>m using? 
P: Tenisit I go to the ultimate limit I almost go to the other side. IhaventOD'dyet Knockonwood. 
But Tm real close. 
I: the high that you feel when you use changed over the years that you have used? 
P: You never get that-what do they say—that first hit of cocaine if you slam it It's like a train going 
through you head. Your ears ̂  ringing and you never get that again. But that's what you always go 
after. 
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I: So that's what you go after? When you are craving, you are going after that very first hit-the first time 
you used? 
P: Yeah. 
L Does it decrease over time, or is it lealfy, really good and then it's? 
P: Aiqrmoienow, like perse, I have an egg bowl and I dip nqrqwon into it, into n  ̂water or whatever, 
sudcitup. To me it's all the same now-the first hit I take, Tm out Because I am at a point where ni put 
half a gram of cocaine in a qxxm and thatH kill aî body-aEQr nonnal person doing that, that would kill 
them-but tolerance has built iq) to where I have to throw a big amount of d(̂  in it to get a buzz. 
I: How would you rate the buzz on a scale of one to ten? 
P: Thebuzzisalwaysatendqiendingonthedopeofcourse--thecutafthedope. it's good dope it is 
alw  ̂a good high for me because it is just hallucinating. 
I: But it's not as good as the very first time? 
P: Never. You are alw  ̂chasing it Th  ̂call it something. 
I: You're chasing that high. 
P: Yeah. You're chasing that-they call it chasing the dragon. And you never catch it You never catch 
the dragon. That is the whole thing about using cocaine. 
I: When you are using on a regular basis, how fi«quently do you e;q)erience cravings? When you're not 
trying to stay sober— 
P: I have gone for weeks at a time-at least five or six days and then no matter how much I shoot up, my 
body just tells me no, and I go down. 
I: But how frequently would you say you crave when you're not in treatment? 
P: I don't know if I really crave or not See that's the whole thing. Usually when I am outside I stay high. 
At work I will be doing toots and when I get home lH start doing the slaim. 
I: So you never come completely down? 
P: rve never really come down. I am either high on pot, drinking beer, doing lines of crank or doing 
lines of coke or all of them at the same time. I have put crank, coke, and heroin all together on a 
spoon and just did it all. And that is a weird high. It is like you want to go up, you want to go down, you 
want to go up. It is like a roller coaster. 
I: Did you like it? 
P: YeaL The first time was kind of weird. I just liked being blasted out of my mind. That'sall. Justnot 
being here. And a lot of that who knows how much that has do with depression, or all kinds of things. I 
have been married twice, and I have kids and eveiything. I never done that in firont of the kids you know. 
Then Td just get motels and do my thing. 
I: When you are trying to stay straight how firequently would you say you crave? 
P: There is one time I went when I was in my early 20s, I vrent clean for about 14 months. 
I: How frequently did you crave then? 
P: Eveiyday. Every day I wanted to get high. At least once a day I thought about it Sometimes twice, 
sometimes three times. After I had about six or seven months sober, I didn't think about it that much. 
I: Did it decrease? 
P: It decreased to the max. I didnt even think about except like every time I got paid. Eveiy two weeks. 
After about six or seven months my craving was just when I got paid—when I had money in my pocket I 
thought about going to a bar. 
I: What about right now? Ebw long have you been clean right now? 
P: Right now—just about 30 days. 
I: When did you come into treatment? 
P: I had 14 d  ̂at LARC, and Fve got IS d  ̂tomorrow, here. 
I: Do you know the date? 
P: Just before Thanksgiving—I guess around the 13th. 
I: When you're sober-like now or those 14 months-do you just crave your drug of choice-cocaine-or do 
you crave other things? What are you craving right now? 
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P: Rightnow, todQ îsIdndofabadd t̂oo. I wtdce 19 on the wrong side of the bed. I twisted nqr back. 
I gotta go to the doctor tomorrow. And I could sure use a hit of heroin right now. That's what I am 

craving right now. Just to kill the pain. And a lot of times, I use pot as a medidne. It has helped me out 
inalotw^s. At times idien I didn't have an î ipetite and Fd use pot, and boom, I would start eating 
everything. There are times vdien I oouldnt sleq>, I was restless and I would smoke a joint and I'm asleep 
likeababy. Ihaveuseditfivawietyofthings. 
I: So drug do you crave the most? 
P: Mostfy I cra(ve cocaine. For the taste of that ether. 
£ Do you ever have cravings of different strengths? Do you have stronger and weaker cravings? 
P: Sometimes you get-see 117 biggest problem is when I am out working. Nfy cravings come heavier 
when I have money in my pocket 
I: Why do you think that is? 
P: Because I have money in my podcet and I can go to the dope maiL Mthoutmonqr in my pocket, the 
cravings are still there but they are not as intense unless I do a movida— 
I: A movida? 
P: Where I go do something-go do a scam or a scheme. I am going to scam aiQthing to get dope or 
scam dope. 
I: Do a crime? 
P: Yeah, that's when you commit a crime. 
I: What kinds of crimes do you commit? 
P: I usually rip off corporations. I don't steal fiiom people. 
D Corporations like Circle K. 
P: Yeah. Like Circle K. Or just businesses. Commercial. Like a night club. I will go into a night club 
and I know that there is monqr in there. I just break in. It's a burglary. I dont do house burglaries 
because it is too much invasion of privacy. I just dont do that 
I: Do you do armed robberies? 
P: I have done them. But I dont do them as a practice. 
I: Does the intensity ofyour cravings change over time? 
P: Tho  ̂are strongest when I am first coming down because I have my dreams. My dreams are so 
intense. I dream about it so intensely. So my cravings are pret̂  intent right now. 
I: Pret̂  intense is-on a scale of one to ten? 
P: It's at least an eight 
I: When do you ̂ ically experience cravings? 
P: Mostly when I am sleqiing because I will be dreaming about it and I get up and the craving is there. 
A lot of times too when I hear other people talk about it Everybody here talks about their drug abuse and 
what th  ̂used and of course eveiything is exaggerated with everybocfy. Fve heard things like, I used to 
use this, and I used to use that Mostly when people talk about it that's when nqr cravings are even more 
intense. 
I: Do you certain people ever trigger cravings? 
P: Ye  ̂ A couple ofgirlfiiends that I know. When I see them it is on. They dther have dope or I do. 
And certain guys that I know, drug dealers when I see thent 
I: So basically people you've done drugs with or you get drugs from? 
P: Yeah. 
I: What about places? 
P: Tucson, [laughs] 
I: Why do you say that? 
P: Tucson is almost a drug coital. Alotofpeopleheredoalotofdrugs. 
I: Are you going to try to stay here after you leave treatment 
P: Yeak IlikeTucson. 
I: How are you going to deal with the fact that— 
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P: I am goiiig to fight it the best I can. 
I: Do certain situations ever trigger your oavings? Events in your life. 
P: Yeah, like the Street Fair. I see the drinking there and I usualty drink there and I know people all 
overTucson. Mostty Mexicans. So it's never-ending as &r as drugs. I used to get it for fieeh  ̂ the 
time, so it was ea  ̂to get 
I: How did you get it for fipee? So who's paying for it? 
P: Itdqiendsonwhoyouknow. I used to do things for it ttwasnt realty fiee. I used to deliver drugs. I 
hadafitendwfaousedtodeall̂ theton. Sometimes I would drive or I would take a plane. Fromhereto 
Qiicagoor&omheretoNewYoik. I was a runner at one time. Andthenlhadafiiend-Iusedtoclean 
out the traflers and he says you can have all the sweq>ings. I wodd get all of the sweqnngs-m t̂e ten or 
15 pounds every time I swqx out the traflers. I would havejust pounds and pounds ofpot for nothing. 
Cocaine-I know a lot ofMexican dealers deal heavy in cocaine. So I was dealing. ^^sel̂ ;Iwasa 
little time dealer. I would deal two or three ounces a day of coke-powder. So a lot of blow came free. 
And I would do tq) a lot of profits and give it away. And all that too. 
I: When you are having a craving, do you feel it in parts of your bo(ty? 
P: When I have a craving it is all in here Qwints to throat). Icantasteit I can tell you if it is cut with 
acetone or cut with ether. 
I: So you can crave different cuts of cocaine. 
P: Ohyeah. Cocaine is cut two w .̂ Th^r cut it with acetone to rock it up better as in rock-to smoke 
rock. And ether-based is better for injecting. 
I: But you don't taste it when you inject? 
P: Ohyeah. Once you inject, the first you do is the taste goes right 
toyourbrain. I can taste ifit is either acetone or ether-based, either one of those. Theacetoneis 
supposed to be used for heroin cut, or to base heroin, so you can taste it in the heroin, too. 
I: Do you feel sensations in aiQ  ̂parts of your body? 
P: Ye  ̂To me it is real sexual— 
I: When you're craving? 
P: No, when I am shooting up. Not when I am craving. 
I: Whatabout when you're craving to shoot up? 
P: When I am craving to shoot up-no, no. 
I: Do aiQr parts ofyour body feel different-other than you can feel it in your throat? Doyouhaveany 
sensations or anything? 
P: When I'm craving, I can taste it my throat And I either want to shit or throw iq) or do something 
because I know I am going to go get it When I crave it, I know I am going to go get it 
L So if you're craving, you know you're going to score? 
P: Oh, yeah. Definitely. 
I: Do you feel anything in your heart? 
P: My heart starts beating &ster. 
I: Is your breathing different? 
P: Probably, ffn  ̂ heart's going, then I know that I am rushing to go get it Youknow. So it is like one 
big rush to go pick up the dope, I mean, to crave it heart pounding, and then to go get the dope and once I 
got the dope I couldn't wait to do it I cant even wait to get home to do it That is how bad I wanted to do 
it 
I: Do your palms sweat, do foelaiQlhing in your hands? 
P: Nfy palms sweat Like I said when I get that craving and I get nqr dope that's it I take a whole 
spoon-a regular teaspoon and fill it up, put it right there, and it comes in milky and I barely leave 
enough room to draw a little blood. And then the whole things goes into my vein. 
I: Ifow maiQr cc's did you inject? 
P: The whole needle. 
I: The whole needle. You're usinglOO cc needles? 
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P: Ohyeah. 
I: Soyottaredoiiigaboiit90cc's? 
P: Fve done as much as a half a gram at a time. 
£ Do yoa ever fixl nauseated? 
P: Oh yeah, vlien I am craving it and I know I am going to go get it I have been driving to the drug 
house 119  ̂door open puking before I went to pick it iq>. 
h Why were you puking? 
P: Idontknow. I just does that to me. ft does that to everybody. 
I: Thectaving? 
P: Yeah. Aî bocfy that knows that thqr are craving and knows that they are going to go get it and they 
are either going to want to take a shit or throw iq> if they are doing cocaine. 
I: Why do you warn to take a shit? 
P: Idontknow. It is just what the drug does to you inside. Idontknow what the hell it is. It's weird. 
Because anybody that has done cdce-orpeq>lerve done coke with-thQT feel the same way. Theyeither 
want to shit or puke or something. 
L When you're craving it? 
P: When you know you're going to get it The craving is difTerent than the w  ̂you're saying it I could 
crave it rî t now, bA I don't feel like taking a shit 
I: Right because you're not going to score. 
P: Right But if I know Fm going to get it, and Fm craving it and I know Fm going to get it I feel like 
puking or shitting-one or the other, it's weird. 
I: Is it excitement? 
P: It's excitement Like I said the heart starts going, the sweaty palms, until I get the product in my 
hands and once it's in my hands, I dont care about nothing else in this world-my wife, girifiiend, 
aiQixxiy. 
I: When you are craving, do you ever experience aity kind of withdrawal symptoms? 
P: No. I think I am still experiencing some type ofwithdrawal because at Fll twitch at night 
I: When you are craving, you dont necessarify experience withdrawal symptoms? 
P: No. 
I: So you dont feel like you're coming down or anything? 
P: No. 
I: What thoughts run through your mind when you are experiencing a craving? 
P: Thoughts? 
I: What sorts of thoughts. 
P: I am thinking I hope it is good dope, I hope it is ether-base, I hope I get some good tar to come down 
because I will score both drugs. Because I alrea<fy know what cocaine does to me. It makes you jones too 
hard when you are coming down. So I know how to take care of that 
I: The heroin stops your jonesing? 
P: Definitely. See, I do nqr coke up, and I do my thing—whatever Fm going to do-and then when I know 
is HQr last hit of ctdce, that's when I bring out the heroin. And I just do a big hit of heroin. 
I: )̂ ntath )̂pens when you come down off the heroin? 
P: Then Fm drunk because Fve been drinking. Fll drink a half a gallon of booze in one day, easy. Vodka 
or whisky, or whatever. While Fm shooting iq> cocaine. That kind of takes the edge off of it a little bit 
But to come down the way I like to come down, with no jones, I use heroin. 
I: Are these thoughts intrusive-keep coming into your mind, recurring, persistent? 
P: Yeah. It's been a long time since I have jonesed. Because I dont like to jones. When Fm jonesing, I 
will fucking kiU to get some more. 
I: The thoughts that are going through your mind, what are they like? 
P: Like-money, need something to get some more dope. It is totally repetitious. Just want to get some 
mon  ̂to get some more dope. You find ways. There's a lot of money out there. And these arms are 
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worth thousands and thousands of dollars. 
K Wl̂ , because you've shot 80 much into them? 
P: I have shot thousands ofdollan into both these arms. Enough to bî  a coiqile of houses. 
I: Is there anything else that you are thinking vdien you are craving? îfyou wake from one of 
your dreams, what would you be thinking? 
P: Cocaine. I would be craving cocaine. Most ofdreams are about cocaine. 
I: What's going through your mind? 
P: Kfy thoughts would be, I know vdiere to go get it, all I need is ten dollars to pidc it iq>. Just things like 
that, And that is all it takes. Just ten dollars and I can turn that around in one night to 500 dollars, if I 
want to. 
I: Do certain situations or places elicit these thoughts? 
P: K's hard for me to explain nqr thoughts because this is nqr first treatment program. I have never been 
in a treatment program before. So it's very hard on me. Fll be 38 in January, and it's hard for me to say 
what is really going to go on. Kfy wife alreacfy  ̂wants me to go bade to California, up to Santa Rosa. And 
I don't want to go because I know what I am going to when I get there. 
I: What is that? 
P: Go straight to the dope house. And I will start selling. Whatever, I will start doing it again. It is the 
^cle. And it doesnt matter if it is Santa Rosa or Tucson or my hometown, Albuquerque. The dope's 
there. So this something that I have to do right now. It's hard for me to say a lot of things because I don't 
know a whole lot about this program. 
I: Are you court ordered to treatment, or are you here voluntarily? 
P: No. I'm here voluntarily. 
I: What pronq>ted you to come into treatment? 
P: I was sick ofst2M)ingnQrself. It's just madness. I'm going mad. I'm going insane. Fm going cra .̂ I 
need to stop it or Fm going to die. One or the other. I have one foot in the grave and one in prison. 
I: Have you been in prison? 
P; Yes. 
I: How maî  years were you in prison? 
P: I spent almost two years in Santa Fe. 
I: What were you in for? 
P: I took a fall for some people on a dmg deal. 
I: So it was drug related? 
P: It was drug related, and I took a fall. Ididthetime. 
I: Did you use in prison? 
P: Oh yeah. Heroin and cocaine. 
L Was it pretty easy to get? 
P: Oh,ye  ̂ A lot easier to get than out here almost 
I: ffyou are experiencing a craving, do you want to go out and find alcohol or drugs to satisfy the 
cravî  
P: Notalwa .̂ Now, like in the last 30 days, Fve been having cravings everyday. Fve got one right now 
to go use. Or I see Tonuny's Bar right there, right down the street, or I see Circle K. It is so easy to get 
high for me. 
I: What are you doing to overcome that? 
P: I am thinking about nqr kids. 
I: How maî  kids do you have? 
P: I have two kids—a girl and a boy. 
I: And how does that help you control your craving? 
P: Right now my daughter is already married, she just turned 19 and nqr son just turned 15, so he kinda 
like wants to be with Dad but Daddy is not worth a shit right now because he's a drug addict And he 
kinda wants to be with me if I can straighten out I am not doing this for him and I told him that, but I 
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did ssQr, m tiy, son. I will tiy to dean iqp act and if I do, I will send for you. So that is real near in the 
future for mc. 
I: What else do yoa do? 
P: Italkaboutitwithotherpeople-withothercoiinselots, with other clients here, who want to st̂  clean. 
I: Do most ofthe guys here want to stay dean? 
P: I would s  ̂that a good percentage of them do. 
I: What percentage? 
P: rd say a good 30% want to sl2  ̂clean. The rest are just bullshitting. 
L How can you tell if someone is bullshitting? 
P: Just l̂ ttew t̂h  ̂cany themselves and the way thqr cany their program. I dont tell aiQlxxfy what 
to do but I can see it And those are the people I st̂  aw  ̂fioHL 
I: Ifyou are craving cocaine, will aî  Ope ofalcohol or drug satisfy the craving? 
P: Ajoint 
I: What about heroin? 
P: Ajoint I have worlced marijuana all nqr life, even now. I was even in NORMAL [National 
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws]. I was a member ofthat years ago. 
I: What is the fiequency with which you would use in response to cravings? 
P: I did it for 14 months, and what kept me away from it was my kids. 
I: Let's say you're just out there and you're not trying to stsQT clean? How often would you use in response 
to craving? 
P: ni never come down. 
I: You'd never come down. So like 100%. 
P: I am constantly high when I am out there. 
I: So you wouldn't even let yourself crave? 
P: Oh, no. Tmalw  ̂high, even at woik. 
I: Hbwhard would you try to Satisfy your cravings? Would you do anything to satisfy your cravings? 
P: Oh yeah, rve done it 
I: What do you mean you've done it? 
P: I have satisfied my cravings, if I was drinking and smoking a few joints with fiiends after work or 
something, and I ran out of money or didnt have aiQ' money, and I wanted some cocaine, I would go steal 
something to get my cocaine. 
I: Do certain emotions or feelings trigger cravings? 
P: That is what I am trying to find out here. To see what's making me click inside. What's making me 
crave these damn drugs because I dont really know. 
I: When you are jonesing, how do you feel? 
P: Oh, It's intense. Fm feeling angry because I dont have any money to score. So I'm feeling a lot 
of anger. Fm really anxious and my heart is pounding and I want that drug and Tm going to get it one 
way or the other. 
L K)w motivated would you s2  ̂you are to stay dean? 
P: rds^Fm very motivated. 
L On a scale of one to ten? 
P: On a scale of one to ten, Fm ten to stay dean. 
L Have I missed aiQthing that you think is at the essence of how you e?q)erience craving? 
P: No. That is what I want to find out That is why I am seeing this therapist here. I need to find out 
why I am doing this. I don't know why. 
I: What are you going to do, when you are craving, to stop? 
P: Talk to people. Fm talking to people. Getting involved as I can with this program. Trying to take full 
advantage of this program. Tfying to take full advantage of this program. And just trying to stay with 
what thQ  ̂call the winners-the people who want to be cleaa 
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SUBJECT 1004 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: 

Age: 42 
Sex: Male 
Race: White 
D^Qean: IS 
Education: 6"* Grade 

Interviewen What would you your drag of choice is? 
Partidpaiit: Now, it's alcohol. 
I: How long has it been alcohol? 
P: Over 25 years? 
I: When did you start using alcohol? 
P: Well, n  ̂folks had to give me wine to build iq> blood when I was a child and from there I think I 
was eight or nine and I sat on step&ther's lap and he started giving.me beer and I always did like the 
tasteofbeer. And then I got into liquor. The film thing I ever drank was dry gin and I was hallucinating 
on it and they had to take me to the hospital because th  ̂thought somdxxfy  ̂put something in it but they 
didn't 
I: How old were you when that happened? 
P: Nine? 
I: So you started drinking when you were nine? 
P: I started drinking when I was eight and then I started experimenting with different of drugs 
when I was 11 or 12.. 
I: What else have you used regularly, a couple of times a week? 
P: Alcohol all the time. 
I: Anything else, like pot? 
P: THC, cocaine, heroin and then the acid came in later on. I was 16 when I started doing acid. I fell in 
love with it 'cause I tripped for the whole summer straight In the beginning I could only take one hit and 
towards the end I would need to take five or six to get off on the acid. I am surprised I didn't fiy my brain. 
I liked the acid but what I liked better was n:̂  speed. 
I: So you used methamphetaraine, crank? 
P: No, crystal methadrine. I was going up to Canada to get it and that was good stuff. 
L How long have you been clean for this time? 
P: 15 days. 
I: Have you had been in treatment more than once.? 
P: This is nqr third time. The first time had ten months and then I didnt believe that I was an alcoholic 
or an addict So I went back out and I went down real &st and I called the police dqnrtment and th  ̂
brought me to detox and I was hallucinating, I was seeing things. I had the DTs real bad and I had to be 
in what they call a quiet room for seven d .̂ I was detoxing real bad and there th  ̂wouldn't give you 
anything to come down off it, there you had to come down off it yourself and the ke]̂  a close eye on you. 
And I went into treatment and I was in treatment for two years. And Ibelieve that's what sav  ̂my life 
and then I had four years after that clean, [unintelligible] The w  ̂it started—I started going with ̂ ends 
to bars. I was the d^gnated driver because I wasnt drinking and one time I went to the bar by myself 
and I said, Tm going to have a beer." Didnt even think about it Just went aî  had a beer and that 
started me all over again. Then I found Schlitz Ice and that is good beer because I never woke up with a 
hangover with that I didnt like waking iq> with hangovers. I like my Budweiser and nqrJadc Daniels. 
And tod ,̂ I cant drink no more because it is killing me and I should have stopped a long time ago when 
I drank nqrself legally to death and wound up in a nursing home. I couldnt even control my own body. I 
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had to leam how to walk all over again, how to use hands again. I couldn't bold a aq> of coffee, half 
fiiU, without shaking. I damaged nqr nervous system for the rest of n -̂life because of alcohol. 
I: Are yoamotivatBd to stay dean? 
P: Idontknow. 
I: Would you like to st̂  dean? 
P: Yes,Iwoold. I had six years and I went bade out [started using] after six years. So that tells me that I 
am addicted to anything and everything that feels good to me. And that's bad. And I would like to st̂  
deanbutitisnotuptomeaî more. & is iq> to vdiat I call God. 
I: So you are doing AA, 12 steps? 
P; Yeah. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Are you ready to get into the questions? 
P: Go for it 
L The first thing I want you to do is to give me a definition of craving in your own words. Whatdoyou 
think craving is? 
P: It is something that I feel inside. I cant say it is a craving-it's a taste because I always did like the 
taste of alcohol so it is not a craving for me. And Fll drink anytime. It doesn't matter. 
L' Would you sjq  ̂ this taste is different from an urge to do something? 
P: I never have an urge to do nothing. 
L You've never had an urge to do anything? 
P: No. Either I do it or I dont 
I: Okay, so do you ever have urges to drink? 
P: No, I just do it I guess I am strange because of that I dont have to have a craving for it because I just 
pickup. I know that So it's different I have never craved any of the drugs that I've done. 
I: Is this taste or craving different from a need? 
P: Oh definitely. 
I: In what w  ̂does your body need it? 
P: 'Cause I miss it I miss the effects firom it 
I: What types of effects from it? 
P: The highs. Each time I drink it is a different high. It is never the same high. It is not like the first 
time and that is what we go for-to feel the way we felt the first time. I guess that you could say that's 
craving. 
I: So each time is a different high? 
P: Yeah. I try to get to the original high that I had at first and I can never get there. That was the best 
high. Hiat fim trip is the best high you've got and you try to get that same high or that same feeling and 
youcant. The same as when you do speed. The fir  ̂ speed rush is the best rush you are ever going to get 
I: Wlqr do you think that first high is the best high? 
P: 'Ca  ̂you have never had-it in your mind or whatever thqr call it before. Th  ̂have a q)ecific word 
that they ssy for that's up in your brain that it triggers. 
I: The reward mechanism? 
P: I guess. I don't know for sure. 
I: So it is the best high? 
P: Exactly and you tiy to top that high and you cant because it is the best high you will ever have. Same 
thing ifyou smoke a dgarette.. The first dgarette that you have and everything is the best because of the 
nicotine. That is the best dgarette you're going to have. Anything that you ever do is the best and you tiy 
to do better and you cant because it is never better. It is always worse. Atleasttome. 
I: I have heard a lot of street names for craving like jonesing. 
P: Yeah. 
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I: Doyoueverjones? 
P: Wben I wake iq) with a hangover, yes. Veiybad. Because I need a diink so I will stop shaking. Idid 
drags and I eliminated the amount ofdnigs that I did because I liked the alcohol better. I am an alcoholic. 
D Do you know tdiere that term came from, viiieie it originated fiom? 
P: It'slieen around. 
K Do you know aiqrodier terms that people use for jonesing? 
P: I am not street wise. The onty time I that I lived on the street was here in Arizona; otherwise I alwa  ̂
hadaplaoe. lalw  ̂took care of n^self 
I: How much do you like the high you ftelfiom alcohol? 
P: I love it 
I: On a scale cf one to ten. 
P: Ten. 
I: What is it about that high that you like? 
P: It makes me feel that I can do aî thing except when I drink too mudi then I can't control n l̂f or get 
into fights or do things that I shouldn't do and I'm small. 
I: Has this high you get firom drinking changed over the time that you have used alcohol? 
P: Oh yeah. De t̂ely. 
D How has it changed? 
P: It is not the same; it is worse. 
I: What do you mean by worse? 
P: When I first started drinking and everything, I could function. And now when I drink I can't function 
right I don't like doing things that I shouldn't do. It brings me down. 
I: So it's worse. Is it not the same high? 
P: It is stiU the same bigh but I dont do things that I used to do. I don't take care of my responsibilities 
like I used to do. I would rather drink and try to keep that high. 
I: Why would you rather drink than take care of your responsibilities? 
P: Berause I am an alcoholic. I dont like taking care of responsibility. I am a sloth. lamla .̂ Then 
when I get sober I like doing things and I cant do most things because I've got arthritis so I do the best 
that I can do tod  ̂and that is because ofnqr drinking and my drugging in nQT lifetime. I cant s£  ̂I lost 
anything. I chose to give it aw .̂ I cant understand people who say I lost this, I lost that How could you 
lose something you never had.. I want to get on with my life. 
I: When you are drinking heavily, how frequently would you say you jones? 
P; Everyday. 
I: More than once a day? 
P: Once I start drinking I dont jones anymore. 
I: So you drink every da/t 
P: Before I came into LARCI was drinking two quarts of liquor and about six or seven cobras a day. I 
would fly a sign to make more mon .̂ 
I: What do you mean, fly a sign~lila "Will Work for Food"? 
P; Never "Wvillworic for food." Never food. 
L You had a sign on the side of the road? 
P: Yeah. 
L What did it s  ̂
P: "Please help. Stranded here in Tucson. Needtogetbadchome. Thank you. And God Bless you." 
And what that "God Bless you" says to those people going by is 'He's a Christian. Let's help him out". 
I: How much mon  ̂would you get a day? 
P: Anywhere between 35 and SO dollars. 
I: How maiq  ̂hours would you have to stand out there? 
P: Two to three hours. 
L Are you serious. 
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P: I got a SlOl dollars once. 
I: So what intasecdon would yoo use? 
P: Aî oiie I could find. 
£ That is how you would get your monqr? 
P: Yes. Plus I got GA and find stands. 
I: When yon tiy to st̂  dean, how fiequently do you crave? 
P: I always want to drink. Alwqrs. 
I: So eveiy d ,̂ all the time? 
P: Allthetinie. If I wasnt here I would be drinking. Iknown^selfandldontwanttodrinknomoie. I 
guess I get myself so high building up stuff and I don't know the tenn th  ̂use but I sabotage myself so I 
start drinking again and I cant blame it on no one but n^If. 
I: Does the frequency with which you crave change over time or is it pretty much constant? 
P: Itisconstant I like drinking now but I know that I cant. 
I: What is stopping you fiom going to drink? 
P; \fyself. 
I: W  ̂about yourself? 
P: I dont want to drink. I am tired of giving things away. I gave marriages aw .̂ I gave houses away. I 
gave businesses aw .̂ I am tired of giving things away. It is about time that I start living in today instead 
of yesterday. 
I: Do you ever have cravings of diSerent intensities? 
P: Ohyeah. 
I: What is an intense craving like? 
P: Coming off the alcohol high and everything. It is intense because I need something else to put into my 
system. Otherwise I might go into a seizure or black out And I have done that when the alcohol level 
comes so &r in my system because I drank for so long, comes out of ny system. And I need to build that 
backiqt. So I dont shake. And that is why I drink and I am embatiassed because I will try to pick up a 
cup of coffee all cf a sudden and I will start shaking and I am embarrassed about that 
I: So it takes aw  ̂even the little tremor that you have now? 
P: I stop shaking. 
L Completely? 
P: About 70%. 
I: Do you crave more intense  ̂when you are using? 
P: Neverjonesatallwhenlamusing. 
I: When you are trying to stay clean do you have cravings of different intensities? 
P: Ohyeah. 
I: Why do you think that they differ in intensity? 
P: Because like I said the alcohol is coming out of my system. 
I: What about when you are conq)letely clean, do you have cravings of different intensities? 
P: Yes. I am alw  ̂thinking about a drink. 
I: Why is it more intense on some d  ̂and not others? 
P: Berause I am thinking harder about a drink. 
I: Is there something going on during the d  ̂
P: No, there dont have to be ar l̂hing going on. It is nqr mind. Just that I am missing something, I am 
not all here. And I want it Thew^Ifidt 
I: When do you typically e}q)erience cravings? 
P: I dont know. I really don't 
I: Is it pretty much constant, or are there particular times when you are more likely to be craving? 
P: Earty in the morning and late at night Because that is usually when I driî  when I start drinking or I 
am coming off it and I crave another drink to keep me so I'm functioning. 'Cause that's when the 
alcohol...in the morning after I sleep and everything the alcohol is coming out of nty system and I need 
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something to baUd it bade up and late at night I have a little buzz going from earlier and I want to get that. 
buzz going bade again. I guess I crave it to build it bade iq> to the level I want to be at Ilike being 
drunk. 
L Can certain pec l̂e trigger you wanting to drink? Can being around certain people trigger you wanting 
to drink? 
P; No. 
I: Certain places? 
P: Aî  place. 
I: Certain situations? 
P: Every situation. 
L Nothing sticks out more than aî thing else? 
P: No. I don't like going to bars because it costs too nuich so I would rather dtink outside. It's cheaper 
and the monqr lasts longer and I can get higher and I can drink by HQ'self. I'maloner. 
I: When you are craving, do you feel it in aiQT parts of your body? 
P: Kfy taste buds, nqr throat, tongue, nqr taste buds, eveiything, my bo ,̂nqr whole body. 
I: How does your boify feel? Is it tingling, is it tensed up, is it retoed? 
P: I'm not relaxed. Fm tensed because I need a drink. 
I: Aiqr sensations going through your bo(fy? 
P: I don't know. There might be. 
I: Does your heart change? Can you fed aiQ  ̂differences in your heart? 
P: I know nQT breathing changes. 
I: How does your breathing change? 
P: ni breathe a little harder. .'Cause I've got emphysema and bronchitis and if I drink, it opens my throat 
up, everything up and my breathing changes and I would have to breathe harder to get more o^Q'gen into 
my lungs. 
I: Do you feel nauseous when you are craving a drink? 
P: Sometimes. 
I: When do you feel nauseous? 
P: Just before I drink. 
L' Why do you feel nauseous right before you drink? 
P: Because my stomach is upset 
I: Why is your stomach upset? 
P: Berause I drank the night before. I went into the hospital in March ofthis year because I drank so 
much I started throwing up blood. I went to Kino [County Hospital], But their intensive care was down 
so they had to put me in another hospital and I had tubes in n  ̂nose, down n^r throat It's something an 
alcoholic goes through. 
I: When you are craving— 
P: whole body is off. 
I: Your whole bo '̂soSl 
P: whole bodty'soffbecause it's missing the alcohol. See I drank for over 25 years, if not longer. 
I: Are there any Noughts that are going through your mind when you are craving? Whatareyou 
thinking? 
P: That I want to drink. That I need a drink. Solcanbemyselfandlamnever nQ^self Ifyoucould 
understand that 
L Are these thoughts intrusive? 
P: I don't know what that means? 
I: ]f you are doing something do th  ̂come into your mind and distract you from what you are doing? 
P: Yeah. Fll be listening to music and everything and all of sudden nqr mind goes to something else. 
I: And what does your mind think when it goes somewhere else? 
P: To a drink. It is not so much the drugs anymore. I gave that up in the 80s. I smoke a little pot now 
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and then but I would rather drink and that is addiction of choice. 
K Are there any situations that will make you think that you want a drink? 
P: When I got out ofprison, the first thing I went to was the liquor store. And I had 18 months in there 
that I didnt drink at alL 
L What were you in prison for? 
P: Armed robbery. 
I: Was that to get money to drink? 
P: Yes. 
I: Did you stidciq) a liquor store? 
K No. I tried to rob some people. I should have studc)q> a liquor store, I probably would have gotten 
away with it 
I: Maybenot Have you been arrested ferar t̂hing else? 
P: Possession of marijuana. Possession of cocaine. Possession of speed. 
I: Various drug possessions. Aiqrthing else, domestic violence? 
P: No.Nothing. That taught me a lesson that I never want to go back to prison. I have been in jail many 
times for open container, urinating in public while drunk. I didn't care. 
I: So, ate there aiQr situations that make you think that you want a drink? 
P: Any situation. It doesnt matter. 
I: What about people? 
P: No. It is me. Like I said, Fm loner. And I guess that is why I drink because I don't get along with 
people that well...considering I come from New York, I should get along with people. I can talk to people 
and everything but I dont get close. I was married twice but I never got really close to my wives. I kept a 
distance. 
I: Do you have kids? 
P: One from my first wife, and two from n  ̂second. And I destroyed nqr marriages because of my 
drinking, and the thing is, I blamed them for everything. And when I got sober for those six years I 
realized that it was me that was doing it and I tried to make amends to two ex-wives and thqr wouldn't 
hear it because I hurt them so bad and today I can understand that 
I: When you think that you want a drink, how do you get rid of these thoughts? Can you get rid of these 
thoughts? 
P: When I am sober and in treatment, ifl get a craving, I will talk to someone about it I don't relate too 
well in groups and that is because I isolate uQ^self and I don't want anybody to know me. And I will talk 
to my roommates about nq  ̂drinking and drugging but I dont let them know me. And that's bad for me. 
'Cause if I am feeling something, very rarely will I tell someone that I am hurting because it makes me 
feel less than what I am. And I dont really understand that myself. 
I: When you talk to somebody when you are craving how successful are you at getting rid of these 
thoughts? 
P: Fair. 
I: So on a scale ofone to ten what would you give it? 
P: M2Ql>eafive. Like I said, I am in treatment now and everything because I do not want to go back out 
there because I know what is waiting for me. 
I: What are you going to do when you conq)lete this program? 
P: Hopefiilly by then I will have my SSI and SS, and I am going to see ifl can stay here. Hangaround 
here aĵ  stay sober. 
I: Canyoudothat? 
P: I dont know that 
I: When you are craving, do want to go find alcohol to satisfy it? 
P: Ohye  ̂
I: And what will you do to find alcohol to satisfy it? 
P: Anything I have to. 
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£ H'yoa are craviiig alcohol, will aî thing else satisfy it? 
P: Liqnor. Hard liquor. 
I: Whataboutpot? 
P: No, it won't crave it 
I: ft won't stop that craving? 
P: No. 
L Cocaine, heroin? 
P: No. See I am an alcoholic. 
L So aiQr type of alcohol will satisfy it? 
P: Aî fype. I'm weird I guess. I'm a true alcoholic. I have done drugs and all that stuff and it 
didnt ̂  much for me. When I first did it and everything fine, it was a great high but nqr alcohol keeps 
me where I want to be. ttkeq>s me at a certain levd and I like that level And that is dangerous for me 
because I like that level. I like the intensify. I got a good vocabulary bat yet I cant read or write. See 
when I was growing iq) I would go into all these bars in New York and you have all these sophisticated 
people talking with all these big words. I got very good ears. I have very good conq)rehension. Yetl 
can't read or write. 
I: When you are craving, how frequentfy to you use? 
P: All the time. 
I: 100% of the time. 
P: 100%. When I crave I gotta have a drink. I got to. 
I: How hard will you try to satisfy your cravings? 
P: Iflhavetorobsomdxxfy, Iwill. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions trigger cravings. 
P: I always desire a drink. Evennow. But I know I cant Like I said, I am tired of giving things away. 
I; Whatareyouremotions when you are craving? Do you feel h^>py, sad, angry? 
P: Lonefy, discontented, aggravated, hurt because there is stuff I h  ̂done in my life. 
I: That's all the question I have, is there anything that you think that I have missed that is important to 
how you experience craving? 
P: I don't think so. See I still got a lot of shit up in my head and everything and there is still alcohol 
there and I don't fimction like the way I should when I am not drinking. 

SUBJECT 1005 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 31 
Sex: Male 
Race: Hispanic 
Days Qean: 41 
Education: IZ"* Grade 

Drugs of Choice: 
Alcohol [started drinking at age 13, has drunk heavify since age 17] 
Pot [18 years, since agel3] 
Cocaine [used for three months at age 26] 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

fiiterviewen What does craving mean to you in your own words? 
Participant: The thought of mind of you doing something at the time that you are doing, standing there. 
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thiiildng about it Youknowwhatlams îng? 
I: So in terms ofalcohol and drags what would an alcohol craving be? 
P: When I feel like realfy secure, when feel good with nQ^sel̂ vtlien I want to fed better for myself. I 
alwqrs use it to try to ciQitureiiqr thoughts in OQr head thtt I think are nght And that is what I have a 
problemwith. That is a craving to me like iitoi I am doing really good and I am not drinking. Iwantto 
diink to enhance my thoughts and I ftel mote powerful. Youknow. It is like a rash. 
t Would yon ssy a craving differs fiom an urge? What is an urge to do something? 
P: An urge is a little more reddess and I became a little more less reddess. I had to a lot of maturing and 
I still do. It's like...an urge to me means like niien I didnt care and rm trying not to think that way. 
That is why I am saying that but that was one of them. 
I: And would s  ̂a craving is the same or different fiom an urge? 
P: It is different 
I: Do you have aiqr idea how it is different? 
P: Berause a craving is like...-It's like part of you that wants to express itself in a certain way and where 
urge would be I need something when realî  is you really don't And it is more reddess. Itismore 
reckless at least for me. 
I: Would you say that craving is different from a desire? 
P: Yeah. I would. 
I: What would be the difference between a craving and a desire? 
P Desire is something you want to work for and that could go either way. Umm. And what is the other 
one? 
I: How are craving and desire different? 
P: Well, desire you want to work for and you know you can get it of course. Desire and craving. And the 
craving is something you know you can work for also that you already. A craving is a moment that to me 
when I feel good and I think it is all right It is a feeling of being all right and that's what's the problem 
with alcohol for me sometimes. And I gotta remember because I start becoming philosopher and then 
asshole so I cant drink. 
I: What does jonesing mean? 
P: When you have an urge. It's reckless. 
I: Are there aiqr other street terms like jonesing for craving that people use for jonesing? 
P: Juanas. 
I: Juanas? 
P: Juana. It's like wanna in Spanish. I know this from experience fiom I was doing the cocaine. 
I: What does Juana mean? 
P: Juana means like I wanna. Juana wannas. I have the juanas. 
I: I have the juanas. AiQthingelsethatyouarefamiliar with that people use other than jonesing? 
P: No, but that is a good question relating to that Let'ssee. You want words for urgency to drink? 
I: Well, just what you have heard people say ifyou are out drinking or dragging? 
P: Just craving and jonesing. 
I: And craving and jonesing can be used interchangeably. 
P: Yeah. Very much so. Well, no. Not to me though. 
I: Not to you. So what is the difference between jonesing and craving? 
P: Jonesing is reckless. It is an urge and it doesn't mean the same thing to me. 
I: And craving is more of a feeling? Like a w  ̂you feel? 
P: YeaL Craving is just like wanting it It is the thought in toy mind. It is just the thought and I cant 
just follow that action. I am trying to block that out 
I: And so ifyou don't block it out the action does that then become jonesing? 
P: Yeah. It does become jonesing. It becomes like you need it It is dominating your power to fight 
I: So you can have a thought and ifyou let the thought become a need then you are jonesing? Ifyou are 
going to act on the thought then you are jonesing? 
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P: Yeah, ff you dont do tomething to get rid of the oaving. the thought in your head that you can go out 
getthat Like I crave ooffix and sometimes I can onfy have one ciq>. I had a couple today and it is 
different because, well yoa crave it K'sjust the want, right? But when it's...an addict lamanaddictto 
it I am getting mixed op. Well, since I am an addict, I can't think that wqr. I know its an illusion to me 
to even think, it is delusional tp me to think that I can handle drinking and so I dont ftel, you know. 
Whenldontlwillendiqidnmk. I cant act on n  ̂thought The craving is the thought Andthat 
thought is wrong and that is wlqr I have God. 
I: So craving is just a thought How much do you like alcohol? How much would you s  ̂you like to 
diinkonascaleof 1 to 10? 
P: I actualty like it about eight or nine. U is a £unify tradition. Every New Year's we get bombed and it's 
a big deal in our fimify that you get boinbed but mom doesn't driijc and nqr brothers don't drink very 
much and one ofthemdoesnt drink at all and. Mb and Dad and lately nqr older brother because he has a 
lot to celd>rate about the &mi]y does, and th  ̂are realfy helping me. 
L What are you going to do this New Year's? 
P: I am going to be sober. 
L Would you s  ̂the high has changed over your drinking career? 
P: Yes. 
I: How has it changed? 
P: This is a good one. Because I use alcohol to enhance my goals, nqr thoughts. 
I: How has the high changed? 
P: It is only a little minimal and then I have to go back to my reality because nqr situations back then 
were with incredible opportunity and I didnt take that opportunity. And I always drink and think, wow, 
that could have been. I always think of the big, big, opportunities I blew. 
I: But when you are high, how do you &el? 
P: But that is why I drink, to feel good and opportunistic. 
I: And you don't feel as good now when you drink? 
P: No, because now when I drink I get FKilly hung over really quick. I drink like six beers and I get tired . 
after one. It is like an hour of enjoyment and the rest is just pain. 
I: But you can't stop? 
P: Most of the times no I cant 
I: Even thought you are not enjoying it, you are still drinking? 
P: Yes, because I am depressed over the past and my mind totally clicks on, god, you arent that bad, 
look at what you have done in your life and look at what you could have had. And I had a good life. I 
mean I had good times. It is more depressing now. Where it was a high before, it turned depressing. 
I: When you are using on a regular basis, how fiequentfy do you crave? 
P: At some time every day. At least once a d .̂ 
I: And now that you are trying to stay clean, how frequently do you crave a dr^? 
P: Maybe once or twice a week. 
I: Has it decreased? 
P: I have been fighting it When I am craving it it is just a thought now. Like I was telling you. 'Cause 
I saw the damage, it is like scared straight and I am reading more and educating myself more on it and I 
have had a lot of studies done so there are a lot of reasons why I am answering the vnsy I'm answering. It 
is a thought more and I work with the thought I work with fighting that thought that I can actually have 
adrink. 
I: And would you say that the frequency you crave has changed over time? Increased, decreased, stayed 
the same? 
P: Yeah. It staQ  ̂constant but it has decreased about 30%. 
L In the past wedc, month? 
P: In the past month. 
L Do you crave just alcohol, or do you crave other things? 
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P: I crave a lot of things. I crave my daughter. 
t How do you crave your daughter? 
P: I want to see her grow 19 and stujBl I feel like I am losing a big part and I know she loves me a lot 
I: How old is she? 
P: She is 19 months. 
I: &i terms of other drugs, do you ever crave other drugs? 
P: Let's see. No. I crave pot BecauseIcravepotbecanseabout5monthsagoin Juty, Itriedtoqoit 
drinking by smoking pot and I wasnt doing my business right I was patting people off. Iwasbeing 
really la  ̂and I was sitting around the TV and it was one for another and I was abasing the pot Itwould 
be ok  ̂if I didn't like pot but it was the same thing. It was an obsession, like the other and it became 
moieofahabit Whereas I thought it wasnt going to be. Even when it was really good quality  ̂
marijuana, mind just doesnt run on that 
I: Biwfiequently do you have cravings for pot? 
P: More thm the beer. More than the alcohol now. Because a lot ofd  ̂I get a craving is when I...no. 
not daily. No, alcohol more really and I still get the thought that I can smoke pot You know what I am 
saying and it is a more dangerous thing for me. But no...it was about the same as alcohol. lamgetting 
theurge. When I am really bored I get the oaving but then it goes away. The thought goes aw .̂ The 
craving. I am trying to keep nqr mind occiqiied. That is what's scaiy because when I go to get an 
apartment and stuff I am not going to have the atmosphere. 
I: Have the guys to hang out with? 
P: That are all sober yeah. 
I: I eveiybo  ̂sober here? Do people use who are in treatment 
P: Not that I know of because everybody snitches on everybody. You have to or you get thrown out You 
even talk about it and people are looking at you so it's pret̂  clean place. 
I: So most people aren't using. 
P: No. Not that I am aware of. I don't know aiqixxiy who is using. I know one of them that drank and 
than like two days later he was gone because thQ  ̂smelled.. .two or three people smelled it and then th  ̂
talked about it and then if you talk about it with somd)ody who said they did then you have to tell on each 
other. That is how it worics. But I am not in their bedrooms or nothing so I don't know. 
I: So it's a pretty open envirormient? 
P: Yeah it's pret̂  open. And that is one of the cravings. When you know that you can get aw  ̂with 
something. Iliat's a good one to tell you because ifl think I can get awqr with something. Likelcanget 
away...that is one of the cravings too. Like you want to be...there is a lot of things about us that we never 
want to tell aiQixxfy and that's what I did when I drank It was like...I can drink a six pack now and that 
is when I crave it...I am in the wilderness and [n  ̂rx-girlfiiend] won't be back until ten o'clock and I am 
here at eight o'clock on the first d .̂ That's just an example, and that is when I get a craving. 
I: When you think you can get away with it? 
P: Yeah..That'swhen...whenyouthinkyoucangetaw^withitbecauseafieryouhavebeena 
progressive alcoholic, people don't want to be around you when you have had a little too much. They 
won't mind you after three or four but if I keep going it's drunkman. Like my brother says It's 
drunkman. Hqr, it's drunkman". Saturd  ̂Night Life. 
I: Do you experience cravings of different intensities? 
P: When it is an urge—craving—like you said... 
I: That is when it is really, really strong.. 
P: Yeah. When you gotthis...l̂  you are really angry. Like nqr sister is going to school at the U of A 
and she's going to medical school a  ̂she thinks she's really Mis Prqipy and she sees the guys that I 
work with in construction and stuff and that realfy gets me still and that is where I got the domestic 
violence over stuff like that and she didnt like me drinking and coming over and stufTbecause I would 
bring over undesirable guests, I guess. But that would be a reckless crave. 
L' So a real strong craving is when it gets into that Jonesing? 
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P: Yeah. It'sajonesiiig. 
I: And a weaker craving is when you are just thinldng about it 
P: Exactty. 
I: And when you were drinking on a regular basis did you get ctatvings of different intensities? 
P: When I was using? 
I: Yeah. 
P: Weil,̂ ri)en I would get...Yeah. because I would get all...I would use the (bug for the alcohol, and that 
is nlien I got involved with cocaine when I was 26. The craving for other things. Because I was having 
like. It was the qwrofthe moment because I was around people that had it and I did it Sothereisalot 
ofstqK to craving. Once you do one and you think everytfiing is going fine and you think you can do 
another. Am I making sense to you? 
I: You are making great sense. So the intensity ofyour craving changes over time? 
P: Yeah. It has recentfy really gone down beouse it has gone down because I have been fighting it with 
the program. I have been reading and in touch more q)iritually and that is the number one thing that is 
keeping me ̂ iritualfy. 
I: Soyouaredoingalotof AAstufi[; 12-stepstufE? 
P: Ye  ̂Ijust have more &ith now in nq's .̂ I think I have had enough. And that is why the craving 
has gone down because it's like a stupid thought Craving is a thought now and it used to be a habit that I 
actedon. Or a thought that I acted on. Adesire. It would be a desire. And that's all. And I need to stop 
drinking coffee now. 
I: When do you typically e}q)erience cravings? 
P: When I am on vacation in California or in Mexico because it is that thought and the craving of I've 
got it made, life aint so bad and I can handle it It's that insidious thought that I get that is just going to 
boost me to drink that beer and get out of control. And be the siq)erstar. 
I: Does being around certain people trigger cravings? 
P: When I feel less than a lot of people. Like I was telling you with nqr sister, and I need a little boost 
because there are a lot of times that I am straight and I get the craving like I am going to go have a few 
beers and just shut my mouth and if th  ̂ssq  ̂something, I will show them how smart I am. You know 
what I am s:̂ g? 
I: So you are feeling inferior to someone? 
P: Actually inferior or insecure of OQ^If. Brings me iq> from the state of mind that I am going. Andl 
think that it is going to change the w  ̂I think and who I really am. 'Cause I get studc a lot I meet some 
people and especially around the house, my house because those are the people I don't associate with. 
When I am around people that I don't associate that would be craving big time because it is really hard for 
me to meet people that I don't know unless I am loose and feel like you are a friend from way back. 
I: Do certain places trigger cravings? 
P: Yeah. The atmosphere that I like a lot-live music. Hanging around music a lot is a big craving 
because the people that are in it are really around that atmosphere all the time. What else? 
I: Ar t̂hingelse? 
P: Faiaaily. Being around finuly-big gatherings like Christmas and New Year's but I am not going to go 
to the bash in Mexico. Becaux I feel bad about n^ l̂f; that's why. 
I: You feel bad around your frunily? 
P: WeU,yeah. Because everybo(fy is all happy and really successful and well Fve changed that though 
but then again I have problems with drinking. 
I: Do certain situations trigger cravings? 
P: The feeling cf wanting to forget like something you cant control or change that is a big trigger. When 
you think you can get away with something and it is just out of your control that is a reaUy big trigger. 
I: When you are craving what do parts ofyourlxxfy feel like? 
P: Th  ̂feel really good. 
I: They feel good. In what way do th  ̂feel good? 
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P: That I can handle it 'cause I dont do something unless I feel that I can handle it 
L Doyou&elitinpaitsofyoarbody? 
P: hfy hands get really sweating. Like right now would have been peifixt for me to have a beer 
according to me not for this kind of interview but for an interview where I am meeting somdKxiy. 
I: So you hands are sweaty Do you foel tense or kqfcdiq) or relaxed? When you are having th  ̂thought, 
what does yoa body feel like? 
P: It dq)ends on what kind of craving it is because i«4ien I am feeling a craving like on vacation, I feel 
likejust doing it with no problem whereas another time I would. I know I can't have it for some 
situations. Like I am there with n^bal̂  at 11:30 at night and with nqr wife and there is no w  ̂I can 
haveit But I need a drink and I dont 1  ̂it in the house so I am all sweaty. That is one example. And 
another exanq>le is. 
I: So it's different ifyou know can get something versus if you can't get something? 
P: Sight Or ifyou know that you have to woik to get it Like wow, I can sneak over there and get one 
then you are all sweaty and jonesing. 
I: Ok .̂ Does your heart change? 
P: It is like a s^cf coffee. 
I: When you are craving? 
P: Yeah because... 
I: Does your heait increase or decrease? 
P: It increases. 
I: Do you ever feel nauseous when you are craving 
P: No. 
I: Anything with you breathing? 
P: You get kind cf like of excited because your o^^gen does something for our brain and it just does. It 
generates. Just fester a little. Kinda like I am breathing now. 
I: So fester, deeper breaths? 
P: Yeah. Because you are excited that it's you know. I want it, I can get it, I know I am going to feel 
different 
I: What thoughts are running through your mind when you are craving? What are you thinking? 
P: Well. Icangointofentasylandoneiflambyntyself Two, I can go to what I can do business-wise. 
I: When you are actually having a craving what are you thinking about? What are your specific 
thoughts? 
P: That I could be enjoying this beverage. It is a desire Qpe that I wish to enjoy this thing that I've got 
inotyhand 
I: Do you ever think about how you are going to get it? What you are going to do to get it? 
P:. It is pretty ea  ̂to get unless I am like in certain situations. Like I am around femily and I know that 
they are going to be all uncomfortable if I go get beer. Just things like that whra it is kind of like out of 
reach. 
I: Do certain situations, people or places elicit these thoughts? 
P: Yeah. It is so weird because it is all the time. It can be bad or good. I use it to just enhance my 
feelings. I want to capture the good feeling all the time. And that is why it has changed so much-my 
drinking because it doesnt produce the same. The opportunities have changed, the mind is different 
Things have changed. 
I: So when you are having a ctaving how do you get rid of these thoughts? 
P: I start what I call my higher power. Which is god. I mean I have went to church all nty life really as a 
kid till I was 17 and it tegan at nine o'clock. Let'ssee. When I am craving? 
I: When you are having thoughts to drink what do you do to get rid of these thoughts? 
P: Okay. I do want to get rid ofthem because when I dont it becomes, a jones. See because my higher 
powerisinme. God. Ihavegotintouchwithspiritsandntyspiritinsideofmeknowsevenwheniwas 
drunk I new what was right and wrong. lalw^did. I actually enjoyed everything I have done and 
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experienced. But it got to be a habit that was killing me and the God inside of me. And that is how God 
works fitr me because I ask God to get me out of thought And that is what I didn't realize and I just 
recently discovered that and that is why the craving went down. Otherwise I would be out 
I: Out using and drinking? 
P: I would be out working and drinking because I alws  ̂supplied my habit But I was burning bridges 
really quick. 
I: How successfiil would you say you are know at gating rid of these thoughts? 
P: It has inqnoved about 50-60%. 
I: So you get rid ofthem about 60% of the time? 
P: Aoualfy, ever since I called on it, it has been like 80% because the other 20% I had no control 
otherwise I want to go out See I have a lot to lose. I would alreaify have drank if I wouldn't of been in 
here. Otherwise I would be gone right now. I helped a giqr move out of here the other day and I was 
loading his guitars in his van. We were talking a  ̂they had a 12 pack and the thought and the crave 
wentthroughme 'causelwentlikethattopidciq>abotie. 
I: And what did you do to stop fiom picking it iq>? 
P: I asked God to stcq). 
I: And you did not drink? 
P: I did not drink. 
I: But you were jonesing? 
P: No. I wasn't jonesing. It looked good and it was a thought and then I went whoa, it was a habit of me-
-wow. It was that insidious thought that I can have it It's a very stiq>id, stiq>id thing. 
I: So you saw it and youjust wanted to pick it up. 
P: Ynh. It was like a habit That is way I am in here to try. It is embedding in my head now and it is 
really hard to ask people for help and sponsors and other people when I want to tell them nq  ̂story and I 
am so great but they would never. ThQr would say that I am bragging or something and it is hard for me. 
It is hard. 
I: When you are craving ĵone^g do you want to find alcohol to satisfy it? 
P: Yeah. It has happened in n^  ̂room and I actually went to bed kindajonesing and I get mad that my 
wife left before I could really get going on business and she could do her woric in Flagstaff or school 
whatever. And I think of that and I get that reaUy jone  ̂effect and I stay iq> in the î iartment and say 
maniflcouldjustgetasixpackbutlamthinkingofwhatlcanlose. I can lose my respect And I need 
to another truck and my fimiily wont help me and I need them all. 
I: If you are craving a beer would aiQthing else satisfy that craving? 
P: Yeah. A real pretty girl. 
I: So sex would satisfy it? 
P: Just somdx)̂  to feel good with of the opposite sex. 
I: Would another type ofdrug satisfy it? 
P: No. It is beer and pot The same thing. 
I: So would a joint satisfy a craving for a beer? 
P: It has but then that became a habit So, I changed on that too. Itdid. Itdid. Sodidbeer. ButI 
couldnt handle it Because I usuaUy drink for reasons of... 
I: When you are using what was tite frequency that you would drink in response to a craving? 
P: I'msorry. I didn't catch that at all. There goes niy attention span. 
I: That's 0 ,̂ we are almost done. What fiequency would you use in reqxmx to a craving? 
P: If I wasnt in treatment, once or twice a month. 
I: Before you came into treatment? 
P: For the last six months, two or three times a week. 
I: Let's s  ̂you were craving, how frequently would you use in response to a craving? 50% of the time? 
P: Towards the end I was really drinking. 
I: All the time? 
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P: Not all the time because I have a realty piet̂  kid that is incredible and that is what is lolling me. 
About 50%. 
I: Hdw bald would you tiy to satisfy? 
P: Iwoolduseitwithn^giilfiiend. We would do stuffand I had a problem shopping and she knew it I 
would alw  ̂want to go buy expensive oofifee. AndwebadalotoffimandwewonldgotoBisbee 
becauselw^dbeaojonesinft actualty. & is too bad Aat I didn't get in touch wiA God n îen I was with 
her. And hopefully she is telling me tite truth. But anyway what were we taOdng about? 
I: Doceitain feelings m* emotions trigger craving? 
P: Yeah, a lot of them? 
I: What fixlings--sadness,h£qppiness, loneliness? 
P: Sadness, h^riness, loneliness? 
I: What do you &el emotional when you jonesing? 
P: Anger because it is something I know I can't have and cant do and cant control 
I: This is for it me. Is there aî rthing I have missed that is in^rtant to how you e>q)erience craving? 
P: No. 

SUBJECT 1006 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 22 
Sex: Male 
Race: White 
Days Clean: 30 
Education: 9  ̂Grade 

Ihterviewen What do you consider your drug of choice to be? 
Participant: Crystal meth.. 
I: When did you start using crystal? 
P: Around the age of 17. 
I: And you have used it pretty much up until you came into treatment? 
P: Pretty much yeah. Either that or cocaine l̂ m the age of 16. 
I: Did you start using cocaine when you 16? 
P: From age 16 through 18 tl̂  was mainly cocaine. 
I: Were you smoking it. snorting it? 
P: Snorting it 
I: Do you use anything else, alcohol? 
P: Ye  ̂ I did a lot ofalcohol when I was younger. When I turned 181 pretty much stopped. 
I: So you don't drink to come down off crystal? 
P: No. 
I: Do you use heroin to come down? 
P: No. I use Fercocets. 
I: Aî thing else that you have used on a regular basis? 
P: Acid. Pretty much every weekend when I was in high school. 
I: So when did you start using add? 
P: About the age 16. 
I: 'TU? 
P: Through 18 [unintelligible]. 
I: When did you come into treatment? 
P: Well, Tve been in three different treatment centers. You mean this one? I came last week. 
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I: Did you come firomL ARC? 
P: Yeah. 
I: When did you go into LARC? 
P: Idon'tknow? 
I: Didyoudotwo wedcs? 
P: Nolonty^didtvrod .̂ 
I: Soyouh^beenbeieawedc? 
P: I have been here since Tuesday and I was there since the Friday before that 
I: What other treatment centers have you been in? 
P: Casade\̂ foramonth. 
I: When was that? 
P: That was from August 29*''to September 28"'. 
I: So for 30 days! 
P: Yeah 
I: Is it a 30 djQT program? 
P: No it's a 6 month program? 
I: Did you use? 
P: Yeah the second diQr I was there. 
I: What did you use when you were there? 
P; Meth. 
I: Did you get there or did you go out to get it? 
P: No. I had it in my shoe from jail. I had torn iq) the sole of my shoe and stuffed it with a half ounce of 
crank and then had I glued it back down. 
I: What were you in jail for? 
P: Violation of probation. 
I: What are you on probation for? 
P: For robbing a church to get more money for cocaine when I was younger and I am on probation for 
four years. 
I: Ibve you been arrested for anything else? 
P: DUIs, leaving the scene of an accident, all sorts of things, suspended license. Lots of minor possession 
of alcohol. 
I: You haven't been arrested for drug possession? 
P: Just the dirty piss test when on probation. 
I: How many times did you drop dirty? 
P: Three times. 
L Are you court ordered to treatment? 
P: Yeah. 
I: What happens ifyou don't complete treatment? 
P: K'l don't complete this last treatment, I go to shock incarceration in Florence. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: ifow do you define a drug craving in your own words? What does the term craving mean to you? 
P: Just wanting. Craving is hard to describe. 
I: It is hard to describe. This is why I am asking you? 
P: Craving is just like when you hear about, somd)ody is telling war stories about their own drug use or 
whatever it will spark something off in your head and makes you want te go out and get that Especially 
with cocaine or crystal. 
I: Some people s  ̂that cravings are different from urges. Would s  ̂that th  ̂are the same or different? 
P: Well, I don't xcaXiy know the definition of an urge. 
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I: What do yoa think an urge is, in your own opinioa? There are no wrong or right answers. 
P: I think tito an urge is the same thing as a craving. Craving is like...it is like when you get hungry, 
you want to cat 
I: Is craving the same as a need? you are craving crystal is it the same as needing it? 
P: Notthesamekindafneed asfiiodis. But it is a need. It is like ifyoudont have it, it realfy irritates 
you. It irritates the shit out of you. U is like well, you see all the things people do to get it, they rob 
places, thf̂  beat people purse snatch-I purse snatched a laify-and I grew iq> in a very reqiectable 
&mily that thou  ̂onfy bla  ̂people did that 
I: Weill guess you violated some stereotypes for them. Would you s  ̂that araving is the same as 
jonesing? 
P: That is the word for craving. 
I: Just making sure. Are there other street names forjonesing that you are aware of? Other words that 
people use forjonesing instead (tfjonesing? 
P; Gimme. 
I: Gimme? Gimme some more? 
P: Yeah. People sometimes say thq  ̂are crashing. 
I: Is crashing the same as craving, or is it more when you are coming down? 
P: That is when you are coming dowa But if somdKxfy siQ^s they are crashing, that obviously means that 
they want more. It really hurts to crash. There are names t̂  people call when you are on it 
I: What do people call it when you are on it? 
P: When you are on it? You could be curbing. Tweeking. All kinds of stiq>id shit 
I: How much would you s  ̂you like how you feel when you are high? 
P: When you are high? That is kinda hard to describe too. 
I: How much do you like it say on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 is just. 
P: Well you like it ten. 
I: Would you say that a high ̂ ways rates a ten? 
P: Yeah. Not always it rates a ten because it depends sometimes it depends on your mood and if you have 
anything to do-to tweek on. 
I: What do you mean tweek on? 
P: Like take my stereo apart or decorate Christmas lights or.. 
I: So have an activity to do? 
P: Yeah. Ifyousitaroimdandthinkaboutthe wrong thing, youjust get deeper and deeper into it 
I: So it is like having a bad trip? 
P: It makes you really violent 
I: Would s£ty that the high you feel from crank has changed over the years of using it? 
P; Yeah. 
I: How has it changed? 
P: It changes like when you first start doing it, you dont do enough. See I think that there are three 
levels of highs and I got uty own names for them: 
D Great, let's hear them. I want to hear them. 
P: The first level you are just tweeking—you just know...you can work, solve problems, you can do 
everything, that is when you just do a line whatever? 
I:  ̂it just enhances thiogs? 
P: Yeah. The second one is, qnmland. 
I: Spunland? 
P: Yeah. And that is when you are not really thinking right, you are not in reality but you can work but it 
will take you all day to do something because you keep screwing it up or you don't go about it right And 
the third one is dreamland and that's when...I think it's when you have been awake for so long that you 
start to dream while you are awake. And things really arent real at all. 
I: Are you hallucinating? 
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P: You are hallucinating bad. Crank is fiidcedq). 
L How have highs changed? Him thqr gotten better or worse? 
P: Thî  have gotten worse. Before it was just like a litde tingling in the head and you would go about 
you badness. 
I: So tweddng would be a better high than dreamland? 
P:. Wen,inn^opinion,no. 
I: What is the best high? Dreamland? 
P: Pret̂  much because crank is a lot better add because you can stay iq) for 14 d  ̂15 daQTs. 
I: Would you s  ̂your cravings orjonesing has changed over time?. 
P: Yeah. Thqr get a lot worse as you go. 
I: When you are using on a d^y basis how frequently would you s£Qr you crave? 
P: Eveiy time you don't have it 
I: Every time you don't have it? 
P: Ifyou aren't sleq)ing, then you are using or you are looking for it 
I: So you are either a asleep or you are high? 
P: Or you are looking for it 
I: So you are looking to get high. How about now that you are trying to stay clean how frequently would 
say you are craving? 
P: Only when war stories are told or I have been around it a couple of times since I have been straight, 
and the pressure from probation that completely wiped out the craving. 
I: The outside pressure wiped it out? 
P: Yeah. 
I: So you really don't want to go to shock incarceration? 
P: No. 'Cause it is fucked up. It doesn't teach people aiQlhing different? 
I: So, how frequently would you s  ̂you are craving right now? Once a day, once a week...? 
P: Once a day. I have thoughts about it about once a day. 
I: There must be a lot ofwar stories around here. Does the frequency ofyour cravings change over time? 
P: Actualfy there was less cravings when I started. 
I: When you started using? 
P: When I started treatment 
I: And there are more now? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Why do you think that is? 
P: Because I am getting de-focused from the program. 
I: Why are you de-focused from the program? 
P: Just because I am hornbly homesick 
L Where does you fimilylî ? 
P: In Sierra Vista. 
I: Do you see them? 
P: Th  ̂come on Sundĵ ? 
I: So the more homesick you are feeling the more you are craving? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Do you cravejust crank or do you crave other things? 
P: As you get clean, it kinda opens it up to everything when you are in an enviromnent like this, a 
protect̂  environment, it seems like aî thing that comes your you are going to do it It opens things 
up. So if there's stuff around you do it If there's acid around you do it, if there's pot around you do it 
and pot makes me puke but I crave it 
I: Are you craving it right now that you are in treatment? 
P: Ifit comes around. 
I: Does stuff come through here often? 
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P: I shouldn't lealfy say that 
L Fm not going to rat 
P: Well, from what I have seen, I think evtiywedc. I have seen it two or three times. 
1: That doesn't smpiise me. Do you ea îerience cravings of different intensities? 
P: Depends on idiatny mind is on that day. I can stop cravings. I can just turn them off. 
L So you can turn them off when thqr are weak? 
P: Yc  ̂ When I start craving I starting thinking about doing it and I start thinking about how fim it 
was out there with n f̂iiends and old times î ien we used to go here and do this and par .̂ Andlthink 
about where n  ̂fiiends are now—a coiqile are in jaQ. 
L The more you think about the good times, the stronger your craving gets? 
P: Yeah. But I can turn it offl̂ sa^ying I have to get a life, I need to do this, gpt a job. Itwillbemuch 
better because I will have mon  ̂[unintelligible] and think about that stuff and think positive. 
L When you are using do you get cravings of (Cerent intensî  
P: Yeah. Thqrdont vary too much but thqr do a little bit 
I: So would you s  ̂they are stronger when you are using? 
P: W  ̂stronger when you are using. 
I: Are thqr different when you are using than when you are clean? 
P: Different? Yeah. Differentjust because they are so much stronger when you are using 
I: So are th^r are the same feeling but just a lot stronger or are thqr a different feeling? 
P:. Well, when you are sober, the feeling is more in your mind and when you are doing it, the feeling is 
more in your bo(fy because you know you are going to hit the floor if you jones. 
I: Does the intensî ctfcravings change over time? 
P: They get weaker. 
I: When do you e}q>erience cravings when you are trying to st̂  sober? 
P: Around here, I eĵ erience them in groups because they talk about it, and sometimes I experience them 
more when I am depressed, feel down, bored 
I: Do people trigger cravings? Like if you see certain people? 
P: Ye  ̂ff you see your old cormections. The people you used to hang out with, it triggers cravings. 
I: What about certain places? 
P: Bars. Dances. 'Cause in the first rehab I went to, they had a dance one night to show us that we could 
have fim without drugs or alcohol and everybo(fy just sat around and they moped. Th  ̂were depressed 
and eveiybocfy wanted to use because that is whk they do when they go out Go out on the town, use 
drugs, drink, do crystal or coke, or if you want you do acid. 
I: Is that the rule? 
P: That has been pretty  ̂much been nQT rule. 
I: Do certain situations trigger cravings? 
P; Yeah. 
I: Can you think of at̂  particular situations? 
P: No. I can't realty think ofany certain situations. 
I: AiQr îcal situations? 
P: Only situations that do, ju  ̂like what I have already told you. 
I: When you are craving do feel it in your body? Where in your bocfy do you feel it? 
P: In your stomach. 
I: What does your stomach feel like? 
P: Itfeelstight Feel it in your jaw. Just very tense. You feel it in the back of your neck. 
I: Anywhere else that you feel it in your body? Your arms, your legs? 
P: Your toes. 
I: Yourtoes? What do your toes feel like? 
P: Your toes twitch and in your mind. You mindfiick yourself over. 
I: How about your heart? Does your heart feel aiq  ̂different? 
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P: Havent paid attention. 
I: Do you ever ejqKiienceaî  kind ofwithdtawal symptoms? Mouth watering nnu  ̂nose, 
shakes? 
P: Sweat And î ien I got kidced out of Casade'̂ da I went home and foond some stuff in n^hoose and 
I started sweating and everything. Didn't ieel right and I almost lidced some off a lighter. Itwasjust 
hAit Igot wired. 
I: When you are craving, what are your thoughts are going through your mind? 
P: How to get more. What to do to get mote. Whotorob. You are alw  ̂thinking of a scheme. Whoto 
call to get mongr to get more. Whose house you can go to get some. 
L' Are these thcwghts intrusive? 
P: Yeah It is all that you think about 
I: Do certain things trigger a craving? 
P: No. Just whenever you run out I never really had a problem with jonesing. I alw  ̂had some. 
I: So you were basically high all the time. Now when you crave, what kind of thoughts do you have? 
P: I don't really jones for it aiQrmore. I guess that that would be right there the way that jonesing and 
craving are different 'Cause when you jones for it that means that you almost need it and when you crave 
it that you just think about doing it That would be the difference right there. 
I: Ok .̂ So now what do you think about? 
P: Just like what I told, about the good times. 
I: So it is more like nostalgia? 
P: Yeah. 
I: How do you get rid of these thoughts? What do you do to get rid of them? 
P: Either occupy yourself with homewoik, do something, read a book. When I read a book, I don't pay 
attention to the book, my mind wanders when I read and I forget as I go. Reading a book doesn't do much 
for me but it does for other people. 
I: But for you, what do you do? 
P: I occupy no  ̂mind with homeworic, or I write a letter home, or I go over to somdx)dy else's apartment 
and joke around with them. 
I: And how successful are you at getting rid of your thoughts when you are craving? 
P: Pretty successfiU. 
I: Do you get rid of them most of the time? 
P: Yeah. 
I: When you are craving do you want to find alcohol and drugs to satisfy it? 
P: If someone would come by just by chance at that particular moment you would do it 
I: You would do it But right now, if you are craving you don't necessarily want to go out and find 
crank? 
P: Because I need to straighten up life. Ihaveatrade. Ibuildhouses. 
L* U'you craving crank will anything satisfy that craving? 
P: No. 
I: Only crank? 
P: You could substitute it I usually substitute...when I tried to quit using crank, I usually substituted it 
with alcohol. 
I: Did that work? 
P: If you sdll have it in your system-crank and alcohol dont mix at all. It makes you extremely violent or 
crazy. It makes you crazy. 
I: >^y do you think that is? 
P: I have no idea. Eveiybody that I have always seen that drinks and uses crank daily is a cuckoo's nest 
The first time I did crystal I drank with it and started a big fight I got the shit kicked out of me. 
I: What is the frequency you use when you are craving? 
P: Jonesing-would use until jonesing no more. 
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I: Soyoajones,yoaiise. 
P: Yeah. When you are using and you have some still left, the cravings arent as strong. Because I used 
to be able to go to bed knowing that I had some fi)r the next day or vdiatever. ButifldidnthaveaiQrl 
would stî iqiaU night long wonying about where I would get it But if somdx)̂  would come over and 
drop offa quarter or irfiatever thneveiything would be all right But until then I would go out walk 
around town going to eveiybo(fy's houses. I was a dope fiend. 
I: How hard would you woik to satisfy your cravings? 
P: Walk. I would walk five or six miles all over town loddng in different places. I would do aiQthing 
pretfymuch. More with cocaine than with crank t̂h cocaine you really do some stupid shit like 
robbing churches. 
I: Robbing churches. AiQthing else stiq>id that you have done to get cocaine? 
P: Drug tuns from BiAee to here...[uninteUigible]...Gone to Phoenix to get it Come iq> here met people 
from Phoenix, take it bade down there. Earn some moiiqrfi)r a recipe to make crank. 
I: Are there certain feelings or emotions that will trigger cravings? 
P: Depression, lost love. 
I: &w do you feel when you are craving? What emotions to you feel? 
P: I don't really feel aiQl̂ g; All you feel is the want for more drugs. Yougetveiyfirustrated. 
I: That is all I have. Is there anything I have missed that is really important to how you ejqKtience 
craving? 
P: Not really. Very hard subject I know that A craving is just really, really hard to explain. I can't 
explain it veiy well. The only thing I can tell you which is much use to you is to go out and use for a year. 

SUBJECT 1007 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Days Clean: 13 
Education; Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration 

Interviewer What would you say your drug of choice is? 
Participant: Alcohol. 
I: When did you start drinking on a regular basis? 
P: 13. 
I: An you drank it regularly up until now? 
P: Ye  ̂Except for one year. 
I: You have one year sober? • 
P: One year sober. 
I: You smoke cigarettes? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Have you used any other drugs on a regular basis? 
P: Yes. 
I: What would those be? 
P: Cocaine [used ages 25 to 31], LSD [used ages 18 to 25], marijuana [used from 18 to 35], Seconal [used 
fix)m [18 to 25], methamphetamines [used from 18 to 21], Valiums/Libriums [used firom 25 to 27]. 
I: AiQthing else? 
P: That's enough. 
I: What about heroin? Have you used heroin? 

Age: 
Sex: 
Race: 

45 
M^e 
White/Native American 
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P: No. 
I: Are yoo here voluntarify or court ordered? 
P: Fm here voluntary. 
I: Do you have a criminal history? 
P: Yeah. 
L What have yoo been arrested for? 
P: Obstructing justice, a restraining order. I didnt call before to get ny clothes. DUIs-misdemeanors 

CRAVINGINTERVIEW 

I: How would you define craving: 
P: A desire, an inner need that is almost uncontrollable. 
L* What about a craving versus an urge? 
P: Theydifier. An urge is just a thought, craving comes from within-an actual feeling. Anactual 
feeling versus mental. Craving is the physical feeling. 
I: What about a craving versus a need? 
P: Almost Not quite though. A need I would consider to be more intense-you have to have it 
I: What about craving versus jonesing? 
P: Jonesing is b^nd craving, ffyou haven't satisfied craving or desire because ofunavailability and you 
have the shakes, rattles and rolls. 
L Do you know aiq  ̂other street terms? 
P: Hied)eqed)es. Slang term for somdxxfy who is going through withdrawals or something. Street talk. 
I hadnt heard it until about three years ago. 
I: How much to you like the high-on a one to ten scale? 
P: Nine. Feelgood. 
I: Do you use to feel the effect? 
P: Eî ty percent effect, 20% taste. 
I: Has the high changed over the years? 
P: Yeah. Sometimes you get depressed for periods oftime and sometimes you dont get depressed. It all 
depends on your outside life. It takes more. You build iq> a tolerance. 
I: When you are using, what is the firequency of your cravings? 
P: Everyday when you get off work. As soon as you hit the door and you might not even be thinking 
about it I want beer so you go get beer. I drink primarily beer and some hard liquor. 
I: When you are clean, what is the frequency of your cravings? 
P: The first three days are very intense-every hour. 
I: Now? 
P: Absolutely none. No desire to drink. I have bad enough. I have had enough sobriety to know myself 
and I dont even like to talk about it It is upsetting. Don't want to drink aiQinore. It h  ̂destroyed my 
life. 
I: What brought you to this point? 
P: ^4^1f. You become hopeless. I don't like it I have too much intelligence iq)stairs to stay in that 
predicament I have decided I am not going to do this aiqinore, and the cravings have subsid  ̂and gone 
away. I havent had any cravings to drink. Now if I see a beer, I get side because I know what happened 
last time. I drank a be  ̂and it tasted like shit It wasn't the same taste I had had before and what I 
remembered. Totally different taste. 
L Does the frequency change-over time? 
I: Intensified. Stronger and more fieqwnt I pray for it eveiy night—take this desire away from me. 
I: Do you crave other drugs? 
P: Every now and then cocaine. Once or twice a year. 
I: Why? 
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P: I used to like it a lot 
I: Are cravings tied to liking? 
P: The effect ofn  ̂drag of choice. Used to be the combo ofalcohol and cocaine. I could drink more 
when using cocaine, but I dont like \̂ iat cocaine does to your brain. Scatteibrained. 
K Do you have cravings of different intensities î ien you are diinldng? 
P: Yes, somerimes stronger. Fiid  ̂night—went to a paity  ̂on Friday night Fullmoon. Sometimes 
weaker—vdien I am realty occiqried in doing something I am very interested in that draws nqr attention 
awayfiromit I crave v îen I am bored and have nothing else to do-I might as well go get drunk. Let's 
go get drunk and be somdwdty. 
L When you are sober, do you have different cravings of different intensities? 
P: Walk past a bar and it will set off a craving. Some stronger than others, but not too much of a 
fluctuation. 
I: When do you ̂ icallye]q)erienoe cravings? 
I: If something nice has h2fq)ened and I want to celd>rate, then I have a craving. S  ̂you are going to go 
someplace and you are onty going to have a couple of beers and you gotta go someplace else, then you 
dont want to leave because you are just going to drink beer. 
I: Do you have cravings for one more beer? 
P: Sure, I want another. Most likely, yeah. Unless it is something very life-threatening that I have to go 
to; otherwise I will just sit there and drink beer. Once I start drinking, that is it I stop when I run out of 
mon ,̂ basically. Or I get asked to leave—you've had enough to drink which I don't h  ̂a problem with. 
I just leave and go someplace else. Just w  ̂in straight as you can. 
I: Do certain people trigger cravings? 
P: Yeah. Kfy ex-wife. I go get dnmk to forget about it She is a very nice lady. Hurt feelinp that we are 
not still toge^r. Old buddies that I go get drunk with that I haven't seen in a long time. Some close 
fiiends that I havent seen. Let's go have a beer and talk, It's not let's talk and then have a beer, it is let's 
have a beer and then talk. 
I: Do certain places trigger cravings? 
P: Sure. Gotoabar. I like to dance and socialize. I get a craving from the atmosphere because I used to 
do it there. I cant do it now. Ifl do, I will get into trouble. 
I: What about certain situations? 
P: Arguments and also h )̂py-moments. Positive and negative situations. Something very negative, I 
want to drink. Something very positive, let's celd)rate. 
I: How are these situations different? 
P: Can't distinguish any difference between the two situations. 
I: Where do you feel it in your body? 
P: Taste buds, Fd say. Tingling. Like you want to quench a thirst If you have a hangover. In your 
head. Body aches. You have the shake, rattle, and rolls. Need to have a beer to get rid of shakes, etc. 
I: What about your heart? 
P: Heart and respiration increase. Fifteen to 20 beats per minute-anxieQr. 
I: Do you feel nauseous? 
P: Onfy when I have a hangover. 
I: What about withdrawal? 
P: Don't get shakes or aiQthing when craving after Fve been clean for a while. Dreams are weird and 
unusual. Things that I haven't thought about in a while. 
I: What thoughts run through your mind? 
P: I got to get the next beer. Km am I going to get it where am I going to get it? As soon as possible. 
Or when I can. Never drink on the job. Have a rule against that 
I: Are the thoughts intrusive? 
P: Th^r are sporadic to me. Never can tell. 
I: Is it the same for all triggers? 
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P: Basicalty the same. Dontdifbr. Just going to get a beer. One-tiadcmind. 
I: Sitnations? 
P: Walk past a bar and you go in. See old ftiends or something like that 
I: How do yoa get lid of them? 
P: Cantdothat Speak to your own inner self-you cant do that 
L Aieyoasuocessfijl? 
P: Pn^good. I have been trained pretty good. It is my own &ult, and I know the difference. Iknow 
what to look out for-̂ wople, places and things, dicumstances, moods. 
L Ciicomstanoes? 
P: Dont go to some ban miless you have some tealfy strong wiU and have thoughts dxmt it Justdont 
show up, think about it beforehand. Thank about wl̂  you are getting yourself into, the people you are 
going to be with. Ilike to go dance and pl̂  pool. It is good recreation, and dandng is good exercise. 
Good way to meet people, is just that alcohol is involved, and it seems like the places that dont have 
alcohol, the pe(q>le are a bunch of duds. Seems like th  ̂are not quite as livety. 
I: When you are craving, do you find to satisfy? 
P: Ohyeah. You will find it one way or anot̂ . Where there is a will, there is a way. The majority of 
the time~80% of the time—I can get drunk on a quarter. I go into a bar, play a game of pool, and play 'em 
for a beer and beat'em. I perform very well under pressure. I may not even have enough mon  ̂to pay 
for the beer if I lost Still dont bother me. Just co^dence in yourselfthat you can play pool well. 
I: When you are craving, will anything satisfy? 
P: Alcohol that I like the taste of. Cocaine-no. Pot—no. Each craving that I have had in my life, 
nothing is going to satisfy it until you get that There are no if̂ ands, or buts about it Cannotbe 
something else to satisfy the craving. Just craving that particular chemical. Youjust like the way it feels, 
and there is nothing that will feel the same. Difference between cocaine and how you feel on it and then 
there's alcohol. It is like night and d .̂ If you are craving at nighttime, then day is not going to satisfy 
that 
I: What is the fiequency of your craving? 
P: Eighfy percent of the time. 
I: How hard to you try to satisfy? 
P: Hard as I can. Almost do anything. Try not to get into trouble. That is where I draw the line. I won't 
hurt somdxxfy. 
I: Do certain feelings trigger cravings? 
P: Loneliness, anger. Loneliness and anger, I would say. 
I: What emotions do you feel when you are craving? 
P: You can onfy think about satisfying your craving needs. Probabfy a little depressed. A little 
depressing feeling. A lot of energy because you are lacking for something, and your bo(fy is not going to 
relax until you have satisfied your craving. 
I: How motivated are you to stay clean? 
P: Nine, on a one-to-ten scale. 

SUBJECT 1008 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 26 
Sex; Male 
Race: White 
Days Clean: 300 
Education: GED 
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Ihterviewen You were dean the month before? Since you went into treatment? 
Partidpant: Since Januaiyrve been dean—Febiuaiy. 
I: How come you are in treatment now? 
P: Igotoutafpiison. 
I: Oh, you were in prison? 
P: In-
I: Ok  ̂so you were in prison. You weren't using in prison at all? 
P: I did in Januaiy. 
I: When did you stop using? 
P: IiiFd)rnaiy. 
L So you haven't been using since FAniaiy? 
P: No. 
I: Are you on parole? 
P; Yes. 
I: Areyouvoluntarily here, or what? 
P: Voluntary, but the PO made it a stipulation of my parole after I got here. 
I: So, okay. I know it's not court-ordered, but it's kind of court ordered. You have no choice, really. If 
you leave, what would happen? Get your ass thrown back in jail? 
P: Probably. Good chance. 
I: What were you in prison for? 
P: Theft 
I: How long were you in prison? 
P; Since November'92. 
I: What did you steal? 
P: A car. 
I: That's almost three years. What was your sentence? 
P; Five and a tivo. 
I: So what else did you get convicted of? 
P; Two thefts. 
I: Two thefts. That seems like a lot of time. 
P: Yeah, it is. 
I: Have you been arrested for anything else, in jail for aî rthing else? 
P: Yes. Before. 
I: What before? 
P: Drug par^hemalia, another theft 
I: Anything else? 
P: Tî c tickets. 
I: Just trafiSc tidcets? And when you used in prison, what were using? 
P: Crack, crystal, and marijuana. 
I: What else was available in prison? 
P: Heroin, but I didnt know nothing about that 
I: Where were you in prison? 
P: Tucson? Wilmot 
I: Wilmot? 
P: WilmoL 
I: You didnt shoot or aiothing in prison, did you? 
P; No. 
I: Good. I've heard stories about the needles that go around. It's really dangerous. 

[off-topic conversation] 
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L Is it easier to get stuff in prison than on the street? 
P; No. 
I: Oio .̂ And do you smoke dgaî tes? 
P: No. 
I: Have you ever smoked cigarettes? 
P: Yes. 
I: When did you quit? 
P: August 4th. 
I: And did you quit? 
P: Tired of it Lungs. I wanted to clear nqr lungs. 
I: You haven't smoked at all since then? 
P; No. 
I: Not even one? 
P: Oh, I take a drag. 
I: Just take a drag-
Pi I did a couple of weeks ago. 
I: You haven  ̂bought a pack or anything? 
P: No. 
I: That's really good. Cigarettes are really hard to quit 
P: Itwasatfirst 
I: Really jonesing for them? 
P: I was like teasing myself Fd just take a drag from people who smoked all the time before I quit but 
then that day I just quit 
I: Good. What's your drug of choice? 
P: Ciack. 
I: And when would you say you started using crack on a regular basis. 
P: I was about 20 years ol(L 
I: Twenty years old-about six years ago. Have you used anything else on a regular basis? Alcohol? 
P: Yes, icohol. 
I: When would you say you started drinking to feel the efiea? 
P: 18. 
I: 18. Did you drink right up until you went to prison? 
P: Yes. My second time. 
I: Oh, you were in before? When were you in before? 
P: '90 to'92. 
I: And that was for drug paraphernalia? 
P; Yes. 
I: You got two years for that? 
P: Yes. 
I: So, were you pretty much clean that time you were in prison? 
P: Yes 
I: Did you do any crack or aiqthing that time? 
P: No. 
I: Did you relapse right after you got out? 
P: Yes. 
I: Have you used anything else on a regular basis? Crystal? 
P: Yes, that and marijuana. 
I: When would you s  ̂you started using crystal? 
P: At 17. 
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I: Up until? 
P: Well,yeali,lthiiikthat-tilllwas 19. 
1: Then you switched to cradc? 
P; Yes. 
I: Do you like cradc better than aystal? 
P: Idid. 
I: Pot When did yon start smoking pot? 
P: 16. 
I: Did you smoke it up all the w  ̂through? 
P: Yes. 

CRAVING INTERVEW 

L How would you define craving in your own words? 
P: An urge, an addiction. It's hard to say. 
I: Can you talk a little bit louder? 
P: An urge or an addiction. 
I: What's an urge? 
P: Wanting to have it 
1: Is a craving or an urge the same or different fiom needing something? 
P: rdsayno. 
I: So in what sense do you ne  ̂a hit of crack? 
P: When you have to go out and steal for it or when you steal old ladies' purses or something. No, IVe 
never done that-the old ladies' purses. 
I: What does it feel like when you need crack? 
P: You mean like the emotion? 
I: What are you feeling when you need it? 
P: Your stomach is turning. The only thing on your mind is a picture ofyou smoking it And nothing 
can get in your way. Unless it's a cop. 
I: Are cravings the same as jonesing? 
P: Yes. 
I: So they're the same thing. Are there any other street terms for craving orjonesing, that people use? 
P: That's all I know. 
I: Do you have any idea where the term jonesing came from? 
P: No. It's kind of weird. 
I: Ithinkitis. Maybe it's after a giQr named Jones. How much to you like the high you get from smoking 
cradc? 
P: Now or then? 
I: Let's do then first 
P: I liked to do it then because of the ringing. 
I: You liked the ringing? 
P: Yes, the Tinging in the ears and uQr heart was racing. 
t: On a scale of one to ten, where ten is the most enjoyment in the world, and one is you couldn't stand it 
how would you rate it? 
P: It was an eight 
I: It was an eight And what about now? 
P: Now, I know what it feels like to come down and I just don't like it 
I: You dont like coming down, or you don't like the high? 
P: I still like the high. 
I: Over the time that you have used crack, has the high changed at all? Has it stored the same? How do 
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you fbel when you're high? Is it different? 
P: It's like you're getting high, but you dontftel the same kind of high every time. 
I: Does it get better? Does it get worse? 
P: ft st̂  the same. Ifyou get high once, and you get high after that and after that, it's the same thing. 
You are just chasing that first one. 
I: So the subsequent ones arent as good as the first one? 
P: Yes. 
I: Wl̂  do you think that is? 
P: Because Fve done it for d .̂ 
I: Wl̂  do you think your mind changes how it e^qieiiences the high? 
P: I cant you that 
I: You havent aiQT idea. When you were usin  ̂how often would you crave cradc? 
P: I did it for d  ̂on end so I wouldn't crave. You mean like when I ran out of mon  ̂or something? 
I: So, if you were on a binge, how long did you binge-how maiq  ̂days? 
P: Ad t̂ops. 
I: A d  ̂tops. And then— 
P: You mean binge like in using all the time? 
I: Yes. 
P: Oh, okay, three d  ̂tops. 
I: Did you crave at all when you were bingeing? 
P; Yes. 
I: Every time you came down? 
P: Yes. 
I: Numerous times a day? 
P: Yes. 
I: What about in between binges? How often did you crave? 
P: All the time. 
t So everyday? 
P: I wouldn't eat or nothing. 
I: You wouldn't eat or anything? Why wouldn't you eat? 
P: It just takes your hunger away. 
I: Why do you think it takes away your hunger? 
P: I dont know. I have some medical terminology on it but I cant think of it [unintelligiblel 
I: You must have been really skinny when you were using. 
P; Yes. About 130. 
I: You were scrawny. Now that you're trying to st̂  clean, how often do you experience craving, wanting 
to go use? 
P: Well, I did the first dsQT I got out— 
I: You used the first dsQ  ̂you got out of prison? 
P: Used? No. I had a craving. The first two d  ̂actually, I wanted to use. 
I: WIqt do you think that was? 
P: Because I had money. ItriedtotaDcno^self into it Going to find some. 
I: And what stopped you? 
P: They knew where I was, it was my first day out 
I: What about right now? 
P: Last night 
I: You had a craving last night? 
P: Yes. It's been a while since that one, it has been a long time. 
I: Those are the only two you've had? And what was going on last night? 
P: I just felt loused up in my mind I might not be alive... 
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I: Tbat'sokqr. But things are better now. 
P: Yes. 
£ Wlgr do yoa think that triggered a craving? 
P: Because I had certain ftelingsFm not used to dealing with. Just certain feelings. Some other feelinp 
I know how to deal with, but this one I didnt [unintelligible] 
I: And you thought nsing would help you deal with that feeling? 
P: Actually, I didnt even think about that, I knew ifl would have found somdxxfy using, I would have 
bought some. 
h Why? 
P: I was upset, that's alL 
I: Tmjust trying to understand. Tm not trying to probe into what your feelings are or anything. Doesthe 
frequent of your cravings change over time? 
P: Yes,th^do. 
L Do they get more frequent, less fiequent? 
P: Less frequent 
I: Is that when you're trying to st:̂  clean? Or is it even when you're using? 
P: Let's ssQT if som^Md  ̂came into my house with the equipment-the props and eveiythiog-it would 
probably come bade, the butterflies, whatever. But otherwise, I don't really have craving that much. 
I: What about when you're using? Does the frequency with which you crave change? 
P; Yes. 
I: Bow does it change when you're using? 
P: It's more intense. 
I: It's more intense? 
P: Yes. 
I: More frequent? 
P; Yes. 
I: Do you crave just crack, or do you crave other things as well? 
P: Just crack. 
I: You don't crave alcohol or pot or anything? 
P: I use alcohol to come down. 
I: Do you crave alcohol when you're high? 
P; When I'm high? 
I: Oncrack 
P: I crave it in that I know it will bring me down. 
I; So when you're ready to stop a binge, is that when you start craving alcohol? 
P: Actually, you come down to where I didn't crave so bad-when I was gong to get the next hit 
I: Run that by me again. 
P: I crave the alcohol just to use it to come down off the cocaine, just long enough to go to the next day. 
I: Okay, so you're straight enough to go somewhere? 
P; Yes. 
I: Okay. Do you experience cravings of different intensities? 
P; Yes. I remember I threw iq> a few times. 
I: When you were craving? WIq  ̂do you think that was? 
P; Idontknow. 
I: Was it right before you were going to score, or? 
P: No, actually when I was going to hit it 
I: Right before you were going to hit Someone else mentioned that too. 
P: Oh. 
I: Was that a more intense craving when you threw up? Was it less intense? 
P: It was intense. 
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I: It was really intense? 
P: Yes. 
I: What do weaker cravings feel like? 
P: I&elant̂ ,Igetabitant̂ . And nervous. 
I: What about an intense crating? When you're throwing iq>? 
P: Demanding 
£ Demanding? 
P: Demanding and evil. 
L Evil, in v îatw!̂  do you get evil? 
P: I ftd-youH get 'em or youll snatch it out of their hand, or break their arm' to get it [unintelligible] 
L Now that you're trying to st̂  dean-are you experiencing cravings of different intensities? You're not 
craving veiy much? 
P: Just two times since I got out 
I: WIqt do you think that is? Some gv  ̂crave all the time. 
P: Yeah. Well, the first couple d  ̂was, it was real, I don't know—we were talking about it all the time 
outside-but I didn't want to do it That's is what did it [unintelligible] 
I: When do you ̂ icallyeĵ ierience craving? 
P: When people are talking about it Or when I've got cash in pocket Enough to get that addicted 
mind working. 
I: Do certain people ever trigger cravings? 
P: Certain people? 
I: Yes, when you see certain people. 
P: Yeah, as a matter of lact Sometimes. Black people. 
t Why? 
P: Because they're the ones who got it A large percentage of the time. 
I: Anybo(fy else you might see who might trigger a craving? 
P: That's about it 
L When you used, did you do it alone or with other people? 
P: I usually used alone. 
I: At home, or at crack houses? 
P: Sometimes. Sometimes, I had it in a little area where I knew it was cool, [unintelligible] Otherwise it 
was with my wife and sister in a hotel or something. 
I: Is your wife in treatment? 
P: I don't know where she is. 
I: You don't know where she is. Do certain places trigger cravings? 
P: Not really. 
I: What about certain situations or circumstances? 
P: Situations. Not really. 
I: Okay. When you get a craving, where in your bocfy do you feel it? 
P: Stomach. 
I: Your stomach? What does your stomach feel Uke? You mentioned butterflies before. 
P: Yeah. It feels like turning, but I get an anxiety attack. 
I: Do you feel it anywhere else? What does your heart feel like? 
P: With the anxiety attack, it ifeels like it speeds up, but it's not 
L It feels like it's speeding? 
P: Yes. And Tm hungry and tired, but addicted mind is telling me not to eat 
I: Yes. Do you get a better high if you dont eat, do you think? 
P: It seems like it 
I: Ifyour body is empty, is the high better? 
P: It seems like it 
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I: What's your breathing like when you crave? 
P: I have to take a deep breath to get a comfortable breath, but there's never a conifoit!d)le breath. 
I: Do you have any feelings anywhere else in your body—your arms, your legs? 
P: No. 
I: Your head? 
P: I remember idien I did in Jamiaiy, 117 hair stood iq>: 
L Was that after you got high; or when you were craving? 
P: When I was using in jail. 
I: How do you smoke crack in jail and not get caught? 
P: I had a pipe. 
I: Did you do it in your cell? 
P: Yes. 
I: And you didnt get canght-they didnt smell it or anything? 
P: I'm sure they smelled whatever was burning, the candle or something. 
L Was that how you covered the smell? 
P: We did it with deodorant Put a string through the hole in the middle. 
I: A string through the hole in the middle of what? 
P: The deodorant 
I: Did you guys get cut off if you were using in jail? 
P: No, not re^y. 
I: Why do you think that is? 
P: I think because you have people in one ceU. funintelligible] 
I: Ok .̂ If you're craving after you've been clean for a while, after you haven't binged for a while, do you 
ever experience withdrawal symptoms? 
P: No. Not too much. 
I: What thoughts tun through your mind when you're craving? What are you thinking? 
P: Trying to find a way to get it When to do it What's going to happen after you do it 
I: You mean, what's going to happen after? 
P: How you're going to feel. 
I: So you do think about the highs when you're craving? 
P: Yes. 
I: Are the thoughts intrusive or pervasive? 
P: I don't know what that means. 
I: Yeah, those are big words. Are they recurrent, do they keep going through your mind? And they won't 
go aw  ̂
P: Thq  ̂go awsQ îfl go to sleep. 
I: Do the thoughts tend to be the same when you're craving, or do you have different thoughts? 
P: Th^re the same. 
I: In certain situations do people or places sort of elicit these thoughts? 
P: Just, like I said, niggers. 
I: Afiican-Americans. 
P: (laughs) 
I: rd work on that 
P: I usually call them brothers. 
I: Is that cool? 
P: Well, that's what they are, that's what they call each other-do you know this, brother? Respect 
I: How do you get rid of these thoughts when you're trying to stay clean? 
P: I haven't dealt with that yet 
I: What do you think youH do? 
P: What do I hope IH do? I hope Tm smart enough to go to a meeting or something. 
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b Do you have aî  other strategies you could use to get rid of these thoaghts? 
P: Yes. 
I: Likev îat? 
P: Learn to deal with the ftelings that rve never dealt with. Learn to do something else besides using. 
I: Ifyou are craving do you want to go out and find ciadc? 
P: K seems to be for me, yeah. 
I: When you ate craivingcrac  ̂will aî  type of alcohol or drug satisfy you? Or does it have to be crack? 
P: No, itdoesnthavetobecrack. 
I: What else would satisfy that craving? 
P: [unintelligible] 
I: Would alcohol satisfy the cradc craving. 
P: Yes. 
I: It would. What about pot? 
P: Yeah. 
I: So if you're craving, if you scored pretfy much anything, you'd be pretfy happy? 
P: Yeah. 
I: What would you say is the fiequenqr with which you used to use in response to craving? Did you use 
every time you had a craving, half the time, or-
P: Most ofthe time, yes. About 90%. 
I: Howharddoyoutry to satisfy your craving? 
P: Pretty hard. Real hard. 
I: Would you commit crimes to satisfy it? 
P: Crimes, but not murder. Not me. 
I: You draw the line at murder? 
P; Yeah. 
I: So you wouldn't kill for it? 
P: No. 
I: Why wouldn't you kill for it? Wlqr would you do other stuff? 
P: I just cant-see, I couldn't live with it if 1 killed. 
I: You couldnt live with it if you killed somdxxly? 
P: I'm sure if I would have been out longer this time, I probably would do it 
I: If you had been using more, you probably would have killed somdxxfy? 
P: If I hadn't got arrested in'92. 
I: Do you think—? 
P: I probably would have— 
I: Killed somdxxly? 
P: Yeah. Not for the drugs, but because of them. 
I: Because you were on the drugs? When you were high or something? 
P: Yes. 
I: And wIq' do you think that is? 
P: You get real deep in it, sometimes you rip off people, and other times you're ripped aS. something like 
that 
L So you would kill to protea yourself so you wouldn't get ripped off. Do certain feelings or emotions 
trigger your cravings? 
P: Yeah. 
I: What would those feelings be? You can just use labels for them-Iike happy, sad, lonely, angry. 
P: Sad and lonely, sometimes angry. 
I: Ever have any hî py feelings? 
P: Yeah. Tm lu^py when I have a cash wad in my pocket And I can sometimes trade. 
I: Would you say it's more the feeling of hapî  or you know that you have the mon  ̂to spend? 
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P: Knowing I have the monqr to qiend. 
L What are your emotions when you're craving? What emotions do you feel? 
P: I hawent thought cf that 
1: Well, just think bade to when you had those cravings when you had just gone to jail. 
P: Idontknow. 
1: Did you have aî qMcific emotions or aî thing? 
P: Iwashqipytobeont 
I: Or is it thttv îen you crave you're really don't have aî  emotions? 
P: Yeah, that's true. 
I: Do you think it's more like you dont have aî  emotions when you're craving? 
P: No, you dont care about anything except the hit 
L And the onfy thing that matters is scoring? 
P: Yeah. 
L That's about all that I have. Did I miss anything, aiqthing you think is important that I missed about 
craving, that might be important for you in terms of being addicted, that sort of maintaias the addiction? 
P: Not really. 
I: Nothing I missed? 
P: No. You did pretty good. 
I: Thanks. 

SUBJECT 1009 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 42 
Sex: Male 
Race; Afiican American 
Education: Some college 
Days Clean: 42 

I: What's your drug of choice? 
P: Heroia 
I: When did you start using heroin on a regular basis, s  ̂two or three times a week? 
P: It's never been extended, like years at a time. It's always been like within three months, I'd use two or 
three times a week and then slack off for three or four months and then for another three or four months, 
use two or three times a week. 
I: So it's like you go higher of lower? 
P: Yes. &'s not like Fve been using for 25 straight years everyday. 
I: When did you first start using heroin? 
P: I first started using it in 77, but not intravenous, just snorting it That was like on the weekends only. 
And then I went on it for a couple of years. Then I got away fiom it until the mid-dghties. 

I: Then you came bade to it in'85? 
P: Yeah, in '85,1 started doing it intravenously, then went on for a year and a halt then I slacked off for 
a couple of years and so forth. 
I: So it's been sort ofon and offfor the past ten years? 
P: Yes. 
I; And IV completely since'85? 
P: Yes. 
I: Do you use any other drugs on a regular basis? 
P: I smoke crack and marijuana. 
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I: Alcohol? 
P: Yes. Alcohol 
I: Anything else? 
P: Add. That was bade in the'60s. 
K Which drag did yoa find hardest to stay clean fiom? 
P: The heroin. 
I: Theheioin. Are you here voluntarily? 
P: Yes. 
I: Did yoa come fiomLARC? 
P; Yes. 
I: I guess everyone comes fiomLARC,dontth  ̂
P: A lot of them do. A finr of them don't A few come fiom probation, from prisons. 
I: Are you on probation or parole? 
P: No. 
I: Aî  criminal record? 
P: No. 
I: No! Nothing? Never been arrested? 
P: Fvebeenairested—for domestic violence once, 24 hours in jail. A traffic ticket That's about it Oh-I 
was busted when I was 19 years old, in California I got arrested. 
I: For? 
P: Drugs. 
I: Never convicted for that or anything? 
P: I was put on probation, but they allowed me to come back to Arizona. I was on probation for three 
years. That was it Didn't p  ̂a ̂ e. [unintelligible] 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: How would you define craving for me in your own words? 
P: Craving? 
I: Yes. What does craving mean to you? 
P: Wanting something to the excess that you'd do anything to get it practically. 
I: Does a craving differ from an urge? 
P: It does to me. A craving is more serious than an urge. An urge is something thatjust pops out-it 
pops up in my mind one minute, then it's gone the next A craving is intensified. 
L Is a craving the same as a need, like something your body needs? 
P: In the case of the heroin, it was. Because if I didnt get heroin, I was sick. 
L From withdrawal symptoms? 
P: Yeah. 
I: What about ifyou're craving after you've been dean for a while? So you're fiee fiom withdrawal 
symptoms. 
P: Well, I think about it all the time, but it's not like a craving, it's just a thought 
I: Just a thought? 
P: Yeah. The thought is maî —I wonder what it would feel like right now. After being clean for 40 
days, what I know it would fed like, or how ea  ̂it would be to get some, or I wonder if I could do it just 
once and not do it again. What kind of grade is that? 
I: There's no correct answer to all those questions. Is craving the same as a desire? 
P: I don't think so. 
I: What's a desire to you? 
P: Adesire-
I: That's a hard question. 
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P: A desiie is wanting to-an ambition to do aomething 
I: Isciaivingthesanieasjonesing? Would you say those are equivalent? 
P: Yes. 
L Are there aî  other conunon street terms for craving? 
P: Side, strung oat, jonesing of course, monk  ̂on the bade. 
L What? 
P: Mbnk^onn^back. 
L Mbnk^onbadc? 
P: Yes. Then it goes from a monkey to a gorilla. 
I: And after a gorilla? 
P: No-that's about as heavy as it gets. 
I: That's a realfy  ̂heavy craving: 
P: Yes. Th  ̂call it gorilla jonesing. There is siqiposed to be a difference between a monk ĵones and a 
gorilla jones. 
I: Do you think there is? 
P: I think there is. 
I: What would a monkqr jones feel like? 
P: It's something you could go to bed on. 
I: You could go to sleep? 
P: Yes, I don't know about sleep, but if you didnt get the mon ,̂ and if you just couldn't get the fix, you 
would actualty try crashing and do it again the next d .̂ As for as the gorilla, you would go out and— 
I: So with a gorilla jones, there's no stopping you? 
P: Yes, no stopping. You would get it one w  ̂or the other, if you have to take it 
I: How much do you like the high you feel from heroin? 
P: Well to be honest, it's the best high Fve ever had. 
I: The best high you've ever had? Onascaleofonetoten? 
P: Ten. 
I: You still like the high? 
P: Yes, to be honest 
I: And the high that you feel when you're using heroin—has that changed over the yean? Has the way the 
high feels to you changed? 
P: No, it ha t̂ changed. It's the same. I could get high today on the same amount I got high on ten 
years ago. Enough to make me feel it and really enjoy it 
I: You mean the amount of enjoyment you feel from shooting heroin hasn't changed? 
P: No. Ten bucks would make me feeljust as good now as it did ten years ago. 
I: When you were using, how frequently would you have cravings? Or how frequently would you crave? 
P; Probably every day. 
I: Every d^? 
P: Yeah. 
I: More than once a ds^r, or-
P: No, after I got the one fix, I wouldn't 
I: So you used pretty much once a day? 
P: Yes. 
I: Would a craving last until you got a fix? 
P: Either it would last until you got a fix or it would last until-it would last until you got a fix, or if you 
could hold off two days, at least two days, and even take something for it, you know, take something to 
make you sleep or something like that, it would go away in 48 hours. 
I: Glay 
P: You wouldn't be healed, or cured, but you wouldn't be jonesing bad. 
I: Say you wake up ia the morning, and you're jonesing and say you can't score until five o'clock in the 
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afienuMn. Would it fluctuate-how you feel the craving-or would it be pretty much constant throughout 
thed  ̂
P: K would be constant I mean—wait a minute. It would start off—it wouldn't be as bad at first in the 
morning, but it would be worse and worse and worse the closer you got to five o'clodc. 
I: Ifyou knew you were going to score? 
P: Ifyou knew you were going to score, mentalfy it would just get worse, and you'd be tense and-
1: So it just gets worse? 
P: ft gets worse. 
K How fiequentty are you e}q)eriencing cravings right now—in the 42 d2  ̂that you've been clean? And 
probabty since your withdrawal synqitoms. 
P: Not since n  ̂first ten days-as a matter of&ct, I didnt stay ten d  ̂I st2Qnedeight-in detox 
I: You stayed eight in detox? 
P: After t̂  after they took me off the medication, that was it Most guys would tell me-th  ̂didn't see 
no reason why I should be stnmg-out on heroin because I really have a ludjit-ten bucks a d2Qr or ten bucks 
every two d£Qrs-and th  ̂would say, hqr, you can kick that 
I: You're not craving right now? 
P: No. Fm not craving right now. Ijust think about it but I think all the drugs. No Fm not craving. 
I: You're not on methadone, are you? 
P: No. I've never been on methadone before in my life. 
I: Just asking, because you'd probably wouldn't be craving ifyou were on methadone. What did they give 
you for withdrawal? Clonidine? 
P: Clonidine. 
I: And you just took that for eight days? 
P: Yes. 
I: Does that help? 
P: It does. 
I: What does it help with? The clonidine? 
P: The craving. It helps you sleep. The main thing is it keeps your blood pressure down. When you're 
craving, when you're sick, your blood pressure goes up, and when your blood pressure goes up, that's what 
causes the sickness. 
I: The vomiting and stuff? 
P: Yeah. Allofthesickness-thenauseation,the-
I: I guess it's like a flu. 
P: Yeah. But it's a lot terribler-a lot worse than a flu-it's the worst sickness Fve ever had before in my 
life. 
I: In the ten years that you have used heroin, has the fieqwncy with which you've craved changed over 
the time that you were using? 
P: No. 
I: St̂  ̂pret̂  much the same? 
P: Yes. 
I: Do you crave just heroin, or do you crave other things-like crack, or pot, or alcohol? 
P: Just heroin. 
I: You've never craved crack or pot? 
P: No. 
I: And why do you think that is? 
P: Well it's back on UQr drug of choice. I enjoyed it more than aiQlhiî  else. I cant stand being hyper, 
so I cant smoke crack-I mean I smoke it just to smoke it sometimes. I dont like being up; Fm more of a 
down type of person. 
L What about pot? You never craved pot? 
P: No. Fve smoked pot ever since the'60s, but I never craved it before. 
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I: Alcohol? You crave a beer or anything? 
P: No. Never craved it 
L Do you—you mentioiiedinonk ĵoiiesing and gorilla jonesing-do you frequently aqmence cravings 
of difBacnt intensities? Or are yours pret̂ nmch the same? 
P: Basically the same. 
I: Do you think other people have cravings of different intensities? 
P: I cant really s .̂ When I see people craving I put them in the same category as me. Side. 
I: Side? You're sî  and you want it? 
P: Yeah. And you're not going to get well until you get it 
L So what does somdKxfy look like when they're craving? Like really jonesing? 
P: Well, pretty tore iqi. 
I: Pret̂ what? 
P: Pret̂ toreup. 
I: What does pretty tore iq) mean? 
P: For some reason, it's always like, after two days, you're not shaved, your hair is scroungy, your eycs-
you've got bags under your cycs  ̂you got wateiy eyes, you got a tunny nose, and you're slumped over for 
some reason-I dont know why—a person walks walks all slumped over. A  ̂they're slow, no energy. 
Of course, no appetite. And you're cranio, you don't want to talk to anybocty unless, unless you're talking 
about some dope, you dont want to talk to aiQffoody. Conversation is just yes, no, that's it No 
conversation at all. 
I: When do you typically e^qierience craving? 
P: When your high has worn ofT. 
I: When your high has worn oS? 
P: Yeah. Like four hours after the high, four hours after the drugs are completely out of your system-two 
to four hours-
I: So you havent used in a while? And the heroin is out of your system, and you're not getting any 
withdrawal symptoms or sickness-are there things that would trigger your cravings? 
P: Trigger your cravings? No, I cant think of aitything that would trigger nty craving. I mean, I've gone 
sometimes, probabty ayear, without and if it would just show iq>-it's dumb—Fve had gitys just walk up 
and just say, oh by the vzy, I just want to let you know before I leave that Fve got some chiva for sale, or 
some heroin, [unintelligible] or the boy, or whatever you want to call it And Fve heard that you dont 
mess around aitymore, but you can tell some fellows, and before he gets out the door, Tm just-bing—hey 
why dont you let me try it? That's what did it the last time. And I just got out of prison and he shows 
back up in town and I said how are you doing, are you back in the pocket? 
L Ba(̂  in pocket? 
P: That means—when you get out of prison, you start back doing the same thing. And he said yeah. And 
I said-well I have some mono  ̂do you do dimes. He said of course. And I said let me tiy one and that's 
how I started again. 
I: You didnt crave or aitything? 
P: No. Ijust did it cause he had it I did because I wanted to do it but I wasnt craving. 
I: How does that difTer-doing it when you want to do it and doing it when you are craving it? 
P: Well, I thinlr the problem was I was tired of smoking crack and I dont Ito drinking and I wanted to 
do something different and that something I liked to do was heroin so I did it But it wasnt a craving. It 
was just like-I dont know. Like a feeling when I heard about the heroin, it was right there, right where I 
could get it 
I: When you crave or are jonesing, where in your body do you feel it? Do you fisel it in aity specific 
places in your bo(ty? 
P: In your stomach. 
I: How does your stomach feel? 
P: Terrible. 
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L Can you be more descriptive than just tenible? 
P: Well, it can be a combination ofthe flu or flu qumtoms, nauseated, cant hold aî thing in your 
stomach—no fix)d—no qipetite, excqK for sweets. Sweets help. 
I: What land of sweets? 
P: AiQr]dndGfsweets-<an<fy,cakes.sodapop. 
I: Do you crave them? 
P: Yeah. You crave sweets. 
£ Wl̂  do you think that is? 
P: Oh. Thî tTiedtoe}q>lainittDmebutIfoigoL 
I: I dont care viliatth^s .̂ What do you think? Why do you think that h îpens? 
P: Ah. Well to me it hiq>p  ̂because evoything else tastes nas .̂Excqpt for something sweet You 
know. Aiqlhing else tastes terrible but the sweets. 
L What about chocolate? 
P: Chocolate especially. I know a procedure for kiddng heroin using chocolate and soda pop. Like they 
used to do? 
I: Who? 
P: Oh some old timers talk about it Lock themselves in a room and get plenty ofcandy and soda pop 
and dont bother to go to a program and dont tell anybo(fy and that way-just take two days off work. Call 
in sick for two days and just lodcyourself in the house and just eat sweets and drink soda pop and you will 
feel better in two days. 
I: Have your tried that? 
P: I tried it 
I: Does it work? 
P: It worked a couple of times because I wanted it to work. But the other few times it didnt work because 
I said this is stupid. I got monqr and can get a fix and go to woric aiqnivay. 
1: You could work when you were high on heroin? 
P: Yeah. But you cant work ifyou are that high on heroin. Ifyou are strung out 
I: What kind ofwork were you doing? 
P: Construction. 
D What prompted you to come into treatment this time? 
P: A low point again and before it got aiQ  ̂lower. 
I: Aiq^here else in your body that you feel it when you are jonesing? Like your arms, your legs? 
P: Your bones. You ache. You get chills. 
L Tingling in any part of your body? Numbness? 
P: You get these little knots in your stomach. 
I: What about your heart? What does your heart feel like? 
P: It is a r îd pulse rate. 
I: What ab  ̂your breathing? 
P: Shortness of breath sometimes. 
I: And this is when you are coming done fiom a high? 
P: Coming down and going into the process of needing another fix. Wait I take that bade. Notcoming 
down. 
I: After you're down? 
P: Coming down is just mellow. This is after you've got it completely out ofyour system and you need 
another fix 
I: What thoughts run through you mind when you're jonesing? What are you thinking? 
P: My first thought is—I am not going to go through this another minute longer. Fm going to get a fix 
fiom someplace or get some mon  ̂to get a fix. I refiise to be sick aiQr longer. 
I: And what if dont have any mono^? What are you going to do? 
P: The next option is to borrow money. Pawn or sell something. 
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I: Ktve you shoplifted or stolen? 
P: That would be the next stq). Notaburglaiy. To sell something thadidnt belong to me. 
I: Boosting? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Have you ever been caught doing that? 
P; No. 
1: Arethesethoughts-IgDttodosomething,IgDttogietafix,Igottogetmone)r-aiethqriecutTentand 
persistent? Do tb^keq> going throu  ̂your mind? 
P: Yeah. You stait thinking about even afieryou're fixed for the day. am not woridng and I am high 
for the day, before, hours before I come down or whatever, I am automaticalty thinlring about ray fix The>' 
call it getting well. The whole idea ofthe whole thing is to get well the next diQr. 
I: So you are thinking about it even befi>re you're jonesing? 
P: W^n you get the fix for the d ,̂ your first thought is getting well for the next day. You start to think 
about it almost 24 hours ahead of time. 
I: So the thoughts come before the jonesing? 
P: Yeah. You want to get a junq> on hustling up money for the next d .̂ 
I: Do certain situations, people, or places cause you to have these thou t̂s? Other thanjust being high? 
P: Well, see, I have a lot fiiends wto sell crack and dont sell heroin and thqr would always say, why 
dont you just get away fiom heroin and if you do anything, do crade It is a terrible thing to s  ̂but they 
felt that heroin was badder than crack. And th  ̂suggested that I just sell crack. So if I got hî  I would 
just go around them and I could hustle for them and then I would have my money for my fix the next day. 
I could be a middleman for them for three or four sales and then I would have my money and I would 
save up for the next day. I coidd be sitting around their house under the influence and I would s  ̂let me 
hustle and I would get my monqr for the next day. 
I: How do you get rid of these ttoughts? Can you get rid of these thoughts if you don't want to use? 
P: That is hard. All I can do is come here. 
I: Treatment? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Is there another way you can get rid of them? 
P: I have found that if you've got-and Fve been married three times-a companion that doesn't use and 
stuff like that That helps out a lot 
I: You have been married to women who don't use? 
P: Yes. 
I: That must have been hard. 
P: Yes. But it helps out a lot -Th^r did just about anything, everything they could to keep these thoughts 
away. I'd leave the state and relocate. Go some place where I dont know aiq1>ody. 
I: How long would it take you to find the drug people? 
P: Last time it took three days. 
I: How successful would s  ̂you are in getting rid of these thoughts? 
P: Not veiy successful at all. One time that I was really successful, I started going to church with my 
mother. I ̂ d that for about nine months and I was successful then. 
I: What did church do that was different? 
P: Th^keptmeocciq>ied. Thqr gave me a position in the church and they gave me lots of things to do 
to keep me occiq>ied. And th  ̂monitored me 24 hours a d^Qr. I was always with somdxxfy. And the deal 
was, if I left the house at night, my wife was to call the pastor or somd>ody. And I agreed with it in 
writing. 
I: Do you think you will be able to stay clean this time? 
P: Icouldnts t̂hat Ihopeso. Iwantto. One of the main reasons, other than I want to get clean, and 
I want to stî  clean and I dont ever want to use again and I know that, but I do have a son who is in the 
NFL and this is his nx^e year and it was kind of bad, me walking around town, after I lost my truck and 
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stufl̂  and being a drug addict and people coining up and congratulating me about him maldng it, him 
pl̂ rin  ̂himbeingonTVonSands^andstuft 
I: You most be very proud of him. 
P: lam. It stinks because like I said, I started out using again. I come fiom a small town and everybody . 
knows eveiybocfy and I have to £ioe these pe(̂ le eveiyd  ̂and they would see me at the drug house, see 
me walking the streets and th  ̂congratulate me. And after they congratulate me I know they say 
something like, dumb drug ad^ct That's another reason. Other than the &ct that I want to st̂  clean. I 
promised son I would do it right this time. 
I: When you are jonesing, do you want to go out and find heroin? 
P: When I was using, of course. 
I: Ifyou aiejonesing for heroin, will aî thing else satisfy that? 
P: Fve tried everything from smoking cradc to drinking everythinfc smoking marijuana. Theoldtimers 
would s  ̂wine aiid marijuana. But if I didnt get a hold of some clonidine, and I never used methadone 
before in life, nothing would woric. 
L Would clonidine take aw  ̂your craving? 
P: Yes. 
I: Can you get that on the street? 
P: No. You can't get it at all on the street Or Valiums even-they would help the craving but they would 
help you sleep at night You would sleep for two to three hours and then wake tq) with the same craving 
again. 
I: How frequently would you use in response to jonesing? 
P: I would use everyday. 
I: So 100% of the time. 
P: Yeah. 
I: How hard do you try to satisfy your cravings? 
P: I would alwsQ  ̂find a way to get a fix. I never sold n^rboify or committed armed robbery. Or 
snatched an old lad^s purse or aiQthing like that I was pretty fortunate because I alws  ̂had what I 
needed and what I nee^mon  ̂wise. I burned all nqr bridges. Both nqr parents are retired and own 
homes and of course I burned bridges with nqr son this last time. But there was places I could go. I used 
a lot of people. I could go and borrow money from aî ixidy I wanted to go and torrow mon  ̂fit)m. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions trigger cravings or wanting to use? 
P: It would be, the only reason that would trigger was that I wanted to use. If I got into a disagreement 
with nQr mom or something because I lived on her property—in back of her house-and if she brought up 
something or an ex-wife brought iq) something, I would use that as an excuse to go use. I could be sitting 
back minding my own business and I could tell people, no crack smoking tonight, no thank-you, no beer 
drinking, I might smoke half a joint and watch the game, and I don't want anything else, arid then 
somdxxfy gets me iq)set and tten if somdKxfy came through [unintelligible], I would use that as an excuse 
to use. There've been occasions where I said I wasnt going to use anything at all and something would 
get under nQT sldn and I would go out and use. 
I: What are your emotions when you are jonesing? How are you feeling-like sad, h )̂py, angry, 
depressed? 
P: All of that 
I: Can you think of atQT emotions that particularly standout? 
P: An .̂ 
I: Wlqr are you angry? 
P: PrcA)ably because I hadn't found a way to get monqr to get a fix Sometimes you can get so angiy that 
you forget about feeling side in you stomach and stuff like that. Something didn't go right and you say 
damn didnt go right and then you try something else, and a couple of hours go by and you ssq  ̂ I didn't feel . 
the cravings in my stomach berause Fm so mad. You would be so mad that you would forget about all of 
that And it didnt work out And it didnt work out And then you go to phase four and phase five, six, 
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seven, and dgbL 
I: So there is a viliole list of things yoa would go through? 
P: Yeah. The main thing I am taO  ̂about is the procedures that I would have to go through. WhatI 
wouldhavetodotogBtthemoneytogetafixIfldidnthaweaî thing tosdL (Xcay. If I didnt have any 
monqr and I oouldnt borrow aî  mon t̂henl didnt have anything to seD, then I would go to the local 
bpysandseeiftherewasajoibtodo, meaning like ifth^waî n  ̂to stand guaid-to watch for the 
police or to confiont certain customers, certain races that come there, like if they were white and thQ  ̂
were a&aidafthem,tlî  would send me out And me being older a lot ofpeople that I would know 
that th  ̂didn't know and stuff like that And this goes down the list Kfy main source was to go and do 
chores for the guys and if that didn't work out, then I was really pissed off bccause that usually worked. 
£ You plan it out? Ifs a whole plan? 
P: Yeah, it is all planned out Because like I said, eq)ecially the tecatos in California, thqr said their goal 
is to get well the next day. And I thought that was so stiq;>id. Tecatos are heroin addicts. Atecateisa 
drunk and a tecato is a heroin addict I hung around with Mddcans because there are no blacks fiom 
where I come fiom that use heroin. There are no blade tecatos here. WIq  ̂would your goal be to get well 
the next day, why would your goal be to get well period or just quit doing it? Then I started hanging 
around with the Mexicans in California and th^re the ones that got me started. Thqr are better to me 
than nQT own race people are—that's the w  ̂I lode at it-because I could get stuff-get heroin from 
them and they treat me nice and th  ̂let me in their neighborhood and thqr don't try to kill me. When I 
heard the phrase, my goal is to get well the next day and he is fixing now, and he had a little bit left over, 
I said wlQrdont you sell that to me instead of taking me over here to biQ  ̂some. And he said, no my goal 
is to get well tomorrow. So I am going to save this in case I dont get aiQthing else, so I can get well of 
this one tomorrow. I thought it was kind of sbqiid. 
I: What are you going to do this time to stay dean? 
P: I am going to st̂  here at this treatment center as long as I can. But this is the second time. Lasttime 
I stayed six months and went into re-entry and I started working so I could pay the rent-stuff like that 
And I left on my own. Ileft on my own to cany on my life. It was one of the first times I went to my 
son's football game. That was the first game that I went to-even through high school-that I was sober. I 
want to stay as long as can and do the same thing again, work, get me a vehicle. I can't say this-but my 
goals are to move to reentry and to woric and save money and get me a vehide—I used to have a detail 
business and I did cars and stuff. I had all the business in E-. So I want to gain the confidence of those 
people again. So I want to save mon  ̂and get a vehicle and go bade to E- and pide iq> my mom and take 
her on vacation in California like I did last time. But I only stayed sober for six months. 
I: What are you going to do differently this time? 
P: For one, I will stay here as long as I can. That's still my plan—to leave here and go pick up Momma. I 
have to stay in a sober enviroimunt as long as I can. Even Aough none of wy associates, w  ̂none of my 
black friends in E- shoot heroin. If they would just keq> me around them all the time, [unintelligible] 
Th  ̂would always just smoke crack and say dont do heroin or better yet just sell the ro  ̂like we do and 
make money and I would try it and every time I made the mon  ̂I wodd just q)end it But it helps a lot 
to be around people who dont use. That dont do aiQlhing. And I have. Whoi I go to California I dont 
have that too bad at all. I have a lot of friends and relatives and cousins and an apartment complex that I 
can go stay in and th  ̂dont sell crack in and that is unusual. All those black people there and the only 
they do is smoke weed. 
I: So you're going to st̂  away from people nlio use? 
P: Yes. Fm going to stay aw2Qr from people who use. But I have never had a problem with crade. But I 
know for a &ct that I have to stay aw  ̂from people that deal and use heroin. 
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Age; 
Sex: 
Race: 

41 
Male 
White 

Edncadon: GED 
DaysOean: 15 

I: Your drag of choice is alcohol? 
P: Yes it is, ma'am. 
L When did yoa start drinldng alcohol? 
P: About 14 years old. 
I: Have you had aî  yean of sobrie  ̂
P: I had 120 dî rfsobriety.. 
I: When? 
P; 1989/90. 
I: That's it? 
P: That's it 
I: Have you used anything else on a regular basis? 
P: Cocaine. 
I: Cocaine. When did you start using cocaine? 
P: M '̂82,'83. 
I: Have you used it up until now, or did you stop using it? 
P: Oh, I haven't used cocaine in four years. 
I: So maybe'91? 
P; Yeah. '91, '92. 
I: Did you snort it? Shoot it? 
P: Snorted it I don't like needles. 
I: Aiqthing else you've used on a regular basis? 
P: Marijuana. Pot 
I: When did you start smoking pot? 
P: 16 years old. 
I: Smoked it up until? 
P: Until 1987, '88. Then I just got paranoid with it and gave it iq>. It's amazing-I gave pot up, cocaine 
up, but I couldn't do it with alcohol. 
I: So you had no problems with cocaine. No cravings or anything? 
P: Oh, yeah. It was a habit It was like everyday, the same time. It's like clockwork, like medication. 
I: Anything else you've used on a regular basis? 
P: No, that's about it I was prescribed valium and things like that I mean not to be addicted to them, 
but-
L No, just stuff you've used. 
P: Alcohol, cocaine-
I: Alcohol you dont use on the street, but- Are you here voluntarily? 

L Are you on parole or probation? 
P: Clean reco  ̂ I have a clean driver's license. I can drive in New York. I have a clean driver's license. 
L You've never been arrested? 
P: rve been arrested. 
I: What have you been arrested for? 
P: Oh, burglaries, trespassing-this is when I was 17. 
I: No, as an adult 
P: As an adult I got arrested two years ago—drunken junkie girlfriend used to call the cops when I 

P: Yeah. 
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used to take her bottle of mm away. I lived with her in the same qartment And I used to tell her to stop 
diinldng. She was on methadone. IgotiqNight I called the cops a ooiqtle of times, so she'd call the cops. 
Had me removed. Charged ok with bor^aiy. Iq)entanightmjail. I showed thejudgenqrkqrs, and 
bills with my name on them, aiod he dismissed the case. 
I: You don  ̂have aiqrthing on your record? 
P: Nah. I woiked with Jewish Idds when I first got to Tucson. 
I; Where did you woik? 
P: Intermouniain Centers fin-KmianDevelf̂ ment I was a counselor there. Broadw .̂ I was at Castille 
House. I was there fixir months. 
I: Were yon drinking? 
P: When I first got here, thafs what Fms în  ̂I was straight when I first got here. And I went to school 
with them and everything. And being straight and everything, I was living with nqr parents at the time. 
Th^r dont like me to drink. 
I: Your parents live here? 
P: Yep. Everyone but nqr daughter. I have a nine-year-old daughter. And being in that house and living 
four with these kids, and being off three, then being there three and being off four-dealing with their 
problems made me double. So by the time I got out, I flew right to the bar. I never drank on the job, 
nothing like that No. I don't do that Yeah, I woriced with them. 
I: Interesting. 
P: I was damn good at it too. 
I: I'm sure you were. 
P: I was damn good at it I had those kids playing basdiall. I taught them everything I know. Iwaslike 
their &ther, man, 
I: So it was b(̂ ? 
P: Two boys, two girls, ll-y -̂old boy, 13-year-oId boy, 15-year-oId girl, 17-year-old girl. 
I: Any pn l̂ems with the girls? 
P: Did I have any problems with the girls? Yes. I had problems with the giris all my life. Tm serious. 
That's my weakness. Not sex or anything like that Nfy weakness is just dealing with women. Imeanit's-
-I dont believe women are trustworthy. 
I; You don't trust women? 
P: No, not at all. Sony, that's the w  ̂it is. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Back on the topic. How would you define craving in your own words? 
P: Wanting needing-thqr call it jonesing out here. 
I: Th  ̂don't call it jonesing in New York? 
P: No. I never heard that word-oh, w  ̂back in the'60s th  ̂called it jonesing. 
I: m the'60s? 
P: Yeah. Not now. 
I: What is it in New Yoik now. What do th^r call it? 
P: I don't even know. I never heard anybody use it You know. Fm hooked. Something like that You 
get the picture. 
I; Yes. 
P: Jonesing was back in Woodstock days. 
I: Why? 
P: Thk's the '60s, you know. That's when I heard it 
L So wlqr do you think it was called jonesing in the'60s? 
P: I don't know. Msybe it was from Bob Dylan's song, Do You, Mr. Jones." 
I: Really? 
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P: Really. 
I: That makes sense. 
P: No kidding. That's vdutt I said. 
I: Wow. So Bob Dean's song-what was it? 
P: "Do You, Kfr. Jones." Trnveiy good at music. You know, "Name Tliat Tune* kind of thing. 
D rmjust interested where this tenn came fiom. That lealfy kind of makes sense. 
P: Kdoes. Have yoa ever listened to the song? 
I: I havent-well, m^ybe I have. Tm sure I have. 

[a small discussion about Bob Dylan] 

I: So would you s  ̂craving is the same or different from an urge? 
P: An urge isjust the start of a craving. An urge is a thought An urge leads to the craving. Anurge 
puts the craving there, ffyou took the urge out, I wouldn't have the craving. 
D Can you give me an example of an urge? 
P: Geez, it's a good idea-let's go down and biqr a bottle of beer. 
I: Okay. An urge would be let's go get a beer? 
P: And then we'd all do it Oh, man. Let's get that beer, huh? 
D Ok .̂ So then you start craving it? And you have to get that beer? 
P: And you wind up getting it, robbing it, and it comes to that point 
I: In what sense is a craving a need? 
P: To me a craving is a wanting and a need, but now the need satisfies the craving. I don't know if you 
can figure that out In other words, I crave the beer, I need the beer. Igetthebeer. That's what I n^ed. 
There goes the craving. 
D Okay. So it's a need in the sense that you have to have it to satisfy it? 
P: Yes. Sort of sedated. Or a suppressant 
I: Ok .̂ You don't know any other street terms for craving that you've heard? 
P: None out here. Jonesing is the only one. 
I: What about New York? I dont care about them here. 
P: Hooked is basically it man. l̂ irtin'. Fm hurtin'. Hurtin's a big one. I don't say that word with beer, 
though. I dont know, there's a difference between the two, I think, even though IVe been out cold and 
Fve stolen beer and everything like that I think addicts are a little more hard core. 
I: Than alcoholics? In what sense? 
P: I think thqr'd kill you. 
I: You think addicts as opposed to alcoholics will kill you? 
P: I think they would take a life. Whereas alcoholics-theyll steal and things Uke that but when it comes 
down to putting a gun to someone's head, they would never do it—I would never do it These people I talk 
to, they 1  ̂you in a minute. An alcoholic-what I would do-I would either rob it or Td borrow mon  ̂
from one of buddies, but m never get to that point where I have to shoot Like tonight's an NA 
meeting. Over here it's cool, but in New Yoik-at an NA meeting, you know, at Narcotics Anoigrmous-
th  ̂stand up and s ,̂ "Whoever's got firearms, please leave the room. Place them outside and come back 
in." Everyone gets iq>, leaves the room, and comes bade in. [both laugh] Seriously. 
I: Have you been to NA meetings. AA meetings? 
P: Sure. Fve been to them aU. AA'smything. I can identify with CA because I did cocaine, but NA, 
man, they wouldn't hesitate to knock over an armored truck—you know, shit like that reb banks. Fm not 
that hard core, you know. I would rob wallets. When I was a kid we used to take ladies'podcetbooks and 
shit like that 
I: So you took the old ladies'pocketbooks? 
P: Oh yeah. 
I: Everyone else comes in and denies taking the pocketbooks. 
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P: Hiell,Idid. Finveiy honest Pecqile look at me somedmes like I have three heads, but why lie, it's 
over with. 
I: Blow much do you like the euphoria or the high you get fiomdrinldiig? On a scale of one to ten? 
P: Ten. Idiank 12tD ISbeersad .̂ Easyad .̂ And yoa know n îat, the first three would stop nqr 
shakes. And then six to eight, I would start getting stq>id. Making stiq)id phone calls, you know, getting 
introuble. Thafsnqrthing. Tst̂ inshit Calln f̂itheratfiveinthemormn^askhimifhewantsto 
gotoaUof A game-you know next Saturd ,̂ like it couldn't wait [bothlaugh] 
I: (May, that's got you iqi to nine. What about the next nine? 
P: Thalstaittosortofsettle, watchm^beaq)ortseventonTV,prefiaabtyfix>tball, and 11,12,13 will 
go with that--14,15—m be outside hanging out with baddies-16,17,18, in bed. 
I: And that's your ds  ̂
P: That was my day. I used to start in the morning on n^d^ofit 
L You'd have to. 
P: No, this was at four o'clock when I got off. 
L You started at four? 
P: Yeah. And the other d  ̂Td do a case or nuQiie more-on d  ̂off. Sure,ea^r. Fdwakeupat 
six, seven, pop a beer, no problem. I wasnt a coffee drinker. Ihates  ̂I didnt like anything but beer. 
I: Just beer? 
P: Let me tell you something. I was in detox and all that for about two weeks. Maybe more than that 
Fm here eight days, LARC eight days. I todc off for four days. 
I: And you had a rel̂ >se in there? 
P: Yeah. I wanted to. And that's why Fm here. I wouldn't have lucked out ifl was that smart And I 
figured—[both laugh] What was I saying? 
I: You wouldn't drink coffee or soda. 
P: Now over here, now that Fm straight, I drink coffee in the morning. I fly around—like Fm on uppers. 
I: Well, it is an upper. 
P: I never felt like that when I was drinking beer. Ifl had a cup cfcoffee in the morning nothing, two or 
three-nothing. Now my whole system's, like, clean—caffeine, I can feel it the first second or sip—I feel 
like it's shooting to my veins. 
I: M^1)e you shouldn't drink it 
P: Y  ̂I know. It's the only thing that'll keep me going. Now I think Fm getting addicted to caffeine. 
I: You can-you can get addicted to caffeine. 
P: And chocolate. No shit I.switch from one legal to another legal. Coffee and cigarettes. 
I: Are you smoking? 
P: Fvebeensmokingsincel was 13. Camelfilteis—first cigarette when I was 13. FU never forget it Got 
buzzed on that too. 
I: Fm sure you can get a buzz from a cigarette. The high that you feel when you drink-has that changed 
over the yean that yottVe been drinking? 
P: Yes. When I started drink  ̂it was with buddies. We were kids-we'd do it before school-it was just 
getting together and smoking ixit-wine too. And then I became isolated. I used to drink by n^rself I 
didnt like bars. Everygirilmetinabar-that'swhatlmean-Imetfivegirls. The one giri I didn't meet 
in a bar, I married, llie other four-n r̂ god-a junkie, Fm serious this last one—lived with her ex-husband 
11 years. And I was dating her. We were going to get married. Strange, huh? 
I: Has the high that you feel from alcohol changed over the years? 
P: Now, it's more or less to siq)press feelings. Then it was just to join in. 
I: Did it feel different? 
P: Yeah. Because now it's to siq)press it, now you want it more. 
I: What do you feel like when you're high now? Do you want it more, but-
P: I feel like-Fm numbing my feelings. I didnt have to do it then. 
L' And you want the alcohol more now? 
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P: Yeah. The more you do it, the more you get numb. The more you get numb, the more you do, the 
moreyousleep. &'s called sleeping away your feelings. It's called escs^nng-Itodc psychology for a year. 
I: So you knc  ̂the lingo? 
P: Ofwhat? 
K The psych lingo. 
P: Ohye^Fvebeeninone. IwasinNewYoric—Iwasaoounselordiere,too. 
L So vriien you were addicted when you were younger, it was more 19? And now, it's more down? 
P: Yeah. Definite .̂ I was younger too. Yoa know, you can drink and pl̂  a Softball game. Iwouldn't 
think of doing that now. rm41. I cant even climb fences. Ifs amazing that I can do 18 beers, and it's 
weiidthatpec l̂ecanteUifFvehadasip. Th  ̂could tell like that Evenmyvoice. Yeah, I think-they 
could tell. Fm very rowcty and obnoxious. 
I: That doesn't surprise me. 
P: It's not that I want to start a fight-just that I alw  ̂think Fm right 
I: And you're loud. 
P: Fm very loud, yes. It's like my counselor told me the other day—I overpower people here because of 
my attitude fiom New Yoric being quidc-paced. Fm in the same boat thqr are, but I got nqr whole program 
done already. I just have to hand it in a month aw  ̂fiom now. And mine's done. I don't let things lay. 
I: How fie^ntly would you experience cravings for beer? When you were drinking every day. 
P: Everyday. 
I: More than once a day, or? 
P: Once I had it, you want more. 
I: Okay. 
P: If I didn't drink, like Fm doing now, ifl didn't drink and stored away fiom it, Fd still get the craving, 
the urge, and new cravings. Right? But it wouldn't bother me if I stay^aw  ̂fiom it But once I took 
the first sip, Fd want the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth. Domino theory, man. 
I: Okay. 
P: When I went home Thanksgiving, I looked in nqr side yard and I saw these big bags of emp  ̂cans, 
and I thqr were all mine. And I felt embanrassed-b^use I have a roommate, and she used to tell me that 
"all you do is stay in your room and drink." Nfy girlfiiend would come over, we'd go in the room. 
Everyone ofthe girls who came over would drink. Yeah, they'd call me alcoholic and all that stuff. It's 
amazing too. Fm not switching the subject-I hope you're not taping this. 
I: You keep blaming this on the girls. 
P: No, Fm not Let me tell you something. This is wl̂  I don't trust them. This last one, we were really 
close. She used to say, "I can take your alcoholism." Right, and Fd just go with that-fine, dynamite. 
Excellent She finally put her foot down. So did nqr ex-wife. They all did. They all do. Just a little 
advice to whoever is going to listen to this. 
I: [laughs] No one is going to listen to this. How fiequently are you craving a beer now? 
P: Anytime I feel like I want to leave. Eveiyd .̂ 
I: Everyday? 
P; Yeah. 
I: Does it go on all day? 
P: Like now—Fm not craving now, I just put an orange in my mouth. If you just dont think about it, it 
wont bother me. 
I: Okay. When you were using, when you were drinking a lot, did the fiequency with which you craved 
change over the whole time span? 
P: No. Because you had it in your system. So therefore-like, if I drank 18 beers tod^Qr, I wont get a 
craving until tomorrow night But if I took seven beers today, Fd get a craving tomorrow morning. It's 
like your bo<fy is in a time chart 
I: So it depends on how much you drank? 
P: Yeah. Forme. Definitely, I did the case, the next diQ ,̂ I would have to drink a beer, but it'd 
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ptobAIy be three. Nfy average came out to be 12 to 14 beers a d ,̂ no matter how yoo did it Ifyou 
averaged it out at the end of the week. That was my quotient? QqM? 
1: Quota. 
P: Quota, whatever. Thatwasit Andlkindafknewvidienlhittfaatlimit I knew when I was on the 
12th beer, I was about to go to sleq». On the 14th-anHind that area. Iknew a fiiend who could tell the 
timehywiiatbeerhewason. IsweartoGod. 
I: Just like clodcworic? 
P: Oh^yeab. DeBaitely. 
L When you were driiddng, did you aq)erience cravings of different 
intensities? 
P: When it was in n^q^stem? 
I: Yes. Notjust when it was in your system-the whole 22 years. 
P: Yeah, yeah, very different levels of cravings. 
I: How did the diflBnent levels vary? 
P: It depended on how things were going in life. IfFdjust had a fight with iî £miily,rd want 
more, and tush to the bar or buddies or btqr nqr 18 padc and just go to my room. When things were 
going good, I noticed I always had a drinking partner. When things are going good in that situation-you 
know, no fighting with nobody-and then it w(̂ d be cool. The cravings wouldn't be that bad. I told you 
it was realfyto siq^ress, to numb nqr feelings. 
I: So it's to numb negative fedings? 
P: Negative feelings and any feelings that I think would hurt me. It's sort oflike an alarm system-cut 
the wire— 
I: Now that you are trying to stay clean, are you getting cravings of different intensities? 
P: It depends-yes. 
I: Yes? 
P: Yes. It depends on how the day's going, who's talking about what drug. Or who wants to go drink, 
you know? Tm not going to lock nQ^self in my room and say Fm not going to listen. You cant do that in 
this world. There arent that maiQ  ̂people tattdng-AA meetings for example. War stories. 
I: Do you get really bad cravings at AAmeetinp? 
P: Yes. Because you're tiying to forget Especially-rm like an in&nt right now. I was in a program like 
this in New York one time, more intense than this-w  ̂more intense. And we had exercises and stuff—I 
was in 30 days. That's when Tstayed dry for 120 when I got out And I fell going to an AA meeting. 
I: At or after? 
P: In front of. 
t During? 
P: In front of the building. July, summer, hot d ,̂ 90, the whole bit, Nfy friend, C, two cq>s and a quart 
of Schaefifeis-and I said why not Bang,Igotfucked--excuseme—Igotwasted. Didnt go to the AA 
meeting. Had n^r home with iry wife with their fnends, munching chocolate candies-I felt so 
guilty. And from that ds  ̂on I did nqr 90 and all that And there were a coiq)le of AA people I saw go 
into the bar-so I really h  ̂no &ith in them. 
I: You saw who go into the bar? 
P: AA people. Speakers. I went to AA meetings, though. 
I: When do you ̂ icalfy fficperience cravings? 
P: Likelsaid, when people talk about it or ifl think about things I should of did, and I didnt do, and 
relationships. Mostly rel̂ onships. You s  ̂I was alw  ̂bad to girls, but th  ̂were alw  ̂part of it 
I: The girls were part or the drinking? 
P: Oh, yeah. They were part of it Thqr would drink with me. As a matter of &ct they initiated it at 
times. One time I didnt have a lot of mon ,̂ this one girl, I know she laid down seven [unintelligible]— 
the one who couldnt take alcoholism. 
I: Are there certain people who will trigger your cravings? 
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P: Sure. 
£ Like who? 
P: See with me, like I said, it's going to be dififerent 
I: WeIl.likewfao? 
P: Just relationships. 
L The women you used to be involved with? 
P: Yeah. Hie veiy ones that would trigger it Now just seeing 
them, visually seeing them would trigger it 
I: Talking to them— 
P: I have fiiends in New Yoric—ifth  ̂came over here, iflmetthemrightnow-iflhadnqrfiiendsfiom 
New Yoric here, I wouldn't be sitting here talking to you. 
t You'd be? 
P: Fd be drinking with them. Because thq^re n  ̂q)eed. U t̂here are New Yoikers in Tucson-I could 
identify them, m go have a ball. Fm bored as hell here. You know, one stq> forward, two steps back. 
I: Are there certain places that will trigger cravings for you? 
P: Of course, bars. Passingbais. Yeah. You know thQr have work ther  ̂here. They take you out for 
five hours, like today. Kfy first day here they took me—I live six blodcs'fiom here. I can walk it, no 
problem. I passed tte church that me and B had gone to like a month ago-we're both Catholics. Andl 
havent been to church in twenty years. I said, oh Jesus, and I felt like a beer. 
I: You got a craving? 
P: Ohyeah. Craving—I was starting to think how am I going to sneak away fiom these gî  ̂and get a 
beer. I went to the food bank and thqr put me on the fourth floor by nqrself to move tables, andlopened 
the refiigerator and I saw four magnums of champagne. And I was the only one on the floor. 
I: And did you drink it? 
P: No. 
I: Did you have an urge? 
P: Sure, [unintelligible] 
I: What stopped you? 
P: I grabbed myself. I new what the risks were. 
I: What were tte risks? 
P: I would have drank that bottle and got thrown out of here, been on the street Get thrown out by the 
police. Not talked to my &mity. And that's basically it 
I: So you knew if you drank it— 
P: Thatwasit Itwasover. SeelhavenQrfiniilybadcinmylifenow. Th^r came to visit me the other 
day. That's cool. And I have a daughter I am tiying to communicate with and that's cool. If I didn't have 
those two things, Fd have nothing because everybody else is Tucsoa And I don't hook up with that Fve 
been to New York four times in two years. And whra I go to New York I get drunk as a skunk. 
I: What are you going to do now when you go to New Yoik, now that you're clean? 
P: Ihavenoidea. Fd like to be there now with daughter and take her to Macys. But I wouldn't even 
thinic about going to New Yoric now, it's too—Fm not reacfy for it 
I: It'srislQr. 
P: It's not risky. It's endangering. Because eveiyone I know there drinks. And plus I have no place to 
stay. I have this penthouse that I have the to, but I would be by myself and it's going to be one of 
those deals again. I am going to get side and tired, and Fll wind up here again. This is the fiflh place that 
I have been this year in Tucson. 
I: Are there situations or circumstances that trigger cravings? 
P: Memories. Good memories. The bad memories seem too-it's weird, I only seem to remember the 
good things. Bad memories dont trigger. Bad memories Ijustforget-pass off. Good memories are 
always there and when you start thinking about the good times-bang. And there were good times. I don't 
care what aî body tells you. Take it fiom an alcoholic, there were good times. And my only wish is that 
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I can come out of here clean and sober and be able to have one beer a day because I love the taste of beer. 
I love the taste of beer. I drink O'DouI's-nonalcoholic-when I go to the casino. Th^dont serve beer. I 
diink OlXiui's. I love the taste of beer. Dontletitfix>Iyou. I had a six padc there, and I got a buzz. Its 
.OOS%alcohoL TwosixpadcsofOlXml'siseqnaltoacanandahalfofBud. Ifiidcediq>onbingoand 
eveiything. Iivascfaunngn^wordsonOlToal's. 
L When yon are craving, idiere do you ftel it in your body? 
P: Stomach. 
L What does your stomach feel like? 
P: Tight Knottedq). It is sort aflikeidiat a heroin addict would ftel like. Because that first sip alter-I 
dont have the craving now but if I did, you would know it because I pace a lot Yooknow-bocfy 
language. 
I: You pace a lot n îen you are craving? 
P: Ido. Ipaoealot Ithinkalot Nfy mind wanders a lot I start thinking about how to do it, if I have 
no monQr. I alw  ̂came through—I even stole, I told you. 
L Do you feel it anywhere else in your body? Arms? Legs? 
P: No. Just nqr stomach. 
I: No numbness or tingling aiQwhere? 
P: Just nQT stomach. Knots. 
I: Heart, breathing any different? 
P: My heart starts to race when I acquire the money and am on to get the beer. It'sthe 
anticipation. 
L Once you know you are going to get it? 
P: It's a definite. Nfon înhand. The beer's on the w .̂ Nfy heart will start racing untill take the first 
sip, and everything is gone. I tell you, Fm surprised it's legal. 
I: Alcohol? 
P: Yeah. I really am with what it can do to a person. I am reaUy surprised that it is legal. I mean pot 
and eveiything like that Fve done is nothing like that I never craved pot Never craved pot That was a 
thing I c^d take or leave. I did just to kill time when I was bored. Nbybe laugh. I cant see craving a 
plant I just cant see that 
I: Cocaine you craved? 
P: Yeah. Yeah, that's true, but then again it's a whole different high. 
I: Did you like the high as much firom cocaine as firom alcohol? 
P: It was a whole different ball game. Cocaine. You get your high, your nish and etq)hotia, and then you 
know you are going to come down, and I think from that craving is even worse. 
I: The craving to dome down? 
P: No. The ctaving after you come down to get more is worse on cocaine. At least with alcohol you can 
go to a medicine cabinet, you can do aiQlhing. You can do Nyquil. Aî ihing. Aî thing. Youdont 
have to run down to some bad neighborhood off South Sixth Street and try to score some coke or heroin. 
I: So it's a worse craving because it is harder to satisfy? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Do you ever experience aî  withdrawal synqitoms while you are craving? 
P: While Fm cra:\ing? 
I: You havent drunk for a while and the alcohol is out of your system-do you have withdrawal 
symptoms. 
P: Now. No. But when I stop drinldng-the next d ,̂ of course. 
I: But not now when you've been clean for a while? 
P: No. I have no withdrawals or axQlhing. Maybe with LSD with flashbacks and things like that 
Talking to you. No, I dont even get those. 
I: When you are craving, what thoughts run through your mind? 
P: How to get it If I had money, Fd go get it If I had no mon ,̂ I would connive and-boy-I went to 
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the store once and bought a 12-padcafiot gut MSwaukee's Best with 461 pennies. See,inNewYoric, 
th  ̂diank Bud and wnnkpd Mailboio's and here th  ̂smoke (3*Cs and drink rot gut—Nfflwaukee's Best 
Thinkaboutit They have a little more dass there. 
L And these though are they intiusive and peisistent? 
P: Oh,yBah. I told you I nbMn^nxmunate's pennies. That was the last incident I did. Ididitonthe 
26th. Asaniatteraffict,itwasthemoniingthatIwenttoLARC. The morning I went to LARC. She 
had five big jars of pennies. What I was I supposed to do? I also robbed her befine. But you know, I said 
what am I sqiposed to do with the pennies—count them out, throw them in a plastic bag smd go down 
there and tell them I get paid tomonow? I diank it and I went to LARC. That's terrible. Iknow. ButFm 
notproudofit No,inawayrmpfoudafit just goes to show how cmming and deceiviiig you can be 
to satisfy a craving. Me personally, Fm good at it 
L These thoughts that you have-how to get? 
P: Youalw^knowidieretogBtit For me, the worst feeling when I was drinking was the hours fix>m 
oneto sixa.m. whenyoucouldntbuy itaî here. You know on Sundays thqr start selling it at ten a.m. 
On Saturd  ̂night, I made sure I bad a 12^«dc in there. Because I watch football on Sunday, and I ain't 
waiting for these idiots to open. 
I: Do certain situations, people, or places elicit these thoughts? 
P: That starts with the withtowal. The withdrawal will start The urge will come and then the craving. 
Andyougetit See, if it came down to it, you could rob it I know people who go into these places, go 
into tte back door of the supermaricet IVe never done that 
I: Now, if you are craving, do you get these thoughts. 
P: I havent really craved. 
I: Have you had the urge? 
P: The urge, but it didn't lead to craving because ofwhere I am now. I mean, ifl was with my buddies or 
with one ofthe girls I was goiAg with, forget about it I wouldn't be talking to you. Sinq)le as that Nowl 
have a craving, [unintelligible] 
L Can you get rid of these thoughts? 
P: No. Thoughts will not leave at all until you get the beer or the monqr to get the beer. Oncethe 
withdrawal comes, I used to shake a lot and people would-I used to take a test I used to shake in the 
morning. I didn't drink on thejob or before the job. Oh, yeah, withdrawals started. 
I: When you experience a craving, do you want to go find alcohol? 
P: Of course. That is a stupid question. What do you think I am going to do, go shoot heroin? 
I: Does aiqthing else satisfy an alcohol craving? 
P: Yeah. Valium. Elavil. Xanax. Ativan. Codeine. lyienol with codeine. Phenobaibital. I'm serious. 
And Librium. That will suppress. And if you do enough of it, you will just nod out 

L How firequently do you drink in response to craving? 
P: Eveiytime. I dont think I ever experienced a craving where I didnt have to satisfy it, always came 
through even ifl had to go to friends' houses. No problem there. 
I: And how hard will you try to satisfy a craving? 
P: I would do whatever it takes. Except murdering someone. I wouldn't go that £ir. I would go to 
fiiends, I would steal it But if it came down to that point and that was the onfy option—if it came down to 
that point, it would enter my mind-I would think ab  ̂doing it but I would never do it 
I: What would stop you? 
P: Common sense. \fy daughter. Consequences. 
I: Do you think that now, ifyou were craving, you would think about the consequences? Does that help 
you stop craving? 
P: Ye  ̂ I could tell you a rey good stoiy that is about five seconds long, but who is going to know. Is 
anybody in this place going to hear this t̂ ? 
I: No. It's confidential. 
P: Saturday, we were busy all week. And this was first Saturds^r here, and we had nothing to do until 
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seven at night, and my roommate was in Denver, and I had answers on my machine, and I have mail fiom 
my daughter &om New York, and I have lost my key before I came here. And I got my TV and radio in 
the shed. I went over the wall and took the bus. It was like an everyday kind of thing. The consequences 
were I was getting thrown out of here. Tookthebus. Wentthere. Cooldnt get in the house. Thoughtnq' 
roommate had left the k  ̂samevdiere. Cooldn'tdoiL Called iq> some of her fiiends because some of nqr 
p )̂eiwoik is in the shed. Three hours later, the giil was going to come pidc me iqi because her car was in 
sh .̂ I waited there ten feet away fiom nqr buddies tdio were drinking U-padcs of Bodweiser. There 
was a bosh and fence sqarating us, and th  ̂were talking about Bud. And I even heard nqr name 
mentioned. And sat there and didnt even touch a fuddng thing. 
K What stopped you? 
P: The consequences. Even though now Fm stalling to become deqierate because here I am waiting three 
hours, and I am taking the bus to get something done and can't get something done. 
L You weren't supposed to do this in the first place? 
P: No. Iwasasleq). But this was a big one. I went over the wall and am waiting for three hours with 
nothingtodo. Smddng cigarettes like a fiend in fiont of my buddies. Nfyfiiend pulls 19. Host 75 cents 
on the bus ride and didn't get hqt messages, didnt get my m  ̂waited thm hours and smoked a pack of 
cigarettes and still had the chanM of getting thrown out of here. Fm not even back in here yet Nowthose 
are consequences. But once I jumped the wall back in here and went to n  ̂room, I was proud of myself 
for not picking up. Now if that was the time to do it, I could've done it You could do it here quite easy. 
But I didn't do it 
I: You could just walk out of here aiQ  ̂time you want? 
P: Yeah. But that's not the objective here for me. You know. I could do that and scale the wall. I was 
gone for four or five hours. I could have gone to a bar, but luddly I only had seven cents. I will tell you, 
ifl had money in UQr pocket, I wouldn't be here talking to you. I would be at LARC now. 
I: Do certain feeling or emotions trigger cravings? 
P: Like I said. It is just past bad memories. Good times; bad memories. Good times. Can you decipher 
the difiTerences? I have a hard tune letting go. U'l can let go, I know these people here who can let go. I 
envy them because I wouldn't be an alcoholic, if I could be like that I don't let go of nothing and that is 
what makes be drink. After. I don't let go of aiQthing. Then I drink. 
I: What are your emotions when you are craving? 
P: Tense. I would say very tense. 
I: Is there aiQ'thing I missed about craving? 
P: No. Just needing, wanting, surviving. 

SUBJECT ion 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 34 
Sex: Male 
Race: White 
Education: U"* grade 
Days Clean: 42 

Ihterviewen What is your drug of choice. 
Participant: Ifwe go bade to when I first started—. 
I: What is your drug of choice now? 
P: Alcohol. 
I: And would that be the hardest thing to stay clean fit>m? 
P: Generally, yes. 
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I: What do you think wfll be tibe biggest tenqMation when yOD leave hoc? 
P: Well, if I dont continue to go to nQr meetings, then it could progress even more to where I would want 
to relq)se because that is vtliat happened last time. 
I: And what did you relapse to last time? 
P: AlcohoL 
I: When did you start drinking to get high or to feel the eflbct or to get diunk? Hdw old were yon? 
P: About 11. 
£ Eleven until? 
P: Twen -̂three. And then I was clean from *84 to'93 and then because of not going to meetings for the 
last three years I rel4>sed. 
1: Soyoarelq;>sedin'95? 
P: Right 
I: You stORied going to meetings. 
P: Stopped going to meetings. Nfy attitude started coming up again. I dealt with things, people, to a 
certain point, but I just-4)ecause being in an atmosphere of alcohol and drugs, it took time to get re-
addicted. From there it was like every night And the feelings. I had no feelings. When it came down to 
being hung over and stuff like that, now because of being alcohol-free for such a long time, it did a lot on 
mybocfy. Iflstaycdoffitforacoiqileofdays, n^bocfywouldache. But the will not to use alcohol was 
less. 
I: And have you used aiQr other drugs on a regular basis? 
P: This last time, no. 
I: In your lifetime? 
P; Yeah. 
I: When you rel̂ >sed in '95, it was just alcohol? 
P: Just alcohol for four months. 
I: What other drugs have you used? 
P: Glue, pot, mescaline, ups, downs, speed, that's about it Oh yeah, cocaine. 
I: No heroin? 
P: No. 
I: Do you have a criminal history? 
P: As of now, yes. Three misdemeanors. 
I: What are th  ̂for? 
P: I am stiU in the process of getting all of them cleared up. I went to court last month and because I was 
caught doing something and when that h )̂pened I was imder the influence. And the reason I got arrested 
was because 1 was about to kill somdxxty. 
I: And you got off with a misdemeanor. You're lucky. 
P: Yes. They didnt find a weapon on me. Ihidit 
I: Where? 
P: I threw it away. 
I: What else were you arrested for? 
P: Threats and intimidation. It was the manager of a motel. But that was a touchy situation. Hehad 
someone else's kid in his ^>artment, in the office, and handling the kid the wrong w .̂ And to me that is 
childabuse. I confronted the mother and now thQr are saying it can't be that I know this certain person 
and the w  ̂be is and she had been drinking everyd  ̂24 hours a dsQT, seven d2Q  ̂a week. Knowingthe 
w  ̂the disease is, of course there's going to be denial 
I: Why did you want to kill him? 
P: I thifilc t̂  when it comes to a kid not knowing what is going and I guess because of part-when I was 
a kid, I was sexually handled in the wrong way, not by a &mily member but by somd)ody else. And 
anytime I see something like that-
I: Anything else on your record-have you been in jail for anything else? 
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P: Well,Iwasmjailforl7d .̂ 
I: ForttostufiF? 
P; Yes. 
I: bdiat the onfy tune yoa have been in jail? 
P: No. I bad two fidonies which are no longer, biterstaietran^ortationafan FBI agent's car. Thatwas 
under the influence also. It was his peisoiul car and I worked for this company out of Maryland. I was in 
Washington and because of drinking, there was no ban around to wbere you could go and bang out, play 
pool, whatever. The only place I found was a pizza parior that sold beer. I am not going to hang out in a 
pizzeria drinking beer. I drank about two or three six-padcs and knew we had a car pariced outside and 
not realfy knowing whose car it was, I took it to New York to go to a bar. 
I: What was the other &I017 for? 
P: It was all concurrent 
I: Did you serve time for that? 
P: Thirty-eight dî  because here was important psqwrs in the hatchback and when the FBI agent got his 
car bade and the documents were there, he dropped the charges. All I was charged with was possession of 
stolen property which is because I went througb another-got bailed out of jail-and it had a lot to deal 
with and this other gay who nins the drug and alcohol program in NYC, and he's recovering also. So 
when it came time for me to be sentenced going to a treatment program and a halfway house, I got time 
served and unconditional discharge and no record. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: How would define craving? 
P: It's not like I could sit here and say I wish I had a beer. For me to crave, to crave a drug or alcohol, 
somdxxfy  ̂or something has to have gotten to me. To where resentment Big resentment and it just stirs 
inside me. 
D What is the craving? 
P: It's anger. You know when you bottle something inside you because say somdwdy rubbed you the 
wrong w ,̂ you can use that as an example and you catch resentment-not liking the person-and every 
time you see the person and instead of confionting the person-if it was that big of a deal and to a lot (tf 
people it could be small things and they keep it inside them and let it keep on multiplying inside of 
them and eventually it's like you do one or two things-either, for me, hit the person or just drink alcohol. 
I: And is a craving different fi:om an urge? 
P: Craving and an urge. I think that they are both the same. The craving and an urge because either way 
you have it and if you can't do aiQlhing about it you won't drink or dnig. 
I: Is a craving the same as a need-needing something? 
P: I don't know. I guess to some people it would. 
I; To you? 
P: No. K is just like if I started drinking that would be nothing. Because when you drink alcohol you 
have no feelings. So then when you are without alcohol for a while, yt>u want it again because now you're 
feeling the stuff that you dont want to feel. 
I: So alcohol sort of numbs all your feelings? 
P: Right 
I: Is a craving the same as a desire? 
P: No, I dont think so. 
I: How is it different? 
P: Desire is to-I guess—to want to something. And like I said, in AA you have a desire to stop drinking 
and who really has a desire to have a drug. It's a desire to stop drinking, that willingness. 
I: How much do you like how you are feeling when you are drinking? 
P: Great At first I feel great You feel like a sensation in your head. But now this last time, it only took 
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onfydght beers before I vfent into a blade out Before I would get violent 
I: Do you get violent when you drink? 
P: Right As an exanq>le, you might not have heard at an either. I was drinking and at the place where I 
lived, me and another guy got into an argument and as an exanyle, under influence, he went and got a 
gun to shoot me and Ijust stood there and said go ahead. Notcare. Beinginabladoiat, vdienlwentiiito 
a bladmut and when the cops were called, the cop put a gun in n^^&ce and I went after him. I attacked 
him because when you are blacked out, yoa dont loiow what you are doing. 
I: How much do you like the bus you feel from alcohol on a scale of one to ten? 
P: fiwouldbeaten. 
I: What about all these bad things that hsqppen? 
P: It just goes with it You learn to accqit it With me, the more I drank, the more hyped iq) I got Like 
some people do cdce to get byped 19,1 would just get tqped just cm alcohol. 
L Has the high or the buzz that you fixl from alcohol changed over the time that you have been drinking? 
P: Well, you mean is it the same or difierent every time I drink? 
I: Does it change? 
P: At times it's different 
I: Have you noticed any consistent changes, or does it just fluctuate? 
P: It just fluctuates. 
I: When did you come in her-toLARC. 
P: Halloween. 
I: You have been clean for a while. 
P: Yeah. I was clean for 17 days in jail and when I got out of jail, I went to LARC and then I came here. 
I: When you are drinking on a regular basis, how frequently do you crave alcohol? 
P: There is no craving, it's just automatic. 
I: What about now that you are trying to st̂  clean? 
P: Now, no. Now, Fm not in the atmosphere and when you stay off alcohol for a while, your mind clears 
up and for me I realized what h^>pened. And because I have bwn clean before, a lengthy period of time 
so a lot has to do with guilt and a lot of stuff like that If I keep on doing it, how would my &mily reaa? 
I: You want your family back? 
P: I never lost my &mily. They are back in New York, my mom, my dad and sister. Ijust detach 
myself from them and come down here. But I stay in contact with them 
I: Does the frequency with which you crave change over time? 
P; No. 
I: Have your ever really craved? 
P: IwoiUdsayno. Not really. I would sjq  ̂from the time I started, when I was 11 or 12 and when my 
parents were around I wouldn't say I would really like to go have a beer or whatever. There was a period 
oftime when I wanted to get high when I was in the house and I did. But it wasn't an everyday thing. It 
was when I was with people, with nqr friends, and stuff like that If we had the mon  ̂to get the stuff or 
someone had it, fine. It's not Uke I go around and want to steal this or hurt somdxxfy, rip somd)ody off for 
a beer. 
I: Have you scammed about how you are going to get monqr or beer? 
P: No. 
I: Do you crave alcohol, or do you crave other drugs? 
P: In the past I did. I did coke when I was iq> in New York-I did a line-but it did nothing for me. Sol 
didn't do any until I went down to Florida. And then it was like whoever had it I did cradc for four days 
straight and alter doing that I felt like I was going to die and so forth and I never did it again 
I: So you use whatever is around? You dont crave any specific drugs? 
P: Yes. 
L Do you ever experience cravings of different intensities? 
P: In &e past, I would wake up in the morning with a beer and when I came home I drank beer but this 
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time anmnd I wooldnt drink beer until a ceitain tune in the afternoon. Because I didn't want to start that 
eazfy. 
I: Do you ever have stnmger or weaker cravings? 
P: If I did, then I would keq;> away fiom the beer for like a week and on the weekend I would really want 
todiink. 
L When do you typically experience the desire to drink? 
P: Right now. 
I: In general, over your lifetime? 
P: The onfy thing is that ̂ î ien I went bade to alcohol, I realty noticed it Where I lived, I was the only 
person didnt drink or drag in the whole place, and people would always ̂ -I would think it was a 
mind game because th  ̂would s  ̂are you a cop, are you tl̂  are you that? After a period oftime I was 
so tired of heating it, I thought, nuQiw I could have a beer. Maybe I could drink safely again. But it 
turned out I couldn't 
I: Do certain people ever trigger a desire to drink? 
P: No. 
I: Do certain places ever trigger a desire to drink? 
P: No, because I have been into clubs when I was straight after a few years and didnt drink. 
I: Do certain situations or circumstances ever trigger a desire to drink? 
P: I guess I still have a yen, like if soindx)̂ )'in nQrfemify like nay mother, my fether or my sister, if 
something would happen like their death, but I couldnt really s .̂ 
I: Some big emotion or trauma might trigger the desire to drink? 
P: Right 
I: When you have a desire to drink, do you feel it any parts of your body? 
P: No. 
I: Heart, stomach, breathing change? 
P: No. Nothing. 
I: You dont really e^rience cravings, do you? 
P: No. If I want to drink, I will drink. 
I: You don't crave it in an obsessive w  ̂
P: No. But when I do start drinking, I cant stop. 
I: Do you have loss of control when you start drinking? 
P: Yes. When I started drinking, see~an example~me and three other people would go to a bar and I 
would say one pitcher and it ends up at five pitchers. So it ends iq> a little obsessive. 
L But you only have the obsessive stuff when you're drinking? 
P: Rî t Since I have been here, I have never wanted to go out and get dnmk. Like last week, I got into 
a situation to where I got angry at someone, some bullshit, and automatically I wanted to get out of here, 
not really to drink but that would be a setmp. Where would I go? I have no place to go. But I do have 
monQ  ̂in the bank, a few dollars or so and you know when I get my hands on that money, what am I 
going to do? I am going to say I got nowhm to live and starting drinking is a possibility. And it would 
start all over agairL Don't ask me what feelings and emotions and stuff like th  ̂self-esteem. 
I: Do you have aity thoughts that go through your mind when you want to drink? 
P: No. Not realty. Generally, s ,̂ I want to leave somewhere, like a place like this. Why get out of here. 
I need to look at why. Maybe I don't want to deal with something that is going on, and it's a form of 
running away when you start dealing with your issues like why you're here, why you did this and 
everything like that -and so you run, you can run a tape through your head-am I going to live here, 
where am I going to go. Thî  is, will I drink? I know, yeah—a good possibility. Most likety I am on the 
streets. 
I: If you have an urge to drink, do you go out and find alcohol? 
P: If I want to drink, if I really want to drink and no other thought coiiies into mind, yeah m go drink. 
I: ff a thought to drink comes to mind, can you get rid of that thought? 
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P: Sure. 
I: How? 
P: By thinking abont would happen. Like last time-being the wiQr I was. People not wanting to be 
around me. Being violent DisiqRitable and ending iq> in jaiL 
I: tfyou have a desire to drink alcohol, will aî thing else satisfy it? 
P: Nothing. 
K How fipcquentty did you drink in re^xmse to a desire to diink—ifdien you were drinking? 
P: EvoydiQr. Every night, and I would doable it on weekends. 
L Bow hard would you try to satisfy an urge to drink? 
P: I would drink uidil I dropped. 
I: What ifyou had trouble finding alcohol? 
P: Well, I never did. Because other people around had beer. Ifl wanted to borrow a 12-pack. somdx>4y 
wouldgo. We would go in a circle. Otha people would have beernotjust one person. 
I: Do certain feelings trigger a desire to dr^? 
P: Feeling of inadequaqr. Not belonging. To fit in. 
I: Anything else? 
P: No. 
I: Why do you think that you rel̂ )sed after being clean for solong? 
P: I didn't go to meetings for the last throe years out of 11 and being in an environment to where there is 
alcohol and drugs. Because I st̂  ̂in that environment for so lon& I just kind of gravitated to it 
I: When you were back in that environment did you have aî r cravings before you did rel̂ )se? 
P: No. People would come iq) to me and ask ifl wanted beer and I would say no, I dont drink. 
I: Why do you think that you dont crave whereas other people do? 
P: because I want to live a productive life. Maybe because, you see the way other people are even 
though thqr are sober. You dont want to get to their stage. I wouldut s  ̂I am chronic. Fm more likely 
to give myself a chance. Not giving up. I: When you were using, you didn't think about where you were 
going to get your next beer? 
P: No, because I had mon  ̂or somdxidy else had beer. 
I: Do you think you might have craved, if you were addicted to, s ,̂ cocaine, which is harder to get? 
P: No, I dont think so. 
I: Why do you think some people crave and other people dont? 
P: Ma  ̂because they think about it all the time. 
I: You dont think about it all the time? 
P: No. When I am sober, I am a difierent persoiL Ireadbooks. I listra to the radio. I talk to people. 
When I am drinking, I am sitting there, maybe talking to people but bullshitting--you know one giQ  ̂tells 
one lie and another tells another lie and you listen to loud music and everything gets violent and a fight 
couldbreakout And for me once I start it is hard to stop. The night before I got arrested, I actually died 
for a minute. Just fiom alcohol. 
I: Alcohol poisoning? 
P: Idontknow. All I know is I went to my room, and I came back out and was standing by a truck, and 
the next thing I know, I am in the emergency room. Part of it was, I jumped tq) out of the stretcher and 
was realty to take on seven guards. I was waiting for them to touch me to mess me iq> even though, it may 
have been B.S or t̂ iatever. 

SUBJECT 1012 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 42 
Sex: Male 
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Race: White 
Education: Some colkge 

Clean: 69 

Drugs of Gioioe: Alcohol (used from ages seven to 42) 
Pot (used fiom ages IS to 20) 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

Ihterviewen What does craving mean to you? 
Partkipaiit: Cra^ving is a desire to want something. 
I: Is a craving the same or diffiaent from a need? 
P: It can be the same, but I dont think it is. 
I: What's a need to you? 
P: Something that you have to have. 
I: Canyougivemeanexanq>Ie? 
P: Like have dinner. 
I: Like have food? 
P; Yeah. 
I: How does a craving differ from a need? Or how does it difier, from say, if you're hungry? 
P: The craving comes on all of a sudden, and it's kind of like, it just fills your mind up. 
I: Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: Yeah, I guess. 
I: You guess? What's jonesing? 
P: Kind oflike thinking about it all the time. 
I: Are there any other street terms for craving that you're aware of? Terms that you've heard other 
people use? 
P: I haven't really been on the street that much. 
I: What prompt̂  you to come into treatment this time? 
P: I was just having too many blackouts. 
I: Too many blackouts? And you must have been able to hold jobs? For your adult life? 
P; Yes. 
I: So youVe been functioning at a &iriy high level? 
P: I generally didn't drink or do drugs until I was off work or on the weekends. 
I: Soyouwereabinger? 
P: Yes. 
I: So I guess you've never been homeless? 
P: I guess th  ̂consider it now being homeless. 
I: But you have a place when you get to Lake Havasu.. 
P: Rî t 
I: I dont consider this being homeless. 
P: You dont? 
I: Maybe you are technically. You are in treatment, so. Ifow much do you like the high that you feel 
from alcohol? 
P: I dont anymore. That's wiorfm trying to quit 
I: Why dont you like it aî more? 
P: Berause I get sick, and I dont remember what I do. I couldnt eat for four or five d2  ̂when I got out 
of alcoholic detox. It'snofim. 
I: These sorts of things happen after the high, or override the high. 
P: What does? 
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I: The stuffthathiipiieiis after. 
P: No, I usually get side during, too. 
I: You get side during? 
P: Yeah. Ma^be rm allergic to it now. 
L Did you used to like the high you got from drinking? 
P: Yes. 
I: Hiow has the high dianged over your drinking span? 
P: Well,rmbladdiigout 
I: You're bladdng out? And has the high itself dianged? The high you're feeling when you're drunk? 
P: Yes. I get more dqiressed now. 
L You get more depressed? 
P: Yes. 
L And before, you were? 
P: More h^>py-go-ludcy. 
I: When you were drinking, how frequently would you crave alcohol? 
P: Almost eveiy d .̂ 
I: Almost every da;̂  Once a d ,̂ or a coiq>Ie times a d£  ̂
P: I'd SiQr a coiq>le times, probably-lunch and nuQix alter work. 
I: And how long would your cravings last? 
P: Half hour to an hour. 
I: Would theyjust go away if you didn't drink? 
P: Generally. Lotoftimesldiddrink. 
I: Even at lunch? 
P: Yeah. 
L How frequently are you craving now that you're sober? 
P: Once or twice a week probably. 
I: Is that a constant for your sobrie^? 
P: No, it's getting less. 
I: It's getting less? 
P: Yeah. It started outjust about all the time. 
I: When you were using-towards the end-befoie you came into treatment, you were craving eveiyday. 
When you started drinking, how frequently did you crave? 
P: What do you mean-when I started drinking? 
I: Over the years that you were drinking? 
P: Did it increase? 
I: Did it increase, or did it decrease? 
P: I was drinking pretty stea<fy. So I never really had aiQr cravings because I was generalfy drinking. 
I: Okay. But, say when you were twenQ ,̂ did you crave as frequently as s  ̂now, when you are thirty? 
P: Probably. 
I: Okay. 
P: IVe been drinking since I was old enough to remember. 
I: Who gave you your first alcohol? 
P: giand&thin. Moonshine. 
I: Did you start sneaking it after that-or? 
P: I didn't have to. As long as I didnt tell Grandma where it was, I could drink it 
I: Was yotu" grandfather an alcoholic? 
P: Yes, there are at least four generations ofalcoholics in the family. Males. 
I: So your grand&ther, your dad, and your great-grand&ther. 
P: I think I was bom an alcoholic. 
I: Well, you can be bom with the predisposition. That's probably what h )̂pened when you had it so 
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young. 
P: I started bladdng out right away when I was drinking, too. 
I: Realfy, like when you were seven or eight? 
P: Yeah. First time I drank a glass of moonshine, I bladced out 
L You were onty seven years old-yoa probably weighed SO pounds! 
P: Well, dad and n^grand&ther said, "Well, he's a—" That's n  ̂name. Ijustfitin. Oneofthe 
boj-s. 
I: Do you have brothers who are alcoholic too? 
P: No. I have uncles. 
I: Do you have aiQr brothers? 
P: No. Just three sisten. 
I: Are aî  of them alcoholics? 
P: No. 
I: That's interesting. 
P: All n  ̂uncles are, and aunt—Fve got three uncles and three aunts. 
I: Andt̂ allliveinKfichigian? 
P: Yes. 
I: What are you going to do when you get back there if they're all drinking? 
P: Stay away from them as much as I can. They're older and they got their own life. They're almost 
seventy years old, most of them. 
I: Oh, okay. 
P: 1 doubt if they drink that much aî ore. 
L Yeah, you probably won't socialize with them too much. 
P: My step-daddy, he used to drink like a fish, now he hardly drinks anymore because he's older and 
because of his health. 
I: Do you crave just alcohol? Or do you ever crave aiQthing else? You never have cravings for anything 
else? 
P: Like? 
I: Food, other dnip, sex, or? 
P: Yeah, sure-cverybo<fy craves sex, dent thqr? 
I: Would you ssy the craving for sex is the same as the craving for alcohol? Does it feel the same? 
P: No. Not really. I wouldn't say it was the same. I think alcohol is more mental. And sex is more 
physical. 
I: I have that question in because a lot of gu  ̂use so many drugs, but you seem to have just one drug of 
choice. 
P: Doing alcohol is the only drug I ever wanted to, and plus doing drags is illegal. Fm aw  ̂from home 
and I dont want to go to jail in annther state where I don't live. Jail doesn't appeal to me at aU. 
I: That's good-that's a good deterrent 
P: You got to go to these places where nobody wants to go and you got to meet these people that-and you 
don't know what you're buying. Iflbî rabottleofSO-proofwhikicey, IknowTm getting a bottle of 80-
pnxrf̂  whisky, and I know I'm getting drunk. I dont have to worry about dealing with aiQ^ne else. Or 
getting rotten cr ,̂ or getting ripped off. 
I: Getting arrested? 
P: Yeah. I don't want to deal with all of that 
I: So that was a good deterrent? The illegality of drugs? 
P: Yes. Plus, I dont like going to the places where th  ̂have to go to. 
I: I dont either. 
P: I dont want to sneak around, slum around. Ijust dont like nothing like that 
I: Did you primarily drink beer, or did you drink hard liquor? 
P: Hard liquor mostly. Now.. It used to be beer, but even when I drank beer, it used to be boilermakers. 
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Now I cant diink whisky. Fm aUergic to it Butldo. I can fid nQr blood heat wben I drink alcohol. 
I; Really? 
P: Like whisky. 
I: And so that wasnt enough up until DOW to stop you fiom drinking? 
P: Well, different stuff afibcts people diflbient ways. Like I can drink all the rum I want 
1: Oh, so it's onty nliiskey? 
P: Yes. 
L I guess it's that they're made out of different grains. 
P: YeaL Iguess. I think th  ̂might be. 
I: Do you e^Mrience cravings of different intensities? Do you have stronger ones and weaker ones? 
P: You mean as fir as like sex or-
I: No. Jiist alcohol. That was just a detour. 
P: No. I don't think so. 
I: ThQr're all about the same for you? Did you have stronger cravings when you were drinking regularly? 
P: Oh, yeah, I think so. I think th^re getting a lot less now that Fve been aw  ̂from alcohol for a while. 
I: So th^re getting less intense and less frequent? 
P: Yeah. And they go aw  ̂quicker too. ni think about it and nqr mouth will water, and itH be over. 
I: When do you Qpicallye:q)erience cravings? You mentioned like at lunch and after woric. 
P: Yeah—if I go ̂  the store and see the beer or something like that, ni think about it Just for a second. 
Sometimes I see another drunk-you think about it Some gî r had a bottle and he was drinking right on 

the bus the other d .̂ He was sitting right next to me. He stunk terrible. It still made me think about it 
I: Did you get iq> and move? Or what did you do? 
P: I got iq) and left He was acting like a fool anyway. I dont really care-I can smell beer halfway 
through the bus. Kfy nose is real keen now, towards that 
I: That's like when some people quit smoking—nqr mother when she quit smoking was really sensitive to 
the smell. I swear she could smell it a mile away. 
P: Yeah, it's like that 
I: So it's like a hyper-sensitivity? 
P: Yes. 
I: You mentioned that seeing another drunk could trigger cravinp. Do any other kinds of people trigger 
cravings? When you see certain people? 
P: No. I dont think so. 
I: What about certain places? 
P: Well, if you go by a bar, it's going to trigger something. 
I: Aî thingelse? 
P: Sometimes, like if I went to a concert and there were a lot of people drinking, smoking dope and stuff. 
I: Will certain situations trigger cravings? 
P: I guess a situation like going to a concert That would be a situation. 
I: Any kind of circumstances, like life circumstances? 
P: Oh, m^  ̂when Tm dq>ressed. 
L Where in your body do you feel cravings? In your head, your arms, your legs, your bade, your 
stomach? 
P: Umm—in stomach and in nq  ̂mouth—like a diy feeling, like I water the mouth. 
I: So what does your stomach fed like? 
P: Just knots up sometimes. 
I: Do you have aiq  ̂numbness or tingling in aiQr parts of your bo(fy? 
P: Nothing else, no. 
I: Do you fed it anywhere else? 
P: The cravings? 
I: Yes. 
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P: Oh, in your mind. 
L biyourmind? 
P: Yeah. 
t What about your heart? How does your heart feel? 
P: Thesame. 
I: Thesame? 
P: Yes. 
I: And your breathing? 
P: Thesame. You gotta remember that I diank most of nqr life, so I can't remember much about when I 
wasnt drinking. 
I: This is your first time clean. When you are craving, now that you are clean, do you ever experience 
any withdrawal synqMoms? Do you have a craving now? 
P: Just like the watering in the mouth—I would s  ̂that is what a withdrawal would be. 
I: Okay. Nothing else, like no shaking or-? 
P: No. 
I: Did your mouth water when you were drinking a lot? When you were craving? 
P: Oh, yeah. 
I: What thoughts went through your mind when you were craving? 
P: I wished I could get some alcohol. 
I: Get some alcohol. Anythiî  else? 
P: Like I think maybe I can get away with it 
L Get away with it? 
P: Drinking—like here. Nobody will find out Trytoplao^games with your head. 
I: Do you think you could get away with it here? 
P: I dont really care if I could-it's just what you think about I don't really want to. 
I: Do you thinlf, I wish I could get some, I wish I had mon ,̂ I wish I could get awa^r with it? Are these 
thoughts persistent? 
P: No. Just once in a while. 
I: What about when you're actually craving? Are these thoughts kind of persistent? 
P: Yeah. 
I: If you're doing something else, can th^r take over your mind? 
P: Th  ̂usually do. 
I: Do you have these thoughts every time you crave? Are thqr pan of your craving? 
P: Pr(4)ably. Itmaybe. They might be part of it 
I: Do you think pn^ably? Or do you think a craving is different from these thoughts? 
P: It Idnd of comes along with it 
I: The thoughts come along with the craving? 
P: Yes. 
I: Can certain people trigger these kinds of thoughts? 
P: Yeah, drunks can. 
I: Drunks can. What about places? 
P: Yeah. I guess. 
I: Like what kind of places? 
P: Basically you'd go and people were partying. Then Td have cravings. 
I: Situations? Circumstances? 
P: Yeah. When you're put under pressure, or something like that, you think about it 
I: How do you get rid of these thoughts? What do you do to get rid of them? 
P: Push them out, think about something else? 
I: Like what? 
P: Thinking about Something else—good things—about going back home or going to Lake Havasu or 
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something-just get it out of n  ̂mind. 
I: So you think about positive things? 
P: Yes. 
I: When you tiy to get rid of these thoughts, how successful are you? 
P: Itusu^worics. 
I; Usualty. Would yon say 100% ofthe time 50% of the time? 
P: No, probably 80,80% of the time. 
I: And then \̂ ^hqq)ens that other 20% of the time? 
P: Sometimes Ijust think about it for a wliile, and then eventually it goes awqr. Usually I can get over it 
lightaway. By thinking about something else, or getting tq> and moving awaqr from the drunk on the bus 
or something like that 
I: So getting up and moving todc it aw2  ̂
P: Yes. 
I: And, s  ̂you cant get rid of it? Does your craving slowty go away? 
P: No. I ha  ̂to push it out of the w .̂ ft wont slowly go aw .̂ Generally you've got to change it 
yourself. ItH keep getting worse ifyoudont do somet̂ g. Sometimes just getting active, picking iq) a 
book and starting to read it, or go pl̂  some baske0)all, or do something else helps. Qfcourse,youcan 
alw  ̂go to an AA meeting. 
I: Do AA meetings help? 
P: Yes. But a lot oftimesthQ  ̂make me think about drinking. 
I: Why is that? 
P: That's all they talk about Warstories. I get kind of tired of them. Who cares how bad it was when 
you were drinking. Let's hear how good it is when you're not 
I: And do you think AA will help you st̂  clean? 
P: I do be(kuse they have a lot of things thqr do outside of AA, dances, a lot of other activities-
I: So you think the support staff will help? The social stuff? 
P: Yes. I alrea(fy  ̂got a sponsor-the nano Club and stuff. It's one ofthe clubs in town for AA. 
I: Do you have a sponsor in Lake Havasu? 
P: I'm getting one. He knows somdxxfy iq) there he's calling, somdxxiy to contact with when I get there. 
I: Oh, that's good. 
P: And then I dont know. At least Fll have somebocfy to get in contact with, some programs. 
I: When you e}q)erience cravings, do you want to go out and get alcohol? 
P: No. I dont want to, but I still have cravings. 
I: What about when you were drinking? 
P: You mean in between when you were having cravings? 
I: Yeah. 
P: Generally, rd go out and get something. 
L It would motivate you to go out and get alcohol? 
P: Yes. ffl went out and got alcohol every time I had a craving. Id be drunk everydiQr. 
I: And it made you want to get alcohol? 
P: Yes. 
I: When you were drinking, what would you ss  ̂was the frequency that you would use in response to a 
craving? 
P: I would say probably two or three times a week. 
L Two or thrw times a week, and you had a craving eveiyd^QT. 
P: Lot oftimesljustautomadcalfy after work went and got alcohol and drank. I went to the bar 
automatically, so I didnt have cravings. It was controUed, but after work Fd go speedily to the bar or Td 
go get a bottle and go home. 
L Did you find your cravings to be, did th  ̂tend to come when you had problems getting the alcohol? 
P: No. Because nobo(fy has problems getting the alcohol. Youcanilwaysgoto Vegas or Reno, which I 
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did a couple of tiines— 
I: So you could diink 24 hours a day? 
P: Plus it's fiee, and yoo can get alcohol just about aiqrwheie. 
D Thafs true, in the casinos. 
P: You can sit at the Keno board all d  ̂long and drink for nothing. Get a roll of nidcels and sit there 
and put one in at a time and gtt drunk. 
D Is that what you used to do? 
P: Yes. 
I: I hadnt thought of that 
P: An alcoholic can get pret̂  inventive. 
I: Ifyou had an alcohol craving, would aî thing else ever satisfy it? 
P: Yeah. Activities would. Going out and pUqing basketball or getting involved in a good book. Or 
sometinies just eating-just dotng something. 
I: And that would satisfy the craving? 
P: Not as &r as a soda or something like that would, but you know-
sometimes it's just being hungiy, and that's all you think about is alcohol, so it pops in. 
L So you're hungiy and you're misleading your bod|y? 
P: Your body's always tdling you you're carving alcohol aiqnv  ̂because you're so used to putting alcohol 
in there. Sometimes just a candy to for the sugar. 
I: How hard would you tiy to satisfy your cravings? 
P: Before or now? 
I: Before. 
P: I usually drank. 
I: You usually drank. Do certain emotions or feelinp trigger your cravings? 
P: Sure, ff̂ you're depressed. 
I: Depressed. Aî lhing else? Happy feelings? 
P: Not usually-just being sad, depressed, stressfiil, ms^be looking for a job or something like that that's 
really stressful. I think about casing it with a coiq>le of drinks. A couple bottles. 
I: A couple bottles, yes. You have a big tolerance now. 
P: They claim people's tolerance goes down, but mine never did. 
I: You always drank more and more and more? 
P: Yes. 
I: How do you feel emotionally when you're experiencing cravings? Any specific emotions that stick out 
in your mind? 
P: Sometimes depression. Sometimes I feel happy after I get over it 
I: So now that you're not drinking, you feel happy? 
P: Yeah, glad that I got over it without drinking. I still feel a bit silly because I'm still getting the 
craving. 
I: Well, you know, you may get them for a long time. 
P: Oh, yeah. 
I: No need to feel silly-it's part of the disease process. As long as you can get over them-that's what 
matters. How motivated are you to stî  clean? 
P: As much as I can put into it As much as I put into getting drunk bdoreFll put into staying sober. 
I: Say ten is very motivated, and one not very motivated— 
P: I would say nine easy. Probably a ten. FU do anything to st̂  sober. Six years running around chasing 
a drunk—you cant catch yourself 
I: That's about all I have. Do you think there's anything I missed? 
P: I don't think so. 
I: Anything else important to how you e}q)erience craving, how it operates in terms of your addiction? 
P: The best thing to do is-that I can think of with cravings-is try to get it out of your mind, and fill it 
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with somethiiig else, get cm with somethiiig else right away, instead of dwelling on the cravings. 
I: Is that someOiingth  ̂teach yoa in treatment, or did yoa figure it out yomself? 
P: Ijust figured it out n^sell Fd be a lot better off ifljust went right on and did something else-pick 
iq>abook,grabacan^bar,̂ ^>ateveryouhavetodo, soyoudontthinkabootit The longer you think 
about it tbe worse it gets, ijke right now, nqr mouth is wateringjusttUnkiiig about it, just talldng about 
it 
I: Yeah—you dont have to go do something. 
P: ni go eat, eat dinner. 
I: That's good. 
P: There's a nuinber of things I can do-̂ 1  ̂cards, do aiQtbing just to get yourmrnd off it 

SUBJECT 1013 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 37 
Sex; M^e 
Race: White 
Education: GED 
Days Clean: 70 

Literviewen What is your drug of choice? 
Participant: Alcohol 
I: Ifyou could use anything, what would be the first thing you would use? 
P: Pot Marijuana. 
I: When did you start using pot on a regular basis? 
P: When I was 13 years old. • 
I: Have you had aiq  ̂periods of abstinence? 
P: Yeah, like an 11-month period, a nine-month period. 1 used it daily. 
I: And alcohol? When did you start drinking? 
P: At around 12. 
I: Around 12. How many periods of abstinence from alcohol? 
P: The same period. Whra I relapsed. Either I smoked pot and drank alcohol, or I drank alcohol and 
looked at the pot Or a combination. 
I: Okay, so you relapsed both? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Anything else that you've used on a regular basis? Ss  ̂two to three times a week. 
P: Cocaine. 
L Cocaine. How old were you when you first started using cocaine? 
P: 33. No. Six years ago—31. 
I: When did you stop using cocaine? 
P; 1989. 
I: So just for about two years? 
P: Yes. That was enough. 
L' Did you snort it smoke it? 
P: Idî tshootit Mostly snorted it I didn't care for smoking. 
I: Anything else that you used on a regular basis? Crank? 
P: Does that mean three times a week for a year straight something like that? 
I: Oh, for a six-month period.' 
P: Speed. 
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I: For a year, two yean? 
P: Ten or twelve years—I alw  ̂had q)eed on the side. If I had to go to work or something, Fd take some 
q>eed. 
I: So you wouldn't be so tired? 
P: Yeah. 
I: So when did you start doing that? 
P: I started using speed when I was about 14. 
I: So there's alw  ̂been a pattern—? 
P: Yeah. Because it got so pl̂ cally demanding-as much as I drank-I cant hardly move unless I take 
some qwed or smoke pot 
L Was it the same period that you were clean from that? 
P: Yeah. 
I: AiQlhing else you've used on a regular basis? No heroin? 
P; No. 
I: Do you smoke cigarettes? 
P: Yes. I think it's the oral fixation. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Could you define craving in your own words. What is a craving? 
P: To me craving is-that's a tough one—it's knowing I can get something to change nQr mood and totally 
wrapped î )injust that specific thing. If there was a can with nothing in it, I wouldn't crave it Butif 
there was a can with a joint in it, I would know that the joint was in the can and just be preoccupied with 
smoking that 
I: Your cravings for alcohol or drugs—would you say thqr are th  ̂similar to craving food? When you 
would binge—did you get cravings for food when you binged? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Were thq  ̂the same, or different? 
P: They're different The alcohol is-I wont eat-one of my rel£q)se signs is if I get up in the morning and 
refiise-if I'm hungry but still wont eat—that means I'm going to drink. I cant eat and drink at the same 
time. It's one or the other with me. So-there are times when I crave food, and there's times when I have 
alcohol. And when I crave food, I dont want alcohol. And when I crave alcohol, I dont want any food. 
So they're pretty similar, but the alcohol is a lot more intense craving. 
I: It's more intense? 
P: Yeah. Much more intense. It depends on whether you're talking about when Fm using or when I'm 
not using. 
I: Ate you craving-well, weH probably get to that Are your cravings different when you're not using? 
P: Right 
I: Is a craving the same as an urge to do something? 
P: No. I get an urge for something and it's wrong-you know if I s  ̂I want to steal a coiq>le of 
cigarettes-if I get an urge to do something like that, I can rationalize it away. But with alcohol, I cant 
rationalize it aw .̂ I always-the fixling might go awaqr, but then I find reasons that I could drink or I 
should drink. 
L When you have the feeling of craving, is it the same as needing something? 
P: Yeah. Yes it is. 
L Is craving the same or different from a need? 
P: It's different Because-I know it's different—I dont have a choice. 
I: You dont have a choice when you're craving? 
P: Right It's-I dont have a choice. You know when you hear a freight train? 
I: Yes. 
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P: And all you can hear-there might be thonsandsaftrees and all sorts ofstuffaiDund it, bnt all you hear 
is the freight train, and you see it-and when I get a craving to drink, or an urge to drink, it's like that It's 
like tunnel vision. And eveiything else is pushed to the side. Like, for instance, I didnt want to drink, 
and I tried things like painring room, building models, you know, like taking a d  ̂to build a model 
that would take a wedc. Fd paint my room in two hours. Fd have signs on my door telling me not to 
drink. You know, before I go out the door, and I wouldn't even see them. And that's why I put them there 
in the first place. 
L So you would see them and not drink? 
P: Yeah. But ifs just tunnel vision-that's all that matters, just the drinking. Then Fd get real anxious 
and nervous tin I drank. 
1  ̂ Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: No. Jonesing is like physical to me. You know, it's a physical need. It's like I really dont want to use 
butldouse. Where a craving-is I want to use but I know I shouldn't use, but I use axQ^ways. Like 
jonesing, I don't feel bad about using. Craving I do. 
L Are there aî  other street terms for craving that you're aware of? 
F: No. Maybe I need. I gotta score. Slang stuff lite that No. I cant think of anything. 
I: How much to you like how you feel when you're high on alcohol or pot? 
F: It's two difTeient highs. When Fm smoking pot—I don't know if it's true or not-but I feel like Fm more 
intellectual, that it opens iq> a part of n  ̂brain. 
L Bow much do you like that? How much do you like that feeling? 
P: I like that Because my mind's not racing. 
P: On a scale of one to ten, where ten is &ntastic and one is terrible, how much would you say you like 
the feeling? 
P: Eight. And my normal feelings, like I do right now, Fd give a five. 
I: How much do you like the high you feel firom alcohol? 
F: Three. 
I: A three? Why so low? 
F: Because at this point in drinking, I dont drink to feel good, I drink to feel worse. 
I: You drink to feel worse? 
P: Yeah. Because it's a different feeling. It'slikelknow-youknow, lusedtokidnQrselfthatlwould 
feel better, but actually feeling worse—you know working eight hours a day, coming home and paying the 
bills, it's veiy boring. It's also vety mature, and Fm very immature. And I like to do things, I like the 
excitement, the adrenaline of being in a bad situation and having to get out of it You know, like being 
behind in my bills and stuff. Andldrink. Fm an angiy diunk, you might say. I drink to feel worse 
because it's a different feeling.-
I: When you first started drinking, did you-the high that you feel from drinking, or how much you like 
it, has that changed? 
F: Yeah. I used to be a-I was a bartender all my life, for like 18 years. I was the life of the par .̂ 
I: So you used to like being dnmk a lot more? 
P: Yes. 
L Has the high that you feel fiom alcohol, has that changed over the time that you've used? 
P: Ohyeah. I used to be real a happy-go-Iuclgr, sociable drinker, you know life<f-4he )̂arty type of 
person. I thinlr what's changed isnt the high because when I got high before I alw  ̂mixed a lot of 
things together, like Fd alw  ̂get speed. K^I didnt do speed, Fd replace it with cote. So I was doing a 
depressing drug, then I was doing speed and cote which will bring you iq), and smoking the pot, so it was 
a different high conq)letely-the coî ination of all three. If I was just drinking, it's strictly a dq>ressant 
And Fm already depressed to start with and I get more depressed. It's lite I feed on it You know, when I 
drink, I get pis  ̂at myself Fm a binge drinker now, lite I dont drink for four or five or six d ,̂ then 
FU drink for two days at the most Then my body cant tate it any 
more. I get so physically ill, I cant think about another drop in me. 
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I: When yoa were osiiig on a tegular basis, how fiequentfy would you oqMrience craving? 
P: While Fm using? 
I: Yes. 
P: Geez-evoy ten minutes. • 
I: Eveiy ten minutes. 
P: As soon as nqr drink ran out, rd need more. When that one was gone, Fd want another one. 
I: How long have you been dean this time? 
P: About 70 d .̂ 
L' Do you know what was your last drinking d£  ̂
P: The ninth cf October. 
I: Now that you're trying to sC  ̂clean, how fiequently do you crave? 
P: The craving that I have, it's not pineal, ft's whenever I get depressed or feeling self-i>ity, I want a 
drink. It's not like I wake iq> and Fm shaking for a drink. No. Ifs like somdxxfy  ̂pissed me off or told me 
I did something wrong, I wasn't working program, you know, somdxxfy important Qfiflfeelthat 
Fm not working n  ̂program, which Fve felt like that l̂ ty. 
I: So how often do you feel that h^>pens? How often do you think you crave? 
P: On a daily basis? 
L Yes. 
P: Okay. Probably three or four times a week, and on a daily basis, probably six or seven times a day. 
I: So on the days that you crave, it's pret̂  intense? 
P: Yeah. The eating disorder pk^rs a part in this too. Because, like I say, I drink because Fm depressed 
and I warn to get more depressed for some reason. And I pine sugar, and sugar's a depressant when you 
use it like I do. So Fm actually using. Fm not using alcohol but Fm using a depressant which I can't do 
anymore. It really sucks. 
I: You can't eat sugar aiQrmore? 
P: No. Th^r got me on-no sugar. No white flour and no sugar and no caffeine. And last night I was 
craving sugar. I found n^rself trying to trick n^r roommates-Fd take their sodas, you know, minor 
decaffeinated stuffy I was going to take a soda, hide it where thq  ̂couldn't see it They couldn't tell, 
[unintelligible] You know, shit like that I made a pizza sauce, and the pizza sauce—I was going to put 
sugar in the sauce. 
I: The frequency with which you crave-does that change over time? Is it the same now that you're tiying 
to stay clean? Do you think the frequency has changed over time? In any kind of consistent way? 
P: Well, when Fm aware of a craving now, I do something about it Whereas opposed to when Fm out 
there, doing something about it is satisfying the craving. And now, if I feel like having a drink, Fll have 
something to eat Because that takes away the craving to drink for me. The sugar thing is new. I'm 
having a hard time with it, because if I crave sugar, and I eat a piece of meat, obviously it's not what I'm 
looking for. And I still feel I want sugar. 
I: You should try to eat fruit 
P: That's what I do. Ihadabanana. 
I: Fruit has sugar in it—fructose. That'll probably satisfy the biological urge. It would be better than 
protein. Protein doesnt metabolize as fast as sugar. So you mention that you crave sugar. Do you just 
crave alcohol and pot or do you crave other things? 
P: No. Alcohol and pot 
I: You don't crave other fypes of drugs? 
P: No. If they're not available and out of nqr sight Ifyou had a pocket full of cdce, and were offering it 
around, I would eventually have some of it 
I: You crave stuff that you have access to? 
P: Yeah. That's it If it's available. The same thing with the eating disorder. When I was at the detox, 
there was no possible way to'get a cookie at one o'clock at night, so I slept all the way through. Here, I 
know there's cookies downstairs, I know— 
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£ MaQte you guys sbouklntbiv them. 
P: Well, there's fixir people. not fiir to the other three people. And this is a good place to learn to do 
that, becanseth^re going to be around me the rest of life. I know these things are just side. 
L When you're usin& do you get cravings of different intensities? 
P: No. It's kind of constant, actually. 
I; You dont get stronger and weaker ones? 
P: I dont know ifFm confusing cravings with desire. Idontknow. If n^r drink is getting enqî , I want 
to get it fiill, so the cravings were not there, I know it's there. IfIwantout,IgetpanidQr. 
I: So when you're using, you try not to crave? Is that a fiir statement? 
P: Veiyfiir. Iwouldsqrthat I tried to keep the siqipfy  ̂coming. And not worried about going broke till 
rm done using vdiich is when rm passed out somev^ .̂ The onfy reason I would want to keq)mon  ̂is 
that Tm not ready to stop using. 
I: Now that you're trying to stay clean, do you get cravings of different intensities? Different strengths? 
P; Yeah. 
I: What would a strong craving feel like? 
P: It's kind of angiy. 
I: Angiy? 
P: Anger, it's an anger thing. I get angiy-if that's possible. Yeah, I get angiy. Fll show them, Fll use, if 
that's possible. Nfy craving to use is a self-abusive thing. It's not a-hey I want to go out and have a good 
time, have a couple of beers to be sociable with somdxxfy. It's-rm really pissed off and not leally dealing 
with the problem at hand and I want to esc  ̂it 
I: What would a weaker craving feel like? 
P: Like walking by—going to Circle K and walking past the beer cooler. 
I: What happens to you when you walk past the beer cooler? 
P: I can see the beer, I can taste the beer. I know what it feels like holding it in my hand. Igetthat-I'm 
not even using the damn shit, and it's affecting me. 
I: So you feel high? 
P: Yrah, I get like-
I: Do you get a rush? 
P: Ye  ̂ Just thinking about using. I remember periods ifl ran out ofpot, and it took me about a day to 
get it And I'm the kind of gt̂  who would go looking for pot in the carpet, and Td get mad at my wife 
because she didn't hide at̂  on me, or something. And when I found the pot after going around looking 
for it, it was such a relief that I would actually just put it in the pipe and hold it before I smoked it And 
get the good feeling knowing that I had it So when I walk into tite liquor store I get that feeling. Thereit 
is, it's just out of reach, but it's still there. 
I: Is it kind of comforting? 
P: Well, it's more—well, maybe it is comforting. Because I know it's still there, and ifl choose to use it 
it's right there. So maybe it is. 
I: What's stopping you from using? 
P: Idontknow. Probably some wrong reasons. To be honest I dont want to let my counselor down; I 
really respect my counselor. People here, and it's like Fm not very healtl̂  at this point, but I know that if 
Ijust dont use, I will besomed .̂ It's not like Fm going in there and saying, "Oh, you're a good guy. 
Dont do that to yourself." Fm doing it for other people. In the bade of n^mî  knowing that possibly 
somed -̂you know-the first time I went through treatment th^r call it a pink doud or a thirty-day 
wonder, and you're feeling real good about yourself Fm not to that point This is all old stuff; and 
nothing's new. Soit'snotaveryh ĵpythî  I know what Fm here for. There's no new ejqMriences 
going on. It's all stufTthat I ali«uly know andjusthavent done. That's what Fmhcqnng for, itil come. 
I: When do you typically e^rience craving? You mentioned ifyour drink is ninning out Are there 
other times that you e^qwrience craving? 
P: When Fm not using or when I am? 
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I: When you're uang. 
P: Ary afternoon. Prababfy around one o'dodc. 
D What about when you're tiying to stqr dean? 
P: IfighL or nine o'dodc at night Ifs later in the dqr. been boring, or whatever you want to 
callit Later on in the night, it's been boring, and I want to fiidc it Excuseme. 
I: Does seeing certain people trigger cravings? 
P: fi's hard for me because I don't know aiQixxfy in town. Fm trying to think bade to wlien I was in 
Wisconsin. Yeah. 
L What kind ofpeople would trigger it? 
P: The people I used to use with. I can go into a bar fiill ofpeople, and it's bad, bad-I fell right back into 
the using behavior. I might not be drinking, but it's all the same cnq). Seeing people that Fve used with 
triggers the cravings. I guess what hq^xns is I think about the good times I had. I don't think about the 
bad ones for some reascm, but I think about good times that I had with them and how nice it would be to 
do that again. 
I: Do certain places ever trigger cravings? 
P: Definitely a bar. I guess recently-eveiyfoody changes throughout their life so those places would 
probably cha  ̂as I get older. Butinthelastfewyears-Ihadthisgirifiiend, soiflhearhername, Iget 
feeling sony for nqrself and get a craving to use. We used to do a lot of; say shewing. Here's another 
one, too—we used to woik in an industrial kitchen. We worked together for a universî . I got another job 
3000 miles away, and she was over there and I was over here in the kitchen that had the same equipment 
Just using that equipment was thinking about her, and I related it to drinking. How nnich fim we had at 
the bars. Butlr^ydid-Icameintoaplaceandldidntwanttodrinkoruse, and I thought about using. 
I: Do certain situations or circumstances trigger cravings? 
P: Talking about it Glorî ing it when Fm talking about it stimulates the urge to drink, the craving. 
That's about the only thing I can think of. I went to a rock concert the other d ,̂ a couple of days ago, a 
couple of months ago, whatever, and I had no urge to drink whatsoever. So that situation didnt do it for 
me. But talking, sitting here with three or four guys, and start talking about drinking and glorifying it I 
wantto drink. 
I: When you're craving, where in your bo<fy do you fed it? 
P: I feel it in nQT head. And nqr stomach. 
I: What does your head feel like? 
P: It's like that freight train I was talking about Nfy thoughts are very quidc;n  ̂thought processes are 
veiy, veiy fast and they're very specific. It's a battle to drink or not to drink if you're not drinking. And 
usiially, depending upon what kind of situation I'm in, FU lose that battle. 
I: W t̂doesyour stomach feel like? 
P: Hungry. But not for food. Like you go on a diet and your stomach shrivels iq), it feels like that It 
really does. Like it's making a fist 
D And your heart-do you fed aiqrthing in your heart? 
P: Idont&daiQthing. Fm aware that uQr heart rate goes up. It's exdting it like now-talking about it 
I: Your breathing? 
P: Fm short of breath all the time, so it's kind of bard for me to s .̂ 
I: Do you ever feel nauseous? Sick to your stomach? 
P: Fm bulimic, so I gotta take a second to think about that one. No. 
I: When you're clean, do you ever experience aî  withdrawal symptoms when you're craving? 
P: When Fm dean? 
I: Yes. 
P: Like? 
I: Shakes, or runny nose, wateiy mouth... 
P: Heart rate goes 19. I am salivating as we speak, so maybe so. Maybe that's the watering in the mouth 
that you were talking about 
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I: What thoughts nmtfaioagh your mind wben you're cqteriendng a craving? 
P: What it would be like to hold it in hand. What it's like to have it in my hand. AndthesmelL I 
drink f̂ iisk^stniglitiiowad  ̂The smell of w4)isk .̂ And even the burning sensation of it going 
down my throat And then the pump or the nish that you get 
h Therush. Do certain situations, places, or people trigger these thoughts? When you're craving-what 
it would be like to have in your hand-what it would smdl like— 
P: If it's hot out, and I see a beer comniercial and the sweat tunning off the can-that would do it 
Seeing-smeOing it I could walk a bar and smell the alcohol in it Smelling it is bad-that's real 
intense. 
I: What do you do to get rid of these thoughts? 
P: Drink. Oaughs) 
I: What do yon do now? 
P: I eat something, ni grab somebody, not be alone. Talkaboutit 
I: Hiow successful are you now at getting rid of these thoughts? When you waiot to get rid of them? 
P: Not as successful as Id like to be. 
L Would you say 50% of the time? 
P: Yeah. No-
I: More or less? 
P: Probably less. To get rid (rf̂ the thoughts, I would sa  ̂I do it 40% of the time. Sometimes I have to go 
to bed with those thoughts. That's another thing I do—go to bed. 
I: Go to sleep? 
P: Gotosleq). I have meditation t̂ )es-
I: U^you're craving alcohol, will another Qpe of drug satisfy that craving? 
P: Umm-rd have to s  ̂no because Fve tried just smoking pot, and I always wind up drinking at some 
point There nuQT be a day goes by that I don't drink, but it's alw  ̂in my mind whether tonight m have . 
a beer or a whisky sour, (sighs) Fm&ding! 
I: Fmsorty. What would you sî  is the frequency with which you use in response to cravings? 
P: Oh man-probably 95% of the time. 
I: When you were using, how hard would you try to satisfy your craving? 
P: I would start with a glass fiill of whiskey, nothing else, just whiskq .̂ And drink it Almost vomit-I'd 
have to hold it down, use all the tricks. Not breathe through my nose so I wouldn't smell it—all those 
tricks. To keep it down. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions trigger cravings? 
P: Self-pify, anger, guilt 
I: How do you feel emotionally when you're craving? 
P: Very anxious, undecided, cant make a decision. 
I: Aiqthing else? 
P: Self-fity-did I say that already? 
t Yes. 
P: Yeah, self pify. Tm feeling like Ijust want to get aw .̂ I want to esc  ̂realify. Feelnothing. 
I: That's all I ha .̂ Is there anything that Fve missed that's really inqxirtant as to how you experience 
cravings? 
P: No, I cant reaUy think of aiQthing. 

SUBJECT 1014 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 
Sex: 

27 
Female 
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Race; White 
Education: 9*** Grade 
Days Clean: SIO 

Interviewer: Are you onprobalioa or parole? 
PartidpaBt: Parole. 
K Are yoa here voluntarily? 
P: Yes. I was in the treatment center in prison. 
I; You weren't at SAGLAC, were you? 
P: No, I was at Sansanita. 
I: What were you in prison for? 
P: Burglary Because of drugs. 
L Have you ever been arrested for aiqthing else? 
P: Countless things. Prostitution. Breaking and entering. Criminal trespassing. 
I: Domestic violence stuff? 
P: Yes. 
I: Aiqr assaults or anything? 
P: Attempted murder once. 
I: Would you say most ofthestufi'was drug related? 
P: Yes, all of it was. 
I: How many convictions do you have? 
P: One. 
I: Just one? 
P: Yes. 
I: That's lucky. 
P: Yes. 
I: What is your drug of choice? 
P: Cocaine, speed, marijuana. 
I: What's your favorite? 
P: Speed. 
I: When did you start using speed? How old were you? What grade were you in? 
P: I was 17. I wasnt in school. 
I: How much education do you have? 
P: Up to the ninth grade. 
I: Do you have a GED? 
P: I was working on that in prison and then thQT released me. 
I: You can start woridng on it here. Did you use right up until you wdat to prison. 
P: Yeah. I got arrested. 
I: Okay, so firom 17 to 26. 
P; Yes. 
L Did you shoot it? 
P: Shot it 
I: Shot it And cocaine? When did you start using cocaine? 
P: At 13. 
I: Until you went to prison? 
P: Yes. 
I: Smoke it, snort it, shoot it? 
P: Slammed it 
I: Slammed it Fve been talking to you guys for so long that Tm getting used to the language. [Laugh] 
m say. They slammed cocaine. People say, "Slammed it? What's that mean?" I say, "Tb  ̂shot 
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it" I got all the lingo down now. When did you start using pot? 
P: When I was seven. 
I: When you were seven? Who gave it to you when you were seven? 
P: Kfy mother. 
I: Yourmother. Was ytjur mother an addict? 
P: She still is. Alcoholic. 
L And did you use pot right 19 until you went to prison? 
P; Yes. 
I: Do you drink at all. Do you use alcohol? 
P: Ye  ̂Idrink. I started to drink really heavy befiire I went to prison. IVe been an on-and-off drinker 
for years. Kfy mom has been drinking for I dont know how maiQr years-I used to sneak it fiom her. 
I: Doyouh^aiqrkids? 
P: Two boys. 
I: Who are they living with? 
P: I placed them in foster care when I was doing coke. They're in Seattle. 
I: Do you have rights to them, or—? 
P: I don't know. I just left. 
I: You just left. That must be hard. 
P: Pretty hard. 
I: Are you going to try to see them? 
P: I don't know yet 
I: You haven't decided? 
P: Yes. I write the CPS letters, and th^r just don't seem to like rq)ly. They're five and six now, they 
were a year and a half and six months when I placed them. 
I: Hopefully thq  ̂got in a good foster home. 
P: Ihopeso. T  ̂were supposed to keep them together, but you know how— 
I: Well, they try. I used to work with kids, and they try. t̂hey're close in age, they probably do. 
P: They're only 15 months apart 
I: And thq^re probably cute, too. 
P; Yes. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Can you define craving in your own words for me? What is a craving? 
P: Tome? 
I: Yes, to you. 
P: Of what cocaine, speed, pot, alcohol? 
I: Is it different for different drugs? 
P: For me it is. 
I: Okay, for q)eed. 
P: For speed, Ijust-I gotta think about this, it's been so long. I get real worn out, and nobody gets 
jittery. That's basically it for speed. Then I go get some. 
I: lien you go get some. What about for cocaine? 
P: For cocaine-I got bitchy irritable, you didnt want to be arxnmd me until I got some. 
I: What about pot? 
P: I used to smoke that all da  ̂long every d .̂ 
I: You used to smoke it all d^? 
P: Yeah. Kfy &mily used to grow it in big bams. So I had access to it all the time. 
I: Would you s  ̂a craving is the same or different fix>m an urge? 
P: Different 
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I: How would it be different? 
P: Because an urge is thinking about going and getting it, and a craviî  is going and getting it 
I: Okay. That makes sense. Is a craving the same or different from a need? From needing something? 
P: A craving is the same as a need. When you have a craving, ifs like your body telling you to go get it, 
youneedit ftwaswithme. 
I: Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: No. 
I: No. So what's jonesing? 
P: Jonesing is viiien you've ran oat and you do aî thing you can to get more. Rob, cheat, steal, lie. 
I: Okay, so you have a craving when you still have access or have the stuff? 
P: Yes. 
I: Are there other street terms that you're aware of for craving? 
P: It's been so long since Fve been on the street— 
I: Did you use in prison? 
P: No, because I didnt hang around with other people that were doing dope in prison. They were into 
pills there. I never—I was workiiig on a program in prison, so I wasn't too into people who were doing 
pills to st̂  asleep while they're in there and shit 
L I know that a lot of people use in prison. 
P: Oh, yeah. 
I: How much do you like the high that you feel? From, s ,̂ qwed? 
P: Alot It gave me a lot of energy. It helped me get things done that I wouldn't have been able to get 
done—move &ster. Fm a hyper person arQ^w ,̂ so you can imagine what Fm like on speed. Whoo! I'm a 
really hyper person. 
I: On a scale of one to ten, how much would you s  ̂you liked it? 
P: Ten. If it was put in fiont of me right now, I dont know if I could say no. If it was put physically in 
front of me. 
I: What are you going to do to make sure you don't encounter that? 
P: Don't go around people that do it Or use it Stay away from people, places and things. 
I: Has the high that you feel from speed changed over the ten years you were using? 
P: Yeah. I was starting to get paranoid. Feeling sick and dehydrated, and skin was getting really 
dried out from all the chemicals. I had to do more to get high, and then I just wouldn't get high, you 
know. 
I: So would you say that how much you liked it changed over the ten years you were using? 
P: When I first staked, I liked it more. Towards the end of it, it was only a need kind of thing. Mybody 
needed so I was doing it It wasnt that I didn't like it aiQinoR; I just needed it My body needed it 
That's too bad. 
I: What do you mean, that's too bad? 
P: Whenyoudq>endonadtugtokeepyoumotivated-that'swhatlmean. 
I: When you were using, how frequently would you have cravings? 
P: Every time I started to come down off of it And I would feel nqr little motor, like relaxing a little bit 
too mucL 
I: What about now that you're clean? Do you ever have cravings? 
P: No. 
I: What about when you were first clean? 
P: When I was first dean, yeah, nuQlie a little bit I knew I couldnt get it so I didn't really wony about 
it too much. I was working on just staying out of trouble and stsQong clean because I didn't want it no 
more. 
I: So you decided, you made a decision. 
P: Yes. I made a decision to turn my will and life over to the power because rve had 20 years of doing it 
and Tm just worn out And seeing what it does to people, what it did to me. 
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L Has the fiequency with which you crave change over the 20 years yoaVe used? 
P: Yes. 
L In what w  ̂did it diange?. In ̂ iiiiatw  ̂did the fiequency change? 
P: I wanted it more often. 
I: You wanted it more oAen? 
P: Td go in the bathroom and shoot iqi a half gram eveiyha]f boor or less, v îerevî ien I first started, it 
was like m^be once ever five hours. SoIhadapret̂ bighabitgoingoxL I was a sick little person. 
L HbpefultyyoucanstidEtoit 
P: Oh,rmgoingto. Iplanonit 
I: Doyoucrave—would you crave just speed, or would you crave other drugs as well? 
P: Fd crave aî thing that I could get unhands on. IfIoouldntgBtq)eed,rdgoforookeorifIcouldn't 
go for coke, Fd get me some pot Snudts that until I could get something dse. 
I: Did you ever e}q)erience cravings of different intensities? DifiTerent strengths. 
P: I don't think so. 
I: No. 
P: No. 
I: When you were using—you mentioned that you typicalfye}q)erienced craving when you were coming 
down-were there other situations where you would typically e7q)erience a craving? 
P: When I got into a fight with uQr mother, or nqr brother. LilK the thing with my kids. I started using 
more after I did that with my kids. You know-sttessed out situations, probleî  worry. 
I: You know, you probably did the right thing. 
P: Ibelievel̂ d. And Fm ready to get nqr kids bade now, but I want a little bit more sobrie  ̂if I do that 
I: Well, you did do the right thing. It's a hard thing to do, too. 
P: Very hard. I was a total wreck. 
I: They didnt take them, you just voluntarily— 
P: I placed them. 
I: You placed them. That's really good. That you had that much sense. 
P: Author wanted me to do was treatment And I wouldn't do the treatment I was too busy in the 
bathroom at CPS getting high every ten minutes after seeing my kids. 
I: Do certain people trigger cravings? Ifyou see certain people. 
P: Ifl see somd)̂  stoned, I want to get stoned. 
I: What about certain places? 
P: No. I'm not from around here, so— 
I: Okay. Doyouthinkcertainplaces would trigger cravings. 
P: If I was gong to a hospital, I'm sure it would  ̂
I: Why a hospital? 
P: Because Fm an IV user. An IV drug user. 
L So why a hospital? 
P: Because I us  ̂to get high in a hospital. 
I: Why did you used to get high in a hospital? 
P: It was a safe place to go get high. 
I: Really. Whe în the bathroom? 
P: Yeah, in the bathroom. 
I: Did you steal needles fiom the hoq>ital. 
P: Yes. All the time. 
I: You mentioned you e:q>erienced craving when you had fights with your mother or brother. Any other 
situations? Any other circumstances that might trigger cravings? 
P: No. I dont think so. 
I: When you are experiencing craving, where do you feel it in your body? 
P: My stomach. 
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I: YourstomadL What does your stomach ftd like? 
P: It gets all tight, and like queasy. Reallyqueasy. Like butteiflies are in there. 
I: Wl̂  do yon think that is? 
P: Because n  ̂botiy is telling me I want it or my mind's telling me I want it, but I lealfy don't want it 
I: AiQrwhere else? 
P: Just stomach. 
I: Do you have numbness or tingling aiQ'vitoe in your bod  ̂
P: Nfy stomach. 
I: Wto about your heait rate? How does your heart ftel? 
P: Oh, it goes-lhe qwed increases. 
I: The qieed does, (»'when you're craving? 
P: When Tm craving, niy heart, like, gets a little bit fister. 
I: What about your bieadiing? Aî thinghqipen with your breathing? 
P: No. 
I: K'youhavent used for a while-ifyou've been clean for a while, and you have a craving, do you ever 
experience aî  kind of withdrawal symptoms? Do you ever re^xperience withdrawal Qpe symptoms. 
P: Well, I had a trigger last Sund .̂ I was cleaning, I was polishing the floor in the ̂ nrtment with 
ammonia, and when I was smoking, I used to-
I: You cut it with ammonia? 
P: No, just cook it iq> with awmrnnia I smelled the ammonia and I was irritable all day, and bitchy, and 
just somdx)̂  you c(̂ dn't get along with that d .̂ So I guess that was kind of like a craving. Butlwent 
to a meeting, and it went away. 
I: But did you experience aî  Qpe of withdrawal symptoms? 
P: No. 
I: What thoughts went through your mind when you experienced a craving? What were you thinking? 
P: How am I going to get it îiere am I going to get it When. 
I: Are these thoughts intrusive—are th^r kind of like recurrent do they go through your mind over and 
over again and they are bard to get rid of. 
P: Yeah, with certain drugs like speed, it's hard to get rid of. And once I get it in brain, it won't go 
away. 
I: What do you do to get rid of these thoughts? 
P: I read a good book, or my meditation book, or go to a meeting, or talk to somdxxfy. Usually wheni 
feel like it, I go talk to a counselor and tell him how Fm feeling. I dont have a sponsor quite yet 
L And how successful would you say you are at getting rid of these thoughts? Like, can you get rid of 
them 50% of the time? 
P: 75% of the time. 
I: What lu^pens that other 25%? 
P: Whath^Kns? 
I: Yeah. Do you just wait until it goes away, or-? 
P: I usually do something to get rid of it 
I: Like? 
P: Like read my meditation bode, or write it down-how Fm feeling. That helps it to go aw .̂ Nfostof 
the time I try not to think about it 

[a little digression about being "left-handed souls"] 

I: When you experience craving, do you want to go find speed to satisfy it? 
P: Yes. It feels like body's telling me I need it But I dont need it That shit put me in prison. 
L How long were you in prison? 
P: Sixteen months. 
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I: Sixteen months. That's how long youVe been clean-it's a silty question. 
P: I plan on continuing ny lecoveiy. I don't want to go bade to that life. 
L That'sgood. You ought to tiy to get your (£D. Ifyou'ie craving qieed, will aiything satisfy that 
craving? 
P: Sugar. 
I: What ifyou're craving pot? ^^aiQthing else satisfy that? 
P: No. 
L What about coke? 
P: No. Nothing will satisfy it until I get some cdce. When I was using, I had to-like I slashed some 
dope in my mouth when I went to sleep, because I couldnt stay iq> no more. Because I was iq) seven djQrs. 
rd go biQT some rodcs, and Fd put it in ny month and sleq> with it in ny mouth so in the morning when I 
first woke iq>, rd have a hit That'd get me motivated— 
I: Wliydidyouhavetokeq>itinyourinouth? You didnt trust people? 
P: I didnt trust anybocfy. Nfy addiction got me to where I was paranoid, didn't trust anybody. 
I: Weren't you afiaid you'd choke on it or something? 
P: No. Because I had a bad tooth, rd just stick it iq> there. When I woke iq> in the morning, my gum was 
no good. 
I: What was the fiequency with which you would use in response to a craving? 
P: rd be using all the time. All the time—24 hours a day, 7 d .̂ I dont think there was a day that I quit 
using. 
I: How hard would you try to satisfy your craving? 
P: Pretfyhard. Td go to aiqr extremes to get it, I guess you'd say. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions trigger cravings? 
P: Just when I think about my kids. I want to go out and get high, but I automatically shut that one off. 
Because the kids is a hard one. 
I: What do you feel-what are your emotions when you're experiencing a craving? 
P: Scared. 
I: Scared. Why scared? 
P: Because I know ifl was to go out there and use again, I'd be no good. I dont think Fd come back to 
reality. 
I: AjQihing else that you feel. 
P: Just scared. 
I: Justscared. Well, that's all the questions I have. Is there anything I missed that you think is important 
to bow you experience craving? 
P: No. I think XVe—Fve really never—I always had the dope. I very rarely craved because I always had it 
I: You always had it? 
P: I always had it 
I: Was that because you made sure you had it? 
P: I was dealing, so I alw  ̂had it 
I: Is that why you dealt—to make sure you always had it? 
P; Yes. 
I: Did you support your habit off dealing? 
P: Yes, and prostitution. 
I: Didyoutnuiesexfordrup? 
P: No. I never did that The money was more in^ortant, so I could g  ̂more dope. 
I: How motivated are you to sbo  ̂clean right now-on a scale of one to ten? 
P: Ten. 
I: That's all. 

SUBJECT 1015 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 
Sex: 
Race: 

35 
Male 
White 

Education: 12"' grade 
DaQTS Qean: 46 

Diterviewen When did you become clean? 
Partkipant: Which time? 
I: This time. 
P: August 31-wait a minute—I mean October 31, Halloween. 
L And you went through LARC? 
P: Yes. 
L Are you here voluntarily? 
P: Yes. 
1: Are you on probation or parole? 
P: No. 
I: Do you have a criminal record? 
P; No. 
I: You've never committed a crime? 
P: I dont have a record. 
I: Have you ever been arrested? 
P: IgotaDUIonce. Just last summer as a matter of &ct I spent a night in jail when I was in college-
drunk and disorderly. That's it I almost got indicted once, but that's a whole other story. 
I: Indicted for? 
P: Fraud. 
I: Related to? 
P: The stock exchange. I was a trader on the stock exchange for about seven years. 
I: What were you using the monqr for? 
P: It was a trade that was kind of in gray area, it's a long conq)licated Aory. 
I: Was it related to your drug use? 
P: Thedrinking? Well,whileIwasonthestockexchaiige, I drank. In hindsight sure, that was just part 
ofthat alcoholic thinking. Grandiosity. I took a risk I am sure I would not have taken. 
I: But it wasnt that you took the risk to get money to go drinking? 
P: No, we did 70 grand on the trading. It wasn't beer monQr. It was just part of the whole Ufestyle. And 
that's what really made my drinking start ofî  when I started going through the dqwsitions, with the FCC 
and the FBI, and all that kind of stuff. 
I: Your drug of choice is alcohol? 

I: When would you say you started drinking? 
P: I had first drink, or started drinking regularly? 
I: Started drinking to get drunk, to feel the effect, to get high. 
P: By the time I was 12-it was about every weekend. 
L And then up until now? What's your longest period of sobriety? 
P: Without drinking? 
I: Withoiit doing anything! Being clean-nothing. 
P: Not even smoking pot? Eleven months. 
I: What other times have you been off the stufi? 
P: The first time I went to rehab, I didnt drink for 14 months, but I started smoking pot after about three. 

P: Yes. 
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A little here, a little there. And a lot here and a lot there. Then I quit doing it 
I: So youVejust been sober twioc, the two times? 
P: No. Fve been like-
D How maî Tehabs have you been in? 
P: Six. 
L So this is your seventh treatment or yoor sixth? 
P: Sixthreh .̂ Butthenthere'sbeenlike—I think there's been 15 or 16 detoxEs,someî iere, I lose count 
I: Some ofthosewerejustdetoxes where th^ds  ̂"see you later." 
P: Right 
D )̂ t̂h no follow-up, no out-patient treatment, 
P: Well, the outpatient was to go bade to AA like you were doing. 
D Ok:̂ . So you havent had aî  long-term sobrie  ̂
P: Eleven months is it 
I: You mentioned you used pot When did you start smoking pot on a regular basis? 
P: A little bit in college, and stufil 
I: So how old were you when you got sober the first time? 
P: 1988, so I was 27. 
I: Did you smoke pot iq) until now-the last six, seven, eight years? 
P: The last eight years Fve probably been smoking at least a half a dozen joints a year. 
I: So when did you smoke it heavily? 
P: When I quit drinking the first time. 
I: Ok ,̂ so for about ayear. 
P: Yes. 
I: That 11 months. 
P: No, it was the 14 months. The II months I didnt do aiqthing. The 14 months, Fd say probably the 
last eight months. 
I: Have you used aiQthing else on a regular basis? Cocaine? 
P: Long time ago, lOce when I was in early twenties. 
I; Regularly? 
P: Yeah. I went through a year where I was a daily user. 
I: Do you remember how old you were? 
P: 22,23. 
L Did you snort it, smoke it, shoot it? 
P: Snorted it 
I: Do you smoke cigarettes? 
P: Yes. 
I: Aĵ rthing else on a regular basis? Speed, heroin? 
P: No. Well, I used to take tranquilizers on a regular basis. That was in the earty 90s. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: How would you define craving in your own words? 
P: How would I define it? 
L What does it mean to you? 
P: It's a desire. To me, it's the desire to feel different 
I: Is craving the same as, or different fiom an urge? 
P: Oh, it's different An urge is more of an idea, where a craving is more of a compulsion. 
I: Is craving the same or different fiom a need? 
P: It can be the same. 
I: It can be the same? 
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P: Sure. You can wake iq) with the shakes. YoabeL It's a craving and a need. But a lot of that is just 
semantics. 
P: Iknow. Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: No. 
I: Bow are th  ̂different? 
P: To me, jonesing is the need, thafs the physical have to have it The motivation there is more to get 
physically well than it is for the mental buzz. 
L Andcraving? 
P: Craving is somewhat of a combination of the physical and the mental. Tome. Jonesing is when it's-
andFve been there. 
I: You've jonesed? I guess if you were detoxed 16 times, yeah! 
P: Believe me there were times when I was much safer on the road after a six-{iadc of beer than when I 
just woke iq>. Ill guarantee it 
I: I don't know how you gî s drink that much. 
P: What do you mean that much? Asix-̂ iadEis likeanq>petizer.[laughsl 
I: Are there other street tenns that you're aware of for crafving—that people use for craving or jonesing? 
P: I'm not reaUy a street kind of user-you know what I mean. 
I: Ok .̂ I think the street stuff is more drags as opposed to alcohol because you don't have to hang out 
with users much to drink. 
P: It's more like youjust get the shakes. 
I: You can get alcohol aiQwhere. 
P: Oh exactly. You can hang out with a lot more social crowds-whercas the drug crowd-
I: It's a drug crowd. 
P: For the most pait When I was doing cocaine, it wasnt like the drug crowd, it was the upper-when I 
was doing it it was all the yuppies did that 
L* It's the yuppie thing to do. 
P: It is. 
I: Yes. I know a lot ofpeople who snort on a &irly regular basis. 
P: WhenI was doing it it was like all the yiq>pies did that 
I: Th  ̂still do. Have you used cocaine? 
P: AIII know-every time I used cocaine because I had a lot of money in those days—you couldnt take a 
leak without 30 people followingyou into the bathroom. When you ran out you (̂ d die in the middle 
of the floor and they could care less. That's all they want-is that cocaine. Women will whore themselves 
unbelievable for that drug. 
I: How much do you like the high that you feel firom drinking? 
P: Aiqanore, it's a very small window of euphoria— 
L Wlm was it before? 
P: Oh, I loved it for years. I mean I still do. But the window is much, much smaller. 
I: What do you mean, much, inuch smaller? 
P: It used to be—if you put it on a gr^h-if I started here and drank before it would be like a large arc, 
and then you'd come back. Coming off of it you probabfy wouldn't come back to exactly where you 
started, but m^  ̂a little bit below. And now, the euphoria-it's a short eî horia— 
I: Is it big, is it less? 
P: Now, it's less. It's more just to get numb than the actual high. If alcohol still worked, Td still be 
drinking. 
L Has how much you like getting high changed over your drinking years? 
P: Yeah. It doesnt haive the pleasure it used to have. 
I: It doesn't have the pleasure. Why do you think you kept drinking? Ifthe pleasure that you felt was 
decreasing. 
P: A lot of reasons. I think part ofthe alcoholic mind wants to chase that buzz. That euphoric recall 
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fromiriieneveritwas. Ithinkpaitofitishabit-rvegotfixliiigsldoii'tliketo&el.andldon'tknowliow 
tofixthem. Forme, most of it is just a desire to fed good. Regardless af-nn f̂be it will be a lot of liin, 
m l̂ieitwont &'s that iosaniQr to get that long tenn gain for that shontenn loss. 
I: How frequently would you crave alcohol when you were using? 
P: Daify. 
I: Daily, more than once a day? 
P: Oh, yeah. AUd .̂ I went through a period I diank 24 horns a dî . Fortwoyeais. 
I: Didyousleq>? 
P: Yeah, rdsleqp a catq>leafbouis, get and drink some more. Butldidntreallysleq>, Ikindof 
passed out I was still pretty functional in those days. 
L How fiequentfy do you crave now that you're tiying to st̂  clean? 
P: ffl go through a d  ̂without craving, I feel IOk it's a victoiy. 
I: So almost daify still. 
P; Yeah. 
I: What did you do last night? Did you see the gî rs drinking? 
P: I heard tluough the gî )evine w  ̂was going on. 
I: And so what stopped you from the temptation? 
P: Ifl were to diink, I—I have not met a person in this rehab rd want to go drinking with, fi'sdifferent 
firom other rehabs, like I still have a lot of good friends here in Tucson-but a lot of it was me. Fm here 
for a reason. If I want to get a drink. Ill pack iq> n  ̂stuff and go. It was sttq>id. How the hell do you 
expect you're going to get away with that? I just would not want any part of that Why open yourself up 
for that embarrassment and that stiqndî . Ifyou want to get drunk, leave and go get druiik. Even if you 
don't pack your stufi; go do what you gotta do, then come back the next day, and s  ̂I screwed up-pick 
your stuff up and go. Who the hell wants to stay in this dunq> and get dru^? 
I: The frequency that you crave-does it change over time? Say when you were using, did the frequency 
change? 
P: When I was drinking, I craved it everyday. 
I: Did it increase say from when you were 12 on-you've been drinking a long time-
P: Ohyeah. Initially I dont think I craved it as often. But by the time I was 16,1 was drinking eveiy 
night at the bars. 
I: Did you just crave alcohol, or did you crave other drugs? 
P: Alcohol and-I'm not sure you'd it a craving-for pot More like a thought I mean, just to get a 
buzz. What did it for me with pot is—I never got into aiqr real trouble smoking pot It's different than 
alcohol in that respect It's still dangerous in a lot of ws^rs, but sometimes the insanî  of it, Tdsaylcan 
get away with that and still capture the buzz and not have the paybacks.. 
I: Do you experience cravings of different intensities? 
P: Oh sure. 
I: C^c ,̂ what was a big craving Uke? 
P: It sort of goes bade to what you original̂  asked about whether it's the thought or a craving, or a jones. 
A jones is the absolute highest intrasity. That's just the physical need you have to have it 

I: It's like a thought-
Pi Fve actually stolen alcohol because of that Because it was before hours and they wouldn't sell. Ifl 
gotta do it, I gotta do it Tm not going to shake to death. Then some of it is just a passing thought—you 
know, wouldn't a cold beer be nice now, after riding a horse on a hot day, or doing bam work or whatever. 

I: Does the intensity change over time? 
P: What do you mean? 
I: Well, say you've been clean for a while, does the intensity of your cravings change? 
P: Yeah, acdially. When I was dean for those 11 months, for ̂  most part, the cravings were gone. 
I: So what h )̂pened when you rel̂ >sed? 
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P: Iwassdlingcan. I put together a deal that was a little Idnky— 
I: [laaghs] Somehow that dcesnt surprise me-
P: And the problem with being sober is ny conscience flares quo I cant operate in the gray areas that I 
used to operate in qmte a bit 
t So why did thqr set this deal up? 
P: Kjust land of worked out ft's real hard-there's that AAhones ,̂ and the business honesty, and the 
two do not match at all. It's just one of those things that just kind of-I mean when it conies to business, 
when there's blood in the water, I go for it, and I just land of-I knew, actualfy î ien I delivered this truck, 
this giy was sitting there, andl knew I was going to get drunk. Andldid. 
I: Beauseyoufidtbador-
P: Yeah. 
h You screwed the giq .̂or-
P: Yeah. Yeah. The whole deal just wasnt a good deal. I wasnt delivering I said I was going to 
deliver. Although he thought he was getting what—I knew it was going to surface sooner or later, 
t Diditsur&ce? 
P: Yes. I didn't get into aiy trouble. Itwasntny&ulL Vfy bases were well covered. Itwastheback 
office's tiult; th^d screwed iq). Had I brought the error out, I wouldn't even have had to deal and lost my 
commission, so I preferred to smooth it over and— 
I: Were you selling a used car or a new car? 
P: Used. 
I: When do you typically experience cravings? 
P: The time ofdsy, you mean? If Fm using, first thing in the morning is the worst for me. Ineedadrink 
from the night before. When Fm not using, like now, it's typicalfy more afternoons, like cocktail hour-
five or six o'clock, before dinner. And often when Fm thirsty. L^oftimesjust going and getting a big 
thing of diet coke at the Circle K will help—for some it's just a pure thirst, but ny brain a beer would 
be nice to have. The reality is I dontdiink that much beff anymore. I go right for the hard stuff. 
I: Whiskq  ̂
P: No. I like rum mostly. But anymore, I drink vodka a lot Fll drink a half a gallon a night 
I: Your poor liver. 
P: Mylî risfine. Th  ̂cant believe it Kfy whole &mily are drunks, you know. We're all healthy. It's 
weird. It's like there's no damage to it TheyVe done a wtole bunch of tests-dont know how you got 
away with this. 
I: you see certain people, will that trigger a craving? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Like what types of people? 
P: Beingaround with my fiunily, for sure. Even my sister who's sober—alw  ̂brings iq> the idea of 
drinking. And just in party situations, even if it's a par  ̂where there isntbo .̂ There again, on both 
those fronts, I think a lot of that is just habit And the reality is that after you drink as much as I have for 
a long period of time, your social skills are not what they should be. Sober, you'rejust not used to it To 
operate in that environment sober. 
I: What about places? Do certain places trigger cravings? 
P: Bars! [laughs] Yes. Places make a difference for sure. Fm trying to think-I drank everywhere-but I 
know there are certain times that Fll be in a place or a situation where itil seem like the right kind of 
place to have a beer, or a drink or something. 
I: What about situations? 
P: When Fm dealing with fiustration-I hate firustration-immediately I want a drink. Frustrations are a 
real big one where I want a drink. 
L Anything else? 
P: Anything—Fll drink to Mures, success-it doesnt matter, ffthe sun came iq), if the sun didnt come 
up. But forme, a lot of it has to do with when Fm feeling frustrated. Bored'sabigoneformetoo. It's 
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funny-when Tm worldng I seldom cravc—when Tm actually doing the work. But when the end of the day 
comes, then ni want to get a diink. When Tm preoccupied—whether it's wrangling horses or whether Tm 
in the business warld-Idont think about it at tite time. It's after the fict that I decide to drink. Idont 
have any desire to be drunk vduleFm walking. Even in big drinking days on the stodc exchange, a lot 
of those guys used to go out and diink-Inever-rd wait-once the market dosed. The girls were Qping 
their stuffin, and th  ̂used to have it in the clearing houses iqMtairs, where you cleared yoor trades, there 
were all open ban. Free. R was a big drinking crowd on the New YoricStodc Exchange. 
I: When you're craving do you &d it in aî  parts of your boî  b certain parts of your bo(fy? 
P: When I get super anxious, like a lot of anxieQr, I can actually feel-like in my arms, an electrical 
current ahnosL And nQrbadcH get tense, and having a drink ̂ cahn that do  ̂I notice that when n^r 
back's real tense or sore that even with the first drink, I can start to feel the muscles relax Idontthink 
alcohol's a muscle relaxer by nature. 
L Do you feel anything in your stomach? 
P: Ye  ̂but it's more like the thirst thing. Because m also crave less after I eat That's a great way for 
me-ifl don't cat-eating's inqwrtant Insobriety f̂orme. If I go around with an emp  ̂stomach all ̂ y, 
m crave a diink. Then ̂ icaUy, if I start drinking, I wont eat until right before I pass out or whatever. 
I: How about your heart? Does your heart feel any different? 
P: When? 
I: When you're craving-are you fiselingaî  different 
P: No. When Fm coming off booze, it does, but not when Fm thinking about it 
I: What about when you're craving-do you ever re ĵqierience withdrawal synqitoms? 
P: No. It would be actually a good thing if I did. 
I: Why? 
P: It would be a good reminder of where that drink's going to take you. It's easy to forget that stuff when-
-when the craving starts, the hideousness of it doesnt realty take a ̂ nt seat 
I: What thoughts run through your mind when you're craving? 
P: Unun-the first place to stop and get something to drink, really. I ̂ icalfy dont drink in bars because 
I dont like the people. Fll just stop at Circle K and buy whatever I want Go for a drive. But I guess the 
main part is that I just want to &el different I dont lite the way I feel, I just want to
ll So what are you thinking? Do you have aî  specific thoughts? 
P: Fm trying to think-think about thoughts. 

[here follows a little discussion about snow and skiing] 

P: I dont know what my thoughts are—my basic thought is—^«iiat I think is I dont want to feel like this, 
so I'll go biqr something. But lots of times it's strange-there's lots of times that Fve relapsed and ended up 
drunk and wondered how did this h^qpen. It's almost like Fm in a fog at that particular point It's really 
strange. I think it's probably more a lack of thinking that it is active thinking 
I: So when you think about going to get a drink, going to biqr beer, how would you get rid of that kind of 
thought? 
P: The best way I have found—and Fve only found this recently. I used to just tiy to ignore it or push it 
aside. But I was talking to a guy in AA and he suggested that rather than do that, to follow the thought all 
the w  ̂through. So when you decide you want a drink, run with it But take it all the wsy to the end 
where you end up in a place like the LARC. Dont just think of a drink and have the eiq>horia and try to 
stuffthat He said just let it run. Think about it-Fm going to stop, Fm going to get a six pack, Fm going 
to have that then I know Fm going to get a bottle of rum and Fm going to have that Then you feel like 
shit, and having to drink the next morning and finalfy ending iq) in LARC-and the losses that come with 
it I found that to be very beneficial. 

[more about snow] 
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D When you tiy to get rid of these thoughts, how suooessfiil are you? 
P: This new method oftakiiig it all the wî throu  ̂helps. I can't I can get rid of it 
I: What hq>pens«iienyoa take it all the wî thnogh? 
P: Well, it hî  because rm no tongBroonoentiatiiig on the ea|)h(nic&el;rni looking at the 
consequences oftaking such an action. I itill want that eq>horicfixling. but now Tm able to balance it 
out some and say, wait a minute. Whereas before, I would get a thought ofdrinking and I wouldn't look 
atallafit-thewiedogeofit I would sinq>fy lode at the immediate fix. Now it balances out Andyou 
sqr, wait a minut̂  is it worth it? 
I: When you e^qKrience a craving, do you want to go get alcohol to satisfy it? 
P: Ohyeah. 
I: Ifyou're craving alcohol, will anything satisfy-that craving? 
P: Aî fype of alcohol? 
D Aî  other fype of drug? Do you crave specific types of alcohol? Beer orrum. Ifyou're craving rum, 
will b  ̂satisfy you? 
P: Well, I have my preferences, but in a jam, ni drink damn near aiOrthing. 
I: And will that satisfy the craving ifyou're drinking damn near aî thing? 
P: Sure. Lots of times a craving starts, with the idea that wouldn't a fiosfy beer taste good? Andthat 
would be nty preference. But in realify, getting a buzz would be awfiil nice now. If I had the choice-
when I had that craving-between an ODouls and a gin and tonic, I would take the gin and tonic even 
though at the time I was craving beer. O'Dools tastes Uke dishwater aî w .̂ If it was the choice of the 
taste or the buzz, Fd go for the gin and tonic-or aî thing. 
I: Will other drugs satisfy your craving for alcohol? 
P: Yeah. I used marijuana for that numerous times, because if I sm(dced pot I fypicalfy-even when I was 
drinking, if I smoked pot, Fd only drink a few beers. Very seldom did I smoke pot and then go get drunk. 
There were lots of times I got dnmk and then smdced pot, and ended up really flying high. It'sadefense 
mechanism. I used to do this-I owned an airplane for a while and I us  ̂to do tte because I knew I was 
going to fly the next d2 .̂ I didn't want to get all screwed iq) the night before. Flying-when you're 
hungover, it's brutal. So I would smoke pot the night before, and then Fd just ha  ̂a beer, if any at all. 
Lots of times I was just drinking iced tea or water. So I would use that to substitute the cravings or to 
avoid the cravings. Fm not sure how that breaks down. 
I: What would you say was the frequency you would use in response to the cravings? 
P: Oh, most of the time. 
I: Like 50% of the time, 100% of the time? 
P: Like 85 to 90% of the time, unless I was really working on staying sober. But even then, it's a 50-S0 
shot If I was craving now, it's a 50-50 shot Fd drink. 
I: But you haven't had a drink yet? 
P: No. Not since Fve been here. I came close the other day. I just had to turn around and come back 
here and say that's it 
I: Where were you? 
P: I stopped in a Circle KI don't normally go to. And the guy who manages it used to work in the one 
out l̂ tlte ranch where I used to stop all tite time and get soda, cigarettes, and booze. And it was fimity. I 
leave there and I carry this big thing of soda, and I get some cigarettes, and he s^  ̂"What, no vodka 
vaisyT And I said, "Nah, Fm trying to behave ntysetf" And I had had the craving prior to that but then 
that thought kept sitting in mind. I was havingabadd^anywî . An hour later I was running 
errands or going out to see nqr horse, and I planned to ride nqr horse. I said, Tou know what, I better just 
forget riding the horse, throw him some grairL" Ifyou're on a horse, you can't drink. There's no place to 
get it Although I have ridden to Circle Ks on nqrlrarse before and filled iq)nQr saddle bags. Iwasafiaid 
that after riding the horse-I knew I wouldn't drink while I was riding-but I was afiaid if I did that I 
would really feel like I deserve a drink, so I just better can the whole idea. 
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I: So you came back here. Did that hdp-comiiig bade here? 
P: Yes. I ate a few candy ban. Sweetshelp. 
I: Sweetshelp? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Why do you think sweets help? 
P: Because there's sugar in alcohol I mean, did you ever want to sit down and have o^Kakes and a beer? 

L- No. 
P: The other thing that's strange is when Fm drinking I don't care fiv ice crcam or dessett But̂ ilienrm 
sober, pie and ice cream are real high on priority list So there's definite  ̂a correlation. 
L And how hard did you tiy to satisfy your craving when you were using. Ifyou had a craving, how hard 
would you tiy? 
P: Oh, rd just take care of it immediately, ft wasn't even an effort ft's not like being a drug addict 
where you have to put the whole deal together— 
I: Do certain feelî  or emotions-you mentioned fiustration before-are there other feelings or emotions 
that trigger cravings? 
P: Oh yes, I suffer teiribly from financial insecurity. When I get into that, it's beam me up, Scotfy. 
Loneliness is a big one-boredom is a big one. There are times, you know, low self esteem. Alcohol's 
good for that Guilt, shame-woiks great on those too. Pretfy much all'of them. Anger-that's a big one. 
Because I was alw  ̂a h^>py-go-luclty-dTunk, and there were lots of times-even when I was married, my 
ex-wife would be thrilled if I was drunk—if Fd had a bad day or lost a lot of money in the maricet or 
whatever. Td come home and have two or three beers and Fd just be ea -̂going. I never got beer 
muscles, thank God. 
I: Beer muscles? 
P: Yeah, people that drink beer and think they're ten feet tall and bulle^roof 
I: Do you ha  ̂aiQr specific emotions that you feel when you're craving? 
P: Anxiefy, I guess. And lots of times, dq)ression is a big trigger for my craving. 
I: When you're actualfy having cravings, are there certain emotions that you feel? 
P: About the feeling ofhaving a craving? 
I: No. Feelings that come with the craving. 
P: Lots oftimes depression will create the craving. But that actually come with the craving? 
I: Yes. 
P: No. I guess at times craving and excitement can mix, but at the same time there's like shame about it 
So it can go either way. Sometimes it can be a craving for the exdtement-you gotta do this-and other 

times, it's like-simply because ever since I went to my first rehab, AA kind of ruined nqr drinking. 
I: Did you feel guil̂  
P: Sure. I knew I was an alcoholic long before I ever went to rehab. I went to my first rehab simply 
because I was getting indicted and wanted a place to hide for 30 d .̂ And it wasnt going to look good if 
I ended up in fiom of the grand jury. And I was drinking too much. I never thought I wouldn't drink 
again when I went to my first rehab. 
I: And what do you think now? 
P: I cant-I mean, who knows whether Fll ever diink again. Iknowthatfiirmetobesuccessfiilinlife, I 
cant drink again. Or least not continue to drink. 
I: What pn>n^>ted you to come in here? 
P: Fd been on a five-d  ̂ roll, and that's about all I can drink anymore is five Fm just physically— 
Fm at the point where I have to keep drinking or gotta go to detox Physically.I get-I never get sick to my 
stomach-physically, my blood pressure goes ̂ >e-shit Nfy nerve endings are real raw. Thenlgetthe 
shakes. It gets to the point where drinking wont stop that Nfy heart's racing, nqr blood pressure's to the 
roof. The drinking will take the edge ofî  but I cant drink myself back to normal is what happens. 
There's no w  ̂to get back to nonnal. It's actually pretty scary. 
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I: That's all I have. Is theteaiqthingrve missed that's inqwrtant to how you've experienced craving? 
P: Idontthinkso. like I said, for me the biggest one is fiustration more than arq t̂ibing else. Whether 
its fiustiated with the way my is or frustrated with an indtvidnal task. Igetangiy. Idonteqness 
angervoymuch. lalw^drink. 

SUBJECT 1016 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 35 
Sex: Male 
Race: White 
Education: ll"'grade 
Days Clean: 81 

Interviewen YouVe had one other treatment before this? 
ParticipaBt: One other treatment prior to this. 
I: Are you here voluntarity? 
P; Yes. 
I: Do you have a criminal history? 
P: Yes. No felonies. 
I: Are you on probation or parole? 
P; No. 
I: What have you been arrested for? 
P: Fve been arrested for DUTs, assaults. 
I: Assaults are not felonies? 
P: No. They're misdemeanors. I forget which class, but thq^re misdemeanors. Eq)ecially when nobody 
presses charges, and Fve never had charges necessarily brou t̂ Fve just been to ja  ̂and released, or 
whatever. 
I: Aî  domestic violence? 
P: No. rve never had any domestic violence. I dont believe in hitting wome  ̂
I: AiQlhing else you've been arrested for, convicted of? Paid fines for. 
P: I have to wrack xcQT braiiL 
I: Nothing that sticks out? 
P: A lot of minor, pet̂  things. 
I: What's your drug of choice? 
P: Alcohol. 
I: When did you start using-drinldng to get drunk, or to get high? 
P: Probably 13,14,15. Nfy first occurrence with alcohol was about six or seven. 
I: You just had that one period of two years of sobriety? Since you were 14? 
P: Right Thatlengthoftime, I probably had some in between that Ijust, you know, week-end warrior 
type stuff. 
I: It's still drinking though. Even ifyou'rebingeing on the weekends. • 
P: As &r as seeking any kind oftreatment, I havent done it until last time, which was in'91. 
L Have you used aiqr other drugs on a regular basis? 
P: Fve smdced pot, I grew iq> with it 
I: When did you start smoking pot? 
P: Sametime--2or 13. 
I: you smoked it consistently iq> until now? 
P: No. I smoked it consistently up until probably *86, '87, and then it was very rarely. I pretty much. 
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what I always classified and always said it, I smoked brains out Yean and yeais ago. Neverbeen 
something that I went out and bought over the last ten yeais. If8omdK)(fyhad8onie,Iniighttakeatoke 
or two, help them smdce a joint But it was very rare, maybe an occasional once or twice a month at the 
outside. 
L Aî thing else you've used on a tegular basis? Cocaine. 
P: Coke. Fveused. lusedtosellit 
I: When would you s  ̂you used it regularly? When did you start using it? 
P: 28,29. 
K When did you stop using it? When you went into rehab? 
P: W^befine I ever went in-it was a short-lived thing. I was never addicted to it at aiQr given time. It 
was one of the things I can say about—rve got a lot of high morals and high standards \̂ en it comes to 
things like that I saw what it did to people at a very young age. 
1: But you were still selling it? 
P: Nnhl But I wasn't doing it 
L Ok ,̂ you draw the line there? 
P: I draw the line there as fir as the w  ̂I was— 
I: So it's ok  ̂to sell it and fiidc people iq> but you weren't going to fiick yourself iq>? 
P: That'strue. Nfoney was good ba  ̂then. I wouldn't do such now. 
I: Did you use anything else on a regular basis? 
P: No. 
L Speed, heroin? 
P: No. 
t Pills? 
P: No. Nothing other an acn)ss-the<ounter Tylenol, aspirin. ButwhenitcomestoillegaldTugs.no. 
Cocaine was a very short-lived thing. I did itt̂ callyjustfor the money because I was in a spot where I 
needed fist cash. And it was the easiest and best way to make it 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: How would you define craving? What does it mean to you? 
P: What does cravings mean to me? Cravings were the things that I had ofa morning that I woke up 
after a night of intense alcohol abuse. Cravings were saying that I needed it because my \)ody was saying-
-if rd had a mixture of alcohol during the evening instead of just beer which is solely what I usually drink 
beer. But if Id been out at a bar or a party where there was liquor as well as beer and Fd been mixing it, I 
would wake up and my bo(fy would be side, telling me, you're not going to make it through unless you 
give me something. Because on a norm, on a beer wake-up morning, I would just drink coffee. A îfl 
was going to patty, I would go back to partying. Onamixeddrinknight,mixedwithbeer, orwith,s ,̂ a 
joint or sometliing, nqrbo(fy would tell me, you know-it would sometimes tingle, bistead of just the 
buzzing in the head, my wtolelxxfy would buzz. R would say to me that you're going to have to have a 
beer or two to just become normal again. And that occurred to me quite cAen in the twenQr-some years I 
drank. 
I: Would you s  ̂a craving is the same or difierentfinm an urge? 
P: Oh, it's different, I would s .̂ An urge to drink is a thought prxessthat-you know nqr mind tells me, 
you know, look it's 5:30, let's go have a diink. To me, that's kind ofan urge to-because of time. Ijustgot 
offworiE. Craving, to me, ny bo(̂ , as I would sometimes think-ny mind would say, definitely time, 
have to go. You gotta have it, gotta do it Whereas the urge is, okiqr so it's 12 noon on Sund ,̂ I might, I 
might not But when I was out to drinking, usually, I don't know-my morals were pret̂  high-I st̂  ̂
away from getting too drunk. I always drank, three or finir beers every night when I was working, when I 
got off work. But I never-well, I cant say never—I made rare occurrence of getting plowed and having to 
get up, with the exception of a few Sund  ̂afternoons, I over-indulged and didnt fed real good Monday, 
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but I still made it to woilc. 
L IsacraviiigthecameordiffisientfiDmaiieed? 
P: rd have to Bait's a little bit different Again, I think oaving is aometliing that hat to do with your 
mind, whereas your bodty says you need it Your mind can also do the same. kind cfthe same, I don't 
know. 
L Is craving more mental than a need? And a need is more physical? 
P: I think the need is more mental Whereas when your bo(fy craves it, it's your bodty. Certain parts cf 
your boify, you know-of course, it all still stems rigitt back to your brain because it's connected to 
everything else connected to the boify. So-that one's a difficult one fi>r me to elaborate on. 
I: Is craving the same or different finnnjonesing? 
P: I wish rd just come out of detox, I could tdl you it would be a Miiole lot easier. Unun-Idontknow, 
when I jonesed, it was usually in the morning after a bad night Jonesing-againtomeitreflectsbadctoa 
mental thought, saying-you know to differentiate the two would be aomething rm not sure I could do. 
I: Do you know any other street names or street terms for craving? 
P: Are there? Jones, crave, need, want-
It Aî  slang kind cf stuff? 
P: I'm sure they're out there. I dont know, maybe I keep myself behind the times. Butah-
I: How much do you like the high that you feel fiom alcohol? 
P: Obviously, I liked it quite a bit I did it for twenty-some years. I quit counting, I guess. Let's see-
throw a few figures in my brain. Would you rq)eat die question? 
I: How much do you like the high— 
P; How much do Ilike the high? 
I: Yes. 
P: Actually, I loved it It let me get away finm being who I should be. And being who, I guess, I not 
necessarily wanted to be. I danm sure dont want to be all the things I was when I was drinking. But, I 
obviously liked it well enough that I did it daily, onadaify basis. I let it ruin maiq ,̂ matQ  ̂different things 
in my life. Let it take maiQ  ̂different things fiom life. 
I: Tlie high that you feel ̂ m drinking—has it changed over the twenty years you've been drinking? 
P: Yes and no. 
I: So how does it differ? 
P: Yes it has changed because it takes more now to get the same high from s  ̂years ago when a six-pack 
used to do it Now it takes a 12-pack or better. 
I: And how has it stayed the same? Once you get there, has it changed? Regardless if it takes six beers 
or 12 beers. 
P: No, I cant say that it really has changed much. The high itself; no,, has not changed. Attitudes have 
changed. 
I: What do you mean attitudes? 
P: Nfy own attitudes have changed, just firom lessons learned. Lessons remembered. Either through bad 
experiences, good experiences, through treatment, and reflecting to non-treatment Yeah, there's 
differences in attitudes towards your high because you have a tenden t̂o remeniber-«ven as drunk as you 
can get, dqiending on one's personalî -<an remember, h ,̂ wait a minute, I gotta slow down because I 
know this situation is going to push me so—I need to back aw{  ̂from it as opposed to being the Irishman 
that I am, getting right smadc dab in the middle of it 
I: Has how much you like the high changed over your twenty years of drinking? Hu how much you like 
getting high chan^? 
P: Yeah, fidoeschangebecause, again, you start looking at consequences that you rtm into, and living 
with that, you can be a nightmare. Where I went in treatment before, n  ̂sobriety lasted for a little over 
two and a half years. I just-being an alcoholic all my life, I fell flat on ntyfice because I was feeling too 
conifort2d>le and then here I am back again into treatment again for the last time. Thenagain,! 
cant s  ̂that either because Fve known a few people who used those type of words, gone back out and 
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never made it bade in fiir another treatment So it's land ofhaid to those words. I hope to be the last 
time I will be required to come bade in here. Iflfiil— 
I: What triggered your rebqMe? 
P: That, Fm not lore. To give yon a specific instance, no I cant do that but to give you pmpoaes, I cant 
give you that either. The reasons idiy were pret̂  honest and open, the fict diat I quit going to meetings. 
I qmt doing wiiat I needed to do, I started ftding conifiiitd>le with myadf and it an becomes such old hat-
-going to five, six, seven meetings a wedc, sometimes twice a dsy on the wedonds when I wasnt 
woildng. IwasgoingwithsomdxxlythatwasinAAasweO. Stewasnt in a treatment program, or had 
shebeeninone. ShejustcameinAAandhadbeeninitfiiralongtime. After a year that we were 
together, things just didn't seem to work out for one reason or another. I still managed to stay sober for a 
year afierwaids. Being bull-headed— 
I: What was the situation? Did you go out and bî  beer, did yoa go to a bar? 
P: I was around—it was a consdous decision, was on the Fourth of Juty. I was sitting with some 
fiiends at the base of A Mountain watching fireworks, and people were ofifeting me beer all night Imade 
it to the end of the fireworks dispUQr up until about ll-I remember that-11 o'dock at night I kept 
saying, "No, I don't drink. I don't driidc." Then just, Teah,idiat the hell!" Everybody was gone, it was 
just me and DQT real dose friends instead of everybody else around. I started drinldng. I went through two 
cases ofbcer by myselfbetween 11 o'clock and 5 in tte morning. Mybocfyhurt Nfy head hurt for two 
days. My body was right behind it 
I: When you are drinking regularly, how fiequently do you e}q)erience craving? 
P: When Fm drinking regularly, as in—let's say Fm drinking a beer right now, would I say-
I: No. when you're drinking on a regular basis, how fiequently would you crave alcohol? 
P: Every d .̂ 
I: Every d .̂ More than once a dî ? 
P: Well, usually, once I got started, I was going for the entire d .̂ 
I: Once you got a craving, you drank and that was it? 
P: Thatwasit Unless I had someplace or something that was coming up, and then I'd take care of 
business. I guess the craving would come back, or just the plain thought that once Fm done with this 
business that I need to tend to-lowing that I can go there with the smell of beer on breath is okay-
but once Fm done with business-because Fm not smashed, nowhere near loaded, I can go back and finish 
what I started. I dont know if that would still be considered a craving or not 3ut at least once a day I 
would crave when I was out there actively using. Sometimes on occasions too. I definitely craved it on 
the weekends—I wanted it, gotta have it needed it On the weekends when I wasnt working was my time, 
and like I said, usually-and it was a good 85-95% of the time, ar  ̂evenings when I got off woric, I drank 
three or four beers every night, just so I could come down and relax fiom the day's tension. 
I: What about now that you're trying to stay clean-how fiequentfy would you say you have a craving? 
P: I really don't per se. Because Iknow I ̂ nt want it K^I-Fll say this much-what was going on in this 
complex last night, and nqr knowledge of it going on the night be&re— 
I: Did you crave because ofwhat was going on? 
P: No. & was making me mad that people were coming in here and using this place to use. That'swhat 
it did to me. 
I: Did it tempt you. Wereyoutenq)tedatall? And wl̂  do you think you weren't tenqrted? 
P: Because I dont want it aiQr more. Physically, Fm in good health. IVe had physicals been to the 
doctors-Fm in good health. If I continue to use alcohol, Fm not gonna be. Fm getting to an age now 
where-alcohol killed mother. She died of sderosis of the liver, and I think that was what partially 
prompted me to come through here the first time, because I lost my mom in '85, and it was '91. Between 
those five and a half! almost six years, I drank nQ^self into oblivion daily. Woridngornot Fdgetoff 
woik and everyday-Fd knodc off about ten o'do  ̂so I could get six, seven hours of sleq> and still 
function the next d^QT without feeling too rotten. 
I: So what do you think-if you'd been in the room with those giqrs? 
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P: ffPd have been in the room with those gî s-
L Would yoa have dninli;jDSt left, or—? 
P: No, Iprobabfywantedabeer. 
L What would have stopped you fiomdnflking it? 
P: Knowing that I was going to get thrown out of here and knowing tlutwidioiit a job, I dont have 
aiQrvliercelsetogo. IdohaveplaoestogDifrmwofking. ¥ t̂hoiit a job at diis present time, that helps 
kc  ̂me in here. The fict that when I do start woridng, I intend to do the same thing this time as I did in 
'91, and that is remain in a safe environment for over a year. St̂  on here as a senior resident 
I: Does the fieqnen^afyonr cravings change over time? Did tl̂  change over your drinking history? 
The frequency? 
P: Yes. Tliey become more intense. 
I: But, did you get them more fiequently? 
P: Yeah, that's what I mean. Th  ̂occur more oAen. I cant sî  how maî  times a d  ̂because usually, 
like I say, once I crave it, and I ha  ̂the opportunity and rm not in the middle of something where I cant 
drink, I usually got it 
I: So you just didnt allow them to hqipen more than once a dĵ  
P; Yeah. 
I: Do you crave just alcohol, or do you crave other drags? 
P: Never have. Never was a drag addict 
I: Why do you think you never became addicted to cocaine? 
P: Because I had told nq l̂f mentalty when I was 16,1 had watched what it had done to one of my 
giilfriend's fiiends. Andl saw what had han>ened over a period of five months. He went from a healthy 
person to a veiy skinny, dead person because after he had stolen fiom his fimily and from us and lost all 
his weight, he killed himself. It was just something-rve got a pretty strong mind-once I make iq> nty 
mind to do something, I do it Fve been able to maintain that within nty alcoholic mind for years and 
years and years. Even though I used to bity cocaine and sell cocaine-I used to slam it— 
I: You have slammed it? 
P: I have slammed it but I never let myself get addicted. It was one ofthose—like a joint-something I 
could take or I could leave. I never had to have it 
I: Why do you think you had to have alcohol? 
P: Fit̂ ty because it was fiee-notfiee, but legal-and easily accessible, reasonabty priced. Nty parents 
did it All nty friends parents, all nty fidends. I saw it not onty in the United States but in different 
countries that Fve lived in. Some of the countries Fve lived in—their children were drinking at an early 
age. 
I: How frequentty would you s -̂when you're trying to ststy clean—has the frequency changed over time? 

P: Run that tty me again. 
I: When you're trying to stay clean-let's say—when did you come into treatm  ̂this time? 
P: I came in—the 25th of October I came into treatment-the 28th of October I came into LARC—and the 
fifth of November I came over here. 
I: September the fifth of November the fifth? 
P: September the fifth. 
I: You came into LARC on September 28th? 
P: Yeah, October 28. 
I: August? 
P: Did I say August? 
I: Is it August or October? 
P; It's October. 
I: And you came over here in November. 
P: Let's put it here. IVe been here three months-is the 26th of December, the actual 90 days of sobriety. 
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I: So yoa came here in Sqitendier? 
P: I went into LARC in Angust The 28th of August 
L How long were you at LARC? 
P: Te&d  ̂ Fd have to look at a calendar to get it all ttnigjit-̂ wt I do have it aU written down. 
I: Fmnreyoado. Since, SQr the end of SqNember, has the fiequen  ̂ of your cravings changed. 
P: Yes. IbasicalfydoathaveLthem. Once in a w îile-Ihavent-exoqit one light dream, using dream, I 
havent even had those. And me time befine,« îen I came through here in *91,1 remember one instance 
of a real bad dream that I liteialfy woke 19 with a hangover, die shakes, the DTs, die ̂ iiliole nine yards, 
and I hadn't used, because Fdbem here for a month and a hall ftwasjustadream, andIwQkeiq>-andit 
was like, dont talk so loud, dont slam the door-
L A litde bit cranky? 
P: Yes. And it was just a die  ̂
I: Do you ever experience cravings of different intensities? Strongones? Weakones? Medium ones? 
P: Yes. 
I: And how does a strong craving diflferfiom a weaker craving? 
P; Now? 
L- Yes. 
P: It just makes me think that I want-
I: What's the difference between a strong craving and a weak craving? 
P: I dont know. Fm not sure iflcan-Irealfy dont have a whole lot of cravings. Fm serious, because 
IVe pretty much made iq> n  ̂mind that I cant do this. IfFm going to drink, then FIX end iq> dead. 
Because when I put hq'S  ̂in LARC, I told them at the desk that I needed to be there. I didnt want to be 
there, but I needed tote there because I didnt give n^selfanother two months on the outside, to live. The 
insanity, too much stress— 
I: So you drank from July until Sqpteniber until you went into LARC. 
P: Oh,yeah. When I came back ftom Alaska-while I was in Alaska, I was drinking. When I came back 
in July to here I was drinking—I went to work here—and I drank even at night I was under a lot of stress. 
I: I thought you relapsed on July fourth. 
P: That was July fourth-Fdbeoi out there using since I became sober the first time. Foralmosttwo 
years, right at two years-a litUe over. I went in'91 and stayed sober for two years. 
I: Oh, this is like July fourth of— 
P: '94. 
I: So you've been using for quite a while since you've rel̂ )sed. 
P: Right Fve been out there for a little while. I didnt go out and conK right bade in like some people. 
L When do you usualty e^qwrience cravings? 
P: The times vary between of an eariy morning to right around eariy evening—Sty norms for drinking. 
Sometimes tbey ̂ nt occur unless nqr mind is actualty thinking about it-well, I may be getting off work, 
and it's time for a beer— 
L Do certain people trigger cravings? Does seeing certain people trigger cravings? 
P: No, I wouldnts  ̂that seeing certain peq)le-when I got Iddced out of here over the wedcend, I stayed 
with a fiiend of mine, and he uses. But-I guess m^be I did have cravings but I didnt want to use. 
I: So if you know you dont want to use, it just gets rid of everything? 
P: Yes. 
I: Do certain places ever trigger crawings? Being in certain places? 
P: Sometimes—if certain pec l̂e are there. It's like I have not done this time what I did last time, and that 
was, or even this eariy in sobriety, I finquented bars to pbtypooL And sit there and drink coke, or club 
soda, or whatever. I havent done that now. I use the dul̂ AA dubs-thq  ̂got pool tables. 
I: That's a good idea. Do certain situations or circumstances ever trigger cravings? 
P: Yeah. If I wind iq> under a lot of stress, like I was over the wedcend-I was definitely craving, 
wanting, but I didnt want to do that Because that would pot me in two different places that I didnt want 
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tobe. One was in head, the other was in LARC. 
L When you're oavin& îlieie do you ftd it in your body? Doyou&elitaî wfaereinyourboc  ̂
P: It has a tenden  ̂to give me a lot of chest pain, because Tmovetrtiessing on it-and a headache. 
Because, again, I dm*! want it The craving comes in and I gotta fight it, and I wind iq> with a headache 
overit I think that can be attributed to the fict of stress. Calling that stress-Jike. 
L Does your stomach fiseldiffirent? 
P: It's upset with gas, stomach iund>Ies,̂ i1iatever. That's one thing Fve never been a ftvorite of—is 
taking aiQlhing for add indig^on. 
I: How (to you heart foel? You mentioned chest pains. Does your heart ftelaî  different? 
P: No. I have noticed sometimes sitting down, it's on the opposite side. It comes down on the right side 
ofn^chest I even toU this to a doctor the other d^vilien I was in for a physical, but he didnt even 
elaborate on it I said that scmietimes I get this burning sensation that luns right straight down like this. 
He didnt elaborate, didnts  ̂what could cause it, but that sometimes occurs. I guess I have a tendency to 
drink too much coffee rather tl̂ -and a lot of times that's due to the fict that Fm thinking about-it's Ae 
time of day for a beer, and Fm drinking more coffee because-and that m;̂  be what's doing that burning 
sensation. It's just all this extra coffee and caffeine. 
I: Couldbe. Is your breathing ever different when you're craving? 
P: I can't think that it is or not Usually my breathing's only different after something strenuous. 
I: What thoughts run through your mind when you're craving? What are you thinking? 
F: I wish I could have a beer. Like I said, Fve always been more of a beer drinker than I was of aî  other 
kind of alcohol. Years ago, when I was a kid, I drank anything put in front of me just about Overthe 
years-like dad was-he stsQred pretty much a beer drinker, mom was a boutbon drinker, and died 
a bouibon drinker. 
I: And those kinds of thoughts-I wish I could have a beer-are they repetitive, do th^r go over and over 
again in your mind? 
P: Yeah, sometimes. When they do occur. I wish I could have a beer. A beer would taste good-on a hot 
day, like we've had a few hot da  ̂recently. A beer would sure be nice. Nfy sober mind gets to 
remembering and thinking-hey, think ̂ ut this-itH dry you out It's like drinking a cdce when you're 
hot and thirsty. It does nothing but dry you out more. And that, I think, is because Fm trying to push 
mind, pushing thoughts awsty from me because I know I don't want it aî more. 
I: How do you get rid of th  ̂thoughts? 
P: By preoccupying myselfwith something else-̂ l̂ ing cards, reading my bodk, going to a meeting, 
going out and playing a game of horseshoes. 
I: How succes  ̂are you at getting rid of these thoughts? 
P: Pretty successful. 
I: Can you get rid ofthem 50% of the time. 
P: Fd say 95% ofthe time I can get rid of the thought All I have to do is like blank out—I can blank out 
most aiQthing. I can be sitting here talking to you and somebocty could be talking to me over here, and I 
wonth ît Fm getting pretty good at that I went through four years aftai'4cwan-do which helped put 
nty basic concentration in place. So that I can concentrate on what I need to concentrate on, or what I 
wantto. And Fve been fortunate enough to be able to do two, three-sometimes three-things at a time. 
Definitelytwo. Like Fm talking to you, and reaching over here and grdibing something that could be 
close to me— 
I: When you're having a craving, do you want to go out and get alcohol to satisfy it? A beer to satisfy it? 
P: Not now. 
I: Notnow. When you were using, did you want to get a beer? 
P: OhyeaL I would definitety. Fd be sitting there watching TV sometimes and not have had a beer, and 
a craving would come up, and bingo! Fmgone. Fm into the refrigerator and got one. Or if I didn't have 
one in the fridge, I was down to the store and got it 
I: So it was pretty immediate? 
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P: Now. When I want it now, now is «iien I want it 
I: How haid would you tiy to satisfy your craving? 
P: How hard? 
I: Yes. What would you do to satisfy it? Would you do aî thing? 
P: Ohno. rve never dropped n7inoialsfiom--I have lived on the streets. Fve never panhandled. I 
wont boROw mon  ̂unless I know rm going to be working, doing something soneniiere. 
L How did you survive nrfien you were living on the streets? 
P: By working out or tenqwrary, or working someidiere else. Fve alw  ̂maintained some fype of woric 
ethic. One of these d^rm going to get these firont two teeth rq>]aced so that I wont have t̂ -
I: Did you lose those in a fight OT something? 
P: No, I went over to collect some monqr when I was working fi>r a conqMUQr-collect some money fit)m a 
gt̂  that had borrowed some. He was a cokehead, and I didnt realize it until it was too late. 
I: Did he hit you? 
P: Hehitme withabasdnllbatwhenltuinednQrbadL Said something and when I turned around, he 
hit my mouth with a baseball bat HiBq)enttwoaî ahalfyearsinptisonforit 
I: Ouch, that must have hurt like hell. 
P: Itdid. He thought he had knodnd me out I was down on all fours, q>ittingn  ̂teeth out, and he 
turned his back and walked away firom me. I came iq>fiom behind and put him in a full nelson. I started 
to run him into the wall. Ihad a witness outside, wito saw everything that hqqiened through the window-
-he could hear the whole conversation. It was the middle of summer, and the windows were open, the 
drapes were open. He saw and heard everything. And Id never done aî thing to him, and he was getting 
kicked out of his place, was losing his job, and I told him that p^day I wanted half my money. Td given 
him two and a half; three months. He got paid every two weeks, so that should have been at least five 
paychecks that he could have paid me something.  ̂didnt p  ̂me aiQthing out of the 300, and I was 
down to a point where I wasnt working, and I needed some money, so I was very polite about it I said 
next p^day I wanted half nqr money. And I was ready to leave. Next thing I know—he hit me with a 
basdiall bat right across the minith. And instead of tunning him into the wall ̂ idien I had him in the full 
nelson, I stopped him. I threw him out his trailer door. I got in the car, nqr partner drove to the hospital. 
He had snapped one off at the root, knocked the other off-or snapped one off level with my gum, and 
knocked the other one completely out So th  ̂had to do surgery. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions ever trigger cravings? 
P: Yeah, when Fm feeling down or £»ling lonely. 
I: How are your emotions when you are craving? What emotions do you feel? 
P: Irritable. 
I: AiQthing else? 
P: I would s  ̂that irritable pretty much sums it iq). Pretfy much when Fm that way, people can see it 
and sense it, and they stay out of my direction. Because, although Fve gotten fai Jaeoex at it over the years, 
I still have the tenden  ̂to fly-Fve never swung, or hit or abused aî bocfy in a number of years. ButI 
have a tendenQT to sru  ̂verbally, and come off; and come flat, unglu  ̂with some peq)Ie, verbally to 
some people. And to some that's about as a plQ^cal attadc. Fve learned a number ofyeais ago to curb 
that one. K's not necessary 
I: That's about all I have. Anything I missed about how you oqKtience cravings? What cravings are to 
you. 
P: Not that I can think of. If I think of aiQthing that is aiqr different, FU— 
I: That's it 

SUBJECT 1017 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
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Age; 51 
Sex: Male 
Race: White 
Education: College 
DiQTs Qean: misring 

Ihterviewen What's your drag of choice? 
Partkipaiit: HdoiiL Was. Past tense. 
I: When did you start using? 
P: When I was 14. 
I: You've had these questions asked a lot 
P: No. I just know. 
I: And you used it up until yoo went to prison? 
P: No, I used it even in prison. I used it almost steadily for close to 30 years. 
I: So, until you were about 44. 
P: Yeah. l4et̂  close. Yeah. 
I: Did you shoot it 
P: Yes, that's all I ever did. 
I: That's all you ever did. Have you used any other drags on a regular basis? 
P: 0fcourse,the60s, whenlwenttoBeikelQr-LSD. 
I: What age were you? 
P: LSD—it was Timotl̂ rLeaiy's time, 60s—I don't know. 
I: Did you start before you went to college? 
P: Yeah. So it would have been probably 18. Because it wasn't legal, it wasnt illegal. So I guess about 
18. 
I: Do you know about how many years you used it? 
P: Well, how maiQr trips I've taken-at least 200. 
I: Do you know what span ofyears that was? 
P: About a year and a half on LSD. 
L So until you were about 20? 
P: Yeah. LSD, mescaline, pQ t̂e— 
I: So, okay, all of the hallucinogens? 
P: Yeah. Because my wife was full-blooded Cherokee, and I learned the teachings of Don Juan. You've 
probably read it And I learned about double road and p^ote in the years on the reservation. 
L Have you used aiQthing else? Alcohol? 
P: No. Alcohol. I might biQ  ̂a six-pack to watch boxing or football. Fm not really even a social drinker. 
My wife was an alcoholic, so
le You never drank on a regular basis? 
P: Notreally. I tried to drink two d  ̂in a row, and nobody rgects it So there's no way. 
I: Have you used cocaine or aiqrthing else? 
P: Yes, Fve done Belushis. That was the original q)eedbaU. That was methadrine and heroin. 
I: Do you know what time q)an you were using qieedballs? Was that when you were using heroin? 
P: Prdbably-I could probably number it down to nuQiKtwen  ̂times max 
I: Twen  ̂times in your life? 
P: Yeah. 
L So you never did that regularty? 
P: No. I shot cocaine by itself! and I had the sex drive, but after a week or two, the drive was gone. You 
spend twenty dollars and you get a good ten-minute high—a rush—and it was gone, where I could spend 
ten dollars on heroin and it wQuld last all night So, it was not nqr drag of choice. At all. Tweakers used 
to come to my house. 
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h Tweakers? 
P: Yeah, gî  who used to smoke the stnffl 
L You called them tweakeis? 
P: Yeah. Because they tweaked. They looked out windows and went, "Wow, man, there's someone 
outthere. I think it's the police." Andllivedî onahilll̂ astadimn  ̂
I: Andsoth^wereall-
P: Yeah, paranoid. One guy would lode himself in n  ̂bathroom and take every sheet and blanket and 
start taking the towels-ohy -̂and then just-thqr'ie into die p  ̂smoking sQifEl Soltookahandfiilof 
rice and threw it on him-look at all the rods, you know. And they were fieaking. I wouldn't let them in 
n  ̂house aî  mote. Boy, paranoid, something else. The first thirig I ever got high on was heroin. Even 
brfore I smoked pot 
I: Oh, you smoked pot on a regular basis. 
P: I dî  of course, at dances even before heroin. Have a coiqile of drinks. But all kids do. Yeah,itwas 
first because I hung with an older grotq). 
I: When did you get dean? 
P: m have eight years this March. 
L So it was March of'88? 
P: Yeah. That's exactly right Because I came out here in'88, and I was alreacfy  ̂clean. And I was a 
sponsor. 
I: Were you out of prison? 
P: Yes, rd stayed out ofthe prison system for almost 11 years. But I was using in the'80s. 
I: What are you on parole for right now? 
P: Aggravated assault 
I: Aggravated assault What else have you been in prison for? 
P: It's all drug related. Fve done 26 years. 
L YouVe done 26 years. What have you been in for? 
P: All drug related in California. Possession, selling. 
I: So all drug offenses? 
P: Yes. Except the aggravated assault which was here in Arizona. 
L So everything else was drug related? 
P: All of it was drug related. Everything. 
I: Have you ever been arrested for anything else? DUTs? 
P: No, never had a ticket in my life. No DUTs. rve never even bad a parking ticket Well, what 
they used to call internal poss^on which is under the influence of heroin, which is a misdemeanor in 
CaUfomia. When I was 18, for an ounce of pot, reds, and seconal-sodium amytol, but that was drug 
related. 
I: Any burglaries? 
P: Yeah. I was charged for second degree burglary. Thejudgesaidlwasyoung—Iwas 19, andthatwas 
the first time I went to prison on nqr 19th birthday. I didni know aî thing about court, and the girl I was 
withdidthis. She had broke into a Ma and Pop store to steal glue to sniff it I tuqq)ened to be in the area-
•to make a long story short-Ihadjustsoki her some reds. Okay, so, I fook the court trial. Shecoppedout 
to the vt̂ le thing. Well, Mr.-Idont think you, even the owner ofthe store said, somdxtdy with my size 
shoe knocked right through the broken piece of glass He knew me and he's a good guy. He said he 
thought I was a lodcout and gave me second degree, gave me two to 14 and sent me to San Quentia I 
was probabfy the youngest person, and wasn't too bad loddng when I was 19. Fulsom and San Quentin 
are real prisons. Out here they're Disneylands. Th '̂re like apartments. The onfy prisons th  ̂have out 
here are Florence and the Walls-and that is nothing. I was used to a one-man cell. Outside ofthat is a 
cat-walk with a guy walking with a shotgun or a machine gun. When Igotoutin'81,Igotaten year 
sentence for nine and a half grams of heroiiL And they tried me because of drug possession, with wife, 
and wife would go to Civil Bram, which was a county jail, and thqr'd take my kids and put them in 
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McLaienHalL Fd heard honor stories about that place. Or me cop out to it, and th^gatve me 10 years. 
I did 10 years, two months and 28 days, [unintelligible] There's usually killuig there-all paperwork and 
everything is lodced down. So th  ̂owe me for two months and 28 d  ̂at $147 a day. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: How would you define craving? In your own terms, what does craving mean to you? 
P: Needing, wanting. 
I: What else? 
P: Craving-̂ iavingtohave. 
I: Bavingtohave. Is craving the same or different fiom an urge? 
P: Different 
L How is it different? 
P: Craving the need to-something you have to have, and the other one was? -
L Anurge 
P: An urge is just a thought 
I: Just a thought? 
P: Yeah. Well, do I have the urge to get on the bus today or not? Urges are no big thing to me. Anurge 
to ride or get bade into hard work or biqr some art siq>plies. 
I: Is a craving the same or different fiom a desire? 
P: A desire is-desire, well, yeah, I would say they're different You desire dothes, a person, but craving 
is a wanting, that you have to have. 
L Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: Yes. I would say yes. Jonesing--God--I haven't heard that one in a while. 
I: A lot of gî  around here use it 
P: They use different words. It'sjust like in New York th  ̂call heroin boy and they call cocaine girl. 
I: Are there any other street terms that you're aware of for craving? 
P: Malaise, a word in Spanish that means sick. And...and...craving.... 
I: Anything thatjust pops out into your mind? 
P: Umm. A need to. Have to. 
I: How much do you like the high that you get firom heroin? Or how much did you like the high you got 
from heroin before you cleaned 19? 
P: I loved it for years, but it's fu]̂ , the last five years I became very active. I would go and paint one of 
mybedrooms. I became very innovative--rd build a fence around nqr house. Fd dean nqr whole house. 
But see, after years of use and as long as I had a habit-which was over 12 years and that means not 
missing a day-it was not a high aî more. It was just to be like I am now. Natural. Just to feel normal. 
But I could shoot enough to where id get high enough to ̂ idiere I would nod off or something, that's just 
shooting that maî  more drugs. But I had it to where I held down ajoboffand on for 12 years. Iwould-
at 4:30 in the morning—fix, and on n  ̂lunch break and at night-̂ t was a daify routine. Tliat was just to 
be normal. I managed a Shell Station. Fm a California licensed mechanic, wliich none of that I cant do 
anymore. I was a chef by trade also, [unintelligible] Ican'tdoanyofthataî more. Ittodcalotto 
accept that I cant work aiqr more. Period. Until maybe the surgery does vdiat it's siqjposed to do. 
I: I hope you can get that-
P: So do I. 
I: Has the high that you feel has changed over the 30 years that you used heroin? 
P: Yeah. Because it was just waking q) with the craving and the sidmess. To get the first one, or if 
you're dealing whatever, was just to &d normal. And ifyou want to get high, you could overstep your 
bounds and overdose. I only overdosed twice and that's becsnise I was on methadone. Ididntknowit 
counteracted it I thought I did one q)00n, and thought, this must be bunk. I did another one, and I ended 
up in the hospital, [unintelligible] I got in trouble for that That's when th^r pump your stomach, but 
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thqr cant do It anymore. 
I: Hu how nnich you liked the high changed? 
P: Ohyes. Somelhing-a high power, whatever, badt in the late 80s-there was just-sure I can make 
money and all this and that, and rdstî  out of prison. And I jnst said, I just like-̂  was lifted off n  ̂
shouUbrs. I just said no more.' Lodced n^self in die bedroom and didnt go into no detox place, which I 
had tried befine. FiomSynanontoyoananieit Gaven^aelt I had somebody come by; when I went in, 
and I had newqnper all over the floor-becaose I knew I would haye diarrhea and throwing up-and 
budcets and stuff like that SomdMdy would come by and get the dirty linen and stuff. Did it all on my 
own. I went through heU. It took me about 90 days to where I could just barefy walk. It was just—I put 
the brakes on. 
I: Wl̂  did you decide to do that? 
P: Itjust-Idontknow. I had buried a lot offiriends that died fiomhq»atitis,rdi96es from hq;iatitis, 
overdoses, and this is even way befiire I got shot Plough was enough. I was married to heroin. I 
actually, with my three daughters and my wife-God less her soul—we were at a party. As a matter of fact, 
it was at our house. And I told her I had to leave. And she goes, "You|re going to go biQr that heroin," in 
front of about 40 pec l̂e. Shes  ̂"You love that heroin more than you do me and the kids." Andlsaid, 
"That's right!" And to this d ,̂ril never forget that Likeahigherpower, God or whatever, came to me 
and said, didnt say, "You know what, this shit's going to kill you.* Because I had social security checks. 
I could deal, but I never dealt in my home. Even vdien my w  ̂was still alive, and the kids and stuff like 
that Andpec l̂edoingitforme. I was just burned out tired of it & was like lifted firom my shoulders. I 
had no craving aî more. At all. Nothing. Noloveforit It's hard to e}q)lain because I didn't have a 
monkeyonmyba  ̂ IhadKingKong. It was just like thqr had fell off. Now. After the 90 days-and I 
was dean-I had to tiy something. Ifixed. I got whatever you want to call it-the Utopia feeling. Sure, I 
got high, but itjustwasnt there, and that was the last time. Something had lifted it from me. Takenit 
aw .̂ There was no longer an urge, a love, aiQthing for it—monqr. Material things never meant 
aiQ'diing to me anyway. Fvehaditto where pec l̂e put it in hand, syringes even in prison. Even 
heroin. 
I: Nothing? It doesn't even trigger you to want to use if someone puts it in your hand? 
P: No. Not all. 
I: No syringe, nothing? 
P: No. 
I: What do you feel like when you have heroin in your hand? 
P: Nothing. I said, "This is cra .̂ Get this shit awî  from me. niflushit Dont you ever, ever do that 
again. Don't ever come to nqr house, or come do my cell." 
I: You don't ever think about using heroin? Does the thought go through your mind? 
P: No. Notatall. For two to three years I had the dreams, of course. No more. I dont have the dreams 
about it no more. 
L Dreams? Like when-you-are-sleeping dreams? Or just dreams? 
P: Sleeping dreams. Tm fixing or Fve got an ounce or two. That lasted three or some odd years. Some 
people used to ask if thqr could come to nqr cell and fix, and Fd tell them no. But Td have certain friends, 
let ±em, and watched them. 
I: You watched them shoot iq>? 
P: I watched them-
L Did that want to make you do it? 
P: No. Thatwouldmakemestronger, and I would s:̂ , "No, you're going to end up killing yourself." I 
said people psQr for it by store in prisons and stuff. 
I: Paid for it by what? 
P: You get store once a week, so the people who sneak in from the guards to visit, and they bring in the 
drugs. Especially the guards. Th  ̂get money deposited. Visits-people would swallow it There's ways 
to getting it out without waiting thm days for a bowel movement I know all the tricks, and I know how 
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to beat thdrdiity tests. I belied a lot ofpeoide this time, this last five years, exoqit a fiiend of mine. I 
guess he leb^Med. I left in Sqitember. &iebqned,lgne8s,two,twoandahalfwed(sago. He was a 
heioinaddict HewasaCalifomianfiomOiangeCoaD .̂ I had watched him fix. I got him involved in 
it, I got him dean. Igothisgii]fiiendclean,alotaf odierpeople. Aiipaientfy, he had fixed cocaine and 
speed and he already had—he had a break in his ann that the hoqntal would not remove. They said skin 
would grow over it When you think about it, it goes throng to your heart or yonr brain, and you're dead. 
That's the prison system, tî  wont do nothing. He had bloating now and th  ̂here. Iknewhehadhad 
hepatitis, and I said that Fve had three out offiMir friends die fiom relapses. Hqntitis is die toughest So 
I get a letter that my fiiend B—fiom his gidfiiend that he was taking widi the gU ̂ ing A's. 
[unintelligible] I think they're difBaent Hehadto. I came fiom school [unintelligible] and saw that B's 
equilibrium was way oCE; and I thought he had taken too many arcanes (V ffying A's, or ̂ diatever you call 
them. So, it was just like his ̂ î le mobile system was of̂  so he went to the CO that worked that yard. A 
nurse came and chedced him. He was all bloated here and stuff like that [unintelligible] Iknowthe 
FDR heart, believe me. She came later to give him his pills~I guess it was for the pain-darvocet He 
puts out his hand, but kept dropping them and dropping them. And left in the ambulance. Solaskedthe 
person who runs this place ifl could use the phone because I have a fiiend who is really side. The letter 
said thqr had taken him to ICU in Fulton Comty. First we called there, he wasn't there. I gave his prison 
number and his whole name. So I said, "Give me the main desk." No,-we never had aiQrone. Th^r 
wouldn't give out aiQT information. SoIcalledDOC-Penyville. I talked to the substance abuse counselor 
who I had took a lot of classes with. Hetoldme-
I: When you were using, how often did you have cravings to use? 
P: Well, it wasnt a craving. It was a need to. 
I: It was a need to? 
P: Yes. 
I: Did you ever crave when you were using? 
P: You mean crave more? Yeah, sore. 
I: How often would that h^>pen? Every time you used? 
P: Depended on the quality of the heroin. 
I: When you first cleaned iq>, how frequently would you have a craving? 
P: Ididnt 
I: You didn't? 
P: After 90 days, I did that one thing, that was it That was the last-I don't even think that was a 
craving. Ijustwantedtojudgeortoseeifitwasliftedtotallyfiomme, mind-wise, body-wise. And it 
was. And I haven't had a craving since. 
I: You haven't had a craving since? 
P: Really. Had it seen it, can get it-I can go around the comer and get it-like nqr mom s  ̂you can't 
change your geogr l̂qr, or whatever, [unintelligible] It's just like nqr mom s  ̂if I had a neon sign, and 
I would say let it go. But when— 
I: When you were using, did you have cravings of different intensities? 
P: Cravings for what? Do you mean aiQthing? 
I: Did youjust crave heroin during the time you were using? Or did you crave other things? 
P: Women. 
I: Did you crave women in the same way that you craved heroin? 
P: No. Mth the heroin, [unintelligible] you could go almost all night long. The fiiniQr thing is, it's 
called a heroin hard-oiL You could go ̂  night But then I figured out a w^vitereifyou waited at least 
an hour or two after you fixed, you could come. But if you did right after, you could go all night 
[unintelligible] 
I: Did you ever crave other drugs? 
P: No. I liked to smoke pot once in a while after I fixed heroin. It enhanced it 
I: Have you ever had cravinp of different intensities? Stronger ones or weaker ones? 
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P: Atthetime? 
I: When yon were osiiig. 
P: Well, like a lot oftiines, it was never enough. But it was, but I was a pig. Iwasapig. 
I: Were there situations that would trigger cravings? 
P: Oh, besides sidmess in the moning— 
L Yes, besides sidmess. 
P: W  ̂yeah, somdwd  ̂would come over and rd already be weD, and then would have anywhere 
from ten to 30 stones, and would say, here, you know. It was, you know— 
I: Did that give yon a craving. Or did it just trigger you to use? 
P: I think both realty. Itwasthere. &wasofikrBd,a^Iwasnotgmngtorefuseit I was one of the rare 
people that-wfaere you could have three spoons at night, and these people would pig out, and knowing 
that you were going to be side in the morning, have to go hustle or do idiatever you did, or deal. ButI 
would save one all night until the next moming. I had control ofthat part to where I wouldn't be sick at 
4:30 in the morning. One would take the edge off. That's what it's called. I wouldn't be well, but it 
would take the edge off to where I could get up off n  ̂ass. 
I: Does seeing certain people trigger cravings? 
P: No-I did that for five years in prison. 
I: Pardon? 
P: I saw people five years in prison this time around. No, no triggers at all. Nothing triggers me. Here 
it bothers me when I see triggers in other people. 
I: Why does it bother you when you see triggers in other people? 
P: Because ofthemFve helped. Fve done one-on-one, telling them this program wont help you if you 
dent leave it alone. If you don't cut it loose. You're not with heroin or any drug—you already have one 
foot in the giavq'ard. It's either-and Fve had the experience-it becomes a revolving door with the drags 
and a revolving door into prison. And the third one, death. A lot ofpeople-I wouldn't get depressed or 
stressed out It's just that I not &il with people Fve helped, done oneK>n-one with, and talked to them and 
spend a lot oftime with them, and th^rek4)sed. Not too many with driigs. Most ofit is with booze, 
[unintelligible] I think th  ̂just dry out and th  ̂can go. Get their $174 chedc. 
I: When you had a craving, did you feel it in different parts of your bo  ̂
P: The craving for it? When I was using? 
I: Yes. 
P: Sure. Because I needed it plqrsically and mentally. 
I: Where did you feel it in your bo(fy? 
P: Every bone in nQrbo(fy. [uninteWgible] Pn îng to the porcelain god. Dry heaves. 
I: Did you ever feel anything in your heart? Does your heart rate increase, or .decrease? 
P: No, but I want to tell you something-I had high blood pressure. Igotoutofprisononetimeandlwas 
286pounds. Iwas built I got bade into it, and got the weight off At the time, I guess because I got too 
big, I had high blood pressure. Thqr tried different medications-seems like every 30 days, Fd build up a 
tolerance, and the blood pressure m^cation wouldn't work. So this went on for a little over a year. Then 
I started using more and more, and I went all the w  ̂down to 164 pounds. The heroin actually-I don't 
think it was just the weight loss—the heroin got rid of nqr high blood pressure. I havent had it since. 
I: And what thoughts go through your mind when you're craving? What are you thinking? 
P: How to get it so-and-so be home so I can get it? Can I get it fronted? Do I have enough money? 
You know, stress. 
I: Were you stressed out about figuring out how to get it? 
P: Yeah. I realty didnt know what-I didn't stress that much. The onty time I realty stressed out was 
when th  ̂transferred me firom the Tucson fiicility to Florence. And that was the lak time I had contact 
with my three daughters and my grandchildren. 

T  ̂I found out what stressed-out meant The doctors even wanted to give me a shot to calm me 
down. Because I was approved to go-no that's when they sent me to Penyville. I was approved to go to 
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Florence noith unit, but I guess they had the women there or were redoing it And leaving the Tucson 
Fm the one stopped the visits, because I didnt want to watdi, I watched yonngest 

granddaughter who was at the time almost nine months to two yean and this and diat /̂ twoyears,! 
stopped the visits, because it was just eating me up inside. Itwasnicetoseenqrgiandkids, 
[unintelligible] but then going bade to nqroell-tbafsfiiien I had to tell daughter. Then her hudiand 
was basicalty  ̂against them going to the prison anyway. He didnt like me. He wrote me a letter tiiat said 
that ay old  ̂daughter stopped writing because, not became I told her, she wanted to. And she stopped 
visiting because I told her to. But I think that yon wanted to kill me and bmy me with Jimmy Hdfb and 
many S (my oldest daughter). And this is side humor. Many ny oldest daughter. When th  ̂had moved 
me to Penyville, I wrote to Us woik because he didnt want me to know their new address. So I wrote and-
they said your daughter and grandkids are fine, son-in-law doesnt woik here anymore, they all moved to 
Mbntgomety, Alahama, Kiss ny grits. I raised my daughters. Believe me, they would go to Nevada, back 
to California, or here. 
I: When you were craving heroin, did you want to go out and find it? 
P: When I was craving? 
I: Yes. 
P: I would. I would. I was. I would. No matter how side I was. 
I: Ifyou were craving heroin, would only heroin satisfy that craving? Or could you use something else? 
P: I had a fiiend who said ifyou don't want the craving, do a little cdee, it will take it aw .̂ Itriedthat 
once. The rush was there. I was worse off than in the beginning. Now .̂ Eyeragain. Ohyeah,rve 
tiieddrinkingbeer, but Tm not a drinker and that wouldn't do aiy good. So-it was—[unintelligible] 
I: Hbwhardwouldyoutiy to satisfy your cravings? Would you do aiything? 
P: Would I do aî rthing? 
I; Yes. 
P: Not anything because I have the gift of gab. Forone. Like ny mom said, when they tried to get me 
for bank robbeiy, [luiintelligible] the DA asked her, your son has had a drug problem for so maiy years, 
isn'thec )̂ableofusingagun? She says ny son wo^dn't use a weapon becaiseifhe needed money, he 
has the gift of the gab and he could talk you out of the monqr. 
I: You talk people out of money? 
P: No. There'sw .̂ Okay. I have boosted. I did that for one year. At first I was nervous and sweafy. I 
got caught after 366 days and they gave me pety with a prior and th  ̂bodced me into the couny jail, and 
they gave me six montte and I ended up doing 42 d^—good behavior. That was weird. Uhh. Youcan • 
always get someone, maybe someone panhandles, whatever their hustle is. Uhh. They could have ten, 
you could come iq> with teiL And even I have done it a ftw times—went to the blood bank. Andthatis 
what brought bade, I went through the plasma center, not to give blood or nothing, but to-I just went 
through there and just a little realiy check. That is the wsy I was at one time. Something else. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions ever trigger cravings? 
P: Besides the sideness? 
I: Besides the sideness. 
P: Uhh-not dq>ression, or stress, or nothing. Jiist the love for the drug basically, and the need for it I 
was married to it for 30 years. I really mean married to it 
I: That's dwut alll have. Do.you have aiything else you warn to add? Aiything about craving? 
Anything that IVe missed? 
P: Cravings—when you are using, it can become very ugfy. You can become violent You could. 
Craving could. I know someone who took a hammer and killed somdx>dy—a claw hammer. Behind now. 
The craving. Because he wouldn't give him money. And I have seen it in prison. It's basically-craving 
is-like craving. Oh sure, every once in a while I might crave a bo  ̂of ice cream, but that mî t be once 
a year. But when it comes to (̂ gs, craving is dangerous. Dangerous. Because you're uncontrollable. 
Some people are worse than others. Iwasludy. I was talented as an artist, as a mechanic. I can go out 
and do somdxxfy's car and make it now. Aiything. I didn't go to those high schools [unintelligible] for 
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75 budcs because I wasatosiiig then. The onty thing I was doing at the time was smoldng cigarettes. 
I: ^codne is a drug, you know. 

SUBJECT 1018 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Education: lO"' Grade 
Days Clean: 64 

IhtervieweR Are you here voluntarily? 
Participant: Vohintarily. 
I: Are you on probation or parole? 
P: No. 
I: Have you ever been convicted of a crime? Afelony? Have you spent any time in jail? 
P: Oh yeah, plen  ̂of times. But not for nothing real serious. 
I: Have you ever been in prison? 
P; No. Just jail house stuff. 
I: What do you mean, jail house stuff? 
P: Disorderfy conduct, drinking, open container, domestic violence, drunk in public. Stuff like that 
I: Sojustmî emeanors? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Aiqr burglaries or anything? 
P: No. 
I: Breaking or entering, nothing like that? 
P: No. 
I: What's your drug of choice? 
P: Alcohol. 
I: When did you first start drinking regularly? 
P: Probably around twelve. My first drink was at eleven, but then I started using more often at age 
twelve. 
I: Have you been clean aiq  ̂time before? 
P; Yeah. In'94. 
I: For how long? 
P: For nine months. 
I: Were you in a program? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Did you come through here? 
P: No, I was at PascuaYaqui Treatment Center. 
L' AreyouaYaqui? 
P: No, Paiute. 
I: Okay. Fve never heard of that But Fm fiom Canada where there are Mohanlcs. So you drank pretty 
well up consistently iq) until now, except for that one period of being clean? 
P: Yrah. A long time. 
I: Have you used anything else on a regular basis? 
P: No. It was just e}q)eTimenting here and there. Snorted. 
I: Did you snort coke on a regular basis? 

Age: 
Sex: 
Race: 

35 
Mide 
Native American 
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P: No, ttwasjiist,Icaiipn)bd»fyooiinthowinai9 t̂iiiiesIdidiL Prabd>ty five times. 
I: ^oy. Nothingelse? Just aloohol. Do you smoke dgaiettes? 
P; Yes. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

L What does craving mean to you? 
P: Craving means tome-tome it would be like-something like, [unintelligible] I dont know how to-
you want something more than aiQthing in the wodd, I think. 
I: Isacnwingd>esameasanuige,orisitdifkrent? 
P: Anuige-
I: The same or different? 
P: No, a craving is more powerfiil. 
I: It's more powerful? 
P: Yes. 
I: So what is an urge to you. 
P: An urge is like something that just comes an goes, like-you feel like something, but then you don't 
want it tight aw .̂ It dont stick with you like a craving does. 
I: Is craving the same as a need? Like needing something? 
P: Oh yeah. I think loddng at it that way would be right A craving and a need-like you wake up in the 
morning, and you're craving something, and then you cant have it, but then it turns into like you need it 
Something that's stuck on your mind that you're going to get Fm gonna get that alcohol, oryour drugof 
choice, that's what Fm gonna do tod .̂ Fm going to stidc with it 
I: Is craving the same as jonesing? Are you familiar with the term jonesing? 
P: I wouldnt know about that one. 
I: You wouldnt know. How much do you like that high, or how much do you like being drunk? 
P: It's-like-umm.... It's— 
I: Do you like being drunk? 
P: Ye  ̂ It's like—not drinking to just get buzzed. Fm not drinking to be that Fm drinking to get 
drunk. Blitzed. 
I: To get blitzed? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Do you like being blitzed? 
P: Yeah. 
I: On a scale of one to ten—how much to you like being blitzed? 
P: Ten, eleven, twelve! 
I: Oh, twelve! [laughs] 
P: Yes. 
I: That'sokay. Has how you feel when you're blitzed, has that changed over the 20 or so years you've 
been drinking-the actual—what you feel like when your blitzed—has that changed at all? 
P: Yeah. When I was younger and I was getting Ito that, starting oS; it was—you're blitzed, but you 
know you're under control. You know what you're doing. And then Fm blitzed. But now, you're blitzed, 
andyoudontknow what the hell you're doing, you dont know where you're at You'reoutofit 
Blackout 
I: Would you s  ̂how much you like being blitzed-has that changed at all over the 20 years you've been 
drinking, or has it always been a ten, an eleven, or a twelve? 
P: It's always been iq) there. 
I: It's alwsQTs been up there? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Did you drink every day, or did you binge on the weekends? 
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P: was more like, more ofa binge, mqte binge a week, then nuQte cut off two dqrs. Letn^bodycure 
iq>, and then I could just be right bade at it 
L Right back at it? 
P: Yeah. 
I: When yoa were drinking regular, how fiequentfy would yoaoave? 
P: Oh, man, it's alw  ̂on mind. 
I: Always on your mind? 
P: Alw  ̂Eveiy dy, all day somerimes. 
I: Would it ever go aw  ̂Would you have sq>arate cravings, or was it like one craving all d^  ̂
P: tt would quit ifl was busy doing something—iflkqitn^selfbuqr.nQr mind occ<q)ied. Butthen, 
whenever I sladced oC  ̂I wo -̂the first thing that would pop into n  ̂mind—I wish rd get fiidced-up. 
I: How fitequentfy do you crave now that you're trying to sts  ̂clean? 
P: Right now, I think Fve only done this since-twice so fir. 
I: You've onfy craved twice? 
P: Since Fve been here. 
I: That's it? 
P: When Fd first been in here, like about a week, I bad one. [unintelligible] And then later on, maybe a 
month or so after, it's like-all this stuff wrtqiped around your head, you know thininng about all this stuff. 
Itgetstoyou. Fm going to go out and drink. I going to go do it You dontv  ̂to, but then you have 

to. Your bo(fy feels like—you have to have it, you need. You know your bo(fy wants it, but your mind's 
telling you. No, you don't want to do that Like now, you get in a tug-of-war with yourself. Start thinking 
about different things. Kfe, I start thinking about the consequences. Whenever I get that craving-if I 
crave again, I always think about the consequences. 
I: Of drinking? 
P: Ofwhat's going to happen.-
I: When those giQ  ̂were having a little beer party on Frid^o ,̂ did you crave at all? Did you want to 
drink? 
P: I didnt have no idea that was going on. 
I: You didn't have any idea? 
P: I had no idea until it was all over. And besides I was too sick. 
I: Youwereinbed. Do you think ifyou had known what was going on, it would have been hard to resist 
drinking with them? 
P: I would have had that ten t̂tation. I know I would have. 
1: What do you think you woiild have done? 
P: I would have Men-with n^r siq)port group, I think I would have, I would have had to do a lot of 
talking to my group. I think we would have to have a group session. I'think I would have had one and 
got kicked out? 
L So you think you would have dnmk? 
P: I think I would have. 
I: It would have been just too much? 
P: Yeah. Spend the wedcend.listening to music and playing cards-it would havejust been in that 
atmosphere I left. And say, man, go ahead. Maybe I can hide it from them. 
I: When you were drinking regularly, did the fiequen  ̂ with which you craved change over time? Over 
your drinking career, did the fiequenqr of the cravings change? 
P: I think mine got worse. 
I: Got worse, or more frequent? 
P: It got worse and more frequent 
I: It got more intense? Stronger? 
P: Yes. It got real strong. Like this last time, after I went out, after the '94, those nine months. I would 
have almost done aiQthing then for a drink. 
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L What triggered your rel̂ Me? Were you craving when you lel̂ ised? 
P: Females. 
L Females? 
P: Females. 
I: Did you have relationship problems? 
P: Yes. I figured she's using, rm not using, ni use, we can get closer. Andthatwasit Endofstoiy. 
Eveiything would be fine Aen. 
I: And idiatlu|)penediî ien you started using? 
P: We l̂itiq). 
I: Was she drinking, or was she using other stuff? 
P: Oh, she was doing other things. We started drinking. Well, she started drinking and I figured I might 
as well Me^bethiswĵ ourrelationshipwilltumbetter, or whatever, well become closer than what we 
were, and everything will be better. I tried to push n^sel̂  and then I &11 over the edge, and after I did 
that, it's like the whole worid fell̂ art Relationships started to bum me out I lost n  ̂contaa with 
friends because I was using. &'s lite th^re going to stay aws f̂iom me now because youVe picked up 
and used again. It's like, dont come on this side of the street Scqt on that side. Alcohol~I cant hang out. 
with that, I cant 
I: Cant hang out with people who are drinking? 
P: No, leant. Not now. 
I: Do you ever get cntvings of different intensities? Like stronger or weaker ones? 
P: No. Mine is just all— 
I: Just all, are you okjQT? 
P: Yeah. Thinking about all this stuff-it's weird, not weird, but going back oh this stuff. 
I: Yottok  ̂
P: That's my love now. That was my love. I married alcohol. I thought I got into a relationship, I 
thought I got married, but I didn't I got married-̂ lQ^calty I got married, but then mentally I married 
alcohol. I did eveiything for alcohol. And that's wh  ̂I liv  ̂for. It's like-alcohol and me-the wanting 
is so much. It got to the point where I didnt even want to have sex. I would take alcohol over sex. Sex is 
good. Right Sexisgood. Alcohol is better. Fd rather sit there and get totally blitzed and after a while, I 
dont know-for a while there I thought, man what's the deal here? Am I all right? Giving up sex for 
alcohol? Something's wrong here. But that's how much-itjust pulled me, it just pulled me. And I 
couldnt help myself. The alcohol drive for me is—just too much for me. 
I: When did you particularly experience craving? 
P: When stuff lilK this h^>pens? 
I: Like relationships and stuff? 
P: Like this interview.. 
I: When you're talking about it? 
P: Yeah. When you hear other people doing it, or you're sitting in a groq>, and people are talking about . 
the past I mean at some point, you know, the program-it's good to be in a program, but it seems like the 
program-thqr want you at a certain level. Th  ̂dont want you to be a happy person at the moment 
Thqr're alw  ̂pointing your addiction out to you, telling you this is how you were. It's like, man, come 
on. You gotta deal with this ifyou're here for 90 d2  ̂or whatever. &'sl̂ th^stidcitinyour&ce, 
man. You're hearing all this all the time and it's like hard to foiget You want to forget this. You dont 
want this no more, you want to move iq>. 
I: You just want to put it behind you? 
P: Yeak Go on to the next level, and be happy. Enjoy some-[iinimelligiblel 
I: Does seeing certain people trigger cravings? ffyou see certain people? 
P: Yeah. It's like, you cant go to different-you gotta stay aw f̂iW the people that you knew where you 
could get it real easy, ffl seen a friend waking down the street, I would s ,̂ 'Teah, I know where he's 
going." And ifl had a craving, I would stidc to him like glue because I knew where he was going. Or, I 
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know where to go. You dont want to go to those places. So you tiy to avoid— 
I: What places are those? 
P: Bars. Right down the street 
I: Circle K? 
P: If s hard to avoid it There's bais all over the place. Even going down on South Sixth, it doesnt take 
you that long to get dnink down there. Ifyou got dropped off down there. 
£ You guys got dropped off down there? 
P: msaidif: 
I: Do certain situations ever trigger cravings? rurtain rftmrtirmB nr ritmmchnvvc? 
P: Oh yeah. Iwouldthink—fiv me, almost aiQrdrcumstances would be the craving. 
I: Whm you're craving, how does your bo(fy ̂ 7 Do you &el it aiywhere in your body? 
P: Just in mind. 
I: Just in your mind. Do you feel any numbness or tingling in any parts of your body? 
P: No. It gets me hî ipy. 
I: It gets you h îpy? 
P: Yes. 
I: How does your stomach feel? 
P: No feeling. 
I: Do you notice aiqr changes in your heart rate? 
P: I don't-but there probably is. 
I: You dont notice aiqthing? 
P: It's like, I mean thote's so much adrenaline going through you-that's what you're after. That's what 
you gotta get Sometimes I conq)are this to a manAivonian or a girl/boy. relationship. I can see this 
craving coming on. Okay, you're with a-you spot somdxxfy in a crowd, and-thq^re the best-looking 
thing you've ever seen. I seen this woman over there, and she's real nice and everything, and I gotta 
have that one. I gotta have her. I gotta have her. And, then I gotta keep going. I got a craving. I crave 
her and everything like this, and I desire that one so Fm going to go after it It's like, then well put a 
bottle of Jack Daniels there—and it's like going after that 
I: So it's like chasing something? 
P; Yeah. That's how you get it 
I: What thoughts run through your mind when you're craving? 
P: How it's going to taste when you get it, when you first get it 
I: Anything else? 
P: Hoping you're going to have enough. 
I: Anything else? You're off in space. You okay? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Are these kinds of thoughts, are th  ̂pervasive, do they keep going over and over in your mind? 
P: Yeah. 
I: How do you get rid of them? 
P: Try to figure out [unintelligible]-you gotta do something, like around here there ain't too much to do, 
but— Going for a walk, do something plQ^cal, pl̂  some basketball, pl̂  some horseshoes, talking to 
somd)ody. 
L When you try to get rid of these thoughts, how successfiil are you? 
P: Being here has been helping [tmintelligible]. You hear eveijixxly else-man I want a drink, I want a 
drink today, I want to go out and use today. You hear all this sbiSl That aint good. It's hard to deal 
with. 
I: It's hard to deal with. So ndiat do you do? 
P: Kfysel̂ Ijust like to be alone. Sometimes, being alone, thinking-thinking of h^>py things, man. No 
more-you g  ̂tired of listening to people, and thq^re always bringing you down. You walk up there in 
the comer, and you sit around and think about the good times. Like if you're with your girlfriend or your 
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wife or your bqyfiiend. Think ofthe good times you had without asiiî  if yoa did. Think of something-
like yooVe been somqilaoeî iereyoadidiit use, yoo were at a carnival or mnething. Different thoughts 
run through your mind, just so yon dont have to think aiWDt that ttoSl Igotalotofpqierwotktodoright 
now. So that's like, that keqjc me pretty well occupied. 
I: That keqwyoaocaqned, doing the pq«woik? 
P: Yeah. 
I: When you experience cravings, do you want to go out and drink? 
P: Wdl,yeah. Everybot̂  would, ifyouejqKTience it 
I: When you were drinking how fiequentty would you use, would you drink in rcqxmse to craving? 
P: Oh, every time. 
I: Every time? 
P: Eveiytinie. 
I: How hard would you try to satisfy your craving? 
P: How hard? 
I: Yeah. Would you do aî thing to satisfy them? 
P: There's no sitting me. 
I: No stopping you? 
P: Even at wor^rd be-in an instant, rd leave my work. Nomatterwherelwas, whatlwasdoing, if 
that popped into my mind, and Td get one of those cravings to drink, it's like Fm gone, HI see you later, 
in be b  ̂tomorrow. Fd leave whatever I was doing. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions trigger cravings? 
P: I think being lonefy. 
I: Any other emotions? 
P: I cant think-being lonely,.not accepted. Not wanted. 
I: How do you feel-what are your emotions-when you're craving? When you're in the midst of a 
craving? 
P: I would ssy it's like-mine would be-you know when you're on a roller coaster. You know how you're 
up, and all ofa sudden you drop, and you get that real— 
I: Rush? 
P: Rush-worse than a rush, though. Ohmaa 
I: Anything that stands out for you? 
P: Idontknow. Now Fve got a craving. Now I got one. 
I: You've got a craving now? So what does it fixl like? 
P: Oh, num. I dont have no craving. No. 
I: That's about all I have. Is there anything I missed about how you e^qjerience cravings? Anything I left 
out that you think is really inqwrtant? 
P; No. 
I: No. You okay? 
P; Yes. 

SUBJECT 1019 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 38 
Sex: Male 
Race: White 
Education: Some college 
Days Clean: 32 
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Interviewen Are you here voluntaiity. 
Partkipaiit: Yes. 
I: What is your dean and sober date? 
P: Noveniber 15th 
L Are you on probation or parole? 
P: No. 
I: Have you ever been in prison. 
P; Yes. 
I: Whatfi>r? 
P: Possession of drugs. 
K How maî  years? 
P: I did a year and a half. 
I: AiQlhing else that you've been in prison for? 
P: I was in prison-I went to jail, not to prison, no, Fve gone to jail. 
L Jail. Wh^youinfor? 
P: Fve been hauled tojail for possession Qfpot,dn]nk driving a few times. 
L' Domestic violence stuff? 
P: No, none of that 
I: Aiq  ̂burglaries? 
P: Ohyeah. There was a burglary. I didnt go to prison. I ended up getting a plea bargain. 
I: Anything like boosting, breaking and entering, anything else? 
P: Not that I got caught at 
I: Aiqr armed robberies that you got pidcediq) for? 
P: No. 
I: Ever commit an armed robbery? 
P: No. I wasn't that bad. When I burglarized, it would be a big siqMmiarket, you know, or~ 
I: What would you take? 
P: K^Iwanteda—usually, it wasn't me. I was the driver. lalwaQrshadnqrbuddiesdoitforme. Butifl 
got caught in my car with the stuff as I was getting away, then Fm responsible-they get aSl 
I: What did you take from grocery stores? 
P: Some guys were good-thqr'd get chain saws, jackets, radcs of clothes. 
I: Kind of 1  ̂shoplifting. 
P: Yes. Not me, Ijust did the getaway car. 
I: Would you trade it, sell it? 
P: Mostly sell it Once in a while— 
I: At swap meets? 
P: No, just around the neighboriiood. We'd ask firiends and neighborsf-just like Giri Scout cookies-go 
door to door. Got some jackets for sale, tools for sale, and so on. If it was tools, we'd go to construction 
companies. We'd go to paint stores and grab paint, brushes, tools, and stuff like that and then go sell the 
stuffto paint companies. It was like that When it comes to clothes and stuf̂  there were a few people in 
townwho were regular biQners, and th  ̂would take it down to Mexico and sell it Th^Ye giving you less 
than halfprice practically for everything you bring in. Automotive places were good places to go. Some 
good things to get-you could get stuff pretty easify and turn it over quick for money. I got robbed a few 
times too n l̂f-n  ̂cocaine friends and bmin addicts-th  ̂took all my sterra equipment, vers, tv-they 
like electronic stuff. If that's all that's missing, you know it's drug people. 
I: Fve been robbed-and I know by what thqr took-"Addicts were here!" 
P: You can tell. 
I: What was your drug of choice? 
P: Pretty much cocaine. 
I: Snort, smoke, slam? 
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P: I snorted when I was 18. started slamming when I was aboat 23. 
I: So you went from snorting to slamming? 
P: Yes. 
I: AndyooVeusedpietty^wellfitom 18to38? 
P: Yes. 
I: And you've been slamming it for 15 years? 
P: Yes. 
I: Have you had aî  other periods of sobiie  ̂
P: Yes. I had about a year in'92-93. 
I: Isthatvdienyouwereinjafl? 
P: No, actually, I got into a religious cult 
L Which one was that? 
P: Tucson Guirch of Christ 
L That's a cult? 
P: Ithinkso. Wl̂ , do you belong to it? The guy that was teaching adult education here on Friday or 
Saturday, J, he belongs to that.church. When I got here, he was having his last time to teach. He wants to 
get, do it again here. IdontknowifthQr'regoingtolethimornot He said, "I know you." Andlwalked 
in and I couldn't remember. Doingthosedrugs—all drugs—was just killing nqr brain. Td remember the 
&ce, but Fm terrible on names. But he remembered me~a small coincidence. 
I: Did you use while you were in prison? 
P: Yeah. Ididntcontinuouslyusebecause—first of all, the shodc that I was in prison. Oh here I go, 
cut and dry for sure. When I got in prison, I bunqied into a friend of mine-he was on the same yard-and 
he knew some of the connections on the yard, and he introduced me to one of the connections, and I was 
able to get some heroin. Because I didnt want to be all tweaking, and twitchy, and nervous. Because I 
would be twice as paranoid on speed. But if I was on heroin rather than q)e  ̂be a little more relaxed 
and calmer and I ctndd still function in the yard. Go out and pl̂  horseshoes, baskaball, or whatever. I 
got some chiva [heroin] in there, and I did it twice, and I got a joint too once, in there. It was so 
expensive, I said forget it Me not working. I wasn't working in the yard. The only money I was getting 
was from my parents. And I didn't want to be a heavy burden on them, eq>ecially when you get 50 bucks 
and th  ̂e}q>ect it to last you a month, and you just blew it in one day. I c^d bî  a lot more food and 
that wi A the 50 bucks. What thqr were giving you-I could bî  three hits out here for what I could one in 
there. So I said it aint worth it Even though I like it, I needed to survive in there, and I wanted to make 
it the best living and enjoy it as much as I could with all the misery that's going on in Ufe. So I 
decided to not use in thm. 
I: Have you used anything else on a regular basis? 
P: I did get on methadone. Because I was in such a habit-
I: Of what? 
P: Doing cocaine and heroin.. 
L Oh, did you do q)eedbal1s? 
P: Yeah. I was doing speedballs. 
I: So you have used heroin regularly? 
P: Oh, yes. Now Tm in here just for heroin basically. 
L Okay, so when did you start using heroin? 
P: From mid-1990, and I had quit for that time with the church in '92. And then in '93,1 started up 
agaiiL Until I came here. 
I: You've used methadone. By prescription, or off the street? 
P: At a clinic. Behavioral hedA-the Dawson Clinic. 
I: Are you on methadone now? 
P: No. It was hard to quit that I wish Fd never got on that because it was worse than quitting heroin, 
t Why? 
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P: TbesynqNomsafwithdnn  ̂last longer. Wben you tiy to do it cold tmk ,̂ and I bad to do it cold 
turicey, I couldnt detox, yoa know, go from dosage and Stan detoxing going to smaller and smaller 
dosages. It takes longer to detox off cf methadone even nlienthq  ̂giving you, Allien thqr'ie trying to 
take yoa down from it 
I: Did you go firom heroin to methadone? 
P: Never again, no. 
I: Did you start using again after you'd detoxed off methadone? 
P: WhimIgotaffit,Istartedusingheroin. I was still using a little bit then, because I was so sleq  ̂and 
relaxed I wanted the cdce to get me iq>, and then rd have to do a little bit of chiva to bring me down-you 
know, find a plane-because myself I like to be active, be able to associate, cant, rUtiy to find some 
drug to bring me to a ph îng level where I can go out and pl̂ . I hate to just sit in a comer and veg out 
When I started doing rode, which was just this last—\dien I got out of jail, I got turned on to rode cocaine, 
smoking around. And on that-there's a real hooker. It just grabs you rî  away. 
I: More than slamming? 
P: Yeah. I think so. 
I: Did you used aî thing else on a regular basis? Alcohol? 
P: Alcohol was just a material side thing vdien I was really young. I had an ulcer at 18 fiom drinking so 
much. I started n  ̂drinking ̂  15, and when I was 18,1 h  ̂an ulcer. 
I: So you stopped drinking when you were 18? 
P: I didn't stop, but I sure did slow down? 
I: Did you dt̂  when you came down off the cocaine? 
P: Sometimes. If I couldn't get heroin, Td get a beer. 
I: So usualfy it was heroin th  ̂brought you down off the coke? 
P: Yes. rdusualfy go out and find the heroin tight away because a beer would take too long. Withthe 
heroin, you could it right awsy, and you're bade down into a nice mellow state. Why I like heroin-
because I already have a slow, adm pace with myself. That's wl̂  my drug of choice is cocaine. 
I: Is that why your fivorite is cocaine? 
P: Because Fm a slow, calm person. That's n  ̂personalis. Nonchalant ni sit bade, I'm always 
relaxed, it takes a lot to get me mad. Fmveiy easy-going. Sometimes Fm just maybe too lazy. Fd sleep 
all day if I could. I need the coke to get me going sometimes. 
I: Did you use pot on a regular basis? 
P: Oh, yeah. When I started the drinking at IS-Iet's see, the pot started myjunior year in high school-I 
was 17. I was using pot all the w îq> to when I moved out to California in'80. A couple of years after, 
about '83,1 quit Th '̂s because it wasn't doing the same thing for me anymore. I wasn't able to go out 
and function in the public. I was getting so sleepy and tired fiom it, it was making me paranoid and 
gumby-I say-the word gumby-stiqjid. I couldnt talk and think of words to say. Fd be in a conversation, 
Fd catch part of it, or Fd be talking about something, and all of a sudden go, "What the heck was I talking 
about?" Fd get very qacey. 
L What drug do you think you're most likely to relqtse to? What do you think it will be hardest to stay 
cleanfirom? 
P: If I got kicked out of here with that groiq>, Fd be out there doing UQr heroin and cocaine again, 
I: Both? 
P: Yes. With that needle too-Idont know \diat it is-the\̂ le action of it, watching the liquid going 
in, drawing blood out, I dont know. It's hard to describe wIqt exactfy I like it I am chasing a high. I 
know that Bccauselalw l̂peethecdeerushfiomwsQrba  ̂ Nfy ears used to ring, I used to get this 
tinging. It's almost like the witter runs, I like the sound of that It's just like a cool trip. Fvedoneadd 
too. But I will not touch that again. I bad a very dose e}q)erienceQffiyingnq'selfintoa--I was walking 
for two days, a coma, a zombie. I scared all n f̂iiends. One d^Fm out in the park, they asked, "Are 
youokay?" All of a sudden I had my wits bade again. Oh man, they thought Fd never come back to 
earth. 
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CRAVING INTERVIEW 

K Wbat does craving mean to you? 
P: A craving would be just like when you get hungry and your stomach grcmis tnd you gotta fised 
yourself. You get a sign, a ftelin  ̂ in your system that sqrs feed me. So thafs a craving. Ksendsa 
message to your brain s îng, I need it Sometimes your brain starts to thinking and sends signals to 
your stomach-yeah, this would be good. ThafshowIfijondiL Fve tried to ̂ î iite-toidde it maiqr times. 
I: White-lmudde it? 
P: Yeah, quit on n  ̂own. TX t̂houtgoingtoai7AAgroiq;)6,andCA. When I was going through some 
emotional problems, rd want to esoqie the realî orjust ease the {Ressme of all this headache thinking. I 
didnt want to get no headache thinking about it, so Fd go down a  ̂get some dope. This relaxed me. I 
didnt have to think about it I knew it would be there again. Ijost didnt want to diink about it at the 
time. Id go down-even sometinies when I~rd come out of CA meeting and bam! Fd be right down 
getting it because I just wanted it Ijust wanted it, or-I just got the craving? 
I: Is craving the same or difBarent from an urge? 
P: An urge would be induced, I think. 
I: Induced? 
P: By somdx)dy else. A craving—that's your own sel£ An urge is somdxxfy urging you on, putting the 
power ofsuggestion into your head. Now you got the urge. WIqt did you ta  ̂about it, I was doing fine. 
Now I got an urge to try it An urge would be someone going—here's this, and here's that Now you're 
urged, what are you going to do? 
I: So they're tenq>ting you? 
P: Yeah. 
I: This and this is like, get some coke, get some heroin? 
P: Yeah. Ifit's out there, or theyjust start talking about it, then you have the urge—the power of 
suggestion is in you now-it didn't come from inside you. It came fiom outside influence. 
I: So an urge is like outside and a craving is inside? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Is craving the same as a need, or is it different? 
P: When I think about the drug, it shouldn't be a need, but sometimes it can be. Sometimes heroin can be 
because your stomach, you get sick, violently sick fiom the withdrawal symptoms. So then it becomes a 
need. You need to go get some more, otherwise you're just going to be violently ill. And so it's your 
system telling you, Hiey, Fm craving this. I need this comical dependency or I'm going to get violently 
sick on you, and you're not going to smell good for the— 
I: Is a craving the same as a desire? 
P: You're really trying to pick this sqiart, here. A desire-I would that is the brain talking. 
I: And a craving is— 
P: Your stomach, the bo(fy. 
I: A craving is more than just the brain talking? More than just the mind talking? 
P: Yeah. A craving would be more than the mind talking because you gotta have it then—when your 
body starts talking. Whenyourbraintalks,youcanttyand wrestle with that but when your body is 
tall̂ g, you gotta do something about it 
I: Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: Yes. 
I: Are there other street terms for craving that you're aware of? 
P: Craving, tweaking, sketching— 
I: Sketching? What does sketching mean? Wlqr do you use that term? 
P: It's an add term. Bade in California in the'80s, you were sketching. In this mode, you're chasing 
rabbits—you were on this trip. You called it a trip. 
I: How much do you like the high you feel from cocaine or heroin? 
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P: I loved that cocaine, panghs] But the oakB out here imtaî  good. I dunk that's I became more 
of a heroin addict because I was not able to satisfy finding that nme high and where it would last a long 
time. Iwaswastingallmymon^onallttiisgailNigB. And then laid, lefstiy  ̂heroin out here, and— 
through doing the tprcdhalls and that-ao then I took out the coke because it was no good. So then I 
started diringjust the heron. That hî -̂ didnt seem like I was wasting nqrmon .̂ Fmaveiynion -̂
consdous peison-flo I— 
h So you want value for your money— 
P: Yes. Hiafsiigfat rm not going to waste my mon  ̂on nothing. IdontwanttogBtban]ed,soifI 
had to change uQr substanoe-and I will just fiir a high— 
L Just for monetaiy reasons? You would change your substance ifyoudonttfiink you're getting value for 
your coke? 
P: Yeah. Exactfy. It's inqxirtant for me to get something. I'm not going to get nothing for something— 
Fm not going to give n  ̂monQr out for nothing. 
L Bow much on a scale of one to ten would you s  ̂you like the high that you foel? Not how good is the 
high, but how much do you like it? 
P: Now-̂ )otisazero. It doesn't even interest me anymore. Every time I smoke a joint now— 
I: Say heroin— 
P: H în—Fdgivethatpiobabfyasixorseven. I like it, but Fd rather have coke. 
I: A good coke high is tte best? 
P; Yeah. 
I: What would you give a good coke high? 
P: Fdbejustasb )̂pyasalaik. 
I: So a ten? 
P: Yeah. A ten for that coke. Iflcouldeverfindgoodcdce, Fdbesohs^qjy. 
I: Has the high that you feel-has it changed over the years that you used.  ̂the high itself changed? 
P: Yes. I went from being veiy functional, doing, fix^odce to changing to a very paranoid, 
schizophrenic, where I could not function—I was just doing UQr first hit during the d .̂ Allofasudden, I 
would just tense tq> so much-I dont know if that's because of the quality out here, too, but I would start 
seeing things, and I never used to do that I was to an eight-ball in one day. 
h Eight-ball? 
P: Two eight-balls in one dSQ  ̂of coke. 
I: How much is an eight-ball? 
P: That's-an eight-ball-I could probably get 20 hits out of an eight-ball, maybe more than that, I couldn't 
really tell you. It would be m l̂x a quarter ofa cup of powdered soap. 
I: So a lot 
P: That's quite a bit there. I was iq) to two of them. I never was this paranoid person-
I: You were using halfaciQ) of cocaine a d  ̂
P: YeaL I was getting it for Mbudcs. I had a good connection. That's 180 dollan a day. Fdsellsome 
ofiL Xfyjob, my money, I could go for three wedcs, and then he last week ofthe month Fd have to quit 
because I had to pity nQT rent Fd have to bite the bullet Fdbeoavingit Fd have to go out and still get 
one or two hits just beouse that craving come on. Nfy stomach, ntyboctyfoeling-this chemical-even as 
much chemical was left in me, you still feel that coming down. Your stomach, even on cocaine, starts 
cramping. On the chiva, you realty cramp iq>, but even on cocaine you can even feel a slight difference in 
your body. 
I: When you were using, how fiequentty would you crave? Cocaine or heroin. Every diQr, once a week, 
once a month? 
P: Fd have a craving until it was gone. Ifl had that pile there, Fd say,'̂ vell, (day, Fm going to make 
this last all day." Now^r. Because that craving is thm. 
I: If you used a little bit, say you just shot a little bit of it Did that make your craving more intense? 
P: Yeah. It would just hook me and make it more intense where Fd have to go and-I gotta do it again. 
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And sometimes, it wasn't that good, or that was real good. It would be a pliysical/mental thing where it 
wasnt that good or it was realty go  ̂Because~eitherone-rd be wanting-dam, I gotta find that high, 
rm trying to find this ear ringing diing. And I chased that for a long time. 
I: Did yoa ever get diat ear ringing thing? 
P: Ontyonoe. 
I: Ontyonoe. 
P: Ontyonoe oat here in Ilicaon I found it The best one was ahv^diat ether-based stn£El 
I: Yes. Someone else said that 
P: But I fixmd that ontyonoe here. That's I got the ear tinging. Basicalty-Ikeq> looking for that 
Icontinualtylookfijrt̂  And I don't know wby. Because I had a close call—I was fixing all by nQ l̂̂  
I did so much one time, I kqit wanting to see how much I could bandlQ. I wanted to get a teal good long 
rush, ft's like-turn on the water. Whoosh! It sounds like you're in a tunnel Your vdoe would sound 
like it's in a tunnel. Fd be chasing that high. I couldntfin  ̂but I win always keqi on looking for it And 
when I do find it, m be so out of control because m be so h îpy that—nqr ndnd will be going so &st 
That's that chemical d^enden .̂ Craving-it's the craving before, and it's the craving after. You find it, 
and as soon as you find it, then all of a sudden it's a celebration. You gotta celebrate now that you found 
it Then you cant stop until it's gone because you'ie-o^pfidalty for a person like me, who hods and gives 
a rating often-loving it Fm just gonna keq) on enjoying it a  ̂enjoying it, and all of a sudden I turn 
around, and go, man, I q)ent all nqr money. Oh well, I had a good time. Then I make iq> excuses-it was 
really good, it was worth it Then all ofa sudden, the electricity's getting shut off or something. 
I: How fiequentty-now that you're trying to st̂  clean-how fiequentty do you experience craving? Once 
a day, once a we  ̂once a month? 
P: The cravings have been-it's been going more—right in bere-now that Fm in a rehab place, the 
environment-the outside environment world is not inflicting me as much. I dont have to worry about the 
bills. I dont have to worry about the food. So, all these daity worries ofjust your basics, needs, I dont 
have to stress about so craving has decreased because of that If I was out there in the wodd, Fd be 
going, man, forget it I gotta go steal, go get something to eat because nqr stomach is growling. Fdbe-at 
the same time, Fm goin  ̂This pisses me off. I gotta go get some dope." 
I: So, how often were you craving in here? 
P: About three to two times a week. 
I: Two to three times a week? 
P: Yeah. 
I: And you think it would be more ifyou were on your own? 
P: Oh yes. Ifl was back out there in the world, I would probabty be every day. 
I: Would you have relapsed now, ifyou were out there in the worid? 
P: Umm-because I ha^nt gone through this whole program and havent gotten to the point of going 
through to AA-n:̂  next step is to get a sponsor soon and working on the AA book, or tIteCA book. Ijust 
finally, yesterday, got the book. And the money you're going to pay me, I can buy the book. 
I: T '̂s a good wsy to spend your money! I dont want to hear al̂  you going and buying some beer! 
P: No. Fm going to buy the book. 
I: Good. That makes me ha^>py. 
P: Because I do want to succeed this time. Igotagreatfimity. I dont want to impose on them because 
they already bailed me out ofjail, and helped me out maiQr times and been siqiportive. Andljustkeep 
filing on my fiice all the time. Fm doing this on my own, and I want to succeed. If I was out there 
without finisliing up this program, Fd be out there using. Because I dont have control of nQ^self yet I 
dont know myself yet aî  that's—Fve lost it And ifl dont get some gia  ̂on who I am because Fve been 
acting like a child for so long, careless, and being so pissed off at the wo  ̂Ithink-oneofmyreasonsis 
the world is so messed up, so dqpressive-watch the news, there's nothing good on anymore. TV stuff is 
crap. It's like Fm rdieUious. It's like, screw you, Fm going to show this worid it aint worth living in. It's 
kind of tough to live in this world. That's wl̂  the Idds so young are committing suicide because they are 
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seeing this crazy worid. They are gettiiig raped and molested and poverty and their ftmî  getting stolen 
and their dad going to jail And all because the teacher pronqited them—"Yoor daddy hit yoo-that's child 
abuse." Yeah, sure, there is a point to dwsing but I think eveiy now and then a kid needs a liddng. Itall 
dq>ends on what they did. Fve got children and never abused them. dad never hit me. When he did, 
ithmthimaobad—iWjusttooniceofagî . I get used a lot out in the drag woild because of that 
h Does the fiequenqr with which you cnnne change over time? 
P: Yeah. 
I: In what vay? 
F: It changes with nqr world and what's going on. IfrmborBd,thecra[vingisgoingtobealotmore. Ifl 
have something to do-like during this winter season, I got the boviling league, ni be more active. Then 
ni be drinking beer instead. FU switch to beer. And ni be going down and practicing bonding all the 
time, so Fm coming to anew season-and that season is bov înft drinking bm. And doing the coke-
sometimes, just because ofthat too, because Fm drinking beer, all ofa sudden I want cdce too. Italmost-
Idont think that cdce really does change now that I think about it ftjust stays the same; if s always 
there. Fm always thinking about it The only reason wIqt it would change is ifl had something to do. 
Then n  ̂mind would be off it, and I want to get this acconq>Iished or something It's alw  ̂right there. 
After I acconq)Iished it, Fd makeup for that time. That's for dang sure. 
I: Do you just crave cocaine and heroin? Or do you crsve other drags? 
F: Just cocaine and heroin. Pot, as I ssqt, puts me to sleep. I just hate that The rock-if I did smoke a hit 
of rock right now, Fd be running out thm, because I could not stand the plQrsical change it does to me. 
It-it's almost like having a soda because once you get that taste, you can't have just one sip. It's like that 
Frito-Lay commercial-you can't just have one. Once you get that taste in your mouth, thra it's like you 
gotta have another taste, and all of a sudden, you get into this mood of-and it's a bad mood too-
I: Do you have cravings of different intensities? Different strengths? 
P: Well-the chemical—I was talking about that rode. Yeah, it would be a different intense craving 
because of how it affects you. Even though that rode, when I smoked it, I didnt like it But yet FU crave 
to do another hit because I was hoping right at that moment as Fm going it, Fd be at a mellow point As 
soon as it was over with, Fd be in a convulsion-almost like a convulsion. Fd tense iq> and-once I did go 
into convulsions when I was drinking with it And I had a pill—some giq  ̂gave me a downer-the downer 
affected me, and I went into a convulsion. And the cdce too, that'll give me different intensities. If it's no 
good, I can either stop there. But ifl find good cdce, then the intensity to do more is very strong because 
Fm going to say I found something good and I want to do some more. But if it's not good, then the 
intensî  is not there to want more because you're afiaid-you're afi:aid of wasting more money, maybe for 
me. 
I: So it depends on how good the drag is? EEow strongly you're going to crave? 
P: Yes. 
I: When do you ̂ ically e^qKrience cravings? 
P: Driving in the car. Byn^If. 
I: Do certain people ever trigger cravings? 
P: Yeah. Whralseeanoldfiiend, orthinkaboutoldfiiends. When I go down to the southside area, or 
go near it 
I: Certain situations, life circumstances? 
P: And a-let me think about that I want to go out and odd)rate. Ifthere's a happy circumstance, like I 
got a raise at the job or something. I want to celd)rate-wouldnt neoessarity trigger that cocaine and 
heroin. Fd be going down to the bar, having a beer. The beer would trigger it That happens. That's 
why I haven't-because I havmt drank beer very much. I quit that beer. 
I: It would trigger it? 
P: No. Because I wanted the cocaine more. I didn't want to waste my money on the beer. 
[unintelligible] 
I: When you're craving, where in your body do you feel it? 
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P: Mostly in the stomach. 
L What does your stomach feel like? 
P: Enqî . Gimding. I almost &d like ifs-haveyoo ever felt like your body is laddng a vitamin? 
L Yes. 
P: It's almost like that 
I: Do you ever feel niimbness or tingling in any parts of your body? 
P: I got a bad back-I got immbness in my-
I: What about your heart rate? Have you noticed any change in your heart rate? 
P: When Tm anticipating it, yeah. 
L When you're craving. 
P: Whenrmcraving-yeah. There would be a Ug change, eqwcialty if rm violently side. But, 
sometimes Fd wake q) and start getting a craving. Fd tiy to resist and s ,̂ "Oh, I'm going to quit tod .̂" 
I couldnt quit because Fd all of a sudden napalms would start to sweat Now cocaine, you really dont 
getsickon. I dont think you do. You don't get violent̂  side. I conU quit cocaine coU turkey, but I 
couldnt heroin. Chiva, I could, but Fd go through a violent three da  ̂of sick as a dog. Butcocaine,I 
think as long as you've made it past 24 hours, you're over. And you don't really get aî  violent 
stomachaches. You nugget the little sweaty palm and that, but that's it 
I: What thoughts are going through your mind when you're craving? 
P: I dont want to do this. Fm hurting God-I am religious. Because Fve made so maity promises to quit 
Fvc got monqr buried out in the stones. It was a monument promise to God. And yet, wiien that craving 
starts, and then I go out and do it, I just— 
I: What arc you thinking when you're actual̂  craving? What thoughts are going through your mind? 
P: I know Fm doing the wrong thing, I know Fm doing an illegal thing. I don't want to go down and do 
this because Fm gonna be wasting mon .̂ 
I: So what's making you go down there? 
P: My mouth would be watering-just like, good watermelon down there, and mouth would just start 
watering. Actualfy, drooling at the mouth thinking about it Fd be thinking abo  ̂the taste of it Asl 
drive down there. Want the sugar camfy taste in nqrmoutL That feeling, the rush of it It's exciting. 
That instant rush. Inoneminute. It is very exciting. I start thinking about the excitement of it what's 
gonna be happening. It's like two sides fighting. The negative side and the positive side. And the 
positive side says. It's going to be exdting. 
I: How do you get rid of these thoughts? 
P: That's one thing I havent mastered yet One thing is, if I can find somdxxfy to do something with. 
That would help me. If I cant find aiotody, Fm out of ludc. Basically, it's filling a void, and the void is-
having a connection. And that's what a drug is. It's almost-you're feeling enqity so your opposite 
personality is taken on. fi's like you're shy, now you're not Now you have a conq>anion. 
I: How successfiil are you at getting rid of these thoughts? 
P: Meetings have been hdping a lot I noticed they have on the outside, when I continue to go. Ihave 
tried on the phone and that would not help me. I needed that physical outside contact So I could see 
emotional return. I couldnt get that over the phone. I tried calling the hotline, but to no avail. lended 
up going down and getting drugs. And it was late, late at night and at the time I didnt have a q>onsor 
who could come over. I was looking for somdx)̂  to come here and hdp me. If I could have got some 
meetings at two o'clock in the morning there's just nothing I could do. Nfy biggest hdp to take away the 
cravings is-eating will do it, drinking a soda-actually, drinking you would probably crave more be»use 
now you have a chemical taste. Eating Iguess. But you cant eat forever. Maybe ifl put a patch on, but 
that doesnt work either because I have had patches on ferdgarettes and that didnt do no go  ̂ Fvehad 
the ones where yon get side on them. When I got hypnotized, the hypnotist would do it Because when I 
got hypnotized, I was off dgarettes for a while. And I did that with the church too. I got so religious I 
was able to quit dgarettes. Until I got my job and started going down and doing cocaine because they 
were putting peer pressure on me saying I gotta do this and that And I was going down and doing coke. 
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I: When you are experiencing craving, do yog want to go find dnigi 10 Mtis  ̂it? 
P: Yeah. I want to go down there and tiy to find it Like I was a în  ̂I am diiving down there, 
fighting-don't want to do it, bat the excitement, but I am thinking about the excitement 
I: l̂ aî thing satisfy a cocaine craving? 
P: Sexnu .̂ 
h How wooU sex be satisfying? 
P: Adrenaline. The tush through n^bocfy. I would come 19 and come down. 
I: Would odier drugs satisfy a cocaine craving? 
P: I guess aank is on the same line. I tried it and dont like it It burns nose, doesnt matter. I 
tried fixing it, I dont get a quidc rush. Crankis prolonged, and coke is and you don't come down 
as hard either. Idont IcouldntfindaiQthingelsetosatî it 
I: What about with a heroin craving-would aiqthing else satisfy that? 
P: No. Nothing. Now on the cdce, if I can't fî  coke, I can satisfy it with heroin. 
I: But nothing will satisfy a heroin craving excqx heroin. 
P: Yeah. 
I: How hard will you try to satisfy a heroin craving? 
P: Methadone will satî  that hmin craving. 
I: How hard will you try to satisfy a heroin craving? 
P: I'finety percent to fiiU effort to satisfy it, and only after a certain time will a coiq>le bums stop me. 
Sometimes. 
I: A couple of bums? 
P: You know, they took n  ̂nionQr and I didnt get nothing. I got an en  ̂envelope. A couple of bums 
and I finalfy s -̂well, forget it ̂  most likefy I will go bade to the bank, get another 20 dollars and tiy 
again. Fve done one hit, two hits, and spent a hundred dollars because Fve gotten burned. 
I: Do certain emotions trigger cravings? 
P: Yes. That is the biggest key, I think, in our lives-our emotional state on the outside. 
I: What emotions-happiness, sadness, loneliness? 
P: Loneliness is nQT biggest reason for going and getting a craving. Dq>ression not so much because I am 
a nonchalant kind I dont get depressed too easily. I alw  ̂see the light at the end of the tunnel. 
Consequences. When consequences h^ypen—at work or at home--that will trigger my reaction of wanting 
togogetdmgs. Anger can go either way. leitherjustwanttogogetdrunkorgogetdrugs. But-mostof 
my anger comes from consequences too. So-ifakidspflledmilkorsoniething, no. I will get angry or 
mad at them but I won't want to use. It would almost have to be a physical fype. 
I: What emotions do you feel when you are craving? 
P: Anticipation. Nfy adrenaline starts running. I feel excited. I may &el a slight angemess towards 
having this craving. I think that is it 
L Anything I missed about how you experience craving? 
P: No. I think the biggest part of a craving is that taste, and you warn to fill it, and then the excitement 
because all of a sudden you crave it in your mind and then you get that anticipation of all that is going to 
happen. Subconsciously. I don't really think about it on a consciousness, but Tm thinking about it on a 
subransdousness. I am not thinking ahead. I am thinking about the now thing. Excitement, the taste, 
pleasures, satis&ction-because I may be in a revengeful state and there is a satisfiiction attitude towards 
it Even a bo<fysatis&ction—chemî satis&ction-abo(fy thing. 
I: That's it Good job. 
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Sex: Male 
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Djqts Clean 45 

Diterviewcn Are you here volontaiily? 
Partidpant: Yes. 
I: What is your dean and sober date? 
P: October28th. 
I: Are you on probation a-parole? 
P; No. 
I: Hove you ever been in prison or jail? 
P: Jail. Jail, yeah. Never prison. 
I: Aî fdoî  convictions? 
P: In California it was a feloiQr conviction for DUI because I had so aany priors. 
I: How maî  times have you been pidced for DUIs? 
P: In n  ̂lifetime? 
I: In your adult lifetime. 
P: Ateut 12 times. 
I: Anything else you have been in jail for-domestic violence, disorderiy conduct? 
P: No. JustDUL Stopped one time for gelatin capsules. It was sufqwsed to be mescaline but they got me 
for gelatin. Other than that, no. 
D Gelatin? 
P: I was selling them for mescaline. 
I: But they weren't really. 
P: They weren't really. It was gelatin capsules.. 
I: So you got oS? 
P: Yeah. But I was drunk aiqrway. Diunk driving. Th  ̂got me for drinking. 
I: What is your drug of choice? 
P: Alcohol, cocaine, crank, and then I also I had a problem with narcotics-̂ )ain killers (Licoden and 
Percocet). 
I: Right now what would you say your drug of choice is? 
P: Right now I am not taking aiQrthing. 
I: When you came in, what was your drug of choice? 
P: Alcohol and crank. 
I: What do you think you are most likely to rel̂ >se to? 
P: I think right now tte Percocet-the pain killers. 
I: That will be the hardest to stiQr off? 
P: Well, I imagine it But those thoughts go through nqr mind more t̂  the other stuff-the alcohol and 
crank. 
I: When did you start using alcohol? 
P: When I was 14 years old. Nfyfirst drunk. Regulariy. Through the years Ijust drank on the weekends. 
Weekend warrior. 

L When did you start drinking in binges? 
P; 19-20. 
I: Then you drank pretty much 1 )̂ until now? 
P: Yeah. When I am not working I tend to drink everyd ,̂ but when I am working I didn't drink. 
I: Did you drink on the weekends when you were working? 
P: Yes. 
I: How many treatments have you had prior to this one? 
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P: One ax-month program. I did that to get out of jail in California. 
I: When did you staitnsing coke on a regular basis? 
P: Evaywedcend, not every dqr-17-18. 
I: until? 
P: Yeah. Untilnow. October 2Sth was n  ̂last day I had some cradc. 
I: When did yoa start using crank? 
P: 26-27. Qosetodur .̂ 
I: And the painkillers? 
P: 1992. I had some carpel tunnel surgeiy and th  ̂gave me Licoden and I said, Ilike that Fvehadit 
before that idien I was younger. I took it oocasiona%. But after die surgery I really started getting into it 
Takingalot 
I: Did you continue to get prescriptions or did you bî  it off the street? 
P: WeU. He would give me prescriptions and I would see other doctors. 
I: So you were searching out prescriptions. 
P: Yeah. 
I: Ever smoked? 
P: I smoked one pack of cigarettes when I was 14 and that was it 
I: Ever used pot on a regular basis? 
P: I used to when I was 17,18,19. I used to sell pounds, kilos. And when I was 20 years old. I just 
stopped. Ijust didn't like it anymore. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: What does craving mean to you. 
P: Craving. To feel that good high that the drug brings about The craving. How good it feels. 
Recapturing the high. 
I: Is a craving the same as an urge or difierent? 
P: Craving would be different 
I: How is craving different? 
P: Ifeel. I can feel—you feel the effects in your mind. With an urge you think about it Itisafleeting 
thought I would s .̂ It comes and goes. Craving is more desired. 
I: Is craving the same as a need or different? 
P: Different from a need. 
I: How? 
P: Ijust usually did ifforfim, for recreational. I didn't need it 
I: What does it mean to need Mmething? 
P: I need it because it is good. Something I need to get over a hunqi. Does me better, I guess. 
I: Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: That's a new term, rmfitom California. 
I: What do you use out in California. 
P: What's jonesing mean? 
I: To need, to crave something? 
P: Gonna cop. Idontknow. Is craving diGferentfirom jonesing? 
Fm not really fimiliar with the term. 
I: How much do you like the high you feel fiom drugs and alcohol? 
P: How much do I Uke it? 
I: On a scale from one to ten, how much to you like it? 
I: Td say six or eight I enjoy it The alcohol and crank together. Cdce is less, it gets me too nervous. 
I: H  ̂the high that you feel changed over the years that you have used? 
P: Yes. It's gotten worse. I have gotten more nervous and paranoid. 
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I: When you ay w»se, does that mean ifs not as good? 
I: It's not as go  ̂anymm. It's not doing what it did in the eaify yean. Ifidtgood. I felt focused, in 
tune, I could talk without being paianoid. As I got older, I started getting nervous and paranoid. Ijust 
couldnt handle it 
I: Has how much you like the-high changed over the years? 
P: Yeah. 
I: Do you like it more or less? 
P: Ilikeitless. Idon'tcareforitaî moTe. I don't like being paranoid and feaifiil, stufflike that 
L When you were using regularly, how fiequentfy  ̂would you have cravings? 
P: Howfiequentfy? 
L Once a day, once a wedc? 
P: Onceaweek. Well because î ien I am working it is usually Frid  ̂and Saturdqr night when I go out 
and party. 
I: Friday afternoon, morning? 
P: Frid^afternoon. Whenlgotpaid. 
I: Now that you arc trying to sts  ̂clean? 
P: On the alcohol and crank, it doesn't really bother me. I think it came to me about month ago once. 
But it's painkillets more so. 
I: How frequently are you craving the painkOlers? 
P: Probably two or three times a week I have had to battle the thought 
I: Is it a craving, or is it just an urge? 
P: rd say an urge. I think it's an urge. 
I: Can urges turn into cravings? 
P: Yes. Ifyou let them. 
I: Has the frequency ofyour cravings changed over the time you have been using? 
P: Yeah. More so. I want it more. 
I: Do you crave it more frequentfy, or are the cravings more intense? 
P: What do you mean? 
I: Do you crave more often, or are th^r stronger feelings? 
P: Umm...I guess more often. The painkillers actually, not the alcohol and crank. 
L Do you crave mostly painkillers now? 
P: Well, I am battling it most often. 
I: Do you crave other things? 
P: No. Craving is a greedy-I want it all. But no. \fostly it is urges for the painkillers. 
I: Can you stop them from becoming cravings? 
P: Yeak When tbe thoughts come I just shut them down, shut down. I am going to have the straight and 
sober life. Kill that thought 
I: How do you kill that thought? 
P: Dont think about it I start reading the Bible or I get a book. Get into a differem frame of mind. 
Think about something different, better. 
I: Do you have cravings of different strengths? 
P: I guess so, yeah. Sometimes, I think about morphine, narcotics, they're not strong at all. 
I: When do you typically experience cravings? 
P: At this point, aitytime through the day. Sometimes in the morning, early morning. 
h Do certain people trigger cravings? 
P; No. 
L Certain places? 
P: Ifospitals. 
I: Hospitals? 
P: Yeah. Drugs are-there is accessibility there. It is easy to get, the cravings really start flowing there. 
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It is eâ  to get 
I: Aî  other places that will trigger oavings? 
P; No. 
L Situations? 
P: I guess in a stiessfiil situation, I would desire it 
I: When you are csaving, how does yoor body feel.? 
P: Sometimes I fixl a little aiiprehensive, anxiety. 
I: How does your boifyfixl? Do you feel it in your aims, your legs? Does your body &el any different? 
P: No. 
I: How does your stomach feel? 
P: Fine. 
I: Aĵ -other parts of the bo(̂  
P: BI  ̂pressure might go 19. Heart rate m  ̂go iq> a little. Breathing is dcay. 
I: Withdrawal symptoms? 
P: How good it is going to feel. 
I: Thoughts? 
P: Think about the effects. Warmth. K)w I can feel good. No fears. Anesthetized. 
I: Aie th  ̂intrusive? 
P: Tiytogetit No special thoughts. 
I: How do you get rid of them? 
P: Read. Fiay. Read abode-want to be sober-forget about it Fades aws^r gradually. If motivated to 
stay clean, will eventually fede away. 
I: Are you successful? 
P: Pretty successful when I want to be-60%—I give in to the thought, then I scam where I can get it 
I: Will aiQlhing satisfy the craving? 
P: K'craving percocet, would have to be percocet Would take percocet over anything. 
I: How frequently do you use in response to craving? 
P: When using—most of the time. Just go do it 
I: How hard do you try to satisfy? 
P: Go to almost any lengths. 
I: Are there aiQT emotional triggers? 
P: Feeling good about nqrself 
I: What emotions do you feel when craving? 
P: Fear-doing something wrong. Anxiety. 

SUBJECT 1021 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 39 
Sex: Female 
Race: White 
Education: High School 
Days Clean: 21 

Interviewen When is your clean and sober date? 
Participant Oh boy. About, almost three wedcs. I don't know what the date is. 
L Three weeks. So you were how maiq  ̂weeks at LARC? 
P: Tend .̂ 
I: Then you've been here about two weeks? 
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P: Two weds Thursds .̂ 
I: Are you here vohmtuity? 
P: Yes. 
1: HowmndieducatiMidoyoahave? 
P: Twelve and occupatunalichooL 
I: How many yean? 
P: Oneooorse. huetaflcashim'ng, 
L Are yoa on probation or parole? 
P; No. 
I: Do yoQ have a ctiminal record? 
P; No. 
1: Never been arrested fivaî thing. 
P: I wasnt arrested, but I went to the hoq)ital. I got aDUI once. In *83. 
I: Did you pay a fine, or did thqr drop it? 
P: IpaidafiM. 
1: That's it'Hiothing else, no disorderfy conduct, domestic violence? 
P: No. I told yott it was going to be boring. 
I: It's not boring. What is your drug of choice? 
P: Alcohol? 
I: When did you first start using alcohol on a regular basis? To feel the afifect, to get drunk, or to get 
high? 
P; When I was 17. 
I: Aiq  ̂other periods that you've been sober. 
P: I was sober for the whole time I was pregnant with my daughter in '84. 
I: So for one year in 1984. 
P: Yes, and t̂  last year I had six months. 
I: And other than that, you've basically drunk-Have you used aî  other drugs on a regular basis? 
P: Pot 
L When did you start smoking pot on a regular basis-by regular basis, I mean two to three times a week. 
P: Fourteen. 
I: You smoked it up until now? Or did you quit? 
P: Not daify, but yeah. 
I: When did you stop using it regularly? 
P: I didnt do nothing when I was pregnant 
I: Okay, so you used nothing that year you were pregnant 
P: Nothing. 
I: Were you ofT of it in'94 when you weren't drinking? 
P: Yeah. It was just once in a w^e, when I was feeling-it was not like go look for it 
L Have you used anything else on a regular basis? Cocaine? 
P: Not on a regular basis. 
I: Crack? 
P: No. 
L Crank? 
P: Fve done all that I never used crack, but Fve done all those things qnradically, you know, when I 
was younger, tried them, but not regular. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Fm locddng for regular stufE  ̂not experimental. Could you tell me what craving means to you in your 
own words? What does that word mean to you? 
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P: It means tbat it's a fieling that's taken over your iiniid,iomeduiigyoaftelyoa can't do without 
I: & a cnving the same or different fiom an urge? 
P: rds îfs about the same. 
I: Bow ate thQT similar? 
P: Thqrjnstb  ̂mean the same tiling to me. 
K Both mean the same thing. Isaavingthesameo'difkremfiomaneed? 
P: I guess that dqiends if it's a phgrsical need-like in the momin& î̂ ien you drink, if you have the 
shakes and stuf̂  it's not a craving it's physically you need it 
I: U's like a more mental craving? ft's not the same as a need. 
P: ttdqttndsifit'samentalneedorapl̂ sicalneed. 
I: What would a mental need be? 
P: Just you go in your head, and your head is telling you, you need some, you need some. Butifyour 
body is telling you you need it, if s different 
I: b craving tte same or different from a desire? 
P: It's about the same. 
I: fi's about the same. These are all your opinions. Remember, there's no right or wrong answer. Iieally 
just tiying to get what people think. All th  ̂words people use interchanged>Iy, and it's not really clear 
that they all mean the same thing. How much do you like the high that you feelftom alcohol? 
P: A lot 
I: On a scale ofone to ten, where ten is the most, and one is not at all. 
P: A ten. 
I: Has the high that you feel firom alcohol, from drinking, has that changed over the years that you've 
used. 
P: Yes ma'am. 
I: Ma'am? Fm not that old! How has it changed? 
P: It doesnt feel that good aiqinoTe. 
I: But you still like it? 
P: No, I don't even like it I plq^sically had to have it 
I: So when I asked you before how much you liked the high, was that the high you felt when you first 
started drinking? 
P: Yes. Before I started getting sick this past year from it It hasn't been that way all along. IVealways 
liked it up until recently. 
I: Up until recently. When you were drinking on a regular basis, how fiequently did you have cravings 
for alcohol, cravings to go drink? 
P: Constantly. 
I: Constant̂  
P: All d  ̂long, every d ,̂ all d ,̂ all night I wouldn't be craving, because Fd have it or Fd go get it 
Craving to me is when you're craving something you dont have or can't get 
I: so a craving would be if you didnt have it? 
P: Right 
I: And you were alw  ̂able to get monqr to get it? 
P: Yes,ormyboyfirie^wouldgetit Somdxxly would get it 
I: Now that you're tiying to stay clean—these past three wedES-howfiequentfy are you experiencing 
alcohol cravings? 
P: Notveiy often. Usually when Fm doing certain things, like plying cards. I think about it It'snot 
really craving, I just think about it But I havent any-̂ onodc wood—I havent had aiQr oqmence where I 
have to go out and get something to drink. Ihaventhadthat 
I: You havent had that feeling? 
P: No. 
I: What about that year that you were clean when you were pregnant? Did you e^qierience craving? 
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P: No. 
I: No. And was bdng pregnant enough to motivate yoa to sG  ̂dean? 
P; Yes. 
L Do you smoke dgarettes? 
P; Yes. 
I: Do yoajust crave alcohol, or do yoo crave anything else? 
P; No. 
I: Just alcohol? 
P: And cigarettes. But I always have cigarettes. 
I: When you were drinking legularfy, did you have cravings of different intensities? Different strengths? 
Strong ones or weak ones? 

P: No. All the same. 
I: So would thqr be fiirly strong or &irly weak? 
P: Fairiy strong. 

[A discussion about transcribing the ta l̂ 

I: Now that you're trying to st̂  clean, do you have aî  cravings of different intensities? 
P: No. 
I: Or just the thoughts? 
P: Yes. 
I: When you thought about it, what did the thought do? 
P: How can I play cards without drinking? 
I: But you managed? 
P: Yes. But every time I play cards, I think about it 
I: Did you used to drink a lot when you pl̂ ed cards? 
P: Yes. All the time. 
L When would you typically experience cravings? What time of d  ̂
P: The morning. 
I: In the morning. And if it started in the morning, would it continue until you drank? 
P: Yes. I usually drink right aw .̂ 
I: Were you working at all? 
P: Yes. Up until recently, a few months ago. 
I: You mentioned that you think about drinking when you pkty cards. Do certain people ever trigger the 
craving to drink, or the thought to drink? 
P: No. 
I: What about being in certain places? 
P: I dont go to those places. I dont go to where it would bother me. 
I: What would those places be? 
P: The Circle K or-the liquor dq)artment 
I: How do you get your cigarettes ifyou dont go to GrcleK? 
P: I biQ t̂hm at the Tobacco Bam. I wont do there. 
I: Anywhere else that might make you want to drink? 
P: Well, bars! I dont do bars aî w .̂ Even when I was drinking, I didnt go to bars. 
I: You drank at home mostly? 
P: Or at fiiends'houses. 
I: Do certain situations or life circumstances trigger craving? 
P: Yeah, when things dont go right, when things are lucked iq>, you just say, hell Fll just go drink. 
I: Anything else? Positive stuff? 
P: No. Nothing positive ever makes me want to drink. 
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I: When you're craving, wben you were diinkiiig,«4iere in yonrbnfy would you fed it? Aî partsof 
your body, like your aims or your legs, yoor back? 
P: stomach. 
L Your stomach. What would your stomach fixl like? 
P: Junq .̂ 
I: Any other words to describe how it fidt? 
P: Nervoas,juiiq .̂ That's alL 
L Did you ever have «y numbness or tingling or aiy kind ofweird sensation in parts of your body? 
P: No. 
L What about your heart rate? How would your heait feel. 
P: Lrregular. 
I: Inegular. What about your breathing? And ifyouhadnt been drinking for a while, and you're going 
togoanddfink,didyoaeverte<]qieriencewithdnwal-Ql)esyn9toms? Like the shakes or aiQthing? 
P: What do you mean, re-ejq)etience? 
I: Kyou've been on a binge and you're shaking in the mondng-let's s^you weient shaking, didnt have 
the physical stuff-if you had a craving, would you get withdrawal-Qpe synqMoms? 
P: I alw  ̂had them, every day. 
I: You always had them eveiy dxf. 
P: Yes. It wouldn't be a case of getting them again, every morning I had them. 
I: Some people say wlienthqr're clean, when thq^« been through detox and they're not shaking, they 
have a craving to go use. And they actually re-experience withdrawal qnqitonis. Their bo(fy will start 
shaking, and theyll get tremors. 
P; No. 
I: What thoughts tun through your mind when you're craving wanting to drink? What are you thinking? 
P: That I wanted a drink, [laughs] 
I: Are these silly questions for you? 
P: Yeah, I dont know. I guess when you've been doing it as long as I have. Tmsony, Idontmeanto 
sound flip or anything, it's just— 
I: I can explain it all at the end, and youll understand uQr methods. 
Are these tights kind of pervasive, do they go through your mind over and over again? 
P: They usually dont last too long. 
I: What gets rid of them? 
P: Because I know I can't do it 
I: So knowing you can't do it helps you get rid of the thoughts? 
P: I cant do it It's like poison to me, I physically cant do it, besides mentally. 
I: Is there aiything in particular that you do to get rid of the thoughts? 
P; No. 
I: How do they go awiQ  ̂ Doth ĵustgradualtyfideawayor-? 
P: I go do something dse. Like I put the cards aw  ̂and go do something else. 
I: How successful are you at getting rid of these thoughts? 
P: Successful. 
I: Would you sqr most of the time? 
P: Most of the time. 
I: When you e^qperienced cravings, did you want to go out and find drugs and alcohol to satisfy your 
craving? Would it make you make you want to go? 
P: Yeah, it makes me want to. 
I: Ifyou were craving alcohol, would anything else satisfy that craving? 
P: No. Just forgetting about it Doing something else. Icangoandeatacandybar-wouldnthelp. 
I: What about ifyou smoke some pot? Would that satisfy it? 
P: It probably would. 
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I: But you never anoked pot to tiy to satisfy it? 
I: Would a dgaiette satisfy it? 
P: No. 
I: How often would you tiy to satisfy your craving? 
P: When I was drinking? 
I: Yes. What would yon do to satisfy the craving? 
P: Drink! 
K JustdoaiQlhingtogBtadrink. 
P: Wdl, notai9thing,bntlneverbadto. 
I: So you ahva  ̂had the mon  ̂to boy alcohol? 
P: Yes,IcouklwriteachedL 
L A chedc, would you bounce it? 
P: Yes. 
I: Do certain fixlings or emotions trigger cravings? You mentioned where things dont go right, or 
things get fiidcediq). AiQthing else? 
P: No. Just that 
L Ifyou're craving, are there any emotions that go along with that? Do you fixlaiqr emotions when 
you're craving? 
P: Yeah. I&elpissedoffbecauselknowlcanl 
I: Aiqthing else. Do you feel anxious, nervous, happy, sad, dqiressed? 
P: Sad Dq>ressed. 
I: WIqt do you fixl sad and depressed? 
P: That first thing I told you-because I know I cant do it 
I: Would you still like to do it? 
P: Yes. 
I: Did you ever have aiQr physical problems? 
P: Yes. 
I: Is that what prompted you to come into treatment? 
P: I know I would. 
I: Are thqr severe enough to that theyll stop you fiom-help you to stay clean? 
P: They'rejust severe enough that I can't woik when I drink. I have to work, so— 
I: Does your daughter usuaUy live with you? 
P: Right now she's with dqt mom. But, yeah, she usually does. 
I: That's all the questions I have. You were sirtq>le and fist Do you have anything you'd like to add that 
Fve missed that you think is reaUy inqmrtant? 
P: Aren't you get sick of doing tl̂ ? 
I: It's grating on me. 
P: Do you want to go have a drink? 
D Possibfyl Ar t̂hing else? 
P: That's all I can think of 

SUBJECT 1022 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Age: 37 
Sex; Female 
Race: Nfother Metis; Father white; considers herself Native American 
Education: 7  ̂Grade 
Days Clean: 240 
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Interviewer: Aieyoaherevoluntaiily? 
Partidpaat: Yes. 
I: What is your dean ind sober date? 
P: April 17th. 1995. 
I: How nmcfa education do you have? 
P: Giadeseven. But I was tested at grade 12 reading, grade 11 compiehension, and grade 10 vocabulaiy. 
I: DoyoahaveaCXD? 
P: Noildonl I taught myself how to read. 
L Are you wolking toward a GED? 
P: Yes. 
I: Are you on probation or parole? 
P: On probation as a result of a fisloiQ^DUL 
I: Anything else? 
P: When I was younger, I was arrested for domestic violence. 
I: Anything else? Aî DUTs, disorderly conduct* 
P: Just-yes, just disorderiy conduct, I guess that would be as a juvenile, but as an adult-
I: As an adult 
P: As an adult, Fve only been arrested for DUTs. 
I: Do you know how maî  
P: I had about four of the  ̂
I: Four. What is your drug of choice? 
P: Nfy drug ofchoice is marijuana. 
I: W^n did you first start smoking marijuana on a regular basis? 
P: Iwas 11 years old when I started smoking marijuana, and I smoked it all the way up until, up until 
probably a year and a halfagor-on a regular daily base. So that's, I don't know how maiQr years. ThenI 
was-until about a year and a half ago, I only did it a few times; it wasnt on a regular base. But my 
sobriety date for wnftirine marijuana would be the same as the alcohol and the cigarettes was when I was 
incarcerated. 
I: So you gave up cigarettes in jail too? 
P: Yes. 
I: You consider yourself a non-smoker now? 
P: Yes. Absolut̂ . I would not go bade to smoking cigarettes. It goes with addiction. I never 
smoked unless I dr  ̂or used. 
I: You mentioned you drank. When would you say you started drinking on a regular basis? 
P: My regular basis of drinking I think started-actually, you know, Fm a binge drinker. 
I: When did you start bingeing? 
P: When did I start bingeing? Around the age of 26. I started liking alcohol. It started out as a sodal 
thing—wines and, you know, at the conqiaî  picnics and things like that But I also found it was nice. It 
made me fed good. So I think I realty star^drinldng-becausen  ̂drug of choice was marijuana, and I 
smoked that on a daily base because it covered iq> the hurt, the pain, and itjust made a, realty, a&ntasy 
world for me. 
L Have you used airything else on a regular basis? 
P: I used haUucinogenics when I was younger. Peyote button, ginseng roots, mushrooms. Thatwasthe 
thing back in the seventies, you know, was natural hallocinogenics. 
I: LSD? 
P: Yeah. But mostty it was like mushrooms, you know. Things like that Then, when I had met my ex-
husband, when he was in college, the thing was to trip on micro-dots. 
I: How maiQr years would you say you used hallucinogens? 
P: I didn't do it on a regular base, it just spontaneous throughout life. 
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I: C^cay. 
P: I mean, it wasnt like all the tune. Itwasjust— 
I: Aî thingelse? Cocaine? 
P: I got into cocaine after I got divoicedfixir yean ago. Actually, I tried cocaine at twelve. Butitwas 
very, veiy strong bade in the seventies—veiy,veiystnmg. And b  ̂in the seventies, a doctor-a medical 
doctor-had-used to-n  ̂girlfriend that I knew was like 17 years old, used to ̂ uU tridcs with the doctor. 
An oriental doctor who could have cocaine in his possession. Qe'sdiegî tdiousedtodothe-wben 
somdx)̂  would OD, the doctors would call him. So he was in the medical profession. Andsohewas 
able to have cocaine in his possession. So in order to-she said to me, "Do you want to make some quick 
mon^?" And I needed mon .̂ I was sixteen years old, or fifteen-no I was younger then. Ithinklwas 
twelve, and she was fifteen. A  ̂I was homeless. I think I ran aw f̂iom home at that time. Andshe 
said we can make some money with this doctor. He wont hurt us, and he's clean. That's when he turned 
me on to cocaine. I had did so much—I remember that he bathed me, had to bathe me in lukewarm water 
because my heait was—see he was in the medical profession, and he knew that it was just too pure. I was 
twelve years old. And so that was n  ̂first ejqperience, and after that e^qierience, I didn't like cocaine 
because I was scared of it And then, I didnt get introduced to really cocaine until after I got ngr divorce 
fouryearsago. I started going to the nightclubs. First it was just snoiting it, and the time I was 
through with it-within a year,'I was smoking cradc cocaine. It was th^&st, it was that quick. I bad said 
I would never do it I even tried shooting it once, and I didn't like it I was afiraid to shoot it 
I: So you used it fiom about SB-
Pi I'm 37 now, so it's-I got heavy into it about two years ago. Around the time I ended up with my 
suicide, where I ended up in a coma for five d .̂ When I tried to kill norseUI I had snort̂  cocaine, took 
a bunch of anti-depressant pills-over a hundred fiffy milligrams of imipramine and a bottle of booze, and 
I was, like-by the time the ambulance had gotten there, n  ̂heart had stopped. They had to bring it back, 
and then I was in a coma as a result 
I: Have you used anything else on a regular basis? Hdoin? 
P: No. Fve never, I think there was a time in nqr life when I was eighteen or nineteen, I did white 
crosses. Speed was the thing. You could send offin the mail for white crosses and get, you know, speed. 
It was basically to stî  tiny. The giris—we—I didn't use it as a high, I used it to keep my weight down. 
Black Beauties and speed. We could biqr it right through the mail. It's amazing how many drugs you can 
get right through the mail or fiom doctors. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: What does the word craving mean to you? 
P: Craving means to me that you've crossed the line of something that you like. It's crossing the line. 
When you crave something, you want it so bad that your bo(fy needs it You just-like talking about 
cocaine, and ssQing that's my drug of dioice right now—I can—nqr mouth is starting to get dry, you know. 
When you talk about the drug—because that's how much—a craving is going beyond just the casual use. 
It's going beyond it It is no longer like whatever th  ̂call a social drinker or a social drug user is-when ' 
you start craving it, it's no—it starts doing you. The drug starts doing you. You need it, your bocfy needs 
it That's what craving means. Nfy body is ctying out fi>r whatever that substance is, whether it te 
alcohol, drugs, cigarettes, food, sex. I have an addiction to sex as weU. 
I: Is craving the same or different firom an urge? 
P: I kind ofthink it goes hand in hand. But I think the urge to do it starts out first and then the craving, 
then the obsession and the delusions. So I think it kind of goes hand in hand. .1 think the craving would 
be a less, the step before-the urge and then the craving. I think it just goes hand in hand. 
I: Is a craving the same or different than a need? 
P: Once you hit that craving stage, your body needs it Your body-when the drug starts using you, you 
know. I remember when I first started doing cocaine, I could do it socially, but then as my body got used 
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of it, I could start feding the times-even when you're gettiiig reaify to go out and buy it-and I didn't btQT 
it fiompeoplejustofftbe streets, I bought it firtm people who were business-oiientated people. Andthe 
excitement of going, you know, and once the dsving sets in, Uke cocaiiie makes you have to-it's like a 
laxative. You even end iq> going to the bathroom in the participation of going to get it 
I: A lot ofpeople talk about that 
P: It'sjast-4tjust goes hand in hand. 
I: Is a craving the same or different fiom a desire? 
P: That's a tiidcy question. Adesire. See, I have the desire not to diink or use. Tome.adesire-Iwould 
look at it-4iobo(fy desires to use drags. Ifsabsolutetybidicnius to think one would desire to be an 
alcoholic or an addict, because the pain and the hurt it does to you and your ftmify once you're in 
recovery— So, tome, nqr desire to stay clean and sober cooqared to the desire to use-there's just not-
I: A d«ire is more positive? 
P: I would think a desire is a positive thing, because nqr desire to not drink and use on a daily basis is 
great And ifl didnt have a 12-stq> program and a God that helped me through-because I just-my 
desire tod  ̂is to love nqrself and to stay clean and sober and to give my children-I have nothing else to 
give hqt kids-the best thing I can give n  ̂children is to be clean and sober. And not hurt nqrself. 
L Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: Jonesing is, I think, one ofthe last stages of the high. Jonesing. When you don't have means to get 
that, you start panicking. Oncx that high starts coming down, you startjonesing and you want that, you 
want to make sure you have that eiq>horicfixling, that fixling that the drag gives you. Andafteryoudo 
so much, you just dont get it It's just not there. I don't care bow much you drank, you much you smoked, 
how much you used, that initial high just isnt there. You're actually wasting your mon ,̂ but you jones. 
The body makes-I think its the illusion and the delusions of the hî -you kî , once tiat ch^cal gets 
in there, starts messing with everything, and it makes you believe that you need that drag. So jonesing is, 
you know, I think it's later on in the stages of the high. 
I: How much do you like the high or the ei4>horia you feel from drags? 
P: You know what, when I first started doing, I always liked marijuana. Marijuana was able to make me 
forget about the sexual abuse, the beatings, not being a child, you know a throw-away child. Marijuana 
always hid the reality of the world that was going on and the abuse. I still tod  ̂have a bard time with 
marijuana. I know that I can never use it again because it will cross-addict to nqr alcoholism or other 
addiction. But it was nQ^safety  ̂world that kq>t me surviving as a child. It he^Kd me to live through the 
sexual, the physical, and the emotional abuse. That was all I had to hold on to. Because if I had smoked, 
then I didn't have to think about all of the honible things that h^Qipened as a child. I think that marijuana 
stopped me from growing. It kept me that child for years. It kept me in a safe world. So that's a real hard 
one for me. But as &r as alcohol-what was the original question? 
I: How much to you like the high? 
P: Alcohol, now, at the beginning alcohol was fim for me. Alcohol was fun. But then at the end, it just 
got to be just another thing. Once I started getting in trouble with the law, getting DUTs, I could no 
longer could smoke n  ̂marijuana because it showed in UA's, so I could drink and get awqr with it But 
at the point when I attenqited n^r suidde, n  ̂suicide attenq)t, I just figured that if I drank enough, 
because I had been through treatment centers and seen women—how alcoholism killed them almost And 
some of them it did. And I figured iflcouldjust drink n^selfto death, then it would be over. I don't 
even like the taste of alcohol, but I knew it was something legal that I could get and get away with. 
MaybeitwouldjustkiUme. At the beginning I liked chanqagne. I never realty did like—I guess I could 
say that sometimes it made me dance more, or made me feel more inq>ortant It gave me that illusion, but 
I never liked alcohol because I grew iq), you know the people that were around me as a child, that abused 
me, were alcoholics, and I swore I would never bean jdcobolic. I liked the taste of chanqagne and wine-
is what I first started drinking. I thought bubbles and success were the thing. But I never did, I drank it 
tobasicalty-thetimethatlwoulddrinkitwas—Ibinged. I was a binge drinker. I never liked alcohol. I 
was a binge drinker. When I couldnt deal with life, I would jump into the bottle and then-I would get so 
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depftssed that I figured if I dnnk enougli, it would Ids me. 
1: What about the oocaiiie? 
P: And oocaiiie was a oonqdeie, you talk about a diugdiat can ludE you in. When I first staited doing 
cocaine, it was like—wowl I could-it puts you iq> on such a high, you can talk more, you can dance more. 
Sexualty—itwasaaexdtug. Butthenaftera«iiile--thefintyearl8tMleddoingit,IonfysnoTtedit,I 

think. And towards the end ofthat-I liked it-and I didnt do it every day. I didnt snort it every day. 
Every other wedcend, the kids would go with their dad after I got dtvinoed. So that was my parly 
wedoend. Fd go out, and I could dance every dance, go to parties and still drink but not lo  ̂drunk, and it 
wasokqr. was a social thing among the single people. Sia^esbars. Most sin  ̂bars consist of 
cocaine and alcohol And dancing and sex. ft all goes hand in hand. Then as it starts hiring you in with 
the glamour cf the night life, the clubs, the parties, the £uitasy of it all. 

But once you wake 19, the fimtasy is gone. And dien yon cant wait fijr the foUowingwedond. 
Like, I would prqare. Every other weekend I had to nQrseî  so Fd make sure I had diatwedcend that the 
kids would go with their dad set q) for that party scene. And then the more money, and you get sudcered 
in people who take advantage of you. Thî dont give you as good quality of the drug so you need 
more. A  ̂then the illusion-it sods you in. Tremendoosty. And then the snorting oolong was a 
&nta  ̂thing for me. It was no longer a good thing. And then I had to find another way to get high. So 
somd)ody suggested that I try smddng it And that-smoking is the worst It will sudc-it will rob you of 
everything. The mon ,̂ I drat know what it does-the chemicals th  ̂put it-it just makes the bocty want 
I mean, that's where the craving and the jones comes in. It makes you want it You want to make love to 
it, and whatever that high is that you're chasing with it it goes, it's gone. That, I guess, is where the 
jonesing comes in, with that-cradc cocaine has got to be the-diatll take a businessman, a million<dollar 
businessmanandtearhiffldownintwomonthstowherehehasnothing. I truly believe that has got to be 
one of the worst drugs you could ever-I have no desire to use cocaine. Although, when people talk about 
it just sitting here, nqr mouth is getting-cotton mouth that comes along with it Since Fve been clean and 
sober, I have had one using dream where I was dreaming about cocaine, and just before I lit it I woke up. 
And Fve had a co(̂ )le of drinking dreams. But I try not to dwell on them because Fve learned in 

recovery, the more you glamorize the drug, that's treading. You know, you're setting yourself iq). Itryto 
stay out of situations where peq)le talk about it I really need to talk ab  ̂addictions and stu£E; but I don't 
like to glamorize about it Especially marijuana because that was a drug that really helped me survive 
from the cult the sexual abuse, the-I mean I went through heU. I dont think I coiild have survived as a 
child had I not smoked marijuana. And that's a drug that Fll really have to come to grips with in my 
lifetime because th  ̂dont do enough studies about marijuana. T  ̂dont talk about it enough, because 
our government still allows it to be brought in. Nobocty's ever gotten a DUI on it nobotty's killed anybody 
on marijuana. But the effects-I know for me, as an adult marijuana stopped me growing at the age of 12. 
I messed iq>nty-since I haventsmdced marijuana, my memory has been much better. I think that it hits 
thememorybâ  There was a book that I got back in the seventies called Wî  Love From Dad— 
I: Okay, t̂  is all very interesting but it's a little off the topic. We're going to go on. 
P: But marijuana is one that I have to realty-because marijuana will go badL AiQlxxty that knows in 
recovery that no matter what the drug is, whether it be food, sex, alcohol, you cant take that first one. 
Once you take the first one, it's all over. It's not long befineytw're bade where you started. Ifnotworse. 
I: How frequently would you crave when you were using? 
P: Mwjuana—I smcriced, with marijuana, I bet you I smoked ten joints a dqr. 
I: Did you crave it? 
P: Well, Ijust liked it I smoked it like dgarettes. & was a part ofmy daily life. 
I: What about cocaine? 
P: Cocaine, I didnt started craving until I got into it-a year afterwards. Then I got to the point where I 
wanted to do it at least twice a wedc. 
I: What about drinking? 
P: And drinking-I binged. Towards the end, I used it to try to kill ntyself. Iwasabinger. Whenmylife 
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would get messed, or I oouldn't handle things, that's tiiieiL I was strictly a binger. I wasnt an everyday 
drinker. 
I: Now that you're dean, how fieqnentty do you crave? 
P: The eight months Fve been dean and sober rveonty had three using dreams, iriiich is good. Acoiq>Ie 
of times, rve gone advettisements on the street, or something like-diereH be a beer commercial—for 
just an instant, youllhave-mmm, that sounds good. Thatcoldbeer. But yet you know the realî . I 
dont know ifit's really a craving, but-flie taste ofthe beer can come in your mouth sometimes. There 
was a chanqMgneoommercial for the holid^on-and I remembered the chanyagne. That's why you tiy 
not to glorify because there were some times on drugs where we did have good times. And chanpagne-I 
could remember the Oitistmas patties with champagne But I know that chanqngne leads to nqr 
downfill. rd be bade out there drinkinfe and a DUI, and then rn be in prison. And that's not what I 
want So it goes hand in hand. Onad^base-Igofromad t̂odî base. IgBtiq>anddo«4iatIneed 
todototakecareofn^selC I stsyaw f̂om slippery {daces. AiQ^bocfy knows in recovery that you cant 
hang around with people drinking or using, or talking dxnt it, uî  you've been in recovery, and you've 
gotanetworic. There are peqile who get years of recovery that can go to parties now, that can go to social 
functions, but until you're reatfy, forget it 
I: Did you ever experience cravings of different intensities? Different strengths? 
P: Yeah, during the different periods of addiction. When I was, just before I was ready to get help, is 
when you're in that desperation where-once you take cocaine out of the body, the craving is no longer 
there. Once you take—for me-once the cocaine was out, once you've detoxed for thirty d  ̂or whatever, 
once I detoxed from alcohol, once alcohol was out of n  ̂system, I don't have that craving for alcohol. 
M ĵuana-it took me longer. I think it takes six months, because I quit before-I had four years clean 
and sober at one time. But I white knudded it because ofthe court system. Mmjuana-I think it takes 
almost a year to get rid of that craving. Because I smdced it so much that th  ̂probably, if thqr did tests, 
they'd probably still find THC in n  ̂botfy. 
I: When do you typically e^rience cravings? 
P: When you e}q)erience them while using? 
I; Yes. 
P: I think it'sjust before the high starts to delete. When you start to come down, you want-and that's 
when the craving and the jonesing-I guess when you cant get it is when the jonesing starts. 
I: Does seeing certain people trigger cravings? 
P: No. Well, rve heard peoples  ̂it different in recovery. Forme, ifl were to go to a bar and set myself 
up around people who are using cocaine, or who are drinking, then yeah, it would trigger. But if you just 
dont go to those places, I dont see it as-I think just being human, if you-and being an addict or an 
alcoholic, if you put yourself in a situation, it's gonna bring iq> those urges and cravings. 
I: Do certain places trigger cravings? 
P: I had an experience about a week ago-it was at a meeting that was in an area cf town that I remember 
going to-a lot of using and partying. I didntUke that feeling. I felt very agitated, and I said to the 
person I went to the meeting with, "I dont think I would come to this meeting too often because it's in an 
areawherelpartiedanddrankalotitwasS's. And the apartment oonq>Iex was wtere a girlfiiend of 
mine lived, we used to party all the time together. It was just too much of an area, too much of a 
partytime, and I know fiom being in recovery, that would set me 19. Fve made boundaries for utyself in 
recovety. 
I: Do certain situations, life drcumstances, trigger cravings? 
P: I think it's the same thing-there's going to be things that m  ̂bring your attention to it It's like being 
on the bus, and driving by and seeing a great advertisement-but that doM that for normal people. 
Advertisements are one ofthe biggest thing that draws us human beings to baying things, eating things, 
or drinking things. So, I think living, a daily situation. You know the thoughts come in there. Fmin-
why Fm in uty recovery-yeah the thought comes in, but I know how to take care of ntyself to get rid of 
that craving, or thought, or urge. I choose not to set myself in that because Fve been through treatment 
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centers, Fve been in jail, Fve been in crazy institutions, ao I know—in my recoveiy Fm laaming to stay 
aw  ̂fiom those things. 
I: When you experience a aivin  ̂do you fed it aî where in your body? 
P: I think the fint thing it the taste. I think that alnhd or cocaine are-ifs the taste. Muijuana-it's 
mote in die mind, fi>r me, because it created a ̂ dulefimta  ̂world in my mind. But I think the craving 
&r alcohol and cocaine starts in the mouth. 
I: Do you fi*l it anywhere else in your body-yoor aims, your legs, your back, your stomach? 
P: & makes you go to the bathroom. Cocainedoes. Alcohol to me wouldjust be the taste. Cocaine-«ven 
the thought of it sometinies makes you, you know, want to go iq> and go to the bathroom. 
I: DoyoaeverftelaiQtliinginyourhe  ̂
P: I u  ̂to for cocaine. 
I: What was your heart like? 
P: Your heart gets real la .̂ Alcohol, no. 
I: What about breathing Aiqt changes in your breathing? 
P: It's been so long since I—you know—it's almost like a panic type of-and I truly believe once you detox 
a person, the person-the craving—you know, that's why they always s  ̂dont tal« that first one because 
then it starts the craving the jonesing, the obsession taJces over. That's wl̂ r you just don't take that first 
one. Because once you detox off the drugs, if your body is off it and doesn't have that urge and you still 
have the dreams once in a while-and that's normal-thm's things like, you know, signs, or certain 
commercials, but it's because of the w  ̂th  ̂enhance the commercials to get our attention. 
I: When you crave, do certain thoughts run through your mind? 
P: When I had those dreams and stuf̂  because of bring in recovery, I automatically clidted to it-my first 
impression was a good time, but then I flashed bade to that suicide morning. Fve really kqit that in mind 
because I could have really damaged four children-I-all of the people in life would h  ̂been affected 
by my suicide. Nfy brother committed suicide. And I know how I fed. But now, I automatically—even 
when I woke iq> fmm the dream of using, for instance, I remenibered the patty scene, but then I remember 
where I was at I remember-for me it's a elide now-I remember when I wdce 19 three days later after 
shaving my head. I had hair down to the middle of nty bade. When I have those dreams, I automatically 
put nty mind to not glorî ing it Nfy mind automatically goes bade now to where it todc me. Andthat's-
I never want to be there. I trufy believe today-and I kn  ̂that in recovery you st̂  in tod ,̂ but I truly 
believe that this is nqr road to recovery. It's taken me 37 years, but dont believe that Fm ever going to 
pick up a drink again. I don't This is n  ̂time to recover. 
I: Do certain feelings or emotions trigger cravings? 
P: You know, sadness and worries can trigger, but Fve also learned not to putmyself in that situation. 
Once you build a network, pe(q>le dont realize, it todc me this long of going out-I learned about AA 
twelve years ago, but it took me twelve years to figure it out You know, that if you build a network of 
other women who arc in recovery-you get on the phone, you call people, you read your book, you grasp 
on to the tools that they give you, you know, that you're powerless over this feeling. And you got to get 
outofit What I do if I get t̂ —when I feel sad, I try to pull nQrself out of it Calling someone, going for 
a walk, doing something healthy for myself Getting out ofthat feeling because loneliness and hurt right 
now is probably nty worst eneuty-being alone and not having nty children and stuff. I have to remember 
that ifl dont stay good for me, Fm never going to have them aiqrhow. So you have to get out ofthat 

And I think sadness sometimes can trigger people. Loneliness. And I think string out of 
relationships. I truly believe that when you're fiiA in recovery, you've got to stay out of relationships. 
Because you have to focus on yourself You're so vulnerable when you're first new in recovery, you're just 
likeaba!̂ . People can take advantage ofthat You're like a baî  in recovery. You've got to learn 
everything over. And there's ahv  ̂going to be triggers out there, wliether it be cocaine, alcohol, drugs. 
But it's what you choose to do with those triggers-society's not going to stop selling alcohol, and there's 
always going to be drugs out there ifyou want them. But you just gotta build a network. Fmleamingit 
I cant undo the past, but I sure wish I would have got this years ago. But it probably wasnt my time, I 
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needed to thnnigh what it took to get me to this point 
L That's all I have. Is there aiQthing else that I've missed about how yoa experience craving? 
P: I just think that pecqile need to leach out to women more in this field. I think men get more help in 
recovery in women. And the issues for women and men are much different Ijust wish there was more 
for women. When I see young girls coming into recovery, in their twenties, Fm so grateful -teen-agers-
because ifl had had the proper help as a young woman, I could have saved n  ̂children and nqrex-
hudiand who is a very fine man-I could have saved them some of the pain, as well as myself. That's all. 
L Okay. Thanks. 

Education; lO"' Grade 
Days Clean 60 

Interviewer: Are you here voluntarily? 
Participant: Yes. 
I: Are you on probation or parole? 
F: I'm done all that 
I: Do you have a criminal record? 
P: I've been in prison before. 
I: What were you in prison for? 
P; Theft Car theft. 
I: Car theft? 
P: Yes. 
I: How many years did you serve? 
P: Nine months. 
I: Anything else you've been in prison for? 
P: No. 
I: Just those nine months? 
P: That's it 
I: Anything else you've been arrested for, been in jail for? 
P: Prostitution, theft, theft, theft. 
I: Car thefts, burglaries-the theft, theft, thefts? 
P: No, I only got caught the one time. 
I: So the other thefts were shoplifting-
P: Well, shoplifting was one. I went to jail for domestic violence once. 
I: AityDUI's? 
P: No, thank God. because I'm going for a job interview Friday. I have a clean driving record. That's 
about all. 
I: Any drug-related stuff? 
P: No, thank God. 
I: No drug possessions? 
P: Never, never. I have 20 years of using, and never— 
I: That's lucky. Knock on wood. 
P: I know that Once you get that it's hard. 
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I: rm assuming all the other stuff was related to drag aae. 
P: Wen, yeah, related. But I never went to jail because of that Fvewenttojail-
I: The crimes you committed were related to— 
P: Right,iighL IwenttojailandthqrfiRmdiiaraphenudiaandstuC 
L Do you smoke cigarettes? 
P: Yes. 
K What is your drag of choice? 
P: Well, rm cross-addirted, so-well say alcohol and ciadc cocaine. 
L Did you use the alcohol to come down off the cradE? 
P: Did I use the alcohol to GOTO down off the crack? Yeah. Basicalty, the alcohol would gtt me started 
on the cradc, and wtoi I couldnt get aiQT mon  ̂or dope, rd have to have beer to come down, 
[unintelligible] 
I: When did you first start drinking to feel the efibcts? How old were you? 
P: Kfyfirst—  ̂first time I got drank, or viiatever? 
I: Yes. 
P: Sixteen. 
L* And you drank predy much tq> until now? 
P: Yes. 
I: Any periods of sobrie  ̂
P: Yes. When I went to prison. 
I: You were in prison for nine months. 
P: Well no, I was in prison for nine months, and I was on parole for nine. So, 18 months. And then I 
went to AmiQr in '93. Because it was basically go to Amity or I was going to lose job. So I stsQ^ed 
clean for like ninety da .̂ And this which is inq)oitant to me because this is what I want and I am not 
stipulated.. 
I: When did you start using ctadE, cocaine? 
P: When did I start using crack? Jesus Christ, when was it? 
I: Were you still in school? 
P: No. I was out of school. Fd say around 27. 
I: You've used iq> to here? 
P: Well, yes, no, yes. 
I: Except for these two period];. 
P: Right 
I: Anything else you've used-
P: Well, see, I weaned myself off of cocaine before I went into LARC, and that's when n  ̂alcohol got 
tripled. 
I: ArQthing else you've used on a regular basis? 
P: Weed, every now and then: 
I: Weed. Have you used it regularly-two or three times a week? 
P: I have. Sure. I have. 
L Aiything else? 
P: No. I wasnt a pill fieak. I never shot heroin. 
I: Did you alwa  ̂smoke cradc, or did you snort it? 
P: Smoke. I snorted it one time, and I didnt like the effects. But it's been cradc I smoked. 

CRAVING INTERVIEW 

I: Can you define craving for me in your own words. What does the word craving mean to you? 
P: What does craving mean to me? I can give you a for instance. Can I do that? 
h Yes. 
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P: Like I was somewhere I ihouldn't have been one tune, and this gay-I knew he had cndc cocaine on 
him-but I was clean, right He made the statement that he was going to go around the building to take a 
hit And I asked him not to do it aioond me, but if went aroond die coiner, I didn't care. Butn^mouth 
started watering and-̂ roaknow-yoadont know, huh. I could taste it, I could taste it in n  ̂mouth. It 
waslike-
I: Pretend I dtmt know aî thing-I know nothing. 
P: Okay, and-tasicalfy, I think it was a tr  ̂because I started getting paranoid. I think I was getting 
paranoid £br-I don't know if I was getting paranoid fijr him or if it was just nqr old habit Becanselknew 
he had tooken a hit, but I started being paranoid, you know I was knkingaroî  the comer. Doing like 
that I dont know if it was for him or if it was fi>r me. It mî  have just been an old habit, because I 
have old habits that have to break. I got—[unintelligible] 
I: So your mouth was watering, you could taste it? 
P: Yes. 
I: Did you want to use? 
P: No. Umm— 
I: Did you think about smoking it? 
P: I thought about—Fmgoing'to tell you the truth. I thought about I wonder if I hit this, will I get 
caught? 
I: So this just h24>pened recently? 
P: Yeah. I was wondering-so I guess you could ssqt I was craving it 
I: What st(q>ped you from doing it? 
P: My, just l̂ <ally wanting to st̂ r clean. 
I: That was stronger than wanting to-
P: Right and knowing that just that one hit would just fiidciq) my life again. I have the thing, you know 
th^s  ̂we cant fix the past but for me, Fve been a addict for so maiQr years that I have to think about 
the past I have to think about the people I stole firom. I have to think about the people that Fve hurt I 
have to think about the people Fve plq^cally and mentally hurt I have to think about being homeless. I 
have to think about—you know buU t̂-the reason wlqr it's taken me so long to find a job is because of the 
things Fve done on jobs. I have to think about shit like that, because that's what got me where I am. They 
always say, dont think about the past can't do nothing about that But I have to think about it So that 
particular day I thought about it—I thought I wonder if I could get away with it I wonder if I could take a 
hit And I don't know why this was running through n  ̂head But then I thought about all the bullshit 
that got me here. It's a good thing that I still think about that shit because it btings me bade to reality 
really, really quick. 
I: Is a craving the same or diSerentfiom an urge? What's an urge to you? 
P: Oh, God. You got ny mind thinking. Idon'tknow. Let'ssee. Nfy mind went blank on an urge. I 
know \diat a craving is— 
I: An urge—itdoesnt have to be an urge to do drugs, just some land of urge. 
P: Wanting to do something, an impulse, you know what I mean. You understand what Tm string? 
I: Yes. 
P: Yottjust want to do something right away, just I have an urge just to go out there and find that rock. 
You know what I mean. Do you understand what Fm sfQing? 
I: I do. 
P: Do you really? 
I: Ido. Is an urge the same or different fiom a craving? 
P: It's different A urge is basically like I say-I, I gotta urge, right now I gotta go. Right now, I gotta go, 
I gotta do it I gotta go find me one regardless. I dont think about nqr clean time or anything. Thatto 
me-a craving is basically I could sit here and talk about it 
I: A craving is more physical-you feel the— 
P: Right I think the craving is worse. 
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I: The asving is wofse? 
P: Tome. Tome. Because to sit ly, like I s ,̂ I oooM taste it in ny mouth. That's a bad fteling. 
I: YeaL 
P: That's a bad feeling. I guess it's because the chemicals have been in our bodies fijr so long, eq)ecially 
me, Fve been using for so kmg. It's just-ifs like it's still there, bat you know it's not Iddnkifsjustallin 
my head. 
I: Is a cnving the same or different fixnn a need? 
P: A craving? 
t Yes. 
P: It's different 
I: ft'sdiffinent How is it different fiom a need? 
P: Golfy-you got some wild ones. 
I: Fm just asking you questions—I didn't s t̂h^d be ea .̂ 
P: A craving is lite I told you, is something that, I think it's a mind thin& like I say you can taste it in 
yourmouth. And a need is like to me, is I think Fve been getting Ugh alre  ̂for a while. Andl 
need to have another one, another rode But I already being high. And that-craving is not wanting it and 
haven't had it, but wanting it more. 
I: Is craving the same or different fiom a desire? 
P: I think it's basicalfy the same. 
L Basically the same? 
P: Yes. I should have locdced these words iq> in the dictionary first 
I: No—Fm glad you didnt, because I want to know what.)«»/think about— 
P: It's like that attitude test I tocdc— 
I: FIl explain all this to you at the end, Fll e:q>lain wlQr Fm asking these questions. 
P: Ok  ̂
I: Then these questions won't seem to hard. Is craving the same as jonesing? 
P: Craving-it's like I keep craving in iiQ  ̂mind-craving and jonesing— 
I: You've heard the term jonesing, haven't you? 
P: Yes. Oh, golly. I think they're the same, too. 
I: Th^re the same? 
P: Yes. 
I: How much do you like the high that you feel fiom crack? 
P: How much? 
I: Yes. How much do you like—? 
P: On what scale? 
I: On one to ten. 
P: Ten when Fm smoking it, sure. As long as you're high off of it, you know, ft's when you come down-
I: No, not coming down, just the buzz. 
P: Ten. 
I: Has the high that you feel fiom cradc changed over the years that you've used it? 
P: Sure it has. 
L How has it changed? 
P: When I first started using it, it was more pure. 
I: The high was more pure, or the ciadc was mote pure? 
P: Thecradcwas. Whereas now, thqr'ie putting everything in it to stretch it So, like more baking soda. 
Some people will even put, even like cut ̂  cocaine and put ammnnin or something in it to make it even-
-like it's stronger but it's realfy not 
I: So the high has changed because the cocaine itself has changed? 
P: I say the, what do you call it, how do you say-the quantity? 
I: Yes. 
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P: Whereas when I fiist Halted, you could get bigger-ftr the nme amount of monqMiow it's half the 
size. 
£ Okicf. So the high has changed because the cocaine is not as pure. 
P: Right 
I: Has the amount that you like the high changed over the yean that you've used? 
P: Oh, yeah. 
I: Do you like it more, do you like it less? 
P: You mean like wanting to get higher? 
t Or just how much you like being high. Hbs that changed over the years you've used? 
P: That's a hard one because-yes and no. When rm using cocaine, Fm a runner. Fve been a runner even 
when I first started 19 to now. But the onfy reason I say ifs changed is because Fve gotten older. And 
when I was in ny twenties, compared to being now, I mean in nytwqities,rd go stand on the comer, 
starting when it was dark, and m t̂e come in the next moning. But now I dont like to do that tflcan 
get it by tipping somdxxfy ofî  or pretending to turn a tridc, and taking his w l̂e wallet rn take those 
chances. Coiiq>ared to string out all night Because Fm older. Pm not as young as I used to be. Idont • 
like the cold weather and all that shit that goes with that 
I: So you dont like all that shit? 
P: Right Whereas before, I didntrcalfy care. 
L' Well, this is kind of like the end of the section, so why don't you— 
P: Oh, there's another session. 
I: No, we'reattheendofthesectioa So viiiy don't you go make the call. 
P: I have to call at 6:15— 

[returns after making call] 

I: How fiequentfy do you have cravings when you're using? 
P: When rm using? 
I: Ifyou were using on a regular basis, how frequentty would you have cravings? 
P: [Laughs] 
I: Every 
P: Yes. 
I: Every week, more than once a day? 
P: Ma  ̂twice. 
I: Now that you're trying to stay clean-
P: HowmaiQ t̂imesbavelhadacraving-
I: How often do you have cravings? 
P: You've had less than ten. • 
I: Less than ten. So about once a week? 
P: Maybe. 
I: Twice a week? 
P: Maybe once-nuQ^be once every two weeks. I haven't had maiQr cravings. I walked into a-Iet me tell 
you-there's a liquor store over here on Stone and Speedway, the drive-through. And girlfiiend, look here! 
L You walked in there? 
P: And I knew what was in there-
I: You knew what was in the liquor storel 
P: Well, this was ny hangout So I know the area. I know everything that goes on around here. Iknow 
what's what, what's in, what's iq>. And I walk into the store, to purchase something, but there was like 
three people in front of me. And here I walk into this liquor store-with nothing but liquor, and Fm like-I 
stood there with n^rfiiend for a minute, and I said, "Hfou know \̂ iat,Fve gotta get out of here." Shesays, 
"Why?" I says, "I dont know. There's just too much liquor for me." I dont know if that was a craving, or 
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mqteitwasangnafielaxuig,gediiigieadytoielaxorKniietluiig. IjustfidtuncomfiMttble. Yoaknow 
like you feel oiicoinfijitabletfyoD go to somebody's house you don't know. I just felt uncomfortable, so I 
left. Are you shorthanding? 
h Yeah. To help me vdien I transcribe die tqies. 
P: Letmesee. I atw  ̂wanted to know how to do that 
I: rm not really shoithanding-rm just writing the words down to help me remember. So^niienyouwere 
usin  ̂did the fiequen  ̂ with ndiich you crave change over time? Did the fieipiency of your cravings 
change over time? 
P: Yes. 
I: How did it change? 
P: Because eatfy on, I was, like I said, I was prostituting, and stealing and getting money that kind of 
way. But as time went on, I kqitajob and worked. Nfyhustwod started woridng, and he took a job. 
I: How did that afifect your cravings? 
P: I craved it more because I was working. I knew there was a paychedc coming. 
I: Oh, so there was more monqr? 
P: Right And it was steacfy money. 
I: Oh, so you knew there was money coming in. Do you crave just cradc, or do you crave other drugs? 
P: Just cr  ̂and alcohol 
I: Do you e}q)erienoe cravings of different intensities? 
P: I don't kn  ̂what you mean. 
L Like different strengths—strong ones, or ones that are weak. Or are they all about the same? 
P: Have you ever heard ofpeople craning in their sleep? 
I: Yes. 
P: OteQT. Those are the instances-yes. Fve even gone as & as dreaming about it 
I: What are those dreams like? 
P: That's what I was going tell. Fve even went as &ras-a real bad craving is waking up thinking I was 
hitting the pipe. 
I: Hitting what? 
P: The pipe. Whereas, iflm craving now, it would be like basically like nausea-start sweating, or 
something like that Orwhatever. But ifl dream about it, it's like Tm actually in the-rm actually doing 
it, Fm actually doing the act And that's the intensity. For me-Idont know about other people-
I: I only care about you. I dont care about other people. Has the intensity of cravings changed since 
you've become sober? 
P: I think so. 
I: Have they becomc stronger or weaker? 
P: Weaker, I think. I think theyVe become weaker. You see, when Fm using, I crave worse because I 
wantit Now I dont want it Iwanttottyandsts^clean. I dont crave as much as when Fm using. I 
dont dream as much about it -You know, when Fm using, it's like evety time I go to sleq), close my eyes, 
I dream about it I want it that bad. But now that Fm sober I have other things on uty mind. Fm working 
inntyprogram. Fmbeinggood,Ihaveaq>onsor, audi have-Fm trying to get nty life in order, so I have 
other things in ntyhead-loddng for ajob, trying to get nty son bade. Fm excited about nqr new 
apartment So I have positive things working for me. Whereas when Fm using, everything is negative. 
So, I mean all you thî  about is where you're going to get two dollars to bity a 40-ouiicer. You look out 
the window, see if aî bocty's going to come iq> to want to go purchase some. It like that-it's just 
everyd^, all day. 
L You mentioned-when do you typically experience cravings? Is there aity time of d  ̂that you typically 
experience cravings? 
P; No. 
I: It could be any time of day? 
P: Yes. Well, yes, it could te aity time, but I think maybe the worst for me is when Fm-around old 
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sunomiduigs. 
I: Like? 
P: TheteisapaiknphefeonSpeedwajrandStonetfiatlaaedtoliaiigaioiiiidalotaftiiiie. Iwouldgo 
there eveiyd .̂ And I went there the other and I know Fm not going to be able to do that Isawa 
couple offiiends there and I stopped and I talked. AndofcourBe.eveq'oneisiising. 
t Does aeeingfiiends, old fiiends, trigger stuff? 
P: It didnt make me want to use, but it brought bade a kit of memories. I could say-oh people would 
say, "Oh green eyes"-that is what they call me on the street They'd talk about the last time I was dnmk, 
or ̂  last time I was using. So of course you're going to think about it So I know that's one qxit I will 
havetoavoid. What was the question again? 
I: What son of situations, people, places, trigger cravings? You mentioned the liquor store. 
P: NfyhuAandisabigtiiggBrfixrme. 
I: Yourhudand? 
P: Yes, we both used together. 
I: Is he still using? 
P: I'msureheis. he was to tell you, he'd sjqt no. He is a, how do you call it~when you can work and 
all that? 
I: Functional. 
P: He's a functional addict Hie can st̂  iq> all night-I canl Fdcall-nqr boss would fire me. Iknowl 
won't make it my performance is not the same. But he can go-his isnt either, but he can go and do his 
eight hours or whatever. Me, Fm different 
I: When you're craving, do you feel it anywhere in your body? Does your bo(fy  ̂feel different Anyparts 
of your botfy fed different? You mention  ̂your mouth watering, that you could taste it 
P: When I was getting high, I had this thing—if someone was to mention-it's weird because I heard 
someone talking about it on TV once, and I thought I was the only like that, When-if I know it's coming 
or if I know my hud)and is getting rea  ̂to come home firom work and we're getting rea(fy to get us a 
score or whatever, or I see someone pull iq) in the drivew  ̂that I know smokes cradc, they're going to get 
for  ̂or sixty dollars worth. Igetdî hea. 
I: Why do you think that is? . 
P: It's a mind thing, but basically it's from the soda. Soda automatically gives you dianhea, and I think-
Idontknow,Idontknowwhyt]̂ is. Itjust—my bo(fy just, I don't know. Do you understand? I don't 
know how to e^qilain it Kfy hudiand used to lau  ̂at me because when I knew it was coming, he knew 
becaiise I went straight to bathroom. I cant say its a mind thing. I don't know what it is. It'sjust 
something nqr bo(fy-nQr body likes it so maybe my bo(fy is just teUing me, okay, it's time to get high! It's 
like a warning to nQr body, or something like that That's the only thing I can think of That's weird. 
I: AiQr other parts ofyourlxxfy-like your arms, your legs, your bade, your stcnnach? 
P: No. Notrealty. Nfy mind goes, like th^sî ,wad7bo .̂ You start thinking about all kinds of 
things, wondering whm ny horn is, wondering if iity screen is put in right wondering where Fm going 
to hide it from nty husband. Wondering this wondering that Usualfylgoanddo—lusualtycop, if 
someone wants sixty, thqr only get forty. I always do one for ntysel̂  so Fm wondering how to get 
somd)0(ty, or whatever. Xfy mind would just go cra .̂ 
I: What thoughts tun through your mind vdien you're craving? 
P: When Fm craving now, or when I was using? 
I: Now. We went through when you were using. 
P: When Fm craving now. Let's see. You know, it's hard for me to even talk about this because I dont-I 
just say, Fd be thinking about it I dont think it's a craving-it might be. 
I: What do you think about? 
P: Like I sity, wondering ifl could get away with it About three or four days ago, I had about 40 dollars, 
soldeddedthatlwasgoingtogoandjustqtendit I was gonna go shopping. Fd come bade with about 
20things. On the way there to the store, I tlmght about cocaine, and I went bade, even though my 
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mon  ̂was gone. Andlthinknu înthebadcofnijrhadlwistealfycnniiig. But I was hiding it all. 
So, ifdiat did you say, viliat do I think about? 

D Yes. How do yoa get rid of these thoughts. How did you get rid of those tlMttghts? 
P: Itay, goingdownthere,IgDtridafitbys îng,rmgoingr^aidlett. This is what Fm going to do. 
FingoingtodoitdifBaent Fm not gonna 9e^n7nioD^<ni it And I saying to norseU; I deserve 
it I deserve something else other than-tiying to pat n^self on die back because I didnth^aî body to 
doitforme. I had made n^self proud. Gta die w^ba  ̂I think, I guess m^be I still was craving, but I 
didnt have the mon .̂ I think the craving lasted ttewhde time I was gone and came bade. Jiistthefict 
that I had money, and I could have went and purchased a foity-dollar rock, maybe. 
I: How soccessfiilaie you at getting rid of diese thoughts? 
P: That particular situation-now that I think about it-Ihaventdioug}tt about it since that dqr-diat was 
pretty bad because usualtyFmpret̂  good at it Usualfy, nipidcapabookandread,orr]ltBncto 
someone. Usualty we talk about something different ^usualfy, it's time fi>r a meeting î iich helps me a 
lot But that particular day, I Adnt try to do that Idontknow îiy. Becauseusnalfyltrytoblodcitout 
I try bloddng it out, try to thî  about something else. I think dwttnty boy, I think about Christmas 
when Tm going to get him—you kn ,̂ just different shit But this particular day, I didn't I thought about 
it &om the time I went down there to the time I came bade. 
I: Typically, when you experience cravings, do you want to go find crack or alcohol to satisfy them? 
P: Not so 
I: Nctso&r? 
P: Notso&r. Becauselcanonty-becauselknowthattheys ,̂dod t̂od ,̂sothat'swhatlhaveto 
do. 
I: And when you were using, ifyou were craving would you go find crack? 
P: Ohhellyes. Areyoukidd !̂ Findit! I had so many drug dealer numbers. Nfydnigdealers 
delivered it to me. I ̂ dnt have to go find it They'd bring it to me. And I had one that lived on 
Valencia, and I hated calling him because he lived so &r. But-K)hyeah. Sometimes, like, vay husband 
would get paid, and we'd be down to our last himdred, and knowing that the rent hadnt been paid, 
knowing there was no groceries, knowing this, knowing that We'd be down to our last hundred, andl'd 
be-he knows I had a certain look like everything would be all right—and he would look me, and he would 
say, "What are you thinking?". And he kn  ̂what Td be thinking. He would just basically want my 
approval. Because he would want it to. And he would say, "Who will we call this time of morning" So 
then my motor would quit running. It was either get on the phone and start calling-there was a coiq)le of 
dope spots around that I could go to. And I would do it for—I would there sometimes in a d ,̂ if I 
couldnt find it, or nobody would call back, or. Thqr're different out hm than thQr are in LA. LAis 
twenty-four hours. Just watch your door, and there it is. Out here, thqr shut down at two or three o'clock 
inthemoming. They don't want to get iq>. Sometimes I would lay there, for like two hours. Iflcouldgo 
to sleep, I would still be craving. That's bad, isnt it? 
I: Yes 
P: That's just terrible. 
I: If you were craving crack with that intensity, would aiqthing else satisfy that craving? 
P; Beer. 
I: Beer would? 
P: Yes. Then I would realty get-that's^y I usually-about 12:30, quarter to one, Fd hit the store. 
Because Fd have to have a couple of 40-ouncers. Because sometimes I knew that I might not be able to 
getholdofaî thingvdienitwaslate. So if I had a beer, it would kind of relax me. It would bring me 
down. 
I: When you were using, what was the frequency with which you would use iii response to craving? Like, 
ifyou had a craving, how often would you use in response to a craving? Would you use evety time you 
craved, or half the time that you had cravings? 
P: Fd s  ̂more than half. 
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I: More than half? Seventy-five pcrcait? 
P: Yeah. 
K Do oenain emotions or ftelings trigger oavings? 
P: Yes. When I was usiiig-we had a tendency to fool ounelves. I was getting angiy, about half the time 
I would get angiy because I ooold give ntysdf an exoise. rdgetmadatnQrhusbsnd. Ifwehadfinty, 
sixty, eighty doU  ̂if he had something to do with it, rd get mad on poipose. Because I knew evoî ally 
he would e^q) getting high. So Fd say, getting angiy on pmpose. rve done so much shit in my life I 
can't believe it 
I: When you're actual̂  experiencing a craving, are there certain emotions that go along with it? Certain 
emotions that you feel when you're craving. 
P: Yes. Sad. Really, really sad viten you cant have it Irementfwonetinieonntybitthdy, andlknew 
ntyhuAand had just got paid, but he's avoiding it He said lefs go to dinner and all that kind of shit I 
didntwanttodothat Nfybirthdqrtomewouldbetostqrhomeandgethigh. But he had invjted these 
peoplefiomhisjobtooomepidcusiqh-andrms în  ̂"Dowehavetogo?* HegDtvefy.verytqwet Fd 
say my emotions for that night was I was realty sad and disappointed because I wanted my cocaine that 
bad. I would have preferred to stay home and get high and qiendnty money then to go out, sit down, and 
have a nice dinner. I would be veiy-I would be sad, like somdxxty died. It was realty hard for me that 
night to be cheeifiil around these people because all I had in the bade of my head was cocaine, cocaine. 
And then after we came back, the craving was still there, but I kind of basicaUy left it alone, and I just left 
She had a car, that's all I needed. She had a car, and she came in, and I said, "Guess what, honor?" And 
wedid. This different shit, I meaiL BasicaUy, ntyn l̂e environment around oty house, nty 
neighborhood, the people I hung around with, are basicalty triggers for me. Kfy life now has to change 
dramaticalfy. Fve done live-ins all nty life. I can't do them aitymore. 
I: You've done what? 
P: Live-ins. In people's homes—home care. Can't do that, that's a bad rcbq>se for me. It's too much time 
on nty hands. Too secluded. Ifl work at live-ins, most oftiie time it's six to eight I'd crave that weed. 
Fm there, call the dqK man, smoke in nty room. Shitlikethat But other than that, Fm an ok  ̂
person when Fm not using. 
I: Most people are when they're not using. Is there anything Fve missed that's realty inqwrtant to how 
you experience drug and alcohol cravings? 
P: Let's see. [unintelligible] think-fiom me using for so maity years and sts^g clean now, by me 
working steps, the way it sh^d be is going through the motions because I have to. A lot of it hu to do 
with inside-your feelings. Since Fve been working on stq)s, Fve noticed that There's a lot of things—I 
used to always blame-wlien I used to go to Amity or ̂ l̂atever, I always used to blame the [unintelligible]. 
I always used to make an excuse. Butthere'salotofthingsinntylifethathq>penedtomethatwereso, I 

just flushed down. And since Fve been working on stq>s, and talking about things-
I: It realty does help. That's it 
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APPENDIX C 

(^NERAL CRAVING SCALE 

Below is a list of thoughts and feelings that people may oqwrience when they are 
experiencing a craving. Please read each statement carefiilly and indicate how fivquently 
it occurs WHEtf YOU ARE EXPERIENCING A CRAVING. 

1 2 
Not at all Rarely 

3 4 5 
Sometimes Usually Always 

WHEN I AM EXPERIENCING A CRAVING: 

1. Sweet things like gum or candy will satis  ̂my craving. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. My mo]|̂ _ • 

7. ^^^^^craving i^^^^^^Umcomfortable. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. I thM about how good my drug of choice woidd taste. .1 2 3 4 5 

11. I picture myself usmg. 

17. Icanc 

19. I use m response to my cravmg 
mMmmmm 

21. The only thing I think about IS usi 
mmm> mm^M 

23. I want to set hiim. 

25. I hope the high is good. 
•* "if'' ;7zszr^sK-i 
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31. My hands sweat 

33. I miss the hi 

35. My heart 

37. I feel sad. 

39. I would do almost anything to get my dmg of choice. 1 2 3 4 5 
W/WAYy 

41. I have to have mv dnis of choice. 

43. I feel guilty. K%i%v'*XvW -̂v 

Below is a list of situations in which people may experience craving. Please read each 
statement carefully and indicate HOW FREQUENTLY CRAVINGS OCCUR IN THAT 
SITUATION 

1 
Not at all 

2 3 4 5 
Rarely Sometimes Usually Always 

I CRAVE WHEN: 

46. I know I can't use. 1 2 3 4 5 

48. As soon as I come down. 

52. lamdeoressed 

54. I am bored. 
m.yr< 

56. I am in places where I have used 

58.  lam 
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